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5,414.761--.-

REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM

This application is a Continuation application of U.S.
application Ser. No. 08/046105, filed Apr. 8, 1993, now
U.S. Pat. No. 5,255,313, which is a Continuation Appli-
cation of U.S. application Ser. No. 07/587,326, Mied
Sep. 24, 1990, now U.S. Pat. No. 5,228,077, which is a
Continuation-hn-Part Application of application Ser.
No. 07/127,999, Mied Dec. 2, 1987, now U.S. Pat. No.
4,959,810, which is a Continuation-hn-Part of applica-
tion Ser. No. 07/109,336, Mied Oct. 14, 1987, now aban-
doned.

.FIELD OF THE ENVENTION
The present invention relates to a universal remote

control system including a remote control of the type
which is hand held and which can be coupled via coded
infrared signals with a remote control receiver built into
a television or other remotely controlled electrical ap-
paratus to turn on the apparatus, such as the television,
at a distance, to adjust the volume, tone and brightness,
to change channeLs, and to turn the television off and a
data transmission system for inputting data to the re-
mote control.

2. Description of the Related Art Including Informa-
tion Disclosed under 37 CFR Sections 1.97-1.99

Heretofore it has been proposed to provide a recon-
figurable remote control device and programmable
functions for such a remote control device which will
enable one to learn, store and retransmit infrared codes
that are emitted from the controller for a remotely
controlled apparatus, such as a television.

For example, in the Welles II U.S. Pat. No. 4,623,887
and the Ehlers U.S. Pat. No. 4,626,848, there is dis-
closed a reconfigurable remote control device which
has the ability to learn, store and repeat remote control
codes from any other infr-ared transmitter. Such a
reconfigurable, remote control transmitter device in-
cludes an infr-ared receiver, a microprocessor, a non-
volatile random access memory, a scratch pad random
access memory, and an infraed transmitter.

According to the teachings of the Ehlers patent, the
infrared signals received by the remote control device
are in bursts of pulses and the device counts the number
of pulses in each burst as well as the time duration of
each pause in a trnmiso between bursts.

The Evans et al. U.S. Pat. No. 4,825,200 which issued
on Apr. 25, 1989 on application Ser. No. 66,833, fied on
Jun. 25, 1987, teaches a reconfigurable remote control
transmitter that includes a learn mode and a run mode
and is siilar to the remote control system disclosed in
the Ehlers patent.

Evans et al does not teach or suggest the provision in
a universal remote control of data coupling means in-
cluding terminal means (such as serial ports) coupled to
a CPU for enabling code data to be supplied from out-
side the remote control through the terminal means and
CPU to a memory of the remote control

The Imoto U.S. Pat. No. 4,71,283 teaches a system
for the collecting of operating codes from various re-
mote control transmitters by inputting the code data
therefrom via infrared code signals to an infrared re-
ceiving diode at an input of the system, deciphering
those code signals, storing them in a RAM and then
upon operation of keys, supplying outputs via one of
several cables extending from outputs of the system to
devices to be controlled.

Imoto does not teach means for outputting infrared
code signals nor does Imoto teach in a remote control,
terminal means coupled to a CPU for supplying code

* data from outside the remote control through the termi-
v5 nal means and the CPU to a memory of the remote

* control.

SUMMARY OF THE RiVENTION

*According to the present invention there is provided
10 a remote control system with data coupling including: a
*remote control, a computer having a memory, at least
*one of instruction codes or code data for creating ap-

propriate infrared (IR) lamp driver instructions for
causing an infrared signal generator to emit infrared

15 signals which will cause specific functions to occur in a
specific controlled device, for operating a variety of
devices to be controlled, stored in the memory of the

I computer,. the remote control comprising input cir-
cuitry including a set of keys or pushibuttons for input-

20 ting commands into the remote control, infrared signal
output circuitry including IR lamp driver circuitry for
supplying an infrared signal to a controlled device, a

L central processing unit (CPU) coupled to the input
circuitry and to the signal output circuitry, a memory

25 coupled to the CPU, and data coupling circuitry and
structure for periodically coupling the computer to the
remote control for receiving from the computer mem-
ory and inputting into the memory of the remote con-
trol at least one of (a) the instruction codes or (b) the

30 code data for creating appropriate IR lamp driver in-
structions, the code date causing the infrared signal
output circuitry to emit infrared signals which will
cause specific functions to occur in a specific controlled
device when the input circuitry are operated, and the

35 code data operating a variety of devices to be con-
trolled and enabling the remote control to control vari-
ous devices to be controlled upon the inputting of com-
mands to the keys of the input circuitry.

Further according to the invention there is provided
40 a remote control system with data coupling including: a

remote control, a computer having a memory, at least
one of instruction codes or code data for creating ap-
propriate infrared (IR) lamp driver instructions for
causing an infrared signal generator to emit infrared

45 signals which will cause specific functions to occur in a
specific controlled device, for operating a variety of
devices to be controlled, stored in the memory of the
computer, a remote control comprising input circuitry
including a set of keys or pushbuttons for inputting

50 commands into the remote control, infrared signal out-
put circuitry including IR lamp driver circuitry for
supplying an infrared signal to a controlled device, a
central processing unit (CPUT) coupled to the input
circuitry and to the signal output circuitry, a memory

55 coupled to the CPU, and data coupling circuitry and
structure for periodically coupling the computer to the
remote control for receiving from the computer mem-
ory and inputting into the memory of the remote con-
trol at least one of (a)- the instruction codes or (b) code

60 data for creating appropriate IR lamp driver instruc-
tions for causing the infrared signal output circuitry to
emit infrared signals which will cause specific functions
to occur in a specific controlled device, for operating a
variety of devices to be controlled into the memory of

65 the remote control to enable the remote control to con-
trol various devices to be controlled upon the inputting
of commands to the keys of the input circuitry and a
data trasmsson system including the data coupling

-- I
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circuitry and structure for coupling the remote control
to the computer, directly, through decoding circuitry
and a television set which receives a television signal
containing at least one off the instruction codes or the
code data.5

Still further according to the present invention there
is provided a remote control system with data coupling
including a remote control comprising input circuitry
including a set of keys or pushbuttons for inputting
commands into the remote control, infrared signal out- 1(
put circuitry including IR lamp driver circuitry for
supplying an infrared signal to a controlled device, a
central processing unit (CPUT) coupled to the input
circuitry and to the signal output circuitry, a memory
coupled to the CPU and data coupling circuitry and 15
structure including terminal structure comprising a
receiving port coupled to the CPU for enabling at least
one of (a) instruction codes or (b) the code data for
creating appropriate IR lamp driver instructions for
causing the infrared signal output circuitry to emit in- 2c
frared signals which will cause specific functions to
occur in a specific controlled device, for operating a
variety of devices to be controlled, to be supplied from
outside the remote control through the receiving port
of the terminal structure directly to the CPU for direct 25
entry to the memory to enable the remote control to
control various devices to be controlled upon the input-
ting of commands to the keys of the input circuitry and
a data transmission system including coupling circuitry
for coupling the terminal structure to a computer, di- 30
rectly, through a telephone line, through a modem and
a telephone line, or through decoding circuitry and a
television set which receives a television signal contain-
ing at least one of the instruction codes or the code data.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 3

FIG. 1 is a front perspective view of the universal
remote control device constructed according to the
teachings of the present invention.,

FIG. 2 is an exploded perspective view of the control 40
device show n in FIG. 1.

FIG. 3 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional view
through two of the push buttons of the control device
shown in FIGS. 1 and 2.

FIG. 4 is a fragmentary corner view of a push button 45
containing panel and a base panel.

FIG. 5 is a fragmentary corner view similar to FIG.
4 as the panels are brought together and shows one of
the push buttons Cut away from the push button con-
taining panel. 50

FIG. 6 is a fragmentary sectional view of the assem-
bly 15 formed by bringing the push button containing
panel into engagement with the base panel.

FIG. 7 is a plan view of the circuit board assembly
mounted inside the control device viewing the control 55
device from the back side thereof with a back cover
panel removed.

FIG. 8 is a block diagram of the operating circuitry in
the control device.

FIGS. 9A & 9B are a detailed schematic circuit dia- 60
gram of the operating circuitry shown in FIG. 8.

FIG. 10 is a perspective view showing the connection
of a programming connector over the central process-
ing unit of the operating circuitry in the control device,
the programming connector being connected to a mi- 65
croProcessor, being operable to disable the central pro-
cessing unit, and being used to program the random
access memory (RAM) of the operating ciruitry.

FIGS. Ila to li are graphical representations of
several modulation schemes which are used in infrared
remote control transmitters.

FIG. 12A is a flow chart of a first part of a method for
5capturing an IR code and FIG. 12B is a graph of the

envelope of the code.
FIG. 13A is a flow chart of a second part of a method

for capturing an IR code; FIG. 13B is a waveform of
the IR bit stream and filtered bit stream; and FIG. 13C

,is a graph of the waveform. of a filtered repetition of a
filtered bit stream.

FIG. 14 is a flow chart of the method used for gener-
ating an infrared code.

FIG. 15 is a front plan view of the control device
,5 shown in FIG. 1 and shows the various pushbuttons, of

the device.
FIG. 16 is a flow chart of the search and set proce-

dure followed in using the control device of the present
invention.
0 FIG. 17 is a flow chart of a direct-entry/quick-set
procedure followed in using the remote control device.

FIG. 18A is a flow chart of the procedure followed in
setting a "DO" command and FIG. 18B is a flow chart
of the method for executing a "DO" command.
5 FIG. 19A is a flow chart of the method used to iden-
tify what type of unit the remote control device is set
for and FIG. 19B is a table of the identifying blink code.

FIG. 20 is a fragmentary perspective view with por-
tions broken away of a connector with conversion cir-

Dcuitry therein and a special battery case cover for the
control device by which new data can be inputed into
the RAM of the operating circuitry of the control de-
vice.

FIG. 21 is a schematic circuit diagram of part of the
5conversion circuitry in the connector shown in FIG. 20.

FIG. 22 is a schematic circuit diagram of another part
of the conversion circuitry in the connector shown in
FIG. 20.

FIG. 23 is a schematic block diagram of the data
transmission system of the universal remote control
system of the present invention and shows the manner
in which data is input via a telephone line to the remote
control.

FIG. 24 is a block schematic diagram of a modified
idata transmission system similar to the data transmission
system shown in FIG. 23 for inputting data via a tele-
phone line to the remote control using a pickup coil.

FIG. 25 is a block schematic diagram of another
embodiment of a data transmission system which uti-

0lizes the vertical blanking interval on a raster across a
television screen for transmitting data to the remote
control and shows a vertical blanking interval decoder
and a cable with a three-pin jack pluggable into the
remote control for transmitting data to the remote con-
trol.

FIG. 26 is a block schematic diagram of a direct
connection from a digital telephone hie to the remote
control having a direct access arrangement therein for
inputting data to the remote control.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

Referring now to FIG. 1 in greater detail, there is
illustrated therein a universal remote control device 10
constructed according to the teachings of the present
invention.

As shown, the device 10 includes a housing 11 includ-
ing an upper housing member 12 having a base panel 14,
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and a lower housing member 16. An overlay face panel
18 is positioned over the base panel 14.

The two panels 14 and 18 have openings 22 and 24
(FIG. 2) therethrough for receiving elastomeric push.
buttons 25, all of which extend from and are fixed to or
intga Iwith an elastomeric body panel 26 as shown in
FIG. 2.

The pushbuttons 25 are arranged in rows and col-
umns and are identified as follows on the overlay face
panel 18:

VCR I
VCR 2
Rec
Rew

1
4
7

DO
A
B

Cable
CD
TV. VCR
Revense

TV
DOlI
stop
play

3
6
9
Enter
RemUf

Power
DO 2
Pause
FustFwd
mute
Vol up
Vol Dn

CH Up
CH Dn

0
H

This arrangement is shown in FIG. 15 and the man- 2
ner in which these pushbuttons 25 are utilized in operat-
ing the control device 10 will be described in greater
detail in connection with the description of FIGS.
15-19B.

At a top or forward end 28 of the device 10, there is
provided an opening 30 for thre light emitting diodes, 30
LED 1, LED 2 and LED 3. The opening 30 is covered
by an infrared-transport lens 31. Also, provided on a top
surface 32 of the upper housing member 12 of the con-
trol device 10 is a light emitting diode, LED 4, by
which ifrain in the form of red and green blink 35
codes, is communicated to the user of the device 10.

FIG. 2 is an exploded view of the cmoet of the
device 10. As shown, the device 10 includes the overlay
face panel 18 with pushbutton-receiving, generally rect-
angular Openings 22, the upper housing member 12 with 40
base panel 14 having a plurality of generally rectangu-
lar, pushbutton receiving openings 24, the elastomeric
body panel 26 having pushbuttons 25 extending from an
upper surface 34 thereof, a printed circuit board 36
having conductive switches 38 on an upper surface 40 45
thereof and operating circuitry 42 (FIG. 7) mounted on
the underside 43 thereof, the lower housing member 16,
a cover 44 for a battery cmatent 45 (FIG. 7) for
receiving batteries 46 (FIG.10) for the circuitry 42 of
the control device 10, and the infrared-transport lens 31. 50

It will be noted that the base panel 14 of the upper
housing member 12 has pushbutton openings 24 com-
pletely across each one of fourteen (14) rows across and
four (4) columns down. However, not all of these open-
ings or holes 24 have pushbuttons 25 extending there- 55
through, as noted by the lesser number of pushbutton-
receiving openings 22, in the overlay face panel 18.
Likewise, the body panel 26 initially has pushbuttons 25
arranged completely across tile upper surface 34 in
fourteen (14) rows across and fourteen (14) columns 60
down.

The printed circuit board 36 has conductive switches
38 aligned with each one of the pushbuttons 25 so that
more switches 38 are provided than may be necessary
for this particular control device 10. 65

The availability of addonal pushbutton openings 24
in the base panel 14 will enable the control device 10 to
be modified as necessary by the addition of further

pushbuttons 25 to perform numerous other functions as
called for.

This mechanical construction of the upper and lower
housing members 12 and 16 and the panels 14 and 18

5and circuit board 36 enable the control device 10 to be
modified to include additional circuits in the operating
circuitry 42 and pushbutton switches 25 for performing
additional functions, if desired. In this respect, overlay
face panel 18 is easily replaceable to modify the device

010 to include more or less pushbuttons 25 and associated
switches 38.

The simplicity of the construction of the pushbuttons
25, the base panel 14 and the overlay panel 18 is shown
in FIGS. 3-6. As shown in FIG. 3, the body panel 26

1has a plurality of raised pushbuttons 25 formed thereon.
Each raised rectangular button 25 has a recessed area or
hollow 48 on the underside 49 of each button 25 in
which is mounted a conductive plunger or puck 50

3adapted to engage one of the conductive switches 38 on
the circuit board 36. With the pushbuttons 25 and the
panel 26 being formed from a sheet of elastomeric mate-
rial it is an easy matter to remove the buttons 25 that are
not necessary with a scissors or other cuttng element,

5as shown in FIG. 4.
Then, the pushbutton body panel 26 is moved into

engagement with the base panel 14, as shown in FIG. 5,
to form the assembly shown in FIG. 6.

After the pushbutton body panel 26 and the base
panel portion 14 have been assembled as shown in FIG.
6, the overlay face panel 18 is mounted on top of the
base panel 14 and the circuit board 36 is mounted within
the housing member 12.

Referring now to FIG. 7, there is illustrated therein
the operating circuitry 42 of the control device 10
which includes batteries 46 (FIG. 10) mounted in the
compartment 45 for providing power for the circuitry
42 and a lithium battery 52, which backs up a static
RAM 54. A central processing unit (CPU) 56, is cou-
pled through a latch 58 to the RAM 54. Three LEDs,
LED 1, LED 2, and LED 3 are coupled to the circuitry
42 for communication with the apparatus to be con-
trolled. All elements of the circuitry 42 are mounted on
the circuit board 36 mounted in the upper housing mem-
ber 12. A further LED, LED 4 is coupled to CPU 56 for
coMmunication with the user of the device 10 as will be
described in greater detail below.

A block schematic circuit diagram of the operating
circuitry 42 is shown in FIG. 8 and includes CPU 56,
the infrared light emitting diodes, LED 1, LED 2, and
LED 3 coupled to the CPU 56, serial input/output ports
60 of CPU 56, the RAM 54 coupled to CPU 56 and
backed up by lithium battery 52 and a 4x 14 keyboard
61 coupled to CPU 56. The four AAA batteries 46 are

ialso shown.
FIGS. 9A and 9B are a detailed schematic circuit

diagram of the operating circuitry 42. The operating
circuit 42 includes the central processing unit 56, the
latch 58, the random access memory 54 and LED 1,

iLED 2, LED 3 and LED 4.
The operating circuitry also includes several subcir-

cuits. One of those subcircuits, 62 MFG. 9B) includes the
keyboard 61 having pushbuttons 25, each of which is
connected to a port 63 of the CPU 56 shown in FIG. 9B
and can be referred to as the keyboard circuit 62. Th e
X's in FIG. 9B indicate the pushbuttons 25 and when
one of those pushbuttons X is pressed, current flows
through a resistor in a column line, e.g., when button 25'

-- I
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is pressed current flows through resistor 64 in column
line 138 going to the button or key 25'. That raises the
voltage on a supply line VCC to the CPU 56 of the
microprocessor.

Accordingly, whenever a button 25 is pressed, it will
increase the voltage on line VCC which initiates a
switching process in a wake up circuit 70 for "waking
up" or energizing the CPU 56 in the manner described
below.

In addition to the keyboard circuit 62 and the wakeup
circuit 70, the subcircuits include a reset circuit 74, and
a write protect circuit 78.

When the voltage on line VCC goes up, a signal is
passed through capacitor 102, to the base of a transistor
104 in the wake up circuit 70. This turns on the transis-
tor 104 which in turn turns on transistor 106 This turn-
ing on of the transistors 104 and 106 will bring voltage
on line VCC to the ful DC voltage of about 5j volts.
When the voltage on fine VCC reaches 51 volts, the
CPU 56 begins to operate.

When operating, the CPU 56 establishes a signal on
line ALE 108 which is passed through a resistor 110 and
filtered by capacitor 102. Once the ALE signal is estab-
lished, it causes a voltage to be generated at the base of
transistor 104, maintaining transistor 104 turned on,
which in turn maintains transistor 106 turned on, thus
enabling the CPU 56 to continue to rum. The CPU 56
can turn itself off by executing a HALT instruction
which causes the ALE signal to cease, thus turning off
transistors 104 and 106 and removing power via line
VCC to the CPU 56.

It is to be noted that the wake up circuit 70 can be
activated by depression of a key or button 25 or by an
input signal at serial port 3. coupled to an input port 112
of the CPU 56.

The circuit elements described above form the
wakeup circuit 70 for activating the operating circuitry
42 of the device 10. This circuit uses substrate static-
protection diodes 114 in a CMOS chip coupled to the
keyboard 61. With this arrangement, source current is
supplied to transmitter 104 via line VCC when a key or
pushbutton 25 is depressed.

The RAM 54 is connected to the lithium battery 52
and, when the device 10 is not being used, draws about
20 nanoamps from the battery 52, which gives the de-
vice 10 a shelf life between 5 and 10 years. A backup
capacitor'116 is coupled to the RAM 54 and has (at 20
nanoamps) a discharge time of about 10 minutes, pro-
viding ample time to change (if necessary) the battery
52 without losing the instructions and data stored in the
RAM 54. Capacitor 116 is kept charged by battery 46
through diode 117 when the device 10 is operating and,
at other times, by battery 52 through diode 118.

After the CPU 56 has been powered up, or awakened,
the CPU 56 nakes a scan of row lines 121-128 to theI
keyboard 61 by sequeniay forcing each line 121-128
low and then polling the other lines to find out which
button 2.5, such as button 25', has been pressed. As a
result of pushbutton 25' being pressed, a low impressed
upon row line 121 will cause a low on column line 1286
and that will result in the row line 128 being low.

The CPU 56 first sets row line 121 low and then
begins scaning, starting with the row line 122, for
another row ine having a low voltage thereon and by
finding the row ine with the low voltage, in the above6
example, row line 128, the CPU 56 knows that button
25' at the intersection of row line 128 and column line
138 has been depressed.

If the CPU 56 had not found a low on another row
* line, such as row line 128, after having set line row 121
* low, line 121 is returned to its previous value and row

line 122 is then set low, and the scan continued until a
1 low row line is found to identify which button 25 has
t been depressed.

r When the CPU 56 determine which pushbutton 25
has been depressed the C:PU S6 will then know what
function is to be carried out.

10 It is to be noted that the keyboard circuit 62 is
I uniquely designed to include only eight (8) row lines

IL21-128 and eight (9) column lines 131-138 each having
a resistor 64 and a current directing diode 114 therein
and each being arranged across the row lines 131-138 so

15 that 56 switch positions are provided with only eight (8)
lines.

All memory cycles exercised must involve the latch
58 because the CPU 56 has its data bus multiplexed with
the lower 8 bits of the address bus on lines 141-148.

20 Coming out of the CPU 56 to the latch 58, is a group
of nine (9) lines 108 and 141-148. One of the lines, line
108, carries the ALE signal. The eight (8) lines 141-148
between the latch 58 and the CPU 56 are the multi-
plexed data and address bus lines. These lines comprise

25 the lower 8 bits of the address bus. A group of multiplex
lines are identified with reference numeral 150. Five
more lines 151-155 comprise the upper five bits of the
address bus, making a total of 13 bits of address.

An inverting OR gate 156 having an output line 158
30 and two input lines 160 and 162 together with ground

line 164 are coupled between the CPU 56 and the RAM
54. The line 158 defines an output enable for the RAM
54.

Accordingly, when the CPU 56 wanlts to do a read, it
35 actuates either of the two input ines 160 or 162 going

into the OR gate 1,56. Line 160 is a PSEN line for telling
the RAM 54 that it is to be enabled to receive data and
line 162 is a Read Output line to tell the RAM 54 that
the CPU is going to read the information stored in the

40 RAM 54. With OR gate 156 the two lines and functions
are combined on one line 158. In other words, the CPU
56 tells the RAM 54, through the OR. gate 156, that it
wants to read information stored in the RAM 54.

The circuitry 42 also includes the write protect cir-
45 cuit 78 which has the double duty of being a low battery

indicating circuit. The circuit 78 includes a resistor 170,
a transistor 171, two resistors 172, 173 and a Zener
diode 174 connected as shown.

A write enable line 176 is connected between the
50 transistor 171 and the CPU 56.

When the CPU 56 desires to write information into
the RAM 54, it places the address on the address bus
lines 141-148 and 151-155, strokes the lower 8 bits of
the address bus on lines 141-148 into the latch 58 using

55 ALE line 108, places the information on the data bus
lines 141-148, and then brings the write enable line 176
low.

When the write enable line 176 goes low, unless the
transistor 171 is turned on by virtue of the battery volt-

60 age being more than 4.3 volts, a line 178 going into the
RAM 54 at the collector 180 of the transistor 171
(which is the "write enable" for the RAM 54), is pre-
vented from going low, maintaining the RAM "Write
Protected". This condition also is created when the

65 battery 48 is low. The "write enable" line 176 also func-
tions as a low battery detector because, during execu-
tion of the program, a check is made to see whether
writing to the RAM 54 is enabled. If it is not, this shows
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tat the battenrieeweak and asignal is sent to the user

by flashing the red LED, of LED 4, 5 times.
Note that LED 4 includes a red LED and a green

LED incorporated into one package so that when both
LEDs are tuamed on, a yellow light is emitted, making 5
LED 4 a tricolor LED. Such tricolor LED 4 enables
the device 10 easily tocomnat to the user by way
of the color, number and sequence of light blinks.

A clock circuit 182 including a crystal resonator is
coupled to the CPU 56. 10~

Three serial ports 1-3 are coupled to the CPU 56 and
include port 1 which is a'tasitn port, port 2 which
is ground and port 3 which is a receiving port. Serial
port 1 is connected to row line 121 so that data can be
serially transmitted in the form of highs and lows by 15
CPU 56 from the RAM 54 over row line 121 to serial
port 1. Incoming data is received serially from data
supply means, such as from the memory of a personal
computer at serial port 3 and conveyed to input port
112, when it is desired to update the code data and/or 20
instructions in the RAM 54.

The three infrared-emitting LEDs, LED 1, LED 2,
and LED 3 are connected in the circuitry 42 as shown.

The reset circuit 74 includes two resistors and a ca-
pacitor connected as shown and coupled between line 25
VCC and a reset line 184.

As will be described in greater detail in connection
with the description of FIGS. 11-14, the manufacturer
of the device 10, using known methods or the method
described herein with reference to FIGS. 12A-13C, 30
will decipher the ifrared codes for operating various
pieces of equipment, such as a TV, a VMR a CD, a
Cable Converter or other equipment which is con-
trolled by a remote infrared'trasmitin device.

After the infrared code is deciphered, the code data 35
therefor and instructions for generating such code (see
the flow chart in FIG. 14) are stored in a programing
computer 200 (FIG. 10) and the device 10 is pro-
grammed as explained below.

It isto benoted that the circuitry 42 has no ROM and 4o
all instruction codes and code data are loaded directly
into the RA M 54.TIs allows for fiffinite upgradability
in the field via the serial ports 1, 2Z 3.

FIG. 10 is a perspective view of a programming com-
puter 200 coupled by a cable 202 to a special connector 45
204 which is adapted tobe received over the CPU 56mi
the operating circuitry 42 for disabling the CPU 56 and
for enabling the RAM 54 to be programmed by the
programming computer 200. Emsentially this is done by
tri-stating the CPU 56 and placing the RAM 54 into the 50
address space of the computer 200 which writes initial
instruction code including code for the serial port
driver, and subsequently serially, other instruction code
and code data into the RAM 54. For this purpose the
programming computer 200 has instruction codes such 55

as serial port driver instructions and data relative to the
infrared codes for operating a multiple number of elec-
tronic apparatus, such as televisions, VCIVs, etc stored
therein. Signals from theprgamn computer 200,
via the connector 204 cause the inputs and outputs 60 of 60
the CPU to be disabled so that instruction codes and
data can be input into the RAM 54 quickly and eff-
ciently from the programming computer after the oper-
ating circuitry 42 is mounted in the control device 10.

Later, after the device 10 has been in use for some 65
time and the RAM 54 needs to be updated with instruc-
tion codes and data relative to new equipment on the
market, the control device 10 can be simply and easily

updated at a service outlet having an ordinary personal
computer (having instruction codes and code data
stored in a memory of the computer) with a serial port
using a novel nine pin to three pin, 9 volt to 5 volt,

5signal coupling and converting assembly 206 (FIG. 20).
The updating can be done by adding to the data in
RAM 54 or by rewriting (writing over) the data in
RAM 54. The assembly 206 is described in greater de-
tail hereinafter in connection with the description of

0FIGS. 20-22.
The infrared codes to be learned include a wide range

of different codes for operating different electrical ap-
paratus manufactured by the same or different manufac-
turers. In FIG. 11, which is identical to FIG. I in U.S.

5Pat. No. 4,623,887, there are illustrated several modula-
tion schemes for infrared codes. FIGS. lla-llgillus-
trate different types of gated carrier frequencies. Typi-
cal carrier frequencies for infrared remote transmitters

Dare 20 Khz to 45 Khz, with the majority being at 38 Khz
and 40 IKhz. The gating schemes illustrated include both
fixed and variable bit periods, non-return to zero
(NRZ), variable burst widths, single/double burst mod-
ulation schemes, and a final catch-all category called
random because there is no readily distinguishable pat-
tern of ones and zeros.

In addition to these schemes, there is also a transmit-
ter which puts out a different continuous frequency
(CW) for each key as represented in FIG. ilk.

Finally, several new types of transmitters do not use
a carrier frequency at all but instead send a stream of
pulses where the data is encoded in the spaces between
the infrared pulses as shown in FIG.11L

Data modulation schemes for most transmitters have
a higher level of data organization which may be called
a keyboard encoding scheme which causes different
data to be sent depending upon the transmitter and the
key pressed. This will be described in greater detail
hereinafter in connection with FIGS. 1S-19.

The code data for the infrared codes may be obtained
from vendor information sheets and specifications, can
be determined using the methods disclosed in U.S. Pat.
Nos. 4,62,3,887 and 4,626,848, or by the method dis-
closed herein.

In the method for learning or acquiring code data for
infrared codes disclosed herein, no counting of pulses is
carried out. Instead the method involves the following
steps:

(a) receiving a transmission of a train of pulses from a
I remote control transmitter;
(b) recording the point-in-time of an edge of each

pulse in a train of the pulses;
(c) transforing the recorded point-in-time data into

a list of instructions for generating a replica of the
train of pulses;

(d) timing the duration of a train of the pulses,
(e) timing the period between trains of pulses;
(f) associating a function 7 key of the universal re-

mote control device 10 with the time duration of
the train of pulses and the list of instructions for
generating a replica of the train of pulses;

(g) determining whether or not repetitions of the
transmissio of train of pulses is present;

(h) ignoring repetitions of the train of pulses;
(i) noting that repetitions are present; and

()storing for use in a universal remote control de-
vice, the information acquired in steps (c), (d), (e),

S(f) and (i).
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Typically, each pulse has a fixed duty cycle and in
carrying out the above described method it can be as-
sumed that each pulse has a fixed duty cycle.

The manual and computer steps followed in practic-
ing this method are set forth in FIGS. 12A and 13A.

FIG. 12A is aflow chart of the first part of this
method for capturing an JR code and FIG. 12B is a
graph of a pulse train comprising a portion of the code.

There is shown in FIG. 12B, adjacent the transform-
ing step in FIG. 12A, a graph of the waveform of the
captured, and later recreated, infr-ared codes, showing
when the infrared signal is on and when it is off. When
the CPU 56 executes the instructions set forth below the
waveform in FIG. 12B, infrared-emitting LEDs, LED
1, LED 2, and LED 3 are turned on when the instruc-
tion JR-ON is executed and turned off when the instruc-
tion IR-OFF is executed. No operation is performed
when the instruction NOP is called for. In this way the
infIrared codes are transformed into a bit stream of 0's
and I's.

FIG. 13A is a flow chart of a second part of the
method for capturing an JR code.

FIG. 13B shows the IR infrared bitstream and an
envelope of the filtered bitstream.

FIG. 130 shows the filtered waveform that is ana-
lyzed for repetition. The repetition scheme and a
pointer to indicate, upon regeneration of the infrared
code, which key will generate that code are stored in a
memory for later inputting into the RAM 54.

FIG. 14 is a flow chart of a sequence of eleven (11)
steps that a user initiates to generate a specific IR code
for performing a specific function, namely, for generat-
ing a captured JR code stored in the remote control
device 10. The code data is stored in the RAM 54 of the
remote control device 10 and the sequence of steps thei
circuitry 42 goes through to take the code data in the
RAM 54 and generate the infrared code therefrom is set
forth in this Figure.

FIG. 15 is a plan view of the keyboard 61 and shows
the different keys or pushbuttons 25 of the control de-4
vice 10 extending through the base panel 14 of upper
housing member 12 and the face panel 18 where the

TABLE 1
Blink Code A 13 C D E F G H

DEVICE BLINK CODES AND SPECIAL FEATURE BtUTrONS TELEVISION SETS
RRRR RRRR

RRRG RRRG

RRRGRGRO
RRRG GRR
RRRG GRGR
RRRG CGGOR
RRRGoGGG
GRRG RRRG
GRRG PRRGG

GRRG RGRR

GR.RG RGOR

GRGGRRG
GRRG GRGR

GRRG GRG
GRRG GGRR

GRGG RRRR

25 - Col Up

Screen

Add
A Ch
Ant/Aux
Ant/Aux
Pwr 00
Aix
Fine Up
25 - Steme
Fine up
25 = Stereo
Tint R
24 - SAP
32 = Ext 1
TV/Video
TV/VideO
25 = Timer
10
RF12
26 = 100

Krs
26 = Col Dn

Sp Phne/
Ptnt Ctd
clear
mifi
Time/Ch
TnneL/Ch
Pwr Off
LAM Ch
Fim Dn
26 =TmeFa
Fine Dn
26 = Thineft
MintL
25-Reset
33 Ext 2
Time
Wide
26-=100
11
Ch Rtn
27 - Audio

Piet +
27 - Brt Up

AutoOn/
Data Ent

Program

Display
Mimer
L Ctd
27 =Tuner
LCtl
27 = Tumer
Color R
26 =Q/V
34 = Ant

LVI UP
27 = BiLing
12
Str SAP
28 = CCC1

Pit -
28 - Brt Du

AutoOfE/
Data Cir

sleep TV/Video Ant
29 =Hue Up 30 = 31 =Mtx

Hue Dni
Ant Stereo

Tone
32 = Reset

TV/VCR

Ant

R Cti
28 = TimeSI
R cd
28 = TMeSl
Color L
27 =EXP

LvI Dn

13
Mono
29 = CCC2

34 =Pict 35 -Reset
Sleep Review

OBC Func
29 = TV/AV
OBC Func
29 = TV/AV
Contr fR CO=t
2 = Disp 29 =I

Memory Func

Timer T Set
30 =CCC3 31 =

CCC4

L Timer
Mono 30 = Lock

wTc

TV/CA TV
32=
Count)

Review BiLing

Review BiLing

31 =TV

Stereo

TV/Vid
33 =
ContUp
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label or identification for each pushbutton or key 25 is
shown. The light emitting diode, LED 4, is also indi-
cated.

FIG. 16 is a flowchart of the steps initiated by a user
5 of the device 10 in a step and set procedure for search-

ing for code data in the device 10 for the infrared code
needed to operate the user's specific apparatus and to
set the device 10 for that code data.

FIG. 17 is a flow chart of the steps initiated by a user
10 in carrying out a direct-entry/quick-set procedure for

matching the user's equipment or apparatus to the de-
vice 10.

The steps of this procedure include:
STEP 1. Look up make and model number of the

15 controlled apparatus in a table provided to the user
in an instruction booklet.

STEP 2. Model number is found and matched with a
series of 8 "R's and "G"s.

STEP 3. Here the operator presses the desired mode
20 button or key.

STEP 4. Press DO, Enter, Recall. This tells the de-
vice 10 to do a Quick-Match.

STEP 5. Next enter the sequence of eight, red and
green blinks found in TABLE I (set forth below)

25 provided in the instruction booklet. This is done by
pressing Channel Down for "R" and Channel Up
for "G".

STEP 6. Here a determination is made if a key other
than Channel Up or Channel Down. was pressed.

30 STEP 7. The device 10 tricolor LED 4 will flash red
or green depending on what button is pushed.

STEP 8. When all eight codes are entered, the pro-
gram goes on to STEP 9.

STEP 9. Here a check is made to see if the blink code
35 is in the table in the RAM 54 of the remote control

device 10.
STEP 10. If the device 10 has successfulfly Quick-

Matched to the controlled apparatus, the LED 4
will flash green twice.

40 STEP 11. If it did not match, it will flash yellow
indicating that codes for that controlled apparatus
are not loaded into the RAM 54.
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TABLE 1-confinued
Blink Code A B C D E F 0 H
GRGG RRRG K L
CYRGG RROR SAP Sleep TV/Video
GRGGRGG Progra Q Rev SAP Sleep TV/Video Add Delete
OGROGRG Sleep St/SAP TV/Video
GROG RGOR 11 12 13 14 15 16
GRGG RGGG K L
GRGG GRRR K L

VIDEO CASSET1B RECORDERS
RRRR RARR Nse Cncl
RROR RRG Ant
RRGR RRGR Ant
RRGR RRGG Frm Adv slow Slow Up Slow Dn Srch Fwd Srch Rev
RRGR RGRR A B C D E F Slow
RRGR GGGR Slow
RRGR RGGR Slow + slow - Eject CM Skip Program Input Mode AM/PM

28 =Shift 29 =Reme 30 -Mem/PS 31 =SR
RROR RCTGG Forward F!"hack- Ant Vol + Vol - Reverse Sp Phne PC
RRRGRRR Ant/Aux

RRGR GRRG 11 12 13 14 15 16
RROR GRGR Fri Adv Memory Reset Chg T=me
RRGR GGRR Pwr On Pwr Off
RIRR GG0 Slow Slow up Slow Dni set up Set Dni Timer clear Display

29 -Frame 30-=Memory 31 =Prog 32 =Qtr 33 =QtrStr 34 = 35 = 36 = Rst
Quick Remain

37-=Clock 38 =APS 39-=100
GGRO RRRR K L
GGG R RGCFM slow
GORGORROR Slow OSP Shift L Shift R Slow Dn Slow up St + t:-

28 = 1%me
GGRG RRGG 11 12 13 14 is 16 Slow
GGRG RGRR Slow Do slow UP slow

CABLE CONVERTERS
RRR RR , A/B Add Delete set Lock Last Clh
RRR. ROG A B Event() # Arrow Up Arrow Dn Ap Delete

25-=F 26 -K 27 -Leamn 28 -POM 29 -TCP 30 =Enter
RRR RGRR Skew L Skew R Audio SAT Ant East Ant West

RRRR RGRG Plus Minus Dot Box Str Clear Time Auth
22 =C/R 23 =#

RRRR RGGR Prog Auth
RRRLR RGGG Auth
RRRR GRRR Auth Pros
RRR GRRG Plus Minas Rcp Ml M2 M3 M4

RRRR GRGR A -B Dot I Dot 2 Am Dm F
RRRR OGO Arrow Up. Arrow Dni

COMPACT DISK PLAYERS
RRRR RRRR CD Fwd CD BckUp
GRRG GROG FWdhIdx Rev bidx Repeat Memory
*For numbered funcwim. pren "DO" then the tw*41&i number.

FIG. 18A is a flow chart of the steps for setting a
"DO" command macro, for achieving a function that
normally requires the actuation of several buttons, by
programming one particular button to perform the
functions required of the several buttons to achieve a 50
specific function.,

FIG. 18B is a flowchart of the simple two pushbutton
steps required for execuing the "DO" macro command
created in FIG. 19A.

FIG. 19A sets forth the steps initiated by a user to 5
determine the various blink codes which identify what
equipment or apparatus the remote control device 10 is
set for.

FIG. 19B illustrates a sample blinking grid of eight
red and green blinks which will be presented to the 60)
user. Once a particular pattern of eight red or green
blinks has taken place, the user of the device 10 will
look up the blink pattern or code in TABLE I included
in a user handbook. This table shows the user which
pushbuttons 25 labelled A-H ame associated with addi- 65
tional functions stored which may be stored in the
RAM 54. Additional functions beyond the eight sup-
ported by pushbuttons AHl are performed by pushing

"DO"', and then the two-digit sequence shown in
TABLE I.

The instructions for using the control device 10
which are supplied to a purchaser thereof in an instruc-
tion booklet are set forth below.
Matching the Device to Your Equipment

The device 10 can control most remote controlled
TV's, VCRWs, cable converters, and CD players, but it
needs the user's input to match it to your particular
equipment. The easiest way to do this is to STEP-and-
SET your device 10. You will only need to do this once
for each different type of device you have.

1.- To STEP-and-SET your device 10, first press DO,
Enter.-

2. Press one of the following equipment selection
buttons to tell the device 10 what kind of equip-
ment to match.

VCRI Cable TV
VCR2 CD

3. Aim the device 10 at the equipment and try various
function buttons to see if the equipment responds
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correctly. Make sure you are reasonably close to
the equipment and that nothing is blocking the
path. The light (LED 4.) at the top of the device 10
will shine green whenever it is sending an infrared
code, or itwill notlight at all ifit does not send a 5
code for a particular button.

4. If your equipment did not respond correctly or did
not respond at all, press DOI to change the device
10 so that it will send the next set of infrared codes
in its library, or press D)02 to change it so it will 10
send the previous set of codes.

5. When you use DOI or 1)02 to step the device 10
setting forward or back, its light will blink yellow
each time you step it. The settings step around in a
circle. Whenever you get back to the setting where 15
you started the device 10 light will blink red to
notify you.

6. Use DO I and D02 to step through the sets of
codes and keep trying out functions until your 2equipment responds correctly. The device 10 wil2
then be set to send the proper infrared codes for
operating your particular equipment.

7. When you are satisfied that the device 10 is prop-
erly matched, press DO, or any of the equipment 25
selection buttons to restore the DOI and D)02
buttons to their normal functions.

8. If your equipment is responding to your device 10
but some buttons are causing the wrong thing to
happen, keep going. Some equipment responds to 30
the infrared codes of other brands of equipment.

9. If you try out all of the codes in the device 10
library and your equipment still does not respond,
it is probably because the code data for generating
the infrared codes for Operating Your equipment is 35
not in the library of your control device 10.

The Keyboard 61
Take a look at the keyboard. There are four groups of

buttons:
I. Equipment Selection Buttons tell the device 10 40

which equipment is to be controlled:

VCRI Cable TV
VCR.2 CD

45

2. Basic Function Buttons are used to control your
TV, VCR, CABLE and CD. They work in much
the same way as in older remotes which typically
have the following buttons. 5

Power
Rec. TV.VCR stop Pause

Rewind Revers Play Fast Fwd
Mute 55

12 3 VOLUP
4 5 6 VOLDn
7 8 9

0 Enterchan.up
Real CanDn

60

3. Extended Function Buttons perform any special
unctions your equipment may have, such as color
control, picture control, tint control, etc. These
buttons are identified with the following alphabet 65
letters.

A C E

-continued
B D F H

4. DO Buttons are used to perform very powerful
DO Commands which are explained below.

Special Features
Besides the basic functions such as channel up/down

and volume up/down that most TV remote controls
have, there could be special features as well, for exam-
ple:

Color up/down.
Picture up/down.
Tint up/down.
Sleep.
Your VCR's remote control can also have special

features such as:
Frame advance
Channel up/down
Your cable converter remote control can also have

additional features such as:
Channel recall
Delete
Your CD player remote control can have special

features such as:
Repeat
Track programming
Once you have matched the device 10 to your TV,

VCR, Cable Converter and CD player, all functions
that were controlled by your old remote control de-
vices can now be controlled by the device 10. You may
even notice some extra features that weren't controlled
by your old remote.

Since the device 10 can control such a wide range of
equipment, there is not enough room on it for buttons
for every possible feature of every remote control. In-
stead, there are eight extended function buttons at the
bottom labelled A through H. To find out what these
eight buttons control for your particular TV, VCR,
cable converter and CD player:

1. Get your pen and paper ready.
2. Press DO and then the button (TV VCRI VCR2

Cable CD) of the device you want to know the
special features of.

3. The device 10 will blink "red" or "green" 8 times.
Every time it blinks "red" write down an ""
Every time it blinks "green"~ write down a "G".
When you're finished writing it should look some-
thing like this:

RRRGRRRO

This is the "Blink Code" for your device. If you miss
it the first time around, just press DO and the device
button a second time.

4. Look at TABLE I and find the sequence of "W's
and "G"s that matches the one you wrote down.

5. Read the special features chart next to your Blink
Code sequence which tells you what functions the
A through H buttons control for your particular
device.

For example, the feature chart of your TV might
read:

A: Color Up
B: Color Down
C: Picture Up
D): Picture Down
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6. To turn the color up in this example, you would
press TV (of course if the device 10Ois already set to
control your TV, you do not have to press TV
aain but it doesn't hurt if you do so), then A.

7. To turn the color back down, you would just press 5
B.

8. Write down what special functions are controlled
by the A through H buttons on the handy stick-on
labels enclosed with the control device 10.

9. After writing down the special functions on the 10
labels, stick them on to the back of the control
device 10 for quick and easy reference.

If The Controlled Equipment Has More Than 8 Ex-
tended Functions

Usually, the eight A through H buttons are enough 15
for most controlled equipment. If they're not, don't
worry. If your controlled equipment has more than
eight special features these too are controlled by the
device 10.

Beyond the A through H function buttons, any addi- 20
tional functions are performed by pressing DO then two
of the 0-9 number buttons. For example, your TV's
feature chart may show additional functions like these:

25

25: SAP 26: Reset 27: Q/V
28: Display 29: Mono 30: Stereo

If you did have these features and wanted to use 30
them, you would press DO and then the two-digit num-
ber for that feature. For example, you might:

Press DO, 3.0. This would turn your TV's stereo
broadcast feature on.

If you use a feature like this frequently you may want 35
to assign it to a DO command, our next topic of discus-
sion.
Setting DO Commands

DO Commands give you the power to perform a
multitude of different functions with the push of just 40
one or two buttons. DO Commands let you assign any I
of the following buttons to tell the device 10 to automat-
ically perform a series of keystrokes you use often:I

DOI D02 4
Rec IV.VCR stop Pause
Rewind Reverse play Fast Fwd.

mute
Vol. up
Vol Dn

Enter Main. Up 50
M2an Dn

A C E G
B D F H

To tell the device 10 to do what you want, you must 55
teach it. As an example, you can teach the device 10 to t
turn your whole system on and set the TV to channel 4 1
by doing the following:

1.- Press DO, Recall. This tells the device 10 that you t
want to teach it something to do. 60

2. Next, you must assign a button 25 you will use to
DO whatever you teach it. You can use any of the
device 1WYs buttons 25 set forth above. For exam-
ple, let's use DOI at the top of the keyboard: Press
DOI. 65

3. Now, you must tell the device 10 what button
sequcee you would press to turn your whole sys-
tem on and set the TV to channel 4.

-7 1 - ly

18
4. Press TV Power. This tells the device 10 to turn

your TV on.
5. Press 4, Enter (pressing Enter may not be required

for your TV). This tells the device 10 to set your
TV to channel 4.

6. Press VCR. Power. This tells the device 10 to turn
your VCR on.

7. Press Cable, Power. This tells the device 10 to turn
your cable converter on.

Now you have pressed all the buttons you want the
device 10 to learn for this example.

8. Press DO, Recall. This tells the device 10 that you
are finished teaching it and to remember what you
have taught it.

Now the device 10 knows how to turn your TV,
VCR, and cable converter on and set the TV to channel
4, just by pressing one button.

9. Aim the device 10 at your equipment and press
DOI. Make sure you keep the device 10 pointed at
your equipment while the light is flashing.

Now that you know how DO Commands work, you
can teach the device 10 to "DO" practically any se-
quence of keystrokes. Just.remember to keep the fol-
lowing in mind:

To perform a DO Command, press Do then the
button you assigned to remember the DO Command.
However, if you assigned the DO I or D02 buttons to
remember a DO Command, you do not have to press
DO first, just press DOI or D02.

If the device 10 light (LED4) starts blinking green,
yellow, red while you are trying to teach it, it is telling
you that RAM 54 is full. The DO command you are
teaching is aomtcly erased. You can teach the
device 10 a shorter DO command, or erase some other
DO command you have already taught the device 10 to
obtain more memory space.

After the DO Command is finished, the last apparatus
10 selected within the DO Command will be the appa-
ratus the device 10 will work with next.
Erasing a DO command

If you just want to change a DO Command, you do
not have to erase it first-just set up the new DO Com-
mand in its place. However, to get rid of a DO Com-
mand without replacing it with a new one:

I. Press DO Recall.
2. Press the button you have assigned to the DO

command that you want to erase. For example, to
erase the DO command you taught the device 10 in
the above example:

Press DOI.
3. Press DO, Recall again. The old Do Command is

now erased.
QUICK-MATCHING To Your Equipment

There is a quicker way to match your equipment to
the device 10 by Quick-Matching. Quick-Matching is a
way to set the device 10 directly to match any con-
trolled equipment in its library. Follow the steps below
to do a Quick-Match:

1. Match the device 10 to your equipment using
STEP-and-SET.

2. Press DO. then the desired device button (TV,
VCRI, VCR2 or Cable. The device 10 light will
blink red or green eight times.

3. Write down the sequence of red and green blinks.
This is the "Blink Code" for the particular device.

4. Press DO Enter Recall. This tells the device 10 to
do a Quick-Match.
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5. Enter the correct sequence by pressing Ch Dn for
"R" and Ch Up for "G". The device 10 light (LED
4) will flash "red" or "green" depending on what
button you push. The Clh Dn and Ch Up buttons 25
are labelled with the correct color for each.

6. When the device 10 has successfully Quick-
Matched your equipment it will automatically flash
green twice. If it did not match, it will flash yellow.
If it fails to Quick-Match, it is probably because the
requisite code data is not stored in the library in
your device 10.

QUICK-MATCHING Between Controlled Equipment
One of the great benefits of Quick-Matching is that

you can switch the device 10 functions between the
remote controlled TVs, VCRs and cable converters
you may own. This is done by using "Quick-Match"
within a "DO command".

Let's suppose you have two TVs in your house and
only one device 10. Here's how to switch between
them:

1. Press DO Recall. the button you want to use to
switch to your other TV set.

For example, press D02. This tells the device 10 that
you want to teach it a DO Command.

2. Press DO Enter Recall. This tells the device 10 that
you want to do a Quick-Match.

3. Enter the R and G blink sequence of the second
TV You want to control by pressing Ch Dn for "R"
and Ch Up for "GVY.

4. Press DO. Recall. This tells the device 10 that you3
are finished teaching it a "Do command".

Now, to set the device 10 to control your second TV,
press D02. This tells the device 10 that you will be
controlling your second TV.

To go back to controlling your first TV, simply teach3
device 10 another "DO command". Just repeat the steps
above, except use a different button and the correct R
and G sequence for your first TV.

The device 10 can easily be taught to control a whole
houseful of infrared remote controlled equipment-just4
teach the device 10 a DO Command to QUICK-
MATCH each additional piece of equipment

In FIG. 20 is shown a unique signal coupling and
converting assembly 206 which includes a connector
assembly 207, a cable 208 and a special cover plate 2104
for the battery compartment 45. The cover plate 210
has on the underside thereof three pins 212, 214 and 216
which are positioned to connect with the three serial
ports 1, 2 and 3. The pins 212, 214 and 216 mounted to
the cover plate 210 are Connected by three wire con- 5
ductors 224, 226 and 228 in cable 208 to connector
assembly 207 which has conversion circuitry 230
therein. The connector assembly 207 has a nine pin
array 250 of sockets 251-259 for receiving nine pins and
the conversion circuitry 230 which enables one to use 5.
some of the nine sockets 250 of the connector assembly
207 for communication with the three pins 212,214,216
that are connected to the serial ports 1, 2 and 3 as shown
in FIGS. 21 and 22.

FIGS. 21 and 22 are a schematic diagram of the con- 6(
version circuitry 230.

In FIG. 21 is shown circuit portion 230A. in this
circuit portion, plus nine volts goes into pin 4 of connec-
tor DB-9 or pin 20 of connector DB-25 and minus 9
volts goes into pin 7 of DB-.9 or pin 4 of connector 6!
DB-25, which are connected to the circuit portion 23oA
of the conversion circuitry 230. This provides a con-
stant source of positive and negative voltage and is used

20
as the power supply for the circuit. Note that two dif-
ferent types of personal computer host female connec-
tors can be used, namely, female connector DB-9 or
female connector DB-25 in the connector assembly 207.

5 Serial information is transmitted by the hand held
control device 10 via line HTXD at serial port 1 and is
level translated by the operating circuitry 42 from a
range of from plus 5 volts to zero volts to a range of
from minus 9 volts to plus 9 volts.

10 In this respect, when 0 volts is present at serial port 1,
transistors Q1 and Q2 are turned on such that +9 volts
is supplied from pin 4 of connector DB-9 or pin 20 of
connector DB25 through transistor Q1 to pin 2 of con-
nector DB-9 or pin 3 of connector DB-25.

15 Then, when + 5 volts is present at serial port 1, the
emitter-base of transistor Q2 is reverse biased, turning
off transistor Q2 which turns off transistor Q1. As a
result the 9 volts at pin 7 of connector DB-9 or pin 4 of
connector DB-25 is supplied through resistor 270 to pin

20 2 of connector DB-9 or pin 3 of connector DB-25.
The circuit portion 230B is shown in FIG. 22 and

performs a receiving function for the control device 10.
When pin 3 of connector DB-9 or pin 2 of connector
DB-25 is at -9 volts, its normal resting state, then

25 HT)MDat serial port 3is at 0volts. When pin 3of con-
nector DB-9 or pin 2 of connector DB-25 goes to + 9
volts, HTXD at serial port 3 goes to plus 5 volts. Pin 5
of connector DB-9 or pin 7 of connector DB-25 is di-
rectly connected to serial port 2 and always stays at

30 ground,
In transmitting data to the control device 10, the

programming computer supplies + 9 v or - 9 v to pin 3
of connector DB-9 or pin 2 of connector DB-25. When
+ 9 v is present on IBMTXD, 4.3 volts established by

35 Zener diode 272 is passed through diode 274 to serial
port 3.

When - 9 v is present on IBMTXD, the Zener diode
272 clamps to -0.6 volts resulting in conduction
through transistor Q3 pulling serial port 3 to 0 volts.

40 The diode 274, the transistor Q3 and a resistor 276
connected as shown are provided to allow pressing a
key 25 on keyboard 26 to "wake up" CPU 56 (actuate
the wake up circuit 70) even though circuit portion
230B is connected to the control device 10.

45 An important feature of the universal remote control
system of the present invention is the inclusion therein
of a data transmission system which enables all types of
data and particularly code data relating to codes for
generating infrared signals for operating various control

50 devices to be input into the memory, such as the RAM,
of the universal remote control. With this capability, the
user of the universal remote control can quickly and
simply input data into the universal remote control,
whether it had code operating data therein or not, to

55 control a variety of controllable devices.
It is even possible that data can be input into the

universal remote control which will enable the remote
control to become a video game or perform any number
of functions in addition to controlling controllable de-

60 vices such a VCR or television set.
The data trnsisio systems are illustrated in

FIGS. 23-26 and will now be described below with
reference to those FIG.

Referring now to FIG. 23 in greater detail, there is
65 shown a data transmission system 300 which includes a

conventional telephone jack 302, such as an RJUI jack,
which is connected to a telephone line and which has a
cable 304 extending therefrom to a telephone 306. A

-- I
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handset 308 of the telephone is then adapted to be at-
tached to a listen-only acoustic coupler modem 310
which will pick up and convert acoustic telephone sig-
nals to digital signals for transmission to a universal
remote control 312. In other words, once the user has 5
accessed a code number such as a 900 number, has
pressed a sequence of keys on the telephone and re-
ceives a signal over the telephone 306 that the telephone
306 is ready to comuict code data to him, he then
places the handset 308 on the modem 310. 10

Then an RS232 connector 314 is connected to the
modem 310 and a cable 316 extends therefrom to a
three-prong jack 318 which is adapted to.mate with and
connect to three serial ports,, which, in the universal 1
remote 312, are located on the bottom edge of the re-
mote control 312. It will also be noted that the remote
control 312 has a visual display 320 which can be a
liquid crystal display or other type of visual display
whereby information regarding the data being input can 2
be cmuiae to the use20

FIG. 24 illustrates a modified data trnm Ssosys-
tem 400 which includes a telephone jack 402 which is
typically an RJ11 jack that connects to a telephone line
and which has a cable 404 leading to a telephone 406. A 25
handset 408 of the telephone 406 has a pick-up coil 410
connected thereto. The pick-up coil 410 then extends to
a listen-only modem 412 which is connected by an
RS232 serial port 414 to a cable 416 leading to a three-
prong jack 418 that is connected to the bottom of a 30
universal remote control 420 in the same manner as in
FIG. 23.

In FIG. 25 there is illustrated still another data trans-
mission system 500. In this system, a television 502 has
a vertical blanking interval decoder 504 connected 35
thereto whereby data that is stored on the vertical
blanking interval as a raster scan is made across the
television screen 506 of the television 502 is picked up
by the decoder 507 and decoded. Then, this data is
supplied via a cable 508 and a three-prong jack 510 and 40
the serial ports in a universal remote control 512 to the
memory of the remote control 512. With this data trans-
mission system 500, data is obtained directly from the
television set for inputting data into the memory of the
universal remote control 512. 45

In FIG. 26 is illustrated a simplified data transmission
system 600 wich isbased upon the use of adigital data
telephone ine or integrated services digital network
(ISDN) whereby data can be input directly over the
telephone line to the universal remote control 602. 50

In the data transmission system 600, the universal
remote con trol 602 has a modem (not shown) therein
which includes a direct access arrangement to enal
communication via a cable 604 connected to a tele-
phone jack 606 and to a three-prong jack 608 directly 55
with a source of data that can be a large mainframe
computer that is connected to the ISDN for transmit-
ting data to the universal remote control 602.

From the foregoing description, it will be apparent
that the universal remote control 10, the signal coupling 60
and converting assembly 206, and the data transmission
system 300, 400, 500 or 600 of the present invention
have a number of advantages, some of which have been
described above and others of which are inherent in the
invention disclosed herein. For example: 65

1) With no ROM in the circuitry 42, the instruction
codes and code data in the RAM 54 can be up-
graded at any time via the serial ports 1, 2 and 3.

2) By loading the instruction codes and initial code
directly into the RAM 54 by tri-stating the CPU
56, the circuitry 42 is enabled to function without a
ROM.

3) The serial ports 1, 2 and 3 together with the signal
coupling and converting assembly 206 and the data
transmitting system 300, 400, 500 or 600 enable data
to be input into the circuitry 42 from a telephone
line or a television set, an RS232 interface device
and a three pin jack to the serial ports 1, 2 and 3.

4) The visible LED 4 providing red/green/yellow/-
off blink code provides a means for communicating
to the user where the device 10 has "landed" after
searching for codes to control a specific apparatus.
The user can then look up in the instruction book-
let what extended functions. are available via the
letter keys A-H or number keys, plus the DO key
for that particular apparatus or equipment.

5) The write-protect circuit 78 prevents corruption of
the operating program or data in the RAM 54
during transient states when the microprocessor is
being turned on or turned off.

6) Themlilxn of the address and data lines
between the RAM 54 and the CPU 56 enables
scrambling of the instruction codes and the code
data so that the memory image in the RAM 54 is
encrypted.

7) The construction of the keyboard 61 enables one to
have 56 keys which can be decoded using only 8
bidirectional input (and output) ports 63.

8) The keyboard 61 including the keyboard circuitry
62 plus the wakeup circuit 70 provides a system
whereby pressing any key turns on power to the
CPU 56.

9) The provision of three ifrared LEDs 1, 2 and 3
with no current-limiting resistors enables the de-
vice 10 to use maximum energy to create the infra-
red control pulses with a minimum amount of en-
ergy wasted.

10) The DO keys together with the numeral and
letter keys allow a number of DO functions to be
performed with the device 10 by a user.

11) Any combination of products can. be controlled
with the universal remote control device 10.

12) The step-and-set method for locating the code
data for generating the infrared code necessary to
operate the user's equipment or for the user to learn
that such code data is not present in the library in
the RAM 54.

1 claim:
1. A remote control system with data coupling in-

cluding: a remote control comprising input means in-
cluding a set of keys or pushbuttons for inputting com-
mands into the remote control, infrared signal output
means including 13L lamp driver means for supplying an
infrared signal to a controlled device, a central process-
ing unit (CPU1) coupled to the input means and to the
signal output means, memory means coupled to the
CPU and data coupling means including receiving
means coupled to the CPU for enabling at least one of
(a) instruction codes or (b) code data for creating appro-
priate IR lamp driver instructions for causing the infra-
red signal output means to emit infrared signals which
will cause specific functions to occur in a specific con-
trolled device, for operating a variety of devices to be
controlled, to be supplied from outside the remote con-
trol through the receiving means directly to the CPU
for direct entry to the memory to enable the remote
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control to control various devices to be controlled upon
the inputting of commands to the keys of the input
means and a data tasiso system including cou-
pling means for coupling the receiving means to a com-
puter, directly, through a telephone line, through a 5
modem and a telephone line, or through decoding
means and a television set which receives a television
signal containing at least one of the instruction codes or
the code data.

2. The universal remote control system of claim 1 10
wherein said data-transmission system includes a serial
port connector for connecting to said remote control, a
cable connected to said serial port connector and means
for coupling said connector to a telephone line or to a 1
television set. 1

3. The universal remote control system of claim 2
wherein said coupling means include a vertical blanking
interval decoder, defining a decoding means, connected
to a television set.

4. The universal remote control system of claim 2 20
wherein said remote control includes a direct access
arrangement and said coupling means includes a tele-
phone jack connected to the other end of said cable for
ISDN data line transmission. 2

5. The universal remote control system of claim 2 2
wherein said data trasmisio system includes an
RS232 serial port connector, a modem to which the
RS232 serial port connector is connected to, and tele-
phone line coupling means for coupling said modem to 30
a telephone line.

6. The universal remote control system of claim 5
wherein said modem is a listen only modem.

7. The universal remote control system of claim 5
wherein said telephone line coupling means includes 35
pick-up coil that couples to a handset of a telephone and
is coupled by a line to said modem.

8. The universal remote control system of claim 5
wherein said modem is all acoustic coupler modem
which is adapted to receive therein a handset of a tele- 40
phone and acoustically pick up the sound transmission
from the handset.

9. The universal remote control system of claim 1
wherein said coupling means includes a cable, first con-
nector means at one end of said cable for connection to 45
said receiving means, and interface connector means at
the other end of said cable for connecting to a com-
puter, directly, through a telephone line, through a i
modem and a telephone ine, or through decoding I
means, a television set, and a television signal which is 504
picked up by the television set and which has data from I
a computer.4

10. The universal remote control system of claim 1
wherein said memory means include a non-volatile,
read-write memory. 55

11. The universal remote control system of claim 1
wherein said universal remote control further includes a
visual display coupled to the CPU whereby various
data including information about the data being input
into said memory means can be displayed on said visual 60
display to a user.

12. The universal remote control system of claim 1
wherein said receiVing means include terminal means I
comprising three serial ports coupled to said CPU, one i
port being coupled to the ground for the CPU, one port, 65
forming a receiving port, being coupled to an input of I
said CPU and one port, forming a sending port, being
coupled to an output of said CPU.i

13. A method for communicating at least one of (a)
instruction codes or (b) function code data for operating
a controlled consumer electronic device, such as a tele-
vision set, with the remote control, from a computer,
through a modem system comprising a modem or a
pickup coil associated with a remote control, to a mem-
ory of the remote control, said method comprising the
steps of:

providing function code data for creating appropriate
iWraed (IR) lamp driver instructions for causing
an infrared signal generator to emit infrared signals
which will cause specific functions to occur in a
specific controlled device, for operating a variety
of devices to be controlled, in a digital format of
data bytes each comprising a predetermined num-
ber of bits for transmission over a telephone line;

providing instruction codes for transmission over a
telephone line;

transmitting the information of the at least one of the
instruction codes or the function code data over a
telephone line;

picking up with the modem or pick up coil the infor-
mation being transmitted;

retrieving from the information transmitted at least
one of the instruction codes or the function code
data; and,

storing the at least one of the instruction codes or the
function code data in digital format in the memory
of the remote control.

14. A remote control system with data coupling in-
cluding: a remote control, a computer having a mem-
ory, at least one of instruction codes or code data for
creating appropriate infrared (IR) lamp driver instruc-
tions for causing an infr-ared signal generator to emit
infrared signals which will cause specific functions to
occur in a specific controlled device, for operating a
variety of devices to be controlled, stored in said mem-
ory of said computer, said remote control comprising
input means including a set of keys or pushbuttons for
inputting commands into said remote control, infrared
signal output means including IR lamp driver means for
supplying an infrared signal to a controlled device, a
central processing unit (CPU) coupled to said input
means and to said signal output means, memory means
coupled to said CPU, and data coupling means for peri-
odically coupling said computer to said remote control
for receiving from said computer memory and inputting
into said memory means of said remote control at least
one of (a) said instruction codes or (b) said code data for
creating appropriate IR lamp driver instructions, said
code data causing said infrared signal output means to
emit infrared signals which will cause specific functions
to occur in a specific controlled device when said input
means are operated, and said code data operating a
variety of devices to be controlled and enabling said
remote control to control various devices to be con-
trolled upon the inputting of commands to said keys of
said input means.

15. A remote control system with data coupling in-
cluding: a remote control, a computer having a mem-
ory, at least one of instruction codes or code data for
creating appropriate infrared (IR) lamp driver instruc-
tions for causing an infrared signal generator to emit
infrared signals wich will cause specific functions to
occur in a specific controlled device, for operating a
variety of devices to be controlled, stored in said mem-
ory of said computer, said remote control comprising
input means including a set of keys or pushbuttons for
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inputting commands into said remote control, infrared
signal output means including IR lamp driver means for
supplying an infrared signal to a controlled device, a
central processing unit (CPU) coupled to said input
means and to said signal output means, memory means
coupled to said CPU, and data coupling means for peri-
odically coupling said computer to said remote control
for receiving firomn said computer memory and inputting
into said memory means of said remote control at least
one of (a) said instruction codes or (b) said code data for
creating appropriate IR lamp driver instructions for
causing said infrred signal output means to emit infra-
red signals which will cause specific fuinctions to occur
in a specific controlled device, for operating a variety of
devices to be controlled into said memory means of said
remote control to enable said remote control to control,
various devices to be controlled upon said inputting of
commands to said keys of said input means and a data

trnsisio system including said data coupling means
for coupling said remote control to said computer, di-
rectly, through a telephone line, through a modem and
a telephone line, or through decoding means and a tele-
vision set which receives a television signal containing
at least one of said instruction codes or said code data.

16. A remote control system with data coupling in-
cluding: a remote controL, a computer having a mem-
ory, instruction codes stored in said memory of said
computer, said remote control comprising input means
including a set of keys or pushbuttons for inputting

commndsinto said remote controL, infrared signal
output means including IR lamp driver means for sup-
plying an infrared signal to a controlled device, a cen-
tral processing unit (CPUT) coupled to said input means
and to said signal output means, memory means coupled
to said CPU for storing instruction codes and code data
for creating appropriate IR lamp driver inistructions,
said code data causing said infrared signal output means
to emit infr-ared signals which will cause specific func-
tions to occur in a specific controlled device when said
input means are operated, and said code data operating
a variety of devices to be controlled and enabling said
remote control to control various devices to be con-
trolled upon the inputting of commands to said keys of
said input means, and data coupling means for periodi-
cally coupling said computer to said remote control for
receiving from said computer memory and inputting
into said memory means of said remote control said
instruction codes.

17. A remote control system with data coupling in-
cluding: a remote control, a computer having a mem-
ory, instruction codes stored in said memory of said
computer, said remote control comprising input means
including a set of keys or pushbuttons for inputting
commands into said remote control, infrared signal
output means including IR lamp driver means for sup-
plying an infr-ared signal to a controlled device, a cen-
tral processing unit (CPU) coupled to said input means
and to said signal output means, memory means coupled
to said CPU for storing instruction codes and code data
for creating appropriate IIL lamp driver instructions,
said code data causing said ifaed signal output means
to emit infraed signals which will cause specific func-
tions to occur in a specific controlled device when said
input means are operated, and sad code data operating
a variety of devices to be controlled and enabling said
remote control to control various devices to be con-
trolled upon the inputting of commands to said keys of
said input means, and data coupling means for periodi-

.cally coupling said computer to said remote control for
receiving from said computer memory and inputting
into said memory means of said remote control said

.#)-w a
-W.WA26

instruction codes, and a data transmission system in-
cludinig said data coupling means for coupling said re-
mote control to said computer, directly, through a tele-
phone line, through a modem and a telephone line, or

5 through decoding means and a television set which
receives a television signal containing at least one of
said instruction codes or said code data.

18. A remote control system with data coupling in-
cluding: a remote control, a computer having a mem-

10 ory, at least one of instruction codes or code data for
creating appropriate infrared (IR) lamp driver instruc-
tions for causing an infr-ared signal generator to emit
infrared signals which will cause specific functions to
occur in a specific controlled device, for operating a

15 variety of devices to be controlled, stored in said mem-
ory of said computer, said remote control comprising
input means including a set of keys or pushbuttons for
inputting commands into said remote control, infrared
signal output means including IR lamp driver means for

20supplying an infrared signal to a controlled device, a
20central processing unit (CPU) coupled to said input

means and to said signal output means, memory means
coupled to said CPU, and data coupling means includ-
ing a modem associated with said remote control for
periodically coupling said computer to said remote

25 control through a telephone line for receiving from said
computer memory and inputting into said memory
means of said -remote control at least one of (a) said
instruction codes or (b) said code data for creating ap-
propriate IR lamp driver instructions, said code data

30 causing said infraed signal output means to emit infra-
red signals which will cause specific functions to occur
in a specific controlled device when said input means
are operated, and said code data operating a variety of
devices to be controlled and enabling said remote con-

35 trol to control various devices to be controlled upon the
inputting of commands to said keys of said input means.

19. A remote control system with data coupling in-
cluding: a remote control, a computer having a mem-
ory, at least one of instruction codes or code data for

40 creating appropriate infrared (IR) lamp driver instruc-
tions for causing an infrared signal generator to emit
infrared signals which will cause specific functions to
occur in a specific controlled device, for operating a
variety of devices to be controlled, stored in said mem-

45ory of said computer, said remote control comprising
input means including a set of keys or pushbuttons for
inputting commands into said remote control, infrared
signal output means including IR lamp driver means for
supplying an infrared signal to a controlled device, a

50 central processing unit (CPU) coupled to said input
means and to said signal output means, memory means
coupled to said CPU, and data coupling means includ-
ing a pick up coil associated with said remote control
and being positionable adjacent a telephone handset for
periodically coupling said computer to said remote

55 control through the telephone handset and a telephone
line for receiving from said computer memory and in-
putting into said memory means of said remote control
at least one of (a) said instruction codes or (b) said code
data for creating appropriate IR lamp driver instruc-

60 tions, said code data causing said infrared signal output
means to emit infrared signals which will cause specific
functions to occur in a specific controlled device when
said input means are operated, and said code data oper-
ating a variety of devices to be controlled and enabling

65 said remote control to control various devices to be
controlled upon the inputting of commands to said keys
of said input means.
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AB TRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE /4~V/P'
The universal re te control system include a universal

remote control comprisin imput means for inputting commands,

infrared signal output means for supplying an infrared signal

5 to a controlled device, a centra processing unit (CPU) coupled
to the input means and to the sig 1 output mean.s, a single,
non-volatile, read-write memory coup d to the CPU and data
coupling means including terminal means upled to the CPU for

enabling code data for a variety of devices o be controlled to
10 be supplied from outside the remote cont 1 through the

terminal means and the CPU to the memory to set the remote

control for controlling the devices to be controlle and a'data
transmission sustem for coupling a telephone 111 or a

television set to the terminal means of the remote cont 1.

YAI I1c/IlnqfkA
I vu I
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0_.UNIVERSAL REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
OFF

-1. Field of the Invention

The -present invention relates to a universal remote

5 control system including a remote control of the type which is

hand held and which can be coupled via coded infrared signals

with a remote control receiver built into a television or other

remotely controlled electrical apparatus to turn on the

apparatus, such as the television, at a distance, to adjust the

10 volume, tone and brightness, to change channels, and to turn

the television off and a data transmission system for inputting

data to the remote control.

2. Description of the related art including information

disclosed under 37 CFR Sections 1.97-1.99

15 Heretofore it has been proposed to provide a

reconfigurable remote control device and programmable functions

for 'such a remote control device which -will enable one to

learn, store and retransmit infrared codes that are emitted

from the controller for a remotely controlled apparatus,'such

20 as a television.

For example, in the Welles II U.S. Patent No. 4,623, 887

and the Ehlers U.S. Patent No. 4,626,848, there is disclosed a

reconfigurable remote control device which has the ability to

learn, store and repeat remote control codes from any other

25 infrared transmitter.. Such a reconfigurable,remote control

transmitter device includes an infrared receiver, a

microprocessor, a non-volatile random access memory, a scratch

pad random access memory, and an infrared transmitter.

According to. the teachings of the Ehlers patent, the

30 infrared signals received by the remote control device are in

bursts of pulses and the device counts the number of pulses in

each burst as well as the time duration' of. each pause in a

transmission between bursts.

The Evans et al. U.S. Patent No. 4,825,200 which issued on

35 April 25, 1989 on application Serial No. 66,833 filed on June

25, 1987, teaches a reconfigurable remote control transmitter

that includes a learn mode and a run mode arid is similar to the

remote control system disclosed in the Ehlers patent.

Evans et al. does not teach or suggest the provision in a

. -I.- I,
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universal remote control of data coupling means including

terminal means (such as serial ports) coupled to a CPU for

enabling code data to be supplied from outside the remote

control through the terminal means and CPU to a memory of the

5 remote control.

The Imoto U.S. Patent No. 4,771,283 teaches a system for

the collecting of operating codes from various remote control

transmitters by inputting the code data therefrom via infrared

code signals-to an infrared receiving diode at an input of the

10 system, deciphering those code signals, storing them in a RAM

and then upon operation of.keys, supplying outputs via one of

several cables extending from outputs of the system to devices

to be controlled.

Imoto does not teach means for outputting infrared. code

15 signals nor does Imoto teach in a remote control,' ter minal

means coupled to a CPU for supplying code data from outside the

remote control through the terminal means and the CPU to a

memory of the remote control.

rqo2 0 Accordig othe invention, there is p vided a universal

remote control system including a univ sal remote control

comprising input means for inputting c mands, infrared signal

output. means for supplying an infr ed signal to a controlled

device, a central processing u (CPU) coupled to said input

25 means and to said signal ou ut means, a single, non-volatile,

read-write memory coupl to said CPU and data coupling means

including terminal m ns coupled to said CPU for enabling code

data for a variet of devices to be controlled to be supplied

from outside id'remote control through said terminal means

30 and said CP to said memory to set up said remote control for

control g the devices to be controlled and a data

tra ission system for coupling a telephone line or a

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

35 FIG. is a front perspective view of the universal remote

control devifce constructed according to the teachings of the

present-invbnt ion.

FIG.2 is an exploded perspective view of the control

device show n in FIG. 1.
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FIG. 3 s an enlarged fragmentary sectional view through

two of the push buttons of the control device shown in FIGS. 1

and 2.

FIG. 4 4s a fragmentary corner view of a push button

5 containing anel and a base panel.

FIG. 5,"is a fragmentary corner view similar to FIG. 4 as

the panels 'are brought together and shows one of the push

buttons cut 4'way from the push button containing panel.

FIG. 6 /is a fragmentary sectional view of the assembly 15

10 f 6rmed by bIringing, the push button containing panel into

engagement with the base panel.

FIG. 71' is a plan view of the circuit board assembly

mounted inside the control device viewing the control device

from the bacX side thereof with a back cover panel remnoved.

15 FIG. 80 1 s a block diagram of the operating circuitry in

the control device.

FIGS. 9W & 9Biare a detailed schematic circuit diagram of

the operating circuitry-shown in FIG. 8.

FIG. 10 is 'a perspective view showing'the connection of a

20 programming connector over the central processing unit of the

operating circuitry in the control device, the programming

connector being connected to a microprocessor, being operable

to disable the central processing unit, and being used to

program. the random access memory (RAM) of the op era-Ling

25 circuitry.

FIGS. lla to 111 are graphical representations of severa]:

modulation schemes which are used in infrared remote control-

transmitters,.I

FIG. 12k is a flow chart of,a first part of a method for

30 capturing an IR code and FIG. 12B is a graph of the envelope of

the code.

FIG. 13A is a flow chart of/'a second part of a method for

capturing an IR code; FIG. 1 3B1 is a wave f rm of the IR bit

stream and filtered bit stream; and FIG. 1 3 is a graph of'-the

35 waveform of a filtered repetition of a filtered bit stream.

FIG. 14'is a flow chart of the method used for generating

an infrared code.

FIG. 15 is a front plan view of the control device shown

in FIG. 1 and shows the various pushbuttons of the device.
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FIG. 16,/is a flow chart of- the search and set procedure

followed in using the control device of the present invention.

FIG. 17,_ is a flow chart of a direct-entry/quick-set

procedure followed in using the remote control device.

5 FIG. 18A./ is a flow chart of the procedure followed in

setting a "Do" command and FIG. 18B9./is a flow chart of the

method for executing a "DO" command.

FIG. .19 is a flow chart of the method used to identify

what type of unit the remote control device is set f or and FIG.

10 19B'is a table of the identifying blink code.

FIG. 20,,iis a fragmentary perspective view with portions

broken away -of a connector with conversion circuitry therein

and a special battery case cover for the control device by

which new data can 'be inputed into the RAM of the operating

15 circuitry of the control device-.

FIG. 21 is a 'schematic circuit diagram of part of the

conversion circuitry in the connector shown in FIG..20.

FIG. i 2 is a sc hematic circuit diagram of another part of

the conversion circuitry in the connector shown in FIG. 20.

20 FIG. 23 is a schematic block diagram of the data

transmission system of the universal remote control system of

the present invention and shows the manner in which data is

input via aite lephone line to the remote control.

FIG. 2~ is a block schematic diagram of a modified data

25 transmission system similar to the data transmission system

shown in FIG. 23 for inputting data via a telephone line to the

remote control using a pickup coil.

FIG. 251" is a block schematic diagram of another embodiment

of a data transmission system which utilizes the vertical

30 blanking interval on a raster across a television screen for

transmitting data to the remote control and shows a vertical

blanking interval 'decoder anda cable with a three-pin jack

pluggable into the remote control for transmitting data to the

remote control,

35 FIG. 26 is a block schematic diagram of a direct

connection from a digital telephone line to the remote control

having a direct access arrangement therein for inputting data

to the remote control.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Referring now to FIG. 1 in greater detail, there is

illustrated therein a universal remote control device 10

constructed according to the teachings of the present

5 invention.

As shown, the.device 10 includes a housing 11 including an
upper housing member 12 having a base panel 14, and a lower

housing member 16. An overlay face panel 18 is positioned over

the base panel 14.

0 The two panels 14 and 18 have openings 22 and 24 (FIG. 2)

therethrough for receiving elastomeric pushbuttons 25, all of

which extend from and are fixed to or integral with an

eiastomeric body panel 26 as shown in FIG. 2.

The pushbuttons 25 are arranged in rows and columns and

5 are identified as fo llows on the overlay face panel 18:

VCR 1 Cable TV, Power

VCR 2 CD DO01 DO02

Rec TV . VCR stop Pause

Rew Reverse Play Fast Fwd

3

6

9

Enter

Recall

Mute

Vol 1Up

Vol Dn

CH Up

CH D)n

A C E G
B D F H

This arrangement is shown-in FIG. 15 and the manner in

30 which these pushbuttons 25 are utilized in operating the

control device 10 will be described in greater detail in

connection with the description of FIGS. 15-19B.

At a top or forward end 28 of the device 10, there is
provided an opening 30 for three light emitting diodes, LED 1,.

35 LED 2 and LED 3. The opening 30 is covered by an infrared-

transport lens 31. -Also, provided on a top surface 32 of the

upper housing.member 12 of the control device 10 is a light
emitting diode, LED 4, by which information, in the form of red
and green blink codes, is communicated to the user of the

11

1

1

DO

i
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device 10.

FIG. 2 is an exploded view of the components of the device

10. As shown, the device 10 includes the overlay face panel 18

with pushbutton-receiving, generally rectangular openings 22,

5 the upper housing member 12 with base panel 14 having a

plurality of generally rectangular, pushbutton receiving

openings 24, the elastomeric body panel 26 having pushbuttons

25 extending from an upper surface 34 thereof, a printed

circuit board 36 having conductive switches 38 on an upper

10 surface 40 thereof and operating circuitry 42. (FIG. 7) mounted

on the underside 43, thereof, the lower housing member 16, a

cover 44 for a battery compartment 45 (FIG. 7) for receiving

batteries 46 (FIG.1b) for the circuitry 42 of the control

device 10, and the i nfrared-transport lens 31.

15 It will be noted that the base panel 14 of the upper

housing member 12 has pushbutton openings 24 completely across

each one of f ourteen (14) rows across and f our (4) columns

down. However, not all of these openings or holes 24 have

pushbuttons 25 extending therethrough, as noted by the lesser

20 number of pushbutton-receiving openings 22, in the overlay face

panel 18. Likewise, the body panel '26 initially has

pushbuttons 25 arranged completely across the upper surface 34

in fourteen (14) rows across and fourteen (14) columns down.

.The printed circuit board 36 has conductive switches 3S3

25 aligned with each one of the pushbuttons -25 so that more

switches 38 are provided than may be necessary for this

particular control device 10.

The availability of additional pushbutton openings 24 in

the base panel 14 will enable the control device 10 to be

30 modified as necessary by the'addition of further pushbuttons 25

to perform numerous other functions as called for.

This mechanical construction of the upper and lower

housing members 12 and 16 and the panels 14 and 18 and circuit

board 36 enable the -control device 10 to be modified, to include

35 additional circuits in the operating circuitry 42. and

pushbutton switches 25 for performing additional functions, if

desired. In this respect, overlay face panel 18 is easily

replaceable. to modify the device 10 to include more or less

pushbuttons 25 and associated switches 38.
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The simplicity of the construction of the pushbuttons 25,

the base panel 14 and the overlay panel 18 is shown in FIGS. 3-

6. As shown in FIG. 3, the body panel 26 has a plurality of

raised pushbuttons 25 formed thereon. Each raised rectangular

5 button.25 has a recessed area or hollow 48 on the underside 49

of each button 25 in which is mounted a conductive plunger or

puck 50 adapted to engage one of the conductive switches 38 on

the circuit board 36.. With the pushbuttons 25 and the panel 26

being formed from a sheet of elastomeric material it is an easy

10 matter to remove the buttons 25 that'are not necessary with a

scissors or other cutting element, as shown in FIG. 4.

Then, the pushbutton body panel 26 is moved into

engagement with the base panel 14, as shown in FIG. 5, to form

the assembly shown in FIG. 6.

15 After the pushbutton body panel 26 and the base panel

portion 14 have been assembled as shown in FIG. 6, the overlay

face.panel 18 is mounted on top of the base panel 14 and the

circuit board 36 is mounted within the housing membe r 12.

Referring now to FIG. 7,'there is illustrated therein the

20 operating circuitry 42 of the control device 10 which includes

batteries 46 (FIG. 10) mounted in the compartment 45 for

providing power for the circuitry 42 and a lithium battery 52,

which backs up a static RAM 54. A central processing unit

(CPU) 56, is coupled through a latch 58 to the RAM 54. Three

25 LEDs, LED 1, LED 2, and LED 3 are coupled, to, the circuitry 42

for communication with the apparatus to be controlled. All

elements of the circuitry 42 are mounted on the circuit board

36 mounted in the upper housing member 12. A further LED, LED

4 is coupled,to CPU 56 for communication with,the user of the

30 device 10 as will be described'in greater detail below.

A block schematic circuit diagram of the operating

circuitry 42 is shown* in FIG. 8 and includes CPU 56, the

infrared light emitting diodes, LED 1, LED 2, and LED 3 coupled

to the CPU 56, serial input/output ports 60 of CPU 56, the RAM

35 54 coupled to CPU 56 and backed up by lithium battery 52 and a

4 x 14 keyboard 61.coupled to CPU 56. The four AAA batteries

46 are also shown.

FIGS. 9A and 9B are a detailed schematic circuit diagram

of the operating circuitry 42. The operating circuit 42
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includes the central processing unit 56, the latch 58, the

random access memory 54 and LED 1, LED 2, LED 3 and LED 4.

.The operating circuitry also includes several subcircuits.

one of those subcircuits 62 (FIG. 9B) includes the keyboard 61

5 having pushbuttons 25, each of which is connected to a port 63

of the CPU 56 shown in FIG. 9B and can be referred to as the

keyboard circuit 62. The X's in FIG. 9B 'indicate the

pushbuttons 25 and when one of those pushbuttons X is pressed,

current flows through a resistor in a column line, e.g., when

10 button 25'1 is pressed current flows through resistor 64 in

column line 138 going to the button or key 25'. That raises

the, voltage on a supply line VCC to the CPU 56 of the

microprocessor.

Accordingly, whenever a button 25 is pressed, it wl

15 increase the voltage on line VCC which initiates a 'switching

process in a wake up circuit 70 for "waking up" or energizing

the CPU 56 in the manner described below.

In addition to the keyboard circuit 62 and the wakeup

circuit 70, the subcircuits include a reset circuit 74, and a

20 write protect circuit 78.

When the voltage on line VCC goes up, a signal is passed

through capacitor 102, to the base of a transistor 104 in the

wake up circuit 70. This turns on the transistor 104 which in

turn turns on transistor 106 This turning on Qf the transistors

25 104 and 106 will bring voltage on line VCC to the full DC

voltage of about 5 1/2 volts. When the voltage on line V(C

reaches 5 1/2 volts, the CPU 56 begins to operate.

When operating, the CPU 56 establishes a signal on line

ALE 108 which is passed througha resistor 110 and filtered by

30 capacitor 102. Once the ALE signal is established, it causes

a voltage to be generated at the base of transistor 1L04,

maintaining transistor 104 turned on, which in turn maintains

transistor 106 turned on, thus enabling the CPU 56 to continue

to run. The CPU 56 can turn itself off by executing a HALT

35 instruction, which causes the ALE signal to cease, thus turning

off transistors 104 and 106 and removing power via line VCC to

the CPU 56.

It is to be noted that the wake up circuit 70 can be

activated by depression of a key or button 25 or by an input
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signal at serial port 3. coupled to an input port 112 of the

CPU 56.

The circuit elements described above f orm the wakeup

circuit 70 for activating the operating circuitry 42 of the

5 device 10. This- circuit uses substrate static-protection

diodes 114 'in a CMOS chip coupled to the keyboard 61. withl

this arrangement, source current is supplied to transmitter 104

via line VCC,when a key or pushbutton 25 is depressed.

The RAM 54 is connected to the lithium battery 52 and,

10 when the device 10 is not being used, draws about 20 nanoamps

from the battery 52, which gives the device 10 a shelf life

between 5 and 10 years. A backup capacitor 116 is coupled to,

the RAM 54 and has (at 20 nanoamps) a discharge time of about

10 minutes, providing ample time to change (if neces.sary) the

15 battery 52 without losing the instructions and data stored in

the RAM 54. Capacitor 116 is kept charged by battery 46 through

diode 117 when the device 10 is operating and, at other times,

by battery 52 through diode 118.

After the CPU 56 has been powered up, or awakened, the CPU

20 56 makes a scan of row lines 121-128 to the keyboard 61 by

sequentially forcing each line 121-128 low and then polling the

other lines to find out which button 25, such as button 25',

has been pressed. As a result of pushbutton 25' being pressed,

a low impressed upon row line 121 will cause a low on column

25 line 128 and that will result in the row line 128 being low.'

The CPU 56 first sets row line 121 low and then begins

scanning, starting with the row line 122, for another row line

having a low voltage thereon and by finding the row line with

the low voltage, in the above example, row line 128, the'CPU 56

30 knows that button 25' at the intersection of row line 128 and

column line 138 has been- depressed.

If the CPU 56 had not found a low on another row line,

such as row line 128, after having set line row 121 low, line

121 is returned to its previous value and row line 122 is then

35 set low, and the scan continued until a low row line is found

to identify'which button 25 has been depressed.

When the CPU 56 determines which pushbutton 25 has been

depressed the CPU 56 will then know what function is to,be

carried out.
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lIt is to be noted that the keyboard circuit 62 is uniquely

designed to include only eight (8) row lines 121-128 and eight

(8) column lines 131-138 each having a resistor 64 and 'a

current directing diode 114 therein and each being arranged

5 across the row lines 131-138 so that 56 switch positions are

provided with only eight (8) lines.

All memory cycles exercised must involve the latch 58
because the CPU 56 has its data bus multiplexed with the lower

8 bits of the address bus on lines 141-148.

10 Coming out of the CPU 56 to the latch 58, is a group of

nine (9) lines 108 and 141-148. One of the lines, line 108,

carries the ALE signal. The eight (8) lines 141-148 between

the latch 58 and the CPU 56 are the multiplexed data and

address bus lines. iThese lines comprise the lower 8 bits of

15 the address bus. A group of multiplex lines are identified

with reference numeral 150. Five more lines 151-155 comprise

the upper five bits ,of the address bus, making a total of 13

bits,of address.

An inverting OR! gate 156 having an output line 158 and two

20 input lines 160 and 162 together with ground line 164 are

coupled between the CPU 56 and the RAM* 54. The line 158
defines an output enable for the RAM 54.

Accordingly, when the CPU 56 wants to do a read, it

actuates either of the two input lines 160 or 162 going into
25 the 9R- gate 156. Line 160 is a PSEN line for telling the RAM

54 that it is to be enabled to receive data and line 162 is a

Read Output line to tell the RAM 54 that the CPU is going to

read the information stored in the RAM 54. With OR gate 156

the two lines and functions are combined on one line 158. In

30 other words, the CPU 56 tells the RAM 54, through the OR gate

156, that it wants to read information stored in the RAM 54.

The circuitry 42 also includes the write protect circuit

78 which has the double duty of being a lo w battery indicating

circuit., The circuit 78 includes a resistor 170, a transistor

35 171, two resistors 172, 173 and a Zener diode 17 4 connected as

shown.

A write enable line 176 is. connected between the

transistor 171 and the CPU 56.

When the CPU 56 desires to write information into the RAM
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54, it places the address on the address bus lines 141-148 and

151-155, strokes the lower 8 bits of the address bus on.lines

141-148 into the latch 58 using ALE line 108, places the

information on the data bus lines 141-148, and then brings the

5 write enable line 176 low.

When the write enable line 176 goes low, unless the

transistor 171 is turned on by virtue of the battery voltage

being more than 4.3 volts, a line 178 going into the RAM 54 at

the collector 180 of the transistor .171 (which is the "write

10 enable" for -the RAM 54), is prevented from going low,

maintaining the RAM "Write Protected". This condition also is

created when the battery 48 is-low. The "write enable" line

176 also functions as a low battery detector because, during

execution of the program, a check is made to see whether

15 writing to the RAM 54 is enabled. If it is not, this 'shows

that the batteries are weak and a signal is sent to the user by

flashing the red LED, of LED 4, 5 times.

Note that LED 4 includes a red LED and a green LED

incorporated into one package so that when both LEDs are turned

20 on, a yellow light is emitted, making LED 4 a tricolor LED.

Such tricolor LED 4 enables the device 10 easily to communicate

to the user by way of the color, number and sequence of light

blinks.

A clock circuit 182 including a crystal resonator is

25 coupled to the CPU 56.

Three serial ports 1-3 are coupled to the CPU 56 and

include port 1 which is a transmitting, port, port 2 which is

ground and port 3 which is a receiving port. Serial port 1 is

connected to row line 121 so that data can be serially

30 transmitted in the form of highs and lows by CPU 56 from the

RAM 54 over row line 121 to serial port 1. Incoming data is

received seriallykait serial port 3 and conveyed to input.port

112, when it is desired to update the code data and/or

instructions in the RAM 54.

35 The three infrared-emitting LEDs, LED 1, LED 2, and LED 3

are connected in the circuitry 42 as shown.

The reset circuit 74 includes two resistors and a

capacitor connected as shown and coupled between line VCC and

a reset line 184.1

-r, h
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As will be described in greater detail in connection with

the description of FIGS. 11-14, the manufacturer of the device

10, using known methods or the method described herein with

reference to FIGS. 12A-13C, will decipher the infrared codes

5 for operating various pieces of equipment, such as a TV, a V CR,

a CD, a Cable Converter or other equipment which is controlled

by a-remote infrared transmitting device.

After the infrared code is deciphered, the code data

therefor -and instructions for generating such code (see the

10 flow chart in FIG. 14) are stored in a programming computer 200

(FIG. 10) and the device 10 is programmed as explained below.

It is to be noted that the circuitry 42 has no ROM and all

instruction codes and code data are loaded directly' into the

RAM 54. This allows for' infinite upgradability in "the field

15 via the serial ports 1, 2, 3.

FIG. 10 is a perspective view of a programming computer

200 coupled by a cable 202 to a special connector 204 which is

adapted to be received over the CPU 56 in the operating

circuitry 42 for disabling the CPU 56 and for enabling the RAM

20 54 to be programmed by the programming computer 200.

Essentially this is done by tni-stating the CPU 56 and placing

the RAM' 54 into the address space of the computer 200 which

writes initial instruction code including code for the serial

port driver, and subsequently serial.ly, other instruction code

25 and code data into the RAM 54.. For thiis purpose the

programming computer 200 has instruction codes such as serial

port driver instructions and-data relative to the infrared

codes for operating a multiple number of electronic apparatus,

such as televisions, VCR's, etc stored therein. Signals from

30 the programming computer'200, via the connector 204 cause the

inputs and- outputs 60 of the CPU to be disabled so- that

instruction codes and data can be input into the RAM 54 quickly

and efficiently from the programming computer, after the

operating circuitry 42 is mounted in the control device 10.

35 Later, after the device 10 has been in use for some time

and the RAM 54 needs to be updated with instruction codes and

data relative to new equipment on the market, the control

device 10 can be simply and easily updated at a service outlet

having an ordinary personal computer with a serial port using

A'
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a novel nine pin to three pin, 9 volt to 5 -volt, signal

coupling and converting'assembly 206 (FIG. 20). The updating

can be done by adding* to the data in RAM 54 or by rewriting

(w4riting over) the data in RAM 54. The assembly 206 is

5 described -in greater detail hereinafter in connection with the

description of FIGS. 20-22.

The infrared codes to be learned include a wide range of

different codes fo r operating different electrical apparatus

manufactured by the same or different manufacturers. In FIG.

10 11, which is-identical to FIG. 1 in-US Patent No. 4,623,887,

there are illust rated several modulation schemes for infrared

codes. FIGS. lla-llg illustrate different types of gated

carrier frequencies. Tybical carrier.frequencies for infrared

remote transmitters, are 20 Khz to 45 Khz, with the majority

15 being at 38 Khz -and 40 Khz. The gating schemes illustrated

include both fixedd variable bit periods, non-return

to zero (NRZ), variable burst widths, single/double burst

modulation schemes, and a final catch-all category called

random because there is no readily distinguishable pattern of

20 ones and zeros.

In addition to these schemes, there is also a transmitter

which puts out a different continuous frequency (CW) for each

key as represented in FIG. 11h.

Finally, several new types of transmitters do not use a

25 carrier' frequency at all 'but instead send a, stream of pulses

where the data is encoded in the spaces between the inf rared

pulses as shown in FIG. 11i.

Data modulation schemes f or most transmitters have a

higher level of data organization which may be called a

30 keyboard encoding scheme which -causes different data to be sent

depending upon the transmitter and the key pressed. This will

be described in"greater detail hereinafter in connection with

FIGS., 15-19.

The code data for the infrared codes may be obtained from

35 vendor information sheets and specifications, can be determined

using the methods disclosed in U.S. Patents Nos., 4,623,887

and 4,626,848, or by the method disclosed herein.

In the method for learning or acquiring code data for

infrared codes disclosed herein, no counting of pulses is
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carried out. Instead the method involves the following steps:

(a) receiving a transmission of a train of pulses from a

remote control transmitter;

(b) recording the point-in-time of an edge of each pulse

5 in a train of the pulses;

(c) transforming the recorded point-in-time data itito a

list of instructions for generating a replica of the train of

pulses;

(d) timing the duration of a -train of the pulses;

10 (e) timing the period between trains of pulses;

(f) associating a functiob7 key of'the universal remote

control device 10 with the time duration of the train of pulses

and the list of instructions for generating a replica of -the

train of pulses;

15 (g) determining whether or not repetitions of the

transmission of train of pulses is present;

(hi) ignoring repetitions of the train of pulses;

(i) noting that repetitions are present; and

(j) storing for use in,a universal remote control device,

20 the information acquired in steps (c), (d), (e),.(f) and (i).

Typically, each pulse has a fixed duty cycle and, in

carrying out the above described method it can be assumed that

each pulse has a fixed duty cycle.

The manual and computer steps followed in practicing this

25 method are set forth in Figs. 12A and 13A.I

FIG. 12A is a flow chart of the first part of this method

for capturing an IR code and FIG. 12B is a graph of a pulse

train comprising a portion of the code.

There is shown in FIG. 12B, adjacent the transforming step

30 in FIG. 12A, a graph of the waveform of the captured, and later

recreated, infrared codes, showing when the infrared signal is

on and when it is off. When the CPU 56 executes the

instructions set -forth below the waveform in, FIG. 12B,

infrared-emitting LEDs, LED 1, LED 2, and LED 3 are turned on

35 when the instruction IR-ON is executed and turned off when the

inst ruction IR-OFF is executed. No operation is performed whenl

the instruction NOP is called for. In this way the infrared

codes are transformed into a bit stream of 0's and l's.

FIG. 13A is a flow chart of a second part of the meliod
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for capturing an IR code.

FIG. l3B shows the IR infrared bitstream and an envelope

of'the filtered bitstream.

FIG. 13C shows the filtered waveform that is analyzed for'

5 repetition. 'The.repetition scheme and a pointer to indicate,

upon regeneration of the infrared code, which key will generate

that code are stored in a memory for later inputting into the

RAM 54.

FIG. 14 'is a f low chart of a sequence of eleven (11) steps

10 that a user initiates to generate a specific IR code for

performing a specific function, namely, for generating a

captured IR code sto red in the-remote control device 10. The

code data is stored 'in the RAM 54 of the remote control device

10 and the sequence of steps the circuitry 42 goes through to

15 take the code data in the RAM 54 and generate the infrtared'code

therefrom is set forth in this Figure.

FIG. 15 is a plan view of the keyboard 61 and shows the

different keys or pushbuttons 25 of the control device 10

extending through the base panel 14 of upper housing member 12

20 and the face panel 18 where the label or 'Identification for

each pushbutton or.key 25 is shown. The light emitting diode,

LED 4, is also indicated.

FIG. 16 is a flowchart of the steps initiated by a user of

the device 10 in a step and set procedure for searching for

25 code data in the device 10 for the infrared code needed to

operate the user's specific apparatus and to set the device -10

for that code data.

FIG. 17 is a flow chart of the steps initiated by a user

in carrying out a direct-entry/quick-set procedure for mnatching-

30 the user's equipment or apparatus to the device 10.

The steps of this procedure include:

STEP 1. Look up make and model number of the controlled

apparatus in a table provided to the user in an instruction

booklet.

35 STEP 2. Model number is found and matched with a series

of 8 11RIs and "GO"s.

STEP 3. Here the operator presses the desired mode button

or key.

STEP 4. Press Do, Enter, Recall. This tells the device
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10 to do a Quick-Match.

STEP 5. Next enter the, sequence of eight. red and green

blinks found in TABLE I (set forth below) provided in the

instruction booklet. This is done by pressing Channel Down for

5 "R11 and Channel UP for "G".

STEP 6. Here a determination is made if a key other than

Channel_UR or Channel Down. was pressed.

STEP 7. The -device 10 tricolor LED 4 will f lash red or

green depending on what button is pushed.

10 STEP 8. When all eight codes are entered, the program

goes on to STEP 9.

STEP-9. Here a,check is made to see if the blink code is

in the table in the RAM 54 of the remote control device 10.

STEP 10. If the device 10-has successfully Quick-Matched

15 to the controlled apparatus, the LED 4 will flash green twice.

STEP 11. If it did not match, it will flash ybllow

indicating that codes for that controlled apparatus are not

loaded into the RAM,54.
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I FIG. 18A is a flow 'Chart of the steps for setting a "DO"

command macro, for achieving a function that normally requires

the actuation of several buttons, by programming one particular

button"to perform the functions required of the several buttons

5 to achieve a specific function.

FIG. 18B is a flowchart of the simple two pushbutton steps

required for executing the "DO" macro command created in FIG.

18A.

FIG. 19A sets- forth the steps initiated by a user to

10 determine the various blink codes which identify what equipment

or apparatus the remote control device 10 is set for.

FIG. 19B illustrates a sample blinking grid of eight red

and green blinks which will be presented to the user. Once a

particular pattern of eight red or green blinks has taken

15 place, the user of the device 10 will look up the blink pa ttern

or code in TABLE I included in a user handbook. This table

shows the user which pushbuttons 25 labelled A-1i are a ssociated

with additional functions stored which may, be stored in the RAM

54., Additional functions beyond the eight supported by

20 pushbuttons All are performed by pushing "DO", and then the two-

digit sequence shown in TABLE I.

The instructions for using the control device 10 which are

supplied to a purchaser thereof in an instruction booklet are

set forth below.

25 Matching the Device to Your Equipment

The device 10 can control most remote controlled TV's,

VCR's, cable converters, and CD players, but it needs the

user's input to match it to your particular equipment. The

easiest way to do this is to STEP-and-SET your device 10. You

30 will only need to do this once for each different type of

device, you have.

1. To STEP-and-SET your device 10, first press DO. Enter.

2. Press one of the following equipment selection buttons

to tell the device 10 what kind of equipment to match.

35 VCR1 Cable TV

VCR2 CD

3. Aim the device 10 at the equipment and try'various

function buttons to see if the equipment responds correctly.

Make sure you are reasonably close to the equipment and that

§1%
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nothing is blocking the path. The light (LED 4) at the top of

the device 10 will shine green whenever it is sending an

infrared code, or it will not light at all if it does not send

a code for a particular button.

5 4. If your equipment did not respond correctly or did not

respond at all, press Doi to change the device 10 so that it

will send the next set of infrared codes in its library, or

press D02 to change it so it will send the previous set of

codes.

10 5. When you use D01 or D02 to step the device 10 setting

forward or back, its light will- blink yellow each time you step

it. The settings step around in a circle. Whenever you get

back to the setting where you started the device 10 light.will

blink red to notify'you.

15 6. Use D01 and D02 to step through the sets of codes and

keep trying out functions until your equipment responds

correctly. The device 10 will then be set to send the proper

infrared codes for operating your particular equipment.

7. When you are satisfied that the device 10 is,properly

20 matched, press DO, or any of the equipment selection buttons to

restore the DO! and D02 buttons to their normal functions.

8. If your equipment is responding to your device 10 but

some buttons are causing the wrong thing to happen, keep going.

some equipment responds to the infrared codes of other brands

25 of equipment.

9. If you try out all of the codes in the device 10

library and your equipment still does not respond, it is

probably because the code data for generating the infrared

codes for operating your equipment is not in the library of

30 your control device 10. The Keyboard 61

Take a look at the' keyboard. There are four groups of

buttons:

1. Equipment Selection Buttons tell the device 10 which

equipment is to be controlled:

~Y3 5 VCR1 Cable TV

VCR2 CD

2. Basic Function Buttons are used to control your TV,

VCR, CABLE and CD. They work in much the same way as in older

remotes which.typically have the following buttons.

'1

7)
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Power

Rec. TV.VCR Stop Pause

Rewind Reverse Play Fast Fwd

Mute

5 1 2 3 Vol;.Up

4 5 6 Vol.Dn

7 8 9

0 EnterChan.Up

_______Recall Chan.Dn

10 3. Extended Function Buttons perform any special

functions your equipment may have, such as color control,

picture control,tint control, etc. These buttons are

identified with the following alphabet letters,

A C E G

15 B D F H

4. DO Buttons are used to perform very powerful DO

Commands which are explained below.

Special Features

Besides the basic functions such as channel up/down and

20 volume up/down that most TV remote controls have, there could

be special features as well, for example:

color up/down.

Picture up/down.

Tint up/down.

25 Sleep.

Your VCR's remote control can also have special features

such as:

Frame advance

Channel up/down

30 Your cable converter remote control can also have

additional features such as:

Channel recall
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your old remote control devices can now be controlled by the

device 10. You may even notice some extra features that

weren't controlled by your old remote.

Since the device 10 can control such a wide range

5 of equipment, there is not enough room on it for buttons for

every possible feature of every remote control. Instead, there

are eight extended function buttons at the bottom labelled A

throughI. To find out what these eight buttons control for

your particular TV, VCR, cable converter and CD player:

10 1. Get your pen and paper ready.

2. Press DO and then the button (TV VCR1 VCR2 Cable CD2) of

the device you want to know the special features of.

3. The device 10 will blink "red" or "green" 8 times.

Every time it blinks "red" write down an "IRI. Every time it

15 blinks "green" write down a "IG". When you're finished writing

it should look something like this:

R RR G RRR G

This is the "Blink Code" for your device. If you miss it

the first time around, just press Do, and 'the device button a

20 second time.

4. Look at TABLE I and find the sequence of "IR"s and "G"'s

that matches the one you wrote down.

5.- Read the special, features chart next to your Blink Code

sequence which tells -you what functions the A through 1-1 buttons

25 control for your particular device.

For e xample, the feature chart of your TV might read:

A: Color Up C: Picture Up

B: Color Down D: Picture Down

6. T o turn the color up,in this example, you would press

30 TV (of course if the device 10 is already set to control your

TV, you do not have to p?ress TV again but it doesn't hurt if

you do so), then A.

7. To.turn the color back down, you would just press B.

8. Write down what special functions are controlled'by the

3 5 A through H buttons-on the handy stick-on labels enclosed with

the control device 10.

9. After writing down the special functions on the labels,

stick them on to the back of the control device 10 for quilck

and easy reference.
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If The Controlled Eauipment Has More Than 8 Extended Functions

Usually, the eight A through 11 buttons are enough for most

controlled,equipment. If they're not, don'It worry. If your

controlled equipment has more than eight special features these

5 too are controlled by the device 10.

Beyond the A through H function buttons, any additional

functions are performed by pressing* Do then two of the 0-9

number buttons. For;,example, your TV's feature chart may show

additional functions; like these:,

10 25: SAXP 26: Reset 27: Q/V

28: Display 29: Mono '30: Stereo

If you did have these features and wanted to use them, you

would press Do and then the two-digit number for that feature.

For example, you might:

15 Press DO,3.0. This would turn your TV's stereo broadcast

feature on.-

If you use a feature like this frequently you may want to

assign it to a Do command, our next topic of discussion.

Setting DO Commands

20 DO Commands give you the power to perform a multitude of

dIfferent functions with the push of just one or two buttons.

DO Commands let you assign any of the following buttons to tell

the device 10 to automatically perform a series of keystroke.s

you use often:

Rec

Rewind

TV. VCR

Reverse

D01

Stop
Play

Enter

D02

Pause

Fast Fwd.

Mute

Vol. Up

Vol. Dn

Chan. Up

Chan. Dn

A C E G

B D F H

To tell the device 10 to do what you want, you must teach

it. As an example, you can teach the device 10 to turn your

whole system on and set the TV to channel 4 by doing the

following:

1. Press DO, Recall. This tells the device 10 that Y"OL

'-I V-~ /1
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want to teach it something to do.

2. Next, you must assign a button 25 you will use.to DO

whatever you teach it. You can use any of, the device 10's

buttons 25-set forth above. For example, let's use D01 at the

5 top of the keyboard: Press DO1.

3. Now, you must tell the device 10 what button sequence

you would press to turn your whole system on and set the TV to

channel 4.

4. Press TV Power.This tells the device 10 to turn your

10 TV on.

5. Press 4, Enter (pressing Enter may not be reqtiired for

your TV). This tells the device 10 to set your TV to channel

4.

6. Press VCR. Power. This tells the device 10 to turn

15 your VCR on.

7. Press Cable, Power.This tells the device 10 to turn

your cable converter on.

Now you have pressed all the buttons,you want the device

10 to learn for this example.

20 8. Press DO, Recall. This tells the device 10 that you

are finished teaching it and to remember what you have taught

it.

Now the device 10 knows how to turn your TV, VCR, and

cable converter on and set the TV to channel 4, just by

25 pressing one button.

9. Aim the device 10 at your equipment and press Dol.

make sure you keep the device 10 pointed at your equipment

while the light is flashing.

Now that you know how DO Commands work, you can teach the

30 device 10 to "DO" practically any sequence of keystrokes. Just

remember to keep the following in mind:

To perform a DO Command,, press DO 'then the button you

assigned to remember the Do Command. However, if you assigned

the D01 or D02 buttons to remember a DO Command, you do not

35 have to press DO first, just press D01 or D02.

If the device 10 light (LED4) starts blinking green,

yellow, red while you are trying to teach it, it is telling You

that RAM 54 is full. The DO command you are teaching is

automatically erased. You can teach the device 10 a shorter DO
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command, or erase some other DO command you have already taught

the device 10 to obtain more memory space.

After.the Do Command is finished, the last apparatus 10

selected within the, DO Command will be the apparatus the device

5 10 will work with next.

Erasing a DO command

If you just want to change a DO Command, you do not have

to erase it first - just set up the new DO command in its

place. However, to get rid of a DO Command without replacing

10 it with a -new one:

1. Press DO Recall.

2. Press the button you have assigned to the DO com~mand

that you want to erase. For example, to erase the DO command

you taught the device 10 in'the above example:*

15 Press DO1.

3. Press DO, Recall again. The old DO Command is now

erased.

QUICK-MATCHING To Your Equipment

There is a quicker way to match your equipment to the

20 device 10 by Quick-Matching. Quick-Matching is a way to set

the device 10 directly to match any controlled equipment in its

library. Follow the steps below to do a Quick-Match:"

1. Match the device 10 to your equipment using STEP-and-

SET.

25 2. Press DO. then the desired device button (TV, VCR1,

VCR2 or Cable. The device 10 light will blink red or green

eight times.

3. Write down the sequence of red and green blinks. This

is the "Blink Code" for the particular device.

30 4. Press DO Enter Recall. This tells the device 10 to

do a Quick-Match.

5. Enter the -correct sequence by pressing Ch Dn for 1R11

and Ch Up for "1G1. The device 10 light (LED 4) will flash

"red"l.or "green" depending on what button you push. The,Ch Dn

35 and Ch Up buttons 25 are labelled with the correct color, for

each.

6. When the device 10 has successfully Quick-Matched your

equipment it will automatically flash green twice. If it did

not match, it'will flash yellow. If it fails to Quick-Match,
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it is probably because the requisite code data is not sto.red in

thie library in your device 10.

OUICK-MATCHING Between Controlled Equipment

One of the great benefits of Quick-Matching is that you

5 can switch the device 10 functions between the remote

controlled TVs, VCRs and cable converters you may own. This is

done by using "Quidk-Match" within a "DO command".

Let's suppose you have two TVs in your house and only one

device 10. Here's how to switch between them:

10 -1. Press DO Recall. the button you want to use to switch

to your other TV set.

For example, press D02,. This tells the device 10 that you

want to teach it a 0O Command.

2. Press DO Enter Recall. This tells the device 10 that

15 you want to do a Quick-Match.

3. Enter the R and G blink sequence of the second TV you

want to control by pressing Ch Dn for "1R" and Ch Up -for "1G1.

4. Press DO. Recall. This tells the device 10 that you

are finished teaching it a "DO command".

20 Now, to set the device 10 to control your second TV, press

D02. This tells the device 10 that you will be controlling

your second TV.

To go back to controlling your first TV, simply teach

device.10 another "Do command". Just repeat the steps above,

25 except use a different button and the correct,-R and G sequence

for your first TV.

The device 10 can easily be taught to control a whole

houseful of infrared remote controlled equipment - just teach

the device 10 a DO Command to QUICK-MATCH each additional piece

30 of equipment.

In FIG. 20 is shown a unique signal coupling and

converting assembly 206 which includes a connector assembly

207, a cable 208 and a sl3ecial cover plate 210 for the battery

compartment 45. The cover plate 210 has on the underside

35 thereof three pins 212, 214 and 216 which are positioned to

connect with the three serial ports 1, 2 and 3. The pins 212,

214 and 216 mounted to the cover plate 210 are connected by

three wire 'conductors 224, 226 and 228 in cable 208. to

connector assembly 207 which has conversion circuitry 230
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25

therein. The connector assembly 207 has a nine pin array 250

of sockets 251-259 for receiving nine pins and the conversion

circuitry 230 which enables one to use some of the nine sockets

250 of the connector assembly 207 for communication with the

5 three pins 212, 214, 216 that are connected to the serial ports

1, 2 and 3.as shown in FIGS. 21 and 22.

FIGS. 21 and 22 are a schematic diagram of the conversion

circuitry 230.

In FIG. 21 is shown circuit portion 230A. In this circuit

10 portion, plus nine volts goes into pin 4 of connector DB-9 or

pin 20 of connector DB-25 and minus 9 volts goes into pin 7 of

DB-9 or pin 4 of connector DB-25, which are connected to the

circuit portion 230A! of the conversion circuitry 230. This

provides a constant source of positive and negative voltage and

15 is used as the power supply for the circuit. Note that two

different types of personal computer host female connectors-can

be used, namely, female connector DB-9,or female connector DB-

25 in the connector assembly 207.

Serial information is transmitted by the hand held control

20 device 10 via line: HTXD at serial port 1 and is level

translated by the operating circuitry 42 from a range of from

plus 5 volts to zero volts to a range of from minus 9 volts to

plus 9 volts.

In this respect, when 0 volts is present at serial port 1,

25 transistors Ql and Q2 are turned on such that +9 volts is

supplied- from pin 4 of connector DB-9 or pin 20 of connector

DB25 through transistor Ql to pin 2 of connector DB-9 or pin 3

of connector DB-25.

TIIhen, when +5 volts is present at serial port, 1, the

30 emitter-base of transistor Q2 is reverse biased, turning off

transistor Q2 which turns off transistor Ql. As a result, the

9 volts at pin 7 of connector DB-9 or pin 4 of connector DB-25

is supplied through resistor 270 to pin 2 of connector DB-9 or

pin 3 of connector DB-25;.

35 The circuit portion 230B is shown in FIG. 22 and performs

a receiving function for the control device 10. When pin 3 of

connector DB-9 or p in 2 of connector DB-25 is at -9 volts, .its

normal resting state, then HTXD at serial port 3 is'at 0 volts.

When pin 3 of connector DB-9 or pin 2 of connector DB-25 goes
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to +9 volts, HTXD at serial port 3 goes to plus 5 volts.- Pinl

5 of connector DB-9 or pin 7 of connector DB-25 is directly

connected to serial port 2 and always stays at ground.

In transmitting data to the control device 10, -the

5 programming computer supplies +9v or -9v to pin 3 of connector

DB-9 or pin 2 of connector DB-25. When +9v is present on

IBMTXD, 4.3 volts established by Zener diode 272 is passed

through diode 274 tolserial port 3.

When -9v is present on IBMTXD,,the Zener diode 272 clamps

10 to -0.6 volts resulting in- conduction through transistor Q3

pulling serial port 3 to 0 volts.

The diode 274,, the transistor Q3 and a resistor 276

connected as shown are provided to allow pressing a key 25 on

keyboard 26 to "wake up" CPU 56 (actuate the wake up circuit

15 70) even though circuit portion 230B is connected to the

control device 10.

An important feature of the universal remote control

system of the present invention is the inclusion therein of a

data transmission system which enables -all types of data and

20 particularly code data relating to codes for generating

infrared signals for operating various control devices to be

input into the memory, such as the RAM, of the universal remote

control. With this capability, the user of the universal

remote control can quickly and simply input data into the

25 universal, remote control-, whether it had code operating data

therein or not, to control a variety of controllable devices.

It is even possible that data can be input into the

universal remote control which'will enable the remote control

to become a video game or perform any number of functions in

30 addition to controlling controllable devices such a VCR or

television set.

The data transmission systems are illustrated in FIGS. 23-

26 and will now be described below with reference to those

FIG. 's.

35 Referring now to FIG. 23 in greater detail, there is shown

a data transmission system 300 which includes a conventional

telephone jack 302, such as an RJ11 jack, which is connected to

a telephone line and which has a cable 304 extending therefroni

to a telephone 306. A handset 308 of the telephone is then
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27

adapted to be attached to a listen-only acoustic coupler modem

310 which will pick,up and convert acoustic telephone signals

to digital- signals for transmission to a universal remote

control 312. In other words, once the user has accessed a code

5 number such as a 900 number, has pressed a sequence of keys on

the telephone and receives a signal over the telephone 306 that

the telephone 306 is ready to communicate code data to him, he

then places the handset 308 on the modem 310.

Then an RS232 connector 314 is connected to the modem 310

10 and a cable 316 extends therefrom to a three-prong jack 318

which is adapted to mate -with and connect to three serial

ports, which, in the,universal remote 312, are located on the

bottom edge of,the remote control 312. It will also be noted

that the remote, control 312 has a visual display 320 which can

15 be a liquid crystal, display or other type of visual display

whereby information, regarding the data being input can be

communicated to the user.

FIG. 24 illustrates a modified data transmission system

400 which includes a telephone jack 462 which is -typically an

20 RJ11 jack that connects to a telephone line and which has a

cable 404 leading to a telephone 406. A handset 408 of the

telephone 406 has a pick-up coil 410 connected thereto. The

pick-up coil 410 then extends to a listen-only modem 412 which

is connected by an RS232 serial port 414 to a cable 416 leading

25 to-a three-prong jack 418 that is connected to the bottom of a

universal remote control 420 in the same manner as in FIG. 23.

In FIG. 25 there is illustrated still another data

transmission system 500. In this system, a television 502 has

a vertical blanking interval decoder 504 connected thereto

30 whereby data 'that is stored on the vertical blanking interval

as a raster scan is made across the television screen 506 of

the television 502 is picked up by the decoder'507 and decoded.

Then, this data is supplied via a cable 508 and a three-prong

jack 510 and the serial ports in a universal remote control 512

35 to the memory of -the remote control 512. With this data

transmission system 500, data is obtained directly from the

television set for inputting data into the memory of the

universal remote control 512.

In FIG. 26 is illustrated a simplified data transmiss ion
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system 600 which is based upon the use of a digital data

telephone line or integrated services digital network (ISDN)

whereby data can be input directly over the telephone line to

the universal remote control 602'.

5 In'the data transmission system 600, the universal remote

control 602 has a modem (not shown) therein which includes a

direct access arrangement to enable communication via a cable

604 connected to a telephone jack 606 and to a three-prong jack

608 directly with a source of data that can be a large

10 mainframe. computer that is. connected to the ISDN for

transmitting data to;the universal remote control 602.

From the foregoing description, it will be apparent -that

the universal remote control 10, the signal coupling- and

converting assembly 206, and the data transmission,system 300,

15 400, 500 or 600 of: the present invention have a number of

advantages, some of which have been described above and others

of which are inherent in the invention disclosed herein. For

example:

1) With no ROM in the circuitry 42, the instruction codes

20 and code data in the RAM 54 can be upgraded at any time via the

serial ports 1, 2 and 3.

2) -By loading the instruction codes and initial code

directly into the RAM 54 by tri-stating the- CPU 56, the

circuitry 42 is enabled to.function without a ROM.

25 3) The serial ports 1, 2 and 3 together with the signal

coupling and converting assembly 206 and the data transmitting

system 300, 400, 500 or 600 enable data to be input into the

circuitry .42 from a telephone line or a television set, an RS-

232 interface device and a three pin jack to the serial ports

30 1, 2 and 3.

4) The visible LED 4 providing red/green/yellow/off blink

code provides a means for communicating to the user where the

device 10 has "landed"l after searching for codes to control a

specific apparatus. The user can then look up in the

35 instruction booklet what extended functions are available'via

the letter keys A-H or number keys, plus the Do key f or -that

particular apparatus or equipment'.

5) The write-protect circuit 78 prevents corruption of the

operating program or data in the RAM 54 during transient states

/T)
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when the microprocessor is being turned on or turned off.

6) The multiplexing of the address and data lines between

the RAM 54 and the CPU 56 enables scrambling of the instruction

codes and the code data so that the memory image in the RAM 54

5 is.encrypted.

7) The construction of the keyboard 61 enables one to have

56 keys which can be decoded using only 8 bidirectional input

(and output) ports 63.

8) The keyboard 61 including the keyboard circuitry 62

10 plus the wakeup circuit 70 provides a system whereby pressing

any key turns on power to the CPU 56.

9) The provision of three infrared LEDs 1, 2 and 3 with no

current-1im iting resistors enables the device-10 to use 'Maximum

energy to create the infrared control pulses with a minimum

15 amount of energy wasted.

10) The Do keysItogether with the numeral and letter keys

allow a number of DO functions to be performed with the device

10 by a user.

11) Any combination of products can be controlled with

20 the universal remote control device 10.

12) The step-and-set method for locating the code data for

generating the infrared code necessary to operate the user's

equipment or for the user to learn that such code data is not

present in the library in the RAM 54.

25
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CLAIMS

I claim:

universal remote control comprising input means for inputting

5 commands, infrared ignal output means for supplying n

infrared signal to A c ntrolled device, a central cessing

unit (CPU) coupledt id input means and said signal

output means, a singl , no -volatile, read- ite,memory coupled

to said CPU and data up], g means cluding terminal means

10 coupled to said CPU fo en lin code data for a variety of

devices to be controll d be supplied from outside said

remote control throug a d te minal means and said CPU to.said

memory, to set s aid remote control for controlling' the

devices to e controlled and a data transmission system for

15 coupli a telephone line or a television set to said.terminal

2. The universal remote control system of clam rein

> , aid data-transmission system includes a s port connector

for connecting to said remote c ol, a -cable connected to

20 said serial port conne and means for coupling said

connector to a te one line or to a televisiost

3.. Th niversal remote control system of clai 2 wherein

said oupling means includes a vertical blinking interval

ecoder connected to a television set and to s*% cable.

25 4. The universal remote control system of im 2 wherein

said remote control includes a direct access arrangement and

said coupling means includes a telephone jack connected to the

other end of said cable for ISDN data line trans sion.

5. The universal remote control system of c='~ 2 wherein

30 said data transmission 'system includes an RS232 serial port

connector, a modem to which the RS232 serial port connector is

connected to, and telephone line coupling means for coupling

said modem to a telephone line.

6. The universal remote control system of claim 5 wherein

35 said modem is a listen only modem.

7. The universal remote control system of claim 5 wherein

said telephone line coupling means includes pick-up coil that

couples to a handset of a telephone and is coupled by a line to

said modem.

V-5)
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3

8. The universal remote control system of claim 5 wherein
fsaid modem is an acoustic coupler modem which is adapted to

receive therein a handset of a telephone and acoustically,pick

up the sound transmission from the handset,

5

I3K
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FIG. 19B

G G
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PRINT OF DRAWINGS
,AS'ORIG[NALLYFILED
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PRIN~T OF DRAWINGS
A,(,,ORIGINALLY FILED
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08/04'9 AD4
Wlt, - 0 IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Attorney Docket: 93173
Anticipated Classification:

onorable Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks Class -3 79 Subclass 102
Washington, D.C. 20231 Prior Application:

Examiner Chan, W.
Dear Sir: Art.Unit 2608

This is a request for filing a:

~IContinuation or

El Divisional application under 37 CFR 1.60 of pending prior application Serial No. 08.1046, 105 filed on ApriZl 8-a93

for: UNIVERSAL REMITE CONTROL SYSTEK

1. MI Enclosed is a complete copy of the prior application including the oath or declaration as originally filed with an Affidavit, Certification or

Declaration (Section 19 below) verifying it as a true copy. r

2. MI A small entity declaration form including a verified statement to establish small entity status under 37 CFR 1.9 [1 is enclo§ed
or X]I was filed in the prior application and such status is still proper and desired (37 CFR 1.28(a))

3. ~ The filing fee is calculated below:

CLAIMS AS FILED, LESS ANY CLAIMS CANCELLED BY AMENDMENT IN SECTION 8 BELOW
OTHER THAN

CLAIMS AS FILED SMALL ENTITY SMALL ENTITY

FRNO. FILED NO. EXTRAFE RATE FEE

INDEP:ENDENT CLAIMS 5 -3= 2 x37Q7 B x$4

*MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT+$15+$20

*It thea difference In col. 1 Is less than zero, enter V0 In col.2TOA 42TTL

4. El Please charge my Deposit Account No. 22-0355 in the amount of_________. A duplicate copy of this sheet is enclosed.

5. A check in the amount of $429-.00 is enclosed.

6. The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of the following fees associated with this communication or credit any
overpayment to Deposit Account No. 22-0355. A duplicate copy of this sheet is enclosed.'

IN Any additional filing fees required under 37 CFR 1.16.

IN Any patent application processing fees under 37 CFR 1.17.

7. (M The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of the following fees during the pendancy of this ap plication or credit any
overpayment to Deposit Account No. 22-0355. A duplicate copy of this sheet is enclosed.

MX Any filing fees under 37 CFR 1.16 for the presentation of extra claims.

MX Any patent application processing fees under 37 CFR 1. 17.

El The issue fee set in 37 CFR 1.18 at or before mailing of the Notice Allowance, pursuant to 37 CFR 1.311(b).

I L
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8.~ Cancel in this application original claimK,, - 1
l-east one original claim must be retained for filing purposes).

9. KI Amend the specification by inserting before the first line, the sentence:

This is a KI continuation 9"-diwi4m of application Serial No. 0 8/10 4 6,0

of the prior application before calculating the filing fee (At

filed on April 8, 1993*

10. i Tanser te dawigs from the prior application to this application and abandon said prior application as of the filigdt coddti

application. A duplicate copy of this sheet is enclosed for filing in the prior application.

11. 0I Enclosed are -____ sheets of informal drawings.

12. 50 Enclosed are 1L8 sheets of formal drawings.

13. El Priority of Application No. ____________ filed on _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

is claimed under 35 USC. 119.
(country)

LiThe certified copy of the priority application has been filed in prior application Serial No.

filed ________________________

14. MI The. prior application is assigned to Universal Electronics Inc.

15. 0I-The Power of Attorney in the prior application is to: Thomas R. Vigil

a. MJ The Power appears in the original papers of the prior application.

b. El Since the Powere does not appear in the original papers, a copy of the Power in the prior application is enclosed.,

c. L0 Recognize as associate attorney:

16. [M Direct all correspondence to: .Toms.V igil

VIGIL & HANRATH

836 S. Northwest Highway_.

Barrington, IL 60010

17. MX Enclosed is a Preliminary Amendment amending the specification and/or drawings and/or canceling claims and/or amending claims and/or

adding new claims (Claims added by this amendment have been properly numbered consecutively beginning with the number next following

the highest numbered, original claim in the prior application).

LIForm PTO-FB-A 520 is also enclosed.

18. IN Enclosed is a "I (MM , PTO form 14491mwdaqft Cad

19. CK I herby verify that the attached papers are a true copy of prior application Serial No. 0 7 / 5 87 , 32 6
filed on September 24. 1990

(date)

as originally

The undersigned declare further that all statements made'herein of his or her own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information

and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made
are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and that such willful false statements may

jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issuing theron.

Dated: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Addes ofSinatr:Thomas R. Vigil 2,4
Adres f igatr:Reg. No. 2 -4

VIGIL & HANRTH 0I Inventor(s)
836 S. Northwest.Highway 0I Assignee of Complete Interest

.arrington. IL 6 01u Attorney or Agent of record in prior

ElIapplication

L1 Filed under 37 CFR 1.34(a)
**which is a continuation.o'f appl±catilon'.Sertal No, 07/587-,326 filed September 24, 1990,
now U.S. Patent No. 5,228,077, which is a continuation-in-part of application serial
No. 07/127,999,,,now U.S. Patent No. 43,959,810 which is a continuation-in-part of
4pp3A.c4tjon Sertal No. 07/109,336 now abandorked.
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PATENT
0 USSN

Atty Docket 93173

J.IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

patent application:- Applicant(s):
____ Regular Paul Darbee
______ Convention

_____ File Wrapper Continuation
____ Divisional Serial No.

X Continuation-in-Part Title: UNIVERSAL REMOTE

____ Reissue Application CONTROL SYSTEM

_____ PCT National Phase
_____ PCT Application PCT No.________

CERTIFICATE OF EXPRESS MAIL DEPOSIT

"Express Mail" Mailing Label No. TB 518 500 730 US
Date of Deposit: October 8, 1993

hereby certify that this paper, or fee, is being depositedwt
the U.S. Postal Service "Express Mail Post Office to Addressee",

service under 37 CFR 1. 10 on the date indicated above and
addressed to the Commissioner of. Patents and Trademarks,
Washington, D.C. 20231.

Leticia Mondragron

(Signat ' of person mailing pAper or fee)

The documents enclosed with and being f iled with this paper are:
X application transmittal letter
X Patent application:

X Copy of prior application 32 pages
including 18 sheets of original drawings

X Letter to Chief Draftsman
8 sheets of revised drawings.

______ executed Declaration and Power of Attorney
copy of Declaration and Power of Attorney
from parent application,

_____ translaf~ion of PCT Article 19 Amendment
______Assignment

X Copy of PTO Form 1449 from prior application

_____translation of amended specification and/or claims
X Check in the-amount of:- $429.00

____ Petition for Extension of Time in prior Application
Serial-No. ________for _____month(s)'

X Preliminary Amendment Before Action including new
pages 16a, 16b and 16c

_____ Disclosure Statement including USPTO Form 1449 and
copies of____ reference(s)
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File History Report

[-I Paper number ___ is missing from the United States Patent and Trademark

Office's original copy of the file history. No additional information is available.

F-I The following page(s) ___ of paper number ___ is/are missing from the United

States Patent and Trademark Office's original copy of the file history. No additional

information is available

Additional comments: PAPER#2 IS VOID
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UNITED STATkS DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEM

01-3/ 134, 086 10/08/93 DARDFEE P 9~3172

0'3B1 /1 103

VD.31iL & HAkRATH
8:36 S. N ORTHWEST HWY.
BARRINGTON, IL 60010 0000

DATE MAILED:
11/03/93

NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF APPLICATION
FILING DATE GRANTED

An Application Number and Filing Date have been assigned to this application. However, the items indicated
below are missing. The required items and fees identified below must be timej submitted ALONG WITH
THE PAYMENT OF A SURCHARGE for items 1 and 3-6 only of $~~~LC for large entities or
$ P"h- for small entities who have filed a verified statement claiming such status. The surcharge is set forth in
37 CFR 1.16(e).

If all required items on this form are filed within the pe set below, the total amount owed by applicant as a I-ar*ge
entity, L0 small entity (verified statement filed), is $

Applicant is given ONE.MONTH FROM THE DATE OF THIS LETTER, OR TWO MONTHS FROM THE
FILING DATE of this application, WHICHEVER IS LATER, within which to file all required items and pay any fees
required above to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained by filing a petition accompanied by the
extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1. 136(a).

1. [M4he statutory basic filing fei~ [ missing [iTAfs1iifcient. Applicant as a Vlarge entity LI small
entity, must submit $ 1P t o complete the basic filing fee.

2. 0l Additional claim fees of $ as a El large entity, 0l small entity, including any
required multiple dependent claim fee, are required. Applicant must submit the additional claim
fees or cancel the additional claims for which fees are due.

3. a?fhe 0 tko'ideclaration:
=snuissing.

E0 does not cover items omitted at time of execution.

An oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the above
Application Number and Filing Date is required.

4.0E The oath or declaration does not identify the application to which it applies. An oath or declaration
in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the above Application Number and
Filing Date, is required.

5.0E The signature to the oath or declaration is: 0l missing; El a reproduction; E0 by a person other than
the inventor or a person qualified under 37 CFR 1.42, 1.43, or 1.47. A properly signed oath or
declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the above Application
Number and Filing Date, is required.

6.0L The signature of the following joint inventor(s) is missing from the oath or declaration:

___________________An oath or declaration listing the names of all inventors and signed by
the omitted inventor(s), identifying this application by the above Application Number and Filing
Date, is required.

7. El The application was filed in a language 6ther than English. Applicant must file a verified English
translation of the application and a fee of $ under 37 CFR 1. 17(k), unless this fee has

FoRm PTO-i533 (amv. 5-9s) OFFICE COPY
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*#/65&1% &b

1 PATENT

USSN 08/134,086

Atty Docket 93173

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of:)

PAUL V. DARBEE) Group Art Unit:
) Unknown

For:-UNIVERSAL REMOTE CONTROL)
SYSTEM ) Examiner:

) Unknown
Serial No.. 08/134,086)

Filed: October 8, 1993)No

LETTER IN RESPONSE TO NOTICE
TO FILE MI SSING PARTS OF APPLICATION.

TO:
Honorable Commissioner of

Patents and Trademarks
Washington, D.C. 20231

Dear Sir:

In response to the Notice to File Missing Parts Of

Application - Filing Date Granted (copy enclosed) mailed on

November 3, 1993, applicant is hereby f iling the enclosed

documents and submitting the enclosed check to complete the

above identified application:

1. Copy of the Oath and Declaration which was filed

in the parent application, U.S. Patent Application Serial

No. 07/587,326.

2. Check in the amount of $65. 00 to cover the

Government surcharge for--a small entity 'for the late

filing of the above identified executed Oath and

Declaration.

CERMlFCATE OF MAJUNG
I hereby certity tOa this rrespandwmo. b befng deposited

wvith the United Sttes PWWtalSevloe as *U-tdum ail in an enve-
lope addressed to: CommiimW of PatNt and Trademarks,
Washington, DC 20231 on ,K

65. 00 CK(050'MS 11/17/93 081.34-086 01. 205
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2

3. Copy of the Small Entity Declaration Independent

Inventor executed by Paul V. Darbee fliled in the parent

application, U.S. Application Serial No. 07/587,326.

4. Copy of the Small Entity Declaration Small

Business Concern executed by Thomas C. Tyler also f iled in

the parent application, U.S. Application Serial No.

07/587,326.

5. Copy of the transmittal letter filed with the

subject application indicating that a verified statement

to establish small entity status was filed in the prior

application and such status is still proper and desired.

Applicant believes that the filing fee paid as a small

entity,, $429.00, is correct and no further fees. are

necessary.

The Commissioner is authorized to charge the payment of

any additional filing fees required under 37 C.F.R6 1.16 or

credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 22-0355.

The subject application is a continuation of U.S.

Application Serial No. 08/046,105 filed April 8, 1993 now U.S.

Patent No. 5,255,313 which is a Continuation Application of

U.S. Application Serial No., 07/587,326 filed September 24,

1990, now U.S. Patent No. 5,228,077.

Respectfully submitted,

Thomas R. Vigil
Reg. No. 24,542

Dated:
November A 1993.

836 South Northwest Highway
Barrington, Illinois 60010
(708) 382-6500
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CQ~O1 I~DECLARATION FOR W/
I~iIU~fi~j~rnce to PCT Intemnational AWlic4. 3

CATION AND POWER OF An.
ATTOMMEY DOCKET NUMOER

90116

's a btlo~ named inventor, I hereby declare that:

Vy~ ence, post office address and citizenship are as stated below next to my name,

Ie -1iv Ia h o_ign l,Iand sole inventor (if only one name is listed below) or an origina,frtndoitivtr
(if plural names are lisedClow) of the subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent is sought on the invention
entitled:

UNIVERSAL REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEIJf

the specification of which (check only one item below):

Eis attached hereto.

was filed as United Statesapplication

Serial No.

oil

and was amended

on

07/587, 326

September 24, 1990

-(if applicable).

LIwas filed as PCT' international application

Number

on

and was amended under PCT Article 19

(if applicable).

I her eby state that I have reviewed'and 1104erstand the contents of the above-identified specification, including the claims,
as amended by any amendment ieere/ above.

I acknowledge the duty to disclose inf ration which is material to the examination of this application in accordance with
Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, § 1.56(a).

I hereby authorize the U.S. attorney or agent named herein to accept and follow instnuctions from___________

as to any action taken in the Patent and Trademark Office regarding this application without direct communication between
lthe U.S. attorney or agent and the undersigned. In the event of a change in the persons from whom Instructions may be taken,
the U.S. attorney or agent named herein will be so notified by the undersigned.

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Wlte 35, United States Code, J1119 of any foreign application(s) for patent or
inventor's certificate or of any PCT international application(s) designating'at least one.country other that the United States
of America listed below and have also identified below any foreign application(s) for patent-or inventor's certificate or any
PCT international application(s) designating at least one country other than the United States of America filed by me on the
same subject matter having a filing date before that of the application(s) of which priority is claimed:

PRIOR FOREIGN/PCT APPLICATION(S) AND ANY PRIORITY CLAIMS UNDER 35 U.S.C.119:

COUNTRY APIAINNME DATE OF FILING PRIORITY CLAIMED
(11 POT. WeAas 'POT) CTO NMEI(day. nw*4 ,yeAr) UNDER 35 USC I119

YES QNO

Ei YES [I NO
OYES ENtO

oI YES 0 NO

YVES []O

PTO ~Q1 REV1O~8) P.i. 1o12U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCEPalon! and Trodomanrk Ofl-.PTO I IQI inEv 10-831 Pogo I of 2
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Combined Declaration For Patent Apr
-nci'dL" AL-lerenc, to PCT tnternational Appliwa,

i.'nd Power of Attorney (Continued' AT TORNEYS DOCKET NUMBER

I 90116

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, §120 of any United States application(s) or PCT
international application(s) designating the United States of America that is/are listed below and, insofar as the
subject matter of each of the claims of this application is not disclosed in that/those prior application(s) in the
manner provided by the first paragraph of Title 35, United States Code, § 112, 1 acknowlege the duty to disclose
material information as defined in Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, § 1.56(a) which occurred between thle
filing date of the prior application(s) and the national or PCT international filing date of this application;

PRIOR U.S. APPLICATIONS OR PCT INTERNATIONAL APPLICATIONS DESIGNATING THE U.S. FOR BENEFIT UNDER
35 U.S.C. 120:

U.S. APPLICATIONS STATUJS (Check one)

U S AI' ICA IION NUMBER U S FILING DATE PATENTED PENDING ABANDONED

07/127,999 December 2, 1987 x ____

PCT APPLICATIONS DESIGNATING THE U.S.

PCI APPLICATION NO PCT FILING DA TE U.S. SERIAL NUMBERS
ASSIGNED (il any) _______

POWER OF ATTORNEY: As a named inventor, I hereby appoint the following attorney(s) and/or agent(s) to prosecute
this application and transact all business in the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith. (List naie and registra-
tion number) Thomas R. Vigil, Reg. No..4,~542-

James P. Hanrath, Reg. No 3l965
Joseph P. O'Halloran, Reg. No. 20,879

Send Correspondence to: Direct Telephone Calls to:

Thoma R. Vcril(name and telephone number)
Thomaas R. Vigil

8-36 South Nart-hwent HighwayThmsR Vil
Barrinqton, Illinois 600 10 783260

FULL NAME FAMILY NAME FIRST GIVEN NAME SECOND GIVEN NAME
OF INVENTOR __DARBEE 

-VP&PAl 0pA)
RESIDENCE & CT Sr" N COUNTRY COUNTFRY OF CITIZENSHIP

o CIT IZENSHIP

POSf OFFICE POST 01FiCE ADDRESS STATE ZIP CODEJCQUN TRY

ADRES ?'511?Th ~bSAA/-AI4ALA er dO5
FULL NAME FAMILY NAME FIRST GIVEN NAME SECOND GIVEN NAME

OF INVENTOR

C'y RESIDENCE & CIIY S IA IE OR FOREIGN COUNTRY COUNTRY OF CITIZENSHIP
CO CITIZENSHIP

AD01HPOST OFF ICE POST OFFICE ADDRESS CITY STATE & ZIP CODE/COUNTRV

FIIAL NAME FAMILY NAME FIRST GIEN NAME SIUCOND GIVEN NAMI.
OF INVE NT OR

C' RESIDENCE & CITY STATE OR FOREIGN COUNTRY COUNTRY OF CITIZENSHIP
C)CITIZENSHIP

POST OFFICE POST OFFICE ADDRESS CITY STATE &ZiP CODEICOUNTRY
ADDRESS

I hereby declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that all statements made herein of my own
knowledge are true and that all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true;, and further that these
staItemenlts were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or
imprisoninrt, or both, under section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code, and chat such willful false statements may

4 )copardizc the validity of the application or any patent issuing thereon.-
INVENTOR2)1

).~ (L(~ ~

SIGNATURE OF INVENTOR 202 SIGNATURE OF INVENTOR 203

A ____________

DATEI DATE
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-37 w~
t or Patentee: Paul -Darbee Attorney's

or Patent No.: 077587,326 Docket No.: 9.Sf1 16-.
id or Issued: SP=P~mbt=r 24, 199n

For: UNIV RA REO - OTO SYSTE

VERIFIED STATEMENT (DECLARATION) CLAIMING SMALL ENTITY
STATUS (37 CFR 1.9 (f) and 1.27 (c)) - SMALL BUSINESS CONCERN

I hereby declare that I am
SIth e owner of the small business concern identified below:

an official of the small business concern empowered to act on behalf of the concern identified below:

NAMEOFCONCERN Universal Electronics, Inc.
ADDRESS OF CONCERN 1630B South Runkiti St-teet-, Ana hpiM f C1 i fnrni A 92806

I hereby declare that the above identified small business concern qualifies as a small business concern as defined in 13 CFR
121.3-18, and reproduced in 37 CFR 1.9 (d), for purposes of paying reduced fees under section 41(a) and (b) of Title 35,
United States Code, in that the number of employees of the concern, including those of its affiliates, does not exceed 500
persons. For purposes of this statement, (1) the number of employees of the business concern is the average over the previous
fiscal year of the concern of the persons employed!:on a full-time, part-time or temporary basis during each of the pay periods
of the fiscal .year, and (2) concerns are affiliates 'of each other when either, directly or indirectly, one concern controls or
has the power to control the other, or third party or partiet controls or has the power to control both.

I hereby dedarc that rights"Under -contract or law have bee cneed to and remain with the small business concern iden-
tified above with regard to the invention, entitled UNIVERSAL REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM

(by inventor(s))
Paul.,Darbee described in

ih] thsdfcton fid herewith '

P~Iapplicationsecrialnfio.' 7 ~7 2 filed -pti-ber 24,, 1990
* [ ptent no.' ,..__..,issued

If herigtsheld by &cve1dentified small business'"concern are not exclusive, each individual, cocr0rognzto
havingprghin otenetonslse below'!and,no rights to the invention are held by.'any person, other than the inventor,
who -could no e;qualify'a ml busns cr under 37 CFR 1.9 (d) or by any concern which would not qualify as2
small bsiness concerni- une a7CR 1.9 (d)'or a nonprofit organization under 37 CFR .9 (c)'

NT:Scparaii','erified statements are required from each named person, concern or organizationhaving rights to thcinvention averring to their, status as small entities. (37 CFR 1.27).

NAMvE :
ADDRESS

fIINDIVIDUAL *. ISMALL BUSINESS CONCERN JNONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

NAME'
ADDRESS

IIINDIVIDUAL I SMALL BUSINESS CONCERN I NONPROFIT ORGANIZA7ION

1. acknowledge the.dut tfile, in this application or patent, notification of any change in status resulting in loss of entitle-
ment -to small entity status'prior to paying, or at the time of paying, the earliest of the issue fee or any maintenance fee
due- after the date on which status as a small entity is no longer appropriate. (37 CFR 1.28 (b)).

I hereby declare that'Alistatments made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on-information.
aidble r eived ibc'tu;n further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements

'~and telikcso m'ae .'a-re .'p'unishable bylfine or imprisornent, or both, under section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States
Coe,'ndtatschwllu. aSc,'statementsi may -jeopardize the validity of the application, any patent issuing !hereon*, or,

iicay hptn"owihhs~iidsae nis iidirected.

i ' "'i i.,-NAM OF PERSON SIGNING, Praidnt
AVV11E PERSONINhG~8 ieve oa,Pnnua I 46

R. ADUM,~

' ~ ; ~ : 4 ~ 7 " )~1 * . . .D A T E /
~ ~ ~~~6 012~ ":. A~. .________________________
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.,ZL,.~

,pplicant or Patentee: Paul Darbee
erial or Patent No.: 07/587,326
led or Issued: September 24, 1990

or. _ INWTESAL1RF.MQTF CONTROL. SYSTEM

OMB No. 0651-0011 (12/31/86)
Attorney's
Docket No.: 90116

VERIFIED STATEMENT (DECLARATION) CLAIMING SMALL ENTITY
STATUS (37 CFR 1.9 (f) and 1.27 (c)) - INDEPENDENT INVENTOR

As a below named inventor, I hereby declare that I qualify as an independent inventor as defined in 37 CFR 1.9 (c) for purposes of
paying reduced fees under section 41 (a) and (b) of Title 35, United States Code, to the Patent and Trademark Office with regard to thle
invention entitled UNIVERSAL REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM

othe specification filed herewith
Sapplicaton serial no. 07/587p,326

o patent no. _____________

- , filed
,issued -

SP-jt-emht=-r 24--,1990()

I have not assigned, granted, conveyed or licensed and am under no obligation under contract or law to assign, grant, convey or license,
any rights in the invention to any person who could not be classified as an independent inventor under 37 CFR 1.9 (c) if that person had
made the invention, or to any concern which would not qualify as a small business concern under 37 CFR 1.9 (d) or a nonprofit
organization under 37 CFR 1.9 (e).

Each person, concern or organization to which I have assigned, granted, conveyed, or licensed or am under an obligation -under contract
or law to assign, grant, convey, or license any rights in the invention is listed below:

0 no such pcrson,concern or organization
XJpersons, concerns or organizations listed below*

*NOTE: Separate verified statements are required from each named person, concern or organization
having rights to the invention averring to their status as small entities. (37 CFR 1.27).

FULL NAME
ADDRESS -

.Universal, Electronics, Inc.-
1630B South Sunkist Street, Anaheim, California 92806

0 IWDIVMUAL SCIULBUSIMMOOCfNCEM I]NONPROFRORGANIZAMJON

FULNAME

ADR 3 INIIUAL SMALL BUSINESS CO)NCERNQ NONPROFITORGANIZAMION

FULL NAME'

ADDRESS
0 1IDAL 0SMALL BUSINESS (CONCER.N 0NONPROFT17ORGANIZATION'

I a cknowledge.the duty to file, in this applicatiorn or patent, not ificat ion of a ny cha ngc in stat us resulIting in loss of entlit lement to small
entity status prior to paying, or at the time of paying, the earliest of the issue fee or any maintenance fee due after the date on which
status as a small entity is no longer appropriate. (37 CFR 1.28 (b)).

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information and belief
are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with The knowledge that willful false statements and the like so
made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code, and that such willful
false statements may jeopard,ize the validity of the application, any patent issuing thereon, or any.patent to which this verified statement
is directed.

Paw1 Darbee-..,
NA OF INVENTOR NAM

reof Signal

7 5

.4',Date

4E OF INVENTOR NAME OF INVENTOR

ature of Inventor . Signature of Inventor

.1.;.

Date-

'1$"
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

-. Attorney Docket: 93173
Anticipated Classification:

Honorable Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks Class 379...... Subclass 102
Washinigton, D.C. 20231, Prior Application.,

Examiner Chan, W.-
Dear Sir: Art. Unit 2608

This is a request for filing a:

'lContinuation or

11I Divisional application under 37 CFR 1.60 of pending prior application Serial No. 081/046ol10OS filed on April ... 993
for: UNIVERSAL REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM

1. Ml Enclosed is -a complete copy of the prior application including the oath or declaration ats originally filed with an Affidavit, Certification or

Declaration (Section 19 below) verifying it as a true copy.

2. ~ A small entity declaration form including a verified statement to emablish small entity status under 37 CFR 1.9 [E1 is enclosed
or KI was iled in thp prior application aund such status is still proper and desired (37 CFR 1.28(a))

3. I The filing fee Is calculated below:

CLAIMS AS FILED, LESS ANYICLAIMS CANCELLED BY AMENDMENT IN SECTION 8 BELOW
OTHER THAN

CLAIMS AS FILED SMALL ENTITY SMALL ENTITY

FRNO. FILED NO. EXTRA RT FEE E FEE

BAIFE$355 DQ. $710

TOTA CLAMS 1 -2= 0 $11=0)x$22=

INDEPENDENT CLAIMS 5 -3= 2 x $7-74x $74=

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT + $115- + $230=

lIthe dlifference In cot, I is less then zero, enter V0.ln'coll2 TOTAL 429 TOTAL

4. L Please charge my Deposit Account No. 22-0355 in the amount of _________ A duplicate copy of this sheet is enclosed.

5. CMi A check in the amount ol $429 .00 is enclosed.

6. lI The Commissioner Is hereby authorized to charge payment of the following fees associated with this communication or credit any
overpayment to Deposit Account No. 22-0355. A duplicate copy of this sheet is enclosed.

(IAny additional'filing fees required under 37 CFR 1.16.

liAny patent application processing fees under 37 CFR 1.17.

7. 0X The Commissioner Is hereby authorized to charge payment of the following fees during the pendancy of this application or credit any
overpayment to Deposit Account No. 22-0355. A duplicate copy of this sheet is enclosed.

MI Any filing fees under 37 CFR 1.16 for'thc presentation of extra claims.

MX Any patent application processing fe s under 37 CFR 1. 17.

0] The Issue fee set In 37 CFR 1. 18 at or before mailing of the Notice Allowance, pursuant to 37 CFR 1.31 1(b).
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8. VJ Cancel in this application original clainit.1 of the pi
least one original claim must be retained for filing purposes).

9. Ml Amend the specification by inserting before the first line, the sentence:
This is-a KM continuation 4-414;6Rii of application Serial No. .D.fA6.ll5

prior application before calculating the filing fee (At

filedon April 8~, 19930~

10. L Transfer the drawings from the prior application to this application and abandon said prior application as of the filing date accorded this
application. A duplicate copy of this sheet Is enclosed for filing In the prior application.

I1 LI Enclosed are -____ sheets of informal drawings.

12. K Enclosed are 1.8... sheets of formal drawings.

13. 11 Priority of Application No. ______ ______ filed on __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

is claimed under 35 USC. 119.
(CounttyyJ

EJ The certified copy of the priority application has been filed In prior application Serial No.
filed ______________________

14.IK The prior application is assigned to Universal Rlectronicp Inc.

15. WJ The Power of Attorney in the prior application is to: Thomas R. Vigil

a. ~ The Power appears in the original papers of the prior application.

b. L Since the Powecre does not appear in the original papers, a copy of the Power In the prior application is enclosed.

c. 0I Recognize as associate attorney:

16. Mx Direct all correspondence to: Thomas R. Vigil
VIGIL & HANRATH

836 S. Northwest Highway
Barrington, IL 60010

17.. IN Enclosed Is a Preliminary Amendment amending the specification and/or drawings and/or canceling claims and/or amending claims and/or
adding new claims (Claims added by this amendment have been properly numbered consecutively beginning with the number next following
the highest numbered original claim in the prior application).

LIForm PTO-FB-A 520 is also enclosed.

18. IN Enclosed is a INIPTO form 1449xwdmaftzAn&fiwrnK3wkod.

19. M~ I herby verify that the attached papers are a true copy of prior application Serial No. 071587, 326
filed on SepteMber 24. 1990

(date)

as originally

The undersigned declare further that all statements made herein of his or her own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information
and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the,knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made
are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and that such willful false,statements may

jeopardize the validity of theapplication or any patent issuing theron.

Dated: _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _,

Addres ofSigntor:Thomas R. Vigil
Addrss f Sgnaor:Reg. No. 24,-542

VIGIL & RANRATH LI Inventor(s)
836 S. Northwest Hi hway LI Assignee of Complete Interest

-Barrit.4ton, IL 60018u M Attorney or Agent of record In prior

0 application
E) Filed under 37 CFR 1.34(a)

**which is. a continuationof'application.Serial-NO.'07/587,326 filed Septemb er 24, 1990
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37V UNITED STATL.3 DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Office

14 1,9 3Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENT6 AND TRADEMARKS
Washington, D.C. 20231

APPLICATION NUMBER FLINM DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NOi~TITL15

'BP .f ,1tFi TiTt4 I L 610 1 14C
DATE MAILED:

NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF APPLICATION
FILING DATE GRANTED

An Application Number and Filing Date have been assigned to this application. However, the items indicated
below iare missing. The required items and fees identified below must be timejy submitted ALONG WITH
THE'PAYMENT OF A SURCHARGE for items 1 and 3-6 only of $ -ifor large entities or
$ (,'L- for small entities who have filed a verified statement claimng such status. The surcharge is set forth in
37 CFR 1.16(e).

If all required items on this'form are filed within the pe29?d set below, the total amount owed by applicant as a atirg e
entity, LI small entity (verified statement filed), is$ /

Applicant is given ONE MONTH FROM THE DATE OF THIS LETTER, OR TWO MONTHS FROM THE
FILING DATE of this application, WHICHEVER IS LATER, within which to file all required items and pay any fees
required above to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained by filing a petition accompanied by the
extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1. 136(a).

1. 2'he statutory basic filing feeds~: L missing [!3i sufficient. Applicant as a D-Iarge entity l small
entity, must submit $ '' to complete the basic filing fee.

2. L0 Additional claim fees of $ as a LI large entity, LI small entity, including any
required multiple dependent claim fee, are required. Applicant must submit the additional claim
fees or cancel the additional claims for which fees are due.

3. D-Ithe..qath or declaration:
Lhs missing.
LI does not cover items omitted at time of execution.

An oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application'by the above
Application Number and Filing Date is required.

4.0L The oath or declaration does not identify the application to which it applies. An oath or declaration
-in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifyring the application by the above Application Number and

Filing Date, is required.

5. LI The signatureto the oath or declaration is: LI missing; l a reproduction; - l by a person other than
the inventor or a person qualified under 37 CFR 1.42, 1.43, or 1.47. A properly signed oath or
declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the above Application
Number and Filing Date, is required.

6. LI The signature of the following joint inventor(s) is missing from the oath or declaration:

____________________An oath or declaration listing the names of all inventors and signed by
the omitted inventor(s), identifying this application by the above Application Number and Filing
Date, is required.

7. LI The application was filed in a language other than English. Applicant must file a verified English
translation of the application and a fee of $ - under 37 CFR 1. 17(k), unless this fee has
already been paid.

8. LI A$ processing fee is required for returned checks. (37 CFR 1.2 1(m))-'

4ftnDv*Tyn12C. DOcIl 1kieM %Alrru oconnhico
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f

UNITED sTATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Office

Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
Washington, D.C. 20231

IAPPLICATION-NUMBERI FILING DATE
01-/134,086 . 10108/93

FIRST NAMED APPLICANT

t:PARBEE
ATTORNEY DOCKET NO./TITLE

P -317-P-

03B I /12:30
THOMAWS R. VIGiIL'
VIG~IL 8.;NHNRATH
8:36 Su. NORTHWEST HWY.
BARRINGITON, IL. 60010

EXAM INER

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER

DATE MAILED:.

N\OT ICE OF I NCO'MPLE3TE:FEzbIS:

D:erar Sir :

for YOU.r remspc--rtseree1vc n/~i6~ 'j$

Th e f ic e re g r e t sh o we ve r ~at eirie- P,

as re-qu..ifed by the Not:ice A. i M~kiss1ing Parts. of't he
apf--,icat.ioni mailed on

To prevent ABANDONMENT of the appli c:ati onl, a - .- ~. ... ~ -corw.-1lete responsl~e
is required,

The per io:d for reposeremnains as set.-Forth in~ the off ice l.et.ter
ma iled on'r Hoviewer, yoi.. can) obta irtiE XTENS IONS
OF' TIME un~der the provis ions of 37 CFR I . 13E. by f i 1 ing ad
petit ion accompFardied by t.he appropriate fee (37 CFR 1.~ 17).

Please submit your re-sponise to the Special Process inci "Branch.

A copyv of this not ice MUST be return~ed w i-k:h your A' re

Since:.rel1y,

A '~(ND) OCRRESPONDENCX'k3R( NC-4
ONIM~, APP'L ICAT ION PRCICESS;I NG 1'I V IS ION
(70:3) 3 0 8- 120 2

PART 1-OFFICE COPYPTOL-478 (REV. 12-90)

'7

L 12/30/93
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PATENT .
New Continuation App]
Atty Docket 93173

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND-TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application -of:

PAUL V. DARBEE

For: UNIVERSAL REMOTE CONTROL
SYSTEM

Group Art Unit:
Unknown

Examiner:
Unknown

Serial No.

Filed:

LETTER TO CHIEF DRAFTSMAN
TO:
Honorable Commissioner of

Patents.and Trademarks
Washington, D.C. 20231

Dear Sir:

Applicant is replacing the drawing sheets initially filed

in this application containing FIG's. 11-14 arnd 16-19B with a

copy of the drawing sheets containing FIG's. 11-14 and 16-19b

as amended and published in U.S. Patent No. 5,228,077 issued on

the grandparent application, U.S. Application Serial

07/587,326, for: UNIVERSAL REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM.

Respectfully submitted,

Thomas R. Vigil

Reg. No. 24,542

Dated:

October .1 1993.

836 South Northwest Highway

Barrington, ILLINOIS 60010

(708) 382-6500

No.
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101/OctO
R PATENT

1 ( 3New Continuation Appln.(-k

4tA~% Atty Docket 93173(4

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK-OFFICE

In re Application of:)

PAUL V. DARBEE) Group Art Unit:
) Unknown

For: UNIVERSAL REMOTE CONTROL)
SYSTEM ) Examiner:

) Unknown
Serial No.)

Filed:)

PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT BEFORE ACTION
TO:
Honorable Commissioner of

Patents and Trademarks
Washington, D.C. 20231

Dear Sir:

Applicant requests that the subject application be amended

-~ as follows before examination:

IN THE TITLE OF THE INVENTION:

Please change the *tle of the application to read as

follows: -

--UNIVERSAL REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM WITH DATA COUPLING-

IN THE SPECIFICATION:

Page 2, lines 19 through 33, containing the Summary Of The

Invention, delete in t' eir entirety and substitute in place

thereof the following ne Summary Of The Invention:

tSUMMARYIOF THE INVENTION

J~&~Acco *ng to the present_.invention there is provided a

iversal remot control system with data coupling including:

a universal remot control, a computer having a memory,

Alinstructions for opera ing the remote control and/or code data
for creating appropriate i rared (IR) lamp driver instructions

for causing an infrared si 1 generator to emit infrared

signals which will cause speci C functions to occur in a

specific controlled.device, for ope ting a variety of devices

to be controlled, stored in the memor of the computer,. the

uni'vqrsal remote control comprising input Jrcuitry including

a set-of keys or pushbuttons for inputting c ands into the

remote control, infray.,.signal output circuitry cluding IR
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lam driver circuitry. for supplying'an infrared sign al to a
cont olled device, a central processing unit (CPU) coupled to

thei put- circuitry and to the signal output circuitry, a

memory coupled to the CPU, and data 'coupling circuitry and
structu e-for periodically coupling the computer to the remote

control or receiving from the computer memory and inputting

into the emory of the remote control (a) the instructions for

operating he remote control and/or (,b) the code data for

creating ap ropriate IR lamp driver instructions, the code data
causing the 'nfrared signal output circuitry to emit infrared

A ,signals whic will cause specific functions to occur in a
~Aispecific cont olledi device when the input circuitry are

operated,,and t e code data operating a variety of devices to

be controlleda d enabling the remote control to control

various devices t be controlled upon the inputting of commands

to the keys of the input circuitry.

*17Further acco ding to the invention, there is provided a

universal remote con rol system with data doupli 'ng including:
a universal remote control, a computer having a memory,
instructions for opera ing the remote control and/or code data
for creating appropriat infrared (IR) lamp driver instructions
for causing an infrare signal generator to emit infrared
signals. which will caus specific functions to occur in a
specific controlled devic for operating a variety of devices

to be controlled, stored in he memory of the computer, 'a
universal remote control co ising input circuitry including

a set of keys or pushbutton for inputting commands into the
remote control, infrared si n-1 outpu circuitry including IR
lamp driver circuitry for up lyin an infrared signal to a
controlled device, a centr prc ssing unit (CPU) coupled to
the input circuitry and t e signal -output circuitry, a
memory coupled to the CPU, and ata coupling circuitry and
structure for periodically couplin the computer to the remote

control for receiving from the com uter memory and inputting
into the memory'of the remote contro (a) the instructions for
operating the remote control and/or( ) code data for creating
appropriate IR lamp driver instruc ions for causing the
infrared signal output circuitry to emit infrared signals which
will cause specific functions to occur in a specific controlled

I

I . .
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device, fo operating a variety of devices to be controlled

into the mory of -the remote control to enable the remote

control to ontrol various devices to be controlled upo n the

inputting of commands to the keys of the input circuitry and a

data transmis 'on system including the data coupling circuitry

and structure or coupling the remote control to the computer,

~ directly, thro gh a telephone line, through a modem and a

telephone line, or t hrough decoding circuitry and a television

set which rece'ves a television signal containing the

instructions and r the code data.

*Still furt r according to the present invention there

is provided a un*versal -remote control system with data

coupling including iuniversal'remote control comprising input

circuitry including set of keys or pushbuttons for inputting

commands into the emote control, infrared signal output

circuitry including I lamp driver circuitry for supplying an

infrared signal to a ontrolled device, a central processing

unit (CPU) coupled to the input circuitry and to the signal

output circuitry, a mem y coupled'to the CPU and data coupling

circuitry and structure i cluding terminal structure comprising

a receiving port coup ed to the CPU for enabling (a)

instructions for operatin the remote control and/or (b) the

code data for creating app priate IR lamp driver instructions

for causing the infrared ignal output circuitry to emit

infrared signals which will ause specific functions to occur

in a specific controlled de ice for operating a variety of

devices to be controlled, t e supplied from outside the

remote control through the r ceivingp rt of the 'terminal

structure directly to the CPU direc entry to the memory to

enable the remote control to c ntro various devices to be

controlled upon the inputting ofc mands to the keys of the

input circuitry and, a data a smission system including

coupling circuitry for coupling t e terminal structure to a

computer, directly, thro'ugh a telep one line, through a modem

and a telephone line, or through ecoding circuitry and a

television set which receives a tele ision signal containing

the instructions and/or the code data.

After page l ,. p±ase insert p- es 16a, 1 6b and l6c

attached hereto.
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Pages 19a and19b,. delete in their entirety.

IN,THE CLAIMS:

Please cancel claim 1, amend claims 2 and 3 in the manner

set forth below and add new claims 9-16 set forth below'.

2. (Amended) The universal remote control system of claim

[11'.."herein said'data-transmission system includes a serial

port connector for connecting to said remote control, a cable

connected to said serial port connector and-means for coupling

said connector to a telephone line or to a television set.

3. (Amended) The universal remote control system of claim

2 wherein said coupling means include a vertical blanking

interval decoder, defining a decoding means, connected to a

televislog-1,set.

Meiw Claimsj_

int te rmoe cntol,inredntosigalotpu wth edans,nd-udin

the inut:manveanrtote signlutpsangmemorymeans

stutrecmrsigarcevngpr cule oteaP o

enaldinga)stin eorpstructinsnforoprin ithereteg'conrol

insoothrut os foroausinfhe nrared signal output means toudn

40 Remit inrvredmsinlrsuicilgcasnsifcfuntinstoa

coccuronladsecic,acntralledpdevce,roeratingnitaUvarety

ofheiceutbe cn othledsinato uplieds,fromotsideathe

reotedctoltCPr gh dtheceivling mportiofluthegterminal

structure, cdistgtote cPUvngfor rcuenryto the Cmemort

i LL cntrlled o) nstheunpting fof omandstther koeyscofnthel

inputr me) adadata ft rais rpionsy tem Ilngcpingr

mearconsrcoplinginthe trinfaedstructure tto cmpunstr

diriny,sthrough aoteleonevline, throughratmodemandiea

rte phon ol, thrugh td ecd ingeansandfate e rionase

ichns rcves g aetelio mignal containing theainstruction

die l,truhatlpoeiie hog oe n
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4410o. The universal remote control system of claim .Or
wherein said memory means include a non-volatile, read-write

memory.

11i. The universal remote control system of claim

wherein said universal remote control further includes a visual

display coupled to the CPU whereby various data including

information about the data being input into said memory means

can be displayed on said visual display to a user.

one port, forming said receiving port, being coupled o an

input of said CPU.and one port,-forming a sending po eing

coupled to-an output,,of said CPU.

{13. The universal remote control sys m of claim 9
wherein said coupling means includes a cabl, , first connector

means at one end of said cable for connec on to said terminal

means, and interface connector means a the other end of said

cable for connecting to a comput, directly, through a

telephone line, through a modem nd a telephone line, or

through decoding means, a tele sion set, and a television

signal which is picked up by e television set and which has.

data from a computer.

rA14. A universal remote control system with data

coupling including: a niversal remote control, a computer
having a memory, instr ctions for operating said remote control

and/or code data,f oI creating appropriate infrared (IR) lamp

driver instruction for causing an infrared signal generator to
emit infrared s* nals which will cause specific functions to

occur in a spe fic controlled device, for operating a variety

of devices be controlled, stored in said memory of said

computer, id universal remote control comprising input means

includin a set of keys or pushbuttons for inputting commands

into s id remote control, infrared signal output means

inclu ng IR lamp driver means for supplying an infrared signal
to a controlled device, a central processing unit (CPU) coupled
to said input means and to said signal output means, memory

eans coupled to said CPU, and data coupling means for

periodic xdcmue to said remote control'for
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recei1 g from said, computer. memory and inputting into said

memorym ans of said remote control (a) said instructions for

operating said remote control and/or (b) said code data for

creating a propriate IR lamp driver instructions, said code

data causin said infrared signal output means to emit infrared

signals whic will cause specific functions to occur in a

specific cont lied device when said input means are operated,

and said code data operating a variety of devices to be

controlled and e abling said remote control to control various

devices to be con oiled upon the inputting of commands to said

keys_of said,input means.

4- 15. A uni ersal remote control 'system with data
coupling including: a universal remote control, a computer

having a memory, inst ctions for operating said remote control

and/or code data for reating appropriate infrared (IR) lamp

driver instructions for causing an infrared signal generator to

emit infrared signals w ich will cause specific functions to

occur in a specific cont oiled device, for operating a variety

of devices to be controlled, stored in said memory of said

computer, said universal r mote control comprising input means

including a set of keys or pushbuttons for inputting commands

into said remote control infrared signal output means

including IR lamp driver mea for supplying an infrared signal

to a controlled device, a cen al processing unit (CPU) coupled

to said input means and to s id signal output means, memory

means coupled to said CPU, and data coupling means for

periodically coupling said comp t r to said remote control for

receiving from said computer m ory and inputting into said

memory means of said remote cot ol (a) said instructions for

operating said remote control an or (b) said code data for

creating appropriate IR lamp riv instructions for causing

said infrared signal output eans to e it, infrared signals
which will cause specific fun tion o occur in a specif ic
controlled device, for operating a riety of devices to be

controlled into said memory means of said remote control to
enable said remote control to control various devices to be

controlled upon said inputting of comman s to said keys of said

input means and a data transmiss'lon syste including said data

coupling means for coupling said remo e control to said
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comp, er, directly, through a telephone line, through a modem

and a telephone line, or through decoding means and a

televisi n set which receives a television signal containing

said ihst uctions and/or said'code data.

P 16. A universal remote control system with data

coupling in luding: a universal remote control, a computer

having a me ory, instructions for operating said remote

control, store in said memory of said computer, said universal

remote control comprising input means including a set of keys

or pushbuttons r inputting commands into said remote control,

infrared signal utput means including IR lamp driver means for

supplying an infr red signal to a controlled device, a central

processing unit (U:) coupled to said input means and to said

signal output mea S, memory means coupled to said CPU" for

storing instruction and code data for creating appropriate IR

lamp driver instruct' ons, said code data causing said. infrared

signal output means: o emit infrared signals which will cause

specific functions t occur in a specific controlled device

when said input mea s are operated, and said code data

operating a variety of devices to be controlled and enabling

said remote control to c ntrol various devices to be controlled

upon the inputting of ommands to said keys of said input

means, and data coupling eans for periodically coupling said

computer to said remote control for receiving from said

computer memory and inputt'naAOto said mem~ory means of said

remote control said instrc ions for operating said remote

control.

) -17. A universal mote control system with data

coupling including: a uni er al remote control, a computer

having a, memory, instru tio s for operating said remote

control, stored in said me ory s d computer, said universal

remote control comprising input eans including a set of keys

or pushbuttons for inputti, mm nds into'said remote control,

infrared signal output means inc ing IR lamp driver means for

supplying an infrared signal to a ontrolled device, a central

processing unit (CPU) coupled to s io input means and to said

signal output means, memory means coupled' to said CPU for

storing instructions and code data f r creating appropriate IR

lamp driver instructions, said code ta causing said infrared
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signal utput means to emit infrared signals which will-cause

specific' unctio.ns to occur in a specific controlled device

when said input means are operated, and said code data

operating a va iety of devices to be controlled and enabling

said remote contr to control various devices to be controlled

upon the inputting of commands to said keys of said input

compterto' said remo co trol for receiving from said

comptermemory and,input into said memory means of said

remote control said instru ions for operating said remote

control, and a data transm s "on sy em including said data

coupling means for. coupli g i remote control to said

computer, directly,:through a te hone line, through a modem

and a telephone line, or throug decoding means and a

television set which receives a telev'sion signal containing

said instructions and/or said code data.

IN THE ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE:

Please delete ;page 32 containing the Abstract Of The
Disclosure in its entirety and substitute in place thereof the

foll2.wing Abstract Of The Disclosure:

Cn -- $JA BSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

The iversal remote control system includes a universal

remote control nd a computer having a memoryI and instructions

for operating the emote control and/or code data for creating

appropriate IR lampd ver instructions for causing an infrared

VI signal generator to emit infrared signals which will cause
specific functions to occ in a specific controlled device,
for operating a variety of d vices to be controlled, stored in

the memory of the computer. The universal remote control

comprises: input circuitry in uding a set of keys or

pushbuttons for inputting commands into the' remote control,
infrared signal output circuitry i luding IIR lamp driver

circuitry for supplying an infrared s' nal to a controlled

device, a central processing unit (CPU) upled to the input

circuitry and.to the signal output circuitry, a memory coupled

to the CPU, and data coupling circuitry an structure. for

periodically coupling the computer to the remot control for

inputting from the computer memory instructions fo operating

the remote control and/or appropriate IR lam driver
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instructions for caus*ng the infrared signal output circuitry

to emit infrared signal which will cause specific functions to

occur in a-.specific cont 11 device, for operating a variety

of devices to be control d into the memory of the remote
control to enable the remot control to control various devices

to b conrolld upn th gof commands to the keys of

the input circuitry.&7-

IN THE DRAWINGS: _q-----

By separate letter to the Chief Draftsman, applicant is

replacing the drawing sheets initially filed in this

application containing FIG's.-l11-14 and 16-19B with a copy of

the drawing sheets containing FIG's. 11-14 and 16-19b as

amended and published in U.S. Patent No. 5,228,077 issued on

the grandparent ap plication, U.S. Application Serial No.

07/587,326, for: UNIVERSAL REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM.

REMARKS

Applicant submits that the universal remote control System

with data coupling defined in claims .2-17 is patentably

distinguished over all of the references to be of record and

set forth in the Information Disclosure Statement submitted in

the parent application. A copy of PTO form 1449 submitted in

the parent application is enclosed herewith and applicant

requests that they be made of record. Copies of these prior art

references are to be found in the parent application. If the

Examiner wishes applicant to submit any of the references cited

in this PTO form 1449, applicant will be happy to do so upon

receiving a request for same from the Examiner.

Respectfully submitted,,

Thomas R. Vigil
.Reg. No. 24,,542

Dated:
October .j,1993.

836 South Northwest Highway
Barrington, ILLINOIS 60010
(708) 382-6500
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1TATENT"ll
'USSN--08/i34,086
Attyp 1ockpt-"93173

IN:'THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND.TRADEMAR OFFICE

In re Application of:

PAUL V. DARBEE

For: UNIVERSAL REMOTE CONTROL
SYSTEM

Serial No. 08/134,086

Filed: October 8, 1993

Group Art Unit:
Unknown

Examiner: l
Unknown

) ~i~'~ - I
(s/I

LETTER. SUBMITTING NON-CITABLE
U.S. PATEN REFERENCE TO EXAMINER

TO:.
Honorable Commissioner of

Patents and Trademarks
Washington, D.C. 20231

Deat

J199

Sir:

Applicant hereby submits a copy of the Levine U.S. Patent No.

5,r123 , 046.

The Levine patent is just of intereat and not art that can be

cited against the claims of the subject application becau se the

Levine patent has a filing date after Applicant's priority date

under 35 U.S.C.'S 120 of September 24, 1990.

Respectfully submitted,

Thomas R. Vigil
Reg. No. 24,542

Dated:
November Zr,, 1993.

836 South Northwest Highway
Barrington,.Illinois 60010
(708) 382-6500

CEFRFCATE OF MMJUNG
I hereby certify that this MffqreodM" 19sbeing deposited

with the United Stateu Postal SeiOM ag flM-dms mall In an enve-

w o eiths er o o m aio e f P t n s n d m r s

Washington, DC 20231 on10Oat ese d tw. ommiemm4f Pawt andlhears

614
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PATENT
SN: 08/134,087'1
Atty Docket: 931731

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of:
Darbee

Group Art Unit:
Unknown

For:
UNIVERSAL REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM )Examiner:

)Unknown
Serial No.: 08/134,086

Filed: October 8, 1993

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
TO:
Honorable Commissioner of
Patents and Trademarks
Washington, D.C. 20231

Dear Sir:

jqisUlbuo 4 ul V~IddV~

E661 L 0330

In accordance with Applicant's dutQa&L')1GSAe under 37

C*F.R* 1.56, Applicant hereby submits (a) a PTO Form 1449

listing the following references,

references listed below:

U. S. PATENT NO.
4,935,870
5,005, 118
5,032,983
5,187,469

U.K. PUBLICATION NO.

2,215,928

2,229,022

E.P. PUBLICATION NO.
0 446 864 A2

and (b) a

PATENTEE
Burk, Jr. et al.
Lenoski
Fu et al.
Evans et al.

APPL ICANT
Rank Precision
Industries Limited
Creda Limited

APPLICANT
Pioneer Electronic
Corporation

copy of the

ISSUE DATE
06/19/90
04/02/91
07/16/91
02/16/93

PUBLICATION DATE

09/27/89

09/12/90

PUBLICATION DATE
09/18/91

CERTIFICATE OF MAIUNG
I hereby certify that this correspondence Is being deposited

With the United Sttem Postal Service as first-class mail in an enve-
lope addressed to: Commissionerof Patwnts and Trademarks,
Washington, DC 20231 on

Date //? /~ j2 i 1
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This Information Disclosure Statement is being filed

before the mailing date of a first Office Action, therefore

Applicant believes that no fee or certification is necessary

for the Examiner to consider the cited references.

However, if a fee is necessary, Applicant authorizes the

Commissioner to charge any fee necessary required under 37 CFR

S 1.17 to Attorney's.Deposit Account No. 22-0355.

It is respectfully requested that the Examiner indicate

consideration of the cited references by returning a copy of

the enclosed Form PTO 1449 with initials or other appropriate

remarks.

Respectfully submitted,

Thomas R. Vigil
Reg. No. 24,542

Dated: _ __ __ __ _ 1993

Thomas R. Vigil
Vigil & Hanrath
836 S. Northwest Highway
Barrington, Illinois'60010
(708) 382-6500
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FORM PTO." DE , U.. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE ATTY. DOCKET NO. SERIAL NO.
(REV. 10 PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 93173 08/134,086

993 ~APPLICANT

INFO 0 LOSURE CITATION Darbee
Ssheet if necessary) FILING DATE GROUP

10/08/93 .2 600 n em-
_______ ________________U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS ___

EXMNRDOCUMENT NUMBER DATE NAME CLASS SUBCLASS ILAPROPRATE
INITIAL _IF__APPROPRIATE__

AA 4 9 3 5 8 7 0 06/19/90 Burk, Jr. et al.
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AC 151 0 '3 2 9 8' 3 07/16/91 Fu et al.

/AD 1511 8 7 14 6 9 02/16/93 Evans et al.

AE

AF

AG
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AJ
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DOCUMENT NUMBER DATE COUNTRY CLASS SUBCLASS YEASLAINO

AL 0 4 4 6 8 6 4 &Iff European Patent Office

e 6 AM1 212 115 9 28 1 8United Kingdom

AN 2 22 90 212 f9  United Kingdom

AQ
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_________OTHER DOCUMENTS (ii luding Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, Etc.)

AR
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AT

EXAMINER DATE CONSIDERED/7

*EXAMINER: Initial If reference considered, whether or not citation Is In conformance with MPEP 609; Draw line through citation If not In conformance and not considered.
Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

A
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A~~;1

- * PATENT13
993 SN: 08/134,086

Atty Docket: 93173

RAt~ IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of:)
Darbee

~'~ )Group Art Unit:
'/ )Unknown

For:)
U NIVERSAL REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM ) Examiner:

)Unknown
Serial No.: 08/134,086)

Filed: October 8, 1993

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
TO:
Honorable Commissioner of
Patents and Trademarks
Washington, D.C. 202,31

Dear Sir:

DEC 1 6 P, A

In accordance with Applicant's duty of disclosure under 37

C.F.R.S 1.56, Applicant hereby submits (a) a PTO Form 1449
listing the following references and (b) a copy of the

references listed below. An explanation of the relevence of

each document is set!forth below:

U.S. PATENT NO. PATENTEE ISSUE DATE

41779,079 Hauck 10/18/88

E.P. PUBLICATION NO. APPLICANT PUBLICATION

0 309 878
0 354 313

Deutsche Thomson
Grundig E.M.V.

DATE
April 5, 1989
Feb. 12, 1990

The non-analogous Hauck U-.S. Patent No. 4,,770,079 merely

discloses a multi-purpose "computer utility arrangement

including a module in- a data transmission path between a
selected keyboard and an-associated computer system.

The E.P. Published Patent Application No. 0' 309 878,
published on April 5, 1989, teaches, a method for programming

tuning data. into an audio or video device, in particular, a

CERTIFICATE OF MAIUNG
I herbv ertif that this corespondence Is beno deposkted

with the Unitd Sttes Posal Service as first-class mail in an enve-
Wope addressed to: Commissioner of' PaWtet and Trademarks,
Washinglon. DC 20231 on

Date /Z/O? 7
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VCR. Thetuning data,.such as channel frequency, etc., needed

for receiving television and/or radio programs can be stored in

the program memory of the device by allocating a certain

program number of identification therewith. The tuning data

and their allocated program number are learned from a program

memory of an already programmed audio visual device such as a

television set.

The E.P.. Published Patent Application No. 0 354 313,
published-on February 12, 1990, teaches the transferring of
tuning data from a personal computer to an arrangement, which

appears to be a remote control having infrared output, via a

cable. The tuning data is related to the channels or stations

that a television set is capable of receiving by cable,

satellite or air waves. The arrangement or remote control can

then supply the tuning data to a memory of a receiving device

which can be a television set.

Applicant submits that the macro entry/definition program
and macro playback program disclosed and claimed in the subject
application are not at all disclosed or suggested by the

references cited above.

This Information Disclosure Statement is being filed

before the mailing date of a first Office Action, therefore

Applicant believes that no fee or certification i s necessary
for the Examiner to consider the cited references.

However, if a fee is necessary, Applicant authorizes the
Commissioner to charge any fee required under 37 CFR'S 1.17 to

Attorney's Deposit Account No. 22-0355.

It is respectfully requested that the Examiner indicate
consideration of the cited references by returning a copy of
the enclosed Form PTO 1449 with initials or other appropriate

remarks.

Respectfully submitted,

Thomas R. Vigil
Reg. No. 24,542

Dated: December 10, 1993

Thomas R. Vigil
Vigil &Hanrath
836 S, Northwest Highway
Barrington, Illinois 60010
(708) 382-6500
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AG
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PATENT?
USSN 08/134,086
Atty Docket 93173

#M11'IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of:)

PAUL'V. DARBEE) Group Art Unit:

For:,UNIVERSAL REMOTE CONTROL 261

SYSTEM ) Examiner:

Serial No. 08/134,,086 Unnw

Filed: October 8, 1993)

SECOND PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT BEFORE ACTION
TO:
Honorable Commissioner of

Patents and Trademarks
Washington, D.C. 20231

Dear Sir:

Applicant requests that the subject application be amended

as follows before examination:

IN THE CLAINS:

P1e,se add new claims 18, 19 and 20 set forth below.

(0r4  --18 A universal remote control system with data
C?2 'C/' ng inc ding: a universal remote control, a computer

having a memory, instructions for operating, said remote control

and/or code data r creating appropriate infrared (IR) lamp
driver instructions causing an infrared signal generator to

emit infrared signals w *ch will cause specific functions to
occur in a specific control device, for operating a variety

of devices to be controlled, ored in said memory of said

computer, said universal remote co rol comprising input means

including a set of keys 6r pushbutton or inputting commands
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into s id' remote control, infrared signal output means

includin IR lamp driver means for supplying an infrared signal

to a cont lled device, a central processing unit (CPU) coupled

to said i ut means and to said signal output means, memory

means couplid to said CPU, and data coupling means including a

modem ~so ted with said remote control for periodically

coupling sai computer to said remote control through a

telephone- ln for receiving from said computer memory and

inputting into aid, memory m eans of said remote control (a)

said instruction for operating said remote control and/or (b)

said code data for creating appropriate IR lamp driver

instructions, sai I code data causing said infrared signal

output means to emi linfrared signals which will cause specific

functions to occur n a specific controlled device when said

i nput means are op' ated, and said code data operating a

variety of devices to be controlled and enabling said remote

control to control var'ous devices to be controlled upon the

inputting of commands t said keys of said input means.

--19. A universa remote control system with data

coupling including: a u0 versal remote 'control, a computer

having a, memory, instructi s for operating said remote control

and/or Code data for creat ng appropriate infrared (IR) lamp

driver instructions for caus ng 0 nfrared signal generator to

emit infrared signals which 11 cause specific functions to

occur in a specific controll device, for operating a variety

of devices to be controlle tored in said memory of said

computer, said universal re, te optrol co prising input means

including a..set of keys or-pushb ttons or inputting commands

into said remote control in ar signal output means

including IR lamp driver mea for upplying an infrared signal

to a controlled device, a central p cessing unit (CPU) coupled

to said input means and to said si nal output means, memory

means coupled to said CPU, and data upling means including a

pick up coil associated with said mote' control and being
positionable adjacent a telephone h, dset for periodically
coupling said computer to said remot control through -the

telephone handset and a telephone line f r receiving from said

computer memory and inputting into said memory means of said

remote control (a) said instructions for erating said remote
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3

control an or (b) said code data for creating appropriate IR

lamp driver nstructions, said code data causing said infrared

signal output means to emit infrared signals* which will cause

specific funct'ons to occur in a specific controlled device

when said inp means are operated, and said code data

operating a var ty, of devices to be controlled and enabling

saidxremote contr to control various devices to be controlled

upon the 'inputtin of commands to said keys of said input

means.

--20. A meth for communicating instructions (a) for

enabling an infrared light signal emitting remote control to

operate a consumer el ctronic device or (b) function code.data

for operating the cont olled consumer electronic device,' such

as a television se, wi .h the remote control, from a computer,

through a modem system comprising a modem or a pickup coil
associated with a remot control , to a memory of the remote

control, said method comp ising the steps.of:

providing function de data for creating appropriate

infrared (IR) lamp driver I structions for causing an infrared

signal generator to emit nfrared signals which will cause

specific functions to occur in a specific controlled device,

for operating a variety of devices to be controlled, in a
digital format of data bytes each. comprising a predetermined

number of bits;

providing information of e instructions for operating

the remote control and/or of the function, code data for
transmission over a telephone i e;

transmitting the informa io of th instructions and/or

function code data over a tele on ne;

picking up with the'modem or p ck up coil the information

being transmitted;

retrieving from the inform tion transmitted the

instructions for 'operating the rem te control and/or the
function code data; and,

storing the function code data in digital format in the

memory of the remote control.--

Applicant submits that the universal remote control system
with data coupling defined in claims 2-20 is patentably
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distinguished over all of the references of record set forth in

the Information Disclosure Statements submitted in the parent

application and the subject application.

A fee calculation sheet is being submitted simultaneously

with this Second Preliminary Amendment, along with a check for

$111.00 to cover the fee for three extra independent claims.

The Examiner is hereby authorized to charge any additional

filing fees or credit any overpayment to applicant's attorney's

deposit account No. '22-0355.

Respectfully submitted,

Dated: 1
Apri ljj,1994

836 South Northwest Highway
Barrington,'ILLINOIS 60010
(708) 382-6500
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TO THE COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS.

Transmitted herewith is n amendment In the above-identified application.

Rk Small entity status of this application uner 37 CFR 1.27 has been established by a verified statement previously submitted.

ElA verified statement to establish small entity status under 37 CPR 1.9 and 1.27 is enclosed.

El No additional fee is required.

:9k The fee has been calculated as shown below:

CLAWMS
REMAINING

AFTER
AMENDMENT

MINUS

HIGHEST NO. RSN ADDIT.
PREVIOUSLY PEETRATE FE

PAID FOR E(R

x$11 .1

OR

INDEP. 8 MINUS J5- VX $37 = 111.00

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEP. CLAIM +$115 =

TOTAL 111.-00 OR
*If the entry In Co. 1Is less than the att I Col.; 2, write 80 In Col.3. ADD IT. FEE
SIf the 'Highest No. Previously Paid Fore IN THIR SPACE Is less than 20, enter 020.0
SIf the 'Highest No. Previously Paid Foe IN THIS SPACE Is Ions than 3, enter 113.1

The -Hghest No. Previously Paid Foe' (rotal or Indep.) Is the highest number found In the appropriate box In Col. 1.

RATE

X $22 =

X $74 =

+ $230=

TOTAL

I]Please charge my Deposit Account No. 22-0355 in the amount of $_ _____. A duplicate copy of this sheet is enclosed.

6dAcheck in the amount of $111. 00 to cover the fee is enclosed.

5The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of the following fecs associated with this communication or credit any overpayment
to Deposit Account No. 22-0355. A duplicate copy of this sheet is enclosed.

Ja Any additional filing fees required under 37 CFR 1.16.

10Any patent application processing fees under 37 CFR 1.17.

Dated: April 14. 1994
836 S. Northwest Highway
Barrington, Ilinois 60010
(708) 382-6500

37,095 Liom,Ui. iSDIRIS

i.:~ :1 ~

CERTIFICATE OF MAELING

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service as First Class Mail in an envelope addressed to:
Commissioner of)Pate ts and Trademarks , Washington, D.C, on:
Date:_________

Form PTO-FBA520 (1 0-M5 (Wlofo bm PTO-1 083) Pate9aZ Trademark Offie - U.S. DEPARTMENT of COMMERCE

TOTAL,

ADDIT.
FEE

$120

$120

I

Rgo.
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PATENT
SN: 08/134,08
Atty Docket: 9.

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICq-s

In re Application-bf:
Darbee

)Group 'A

For:
UNIVERSAL REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM

Serial No. :

Filed:

08/134,086

October 8, 1993

iExaminevt-
)Unknown

t .,nit:,,

..-. ,

4,

1~

~1

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT'~
TO:
Honorable Commissioner of
Patents and Trademarks
Washington, D.C. 20231

,.., 1

Dear Sir:

In accordance with Applicant's duty of disclosure under 37
C. F.R. § 1.56, Applicant hereby submits (a) a PTO Form 1449
listing the f ol lowing

references listed below.

U.K. PUBLICATION NO,

references and (b)

APPLICANT

a copy of the

PUBLICATION DATE

2,229,023
21229,024

Creda Limited
Creda Limited

0 9/12/90
09/12/90

This Information Disclosure Statement is being

before the mailing date of a first Office Action, therefore
Applicant believes that no fee or certification is necessary
for the Examiner to consider the cited references.

CERTWFICATE OF MAIUNG
I hereby cor*ifytha this worresixodence Is being deposfted

with the United Staow Postal Service as firsu-dWas mail in an enve-
10Oe addrssmd tM ComnmiSsioner of Palousanid Trademarks,
Washingto,'D-2021 o

Data 24 I 0 -

f iled
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However, if a fee is necessary, Applicant authorizes the

dommissioner to charge any fee required under 37 CFR § 1.17 to

Attorney's Deposit Account No. 22-0355.

It is respectfully requested that the Examiner indicate

consideration of the cited references by returning a copy of

the enclosed Form,PTO 1449 with initials or other appropriate

remarks.

Respectfully submitted,

Dated: May 1994

John G. Bisbikis
Vigil & Hanrath
836 S. Northwest Highway
Barrington, Illinois 60010
(708) 382-6500
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Sheet 1 of 1

FORM P -144CM .S. DEPARTMETO OMREAl.DCE O
(REV.9 PATENT-AbND TRADEMARK OFFICE 93173 08/134r086

IN~R ________________APPLICANT__

INORVATIO ~.CLOSURE CITATION Darbee
xY iJ drat sheets if necessary) FILING DATE GROUP

_________________________10/8/93 -4R~-- 9 0

________ _________ ________U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS____ ____

MMNRDOCUMENT NUMBER DATE E CLASS SUBCLASS ILAPROPRATE
INITIAL I PRPIT

AA

AB

AC

AD

AE

AF

AG

AH

AK

_______ _________________ FORE10k PATENT DOCUMENTS ___ ___ _____

DOCUMENT NUMBER DATE COUNTRY CLASS SUBCLAS YES NO

.39 /AL2 2 1 10 2 3 9/12/90 U.K.

/A:22 2190 2 4 9/12/90 U.K.

AN

AO

AP

AR

AT

EXAMINER F DATE CONSIDERED(6

*EXAMINER: InkItil reference considered, whether or not citation Is In conformance with MPEP NO9; Draw line through citation If not I conformlance and not consIdered.
Include copy of this form with next communlcaton to applicant.

Z, O0\00 46,01
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

Washington,...20231

SERIAL NUMBER FILING DATE _ FIRST N~AMED INVENTOR =ATTIORNEY DOCKET NO.

EXMNER

FR . v Ii I L.

S:T~,.. NORI:THWES3T H I i-IHWAY
T:~:.iF~l ki~i~f IL.. i. 61"-1' 0

F:q:1iN T :PAPE R:NU MBER1 i ]

DATE MAILED:

This is a communication from the examiner in charge of your application.
COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

I WP/?-AMPTS 9f
V ThIs application has been examined12 Responsive to ommunication filed on 41LfZI This action is made final.

A shortened statutory period for response to this action is set to expire- -.- month(s), L days from the date'of this letter.
Failure to respond within the period for response will cause the application to become abandoned. 35 U.S.C. 133

Part I THE FOLLOWING ATTACHMENT(S) ARE[ PART OF THIS ACTION:

1 Notice of References Cited by Examiner', TO-892. 2. 5/otice re Patent Drawing, PTO-948.
3. Notice of 'Art Cited by Applicant, PTO-1449. -4. El Notice of informal Patent Application, Form PTO- 152.
s. E information on How to Effect Drawing Changes, PTO-1474. 6. El _____________________

Part 11 SUMMARY OF ACTION

1. [VCIaIms ~ 0  area pending In the application.

Of the above, claims _____________ _________ are withdrawn from consideration.

2. 5 Clainf & SI-$-haveb~een cancelled.

3. El Claims are allowed.

4. 12Claims c are rejected.

5. E Claims are objected to.

6. Elclaims _______________________________ are subject to restriction or election requirement.

7. E This application has been filied with Informal drawings under 37 C.F.R. 1.85 which are acceptable for examination purposes.

8. El Formal drawings are required In response to this Office action.

9. E The corrected or substitute drawings have been received on,____________ Under 37 C.F.R. 1.84 these drawings

are 0 acceptable. El not acceptable (see explanation or Notice re Patent Drawing, PTO-948).

10.0 The proposed additional or substitute sheet(s) of drawings, filed on_________ has (have) been El approved by the
examiner. El dsapproved 'by the examiner (see explanation).

ii. El The proposed drawing -correction, filed on, has been El approved. El disapproved (see explanation).

12. El Acknowledgment is made of the claim for priority under U.S.C. 119. The certified copy has El been received El not been received

Cl been filed In parent application, serial no. ____________ ; filed on______________________

13. E Since this application appears to be in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as,to the merits is closed in
accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11; 453 O.G. 213.

14. ElOther

EXAMINER'S ACTION
PTOL-326 (Rev. 9-89)
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Serial Number:,08/134,-086 -2-

Art Unit: 2608

1. The present application Serial No. 08/134,086 filed 10/8/93 is

a continuation (filed under Rule 60) of Serial No. 08/046,105 filed

4/8/93 (now US PAT. 5,255,313),. In the present Rule 60

continuation application only claims 2-20 are pending.

2. This Office action is' responsive to the preliminary amendments

filed 10/8/93 and 4/18/94. As directed by the amendment, claims

2, 3 were amended, claim' 1 was canceled, new claims 9-20 were

added. Thus, claims 2-20 are presently -pending in this

application.

3. Applicant should update the current status of the parent

applications'on page 1 of the present application.. Applicant

should also-use two line spacingT in subsequent response to allow

for easier readingrarnd entry of changes.

4. Claims 16, 17, 20 are rejected-under 35 U.S.C. § 112, second

paragraph, as being indefinite for failing to particularly point

out and distinctly claim the subject matter which applicant regards

as the invention.

As to claims 16, 17, line 4 the comma (,) after "Controll should

be deleted for clarity, that the instructions are stored in the

memory of the computer.
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Serial Number: 08/134,086 -3-

Art Unit: 2608

As to claim 20, line 1 "instructions (a)" should be changed to

--(a) instructions-- to provide clarity to the claim.

5. The following is a quotation of the first paragraph of 35

U.S.C. S 112:

The specification shall contain a written description of the
invention, and of the manner and process of making and using
it, in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable
any person skilled in the art to which it pertains, or with
which it is most nearly connected, to make and use the same
and shall set forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor
of carrying out his invention.

The specification is objected to under 35 U.S.C. § 112, first

paragraph, as the specification, as originally filed, does not

provide support for the claims as is now filed.

The specification, as originally filed, only discloses

periodically coupling to a computer to receive "code data for

creating appropriate infrared lamp driver instructions for causing

an infrared signal generator to emit infrared signals which will

cause specific functions to occur in a specific'control led device"

and storing these code data into the memory of the remote control

device itself,. The specification, as originally f iled, does not

disclose a computer storing instructions for operating the remote

control with the "and/or"- condition (associated with the code data)

as specific in the independent claims presented in -the present,

application. Thus, the specification is non-enabling for the

claims as is now filed.
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Serial Number: 08/134,086 -4-

Art Unit: 2608

6. Claims 2-20 are rejected under 35 U.-S.C.§ 112, first

paragraph, for-the reasons set forth in the objection to the

specification.

7. The obviousness-typ6 double patenting rejection. is.'a
judicially established doctrine based upon public policy, and. is
primarily intended to prevent prolongation of the patent term by
prohibiting claims in a second patent not patentably distinct from
claims in a first patent. In re Vogel, 164 USPQ 619 (CCPA 1970).
A timely filed terminal disclaimer in compliance with 37 C.F.R.
S 1.321(b) would overcome an actual or provisional rejection on
this ground provided the conflicting application or patent is shown
to be commonly owned with this application. See 37 C.F.R.
§1.78(d).

8. Claims 2-20 are rejected under the judicially created doctrine

of obviousness-type double patenting as being unpatentable over

claims 1-13, 20 of U.S. Patent No. 5,255,313 in view of Hashimoto

(US PAT. 4,656,655).

The following is a break-down of how the present claims

correspond to the patented claims.

Present claims 2-5, 7, 6, 8, 10-13 correspond verbatim to

patented claims 3-7. 9, 8, 10-13-respectively.'

Present claim 9 is obvious over patented claim 2.

Present claim 14 is obvious over patented claim 20.

Present claims 15, 16-18 are obvious over patented claim 1.

Present claim 19 is obvious over patented claim 6.

Present claim 9 is patterned after patented claim 2 with minor

language changes and the addition of "instructions for operating
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Serial Number: 08/134,086 -5-

Art Unit: 2608

thexremote control, and/or" into the claim. However, to receive

instructions f or operating the remote control such as f or remotely

operating the 'remote control to remotely program a specific

controlled device is old and well-known in the art, for example see

Hashimoto. Thus, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the-art at the time the invention was made to add such a

limitation into patented claim 2 perf orm remote control and

programming of a controlled device. similar comments also apply to

present claims 14-~19. Broad claims in a continuing application is

rejected under the judicially created doctrine of obviotusness-type

double patenting

In addition to the above discussion, present claims 16, 17 are

also obvious over patented claim 1, with the deletion of the

infrared signal generator since this generator is inherent in order

to generate infrared signals. As to claim 16, although the manner

in which coupling is performed (i.e. through the telephone line,

etc.) is missing when compared against patented claim 1 since

these are the only coupling disclosure it becomes inherent implied

that data must be transmitted as disclosed. Broad claims in a

continuing application are properly rejected under the judicially

created doctrine of obviousness -type double patenting, In re Vogel,

164 USPQ 619 (CCPA 1970).-
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serial Number: 08/134,086 -6-

Art Unit: 2608

9. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier
communications from the examiner should be directed to Examiner W.
F. Chan whose telephone number is (703) 305-4732.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of
this, application should bei directed to the Group receptionist whose
telephone number is (703) 305-4750.

W?IN7.CA N
PRIMARY EXAMINER

ART UNIT 2608

WFC
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TO SEPARATE, HOLD TOP AND BOTTOM EDGES, SNAP-APART ANu CARBON

FORM PTO-892 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE SRA O OPATUI ATTACHMENT
(REV. 2-92) PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 1GTO

IPAPER 13
I NUMBER

NOTICE OF REFERENCES CITED APIATS

_____________ ________U4S, PATENT DOCUMENTS

SUB- FILING DATE IF
*DOCUMENT NO. DATE NAME CLASS CLASS APPROPRIATE

A 512310 _ 6 219~
B 416379 /05 ____

c~_5/3/'99 41{ 02

D

E

F

G

H

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

SUB- PERTINENT
*DOCUMENT NO. DATE COUNTRY NAME CLASS CLASS SHTS. PP.

____ ___ __ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ __ ___DWG SPEC.-

L

N

0

P

0Q

OTHER REFERENCES (including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, Etc.)

RI

S

T

U
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Form PO 948(Rev. 0-93)U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE - Patent anid Trademark Office AplcioN. 6

NOTICE OF DWJFTSPERSON'.S PATE NT DRAWING REVIEW

PTO Draftpersons review all originally filed drawings regardless of whether they are designated as formal or informal. Additionally,
patent Examiners will review' the drawings for complianlce with the fegulat6as. Direct telephone inquiries concerning this review to
the Drawing Review Branch, 703-305-8404.

The ~ ig iled (inset date)- C (I I2 -,ar

A. ± not objected to by the Draftsperson under 37 CFR 1.84 or 1. 152.,
B.-__ objected to by the Draftsperson under 37 CFR 1.84 or 1.152 as
indicated below. The Examiner will require submission of new, corrected
drawings when necessary. Corrected drawings must be subm-itted
according to the instructions on the back of tii-s Notice.

1. DRAWINGS. 37 CF'R 1.84(a): Acceptable categories of drawings:
Black ink. Color.

-Not black solid lines. Fig(s)
-Color drawings are not acceptable until petition is granted.

2. PHOTOGRAPHS, 37 CFR 1.84(b) -
- Photographs are not acceptable until petition is granted.

3. GRAPHIC FORMS. 37 CFR 1.84 (d)
-Chemidcal or mathematical formula not labeled as separate figure.

Fig(s)I
- Group of waveforms not presented as a single figure, using

common vertical axis with time extending along horizontal axis.
Fig(s)

-Individuals waveform not identified with a separate letter
designation adjacent to the vertical axis. Fig(s)

4. TYPE OF PAPER. 37 CFR 1.84(e)
- Paper not flexible, strong, white, smooth, nonshiny, and durable.

Sheet(s) l
- Erasures, alterations, overwritings, interlineations, cracks, creases,

and folds not allowed. Sheet(s)

5. SIZE OF PAPER. 37 CFR 1.84(f): Acceptable paper sizes:
21.6 cm. by 35.6 cm. (81/2 by 14 inches)
21.6 cm. by 33.1 cm. (8 1/2 by 13 inches)
21.6 cm. by 27.9 cm. (8 1/2 by I11 inches)
21.0 cm. by 29.7 cm. (DIN size A4)

-All drawing sheets not the same size. Sheet(s)-
- Drawing sheet not an acceptable size. Sheet(s)____-__

6. MARGINS. 37 CFR 1.84(g): Acceptable margins:
Paper size

21.6 cm. X 35.6 cm. 21.6 cm X 33.1 cm. 21 cm. X 27.9 cm. 21 cm. X 29.7 cui.
( 8 1/2 X 14 inches) (8 1/2 X 13 inches) (8 Y12 X 11 inches) (DIN Size A4)
T 5.1 cm. (2") 2.5 cm. (1") 2.5 cm. (1'") 2.5cm.
L .64 cm. (1/4") .64 cm. (1/4") .64 cm. (1/4") 2.5 cm.
R .64 cm. (1/4") .64 cm, (1/4") .64 cm. (1/4") 1.5 cl.
B .64 cm. (1/4") .64 cm. (1/4") .64 cm. (1/4") 1.0 cm.

Margins do not conform to chart above.
Sheet(s)

Top (T') - Left (L) _.Right (R) ___..Bottom (B)

7. VIEWS. 37 CFR 1.84(h)
REMINDER: Specification may require revision to correspond to

drawing changes.
-All views not grouped together. Fig(s)
-Views connected by projection lines. Fig(s)-

Views contain center lines. Fig(s)
Partial views. 37 CFR I1.84(h)(2)

-Separate sheets not linked edge tQ edge.
Fig(s)
View and enlarged view not labeled separately.
Fig(s)_
Long view relationship between different parts not clear and
unambiguous. 37 CFR 1.84(h)(i)(ii)
Fig(s)

Sectiorial views. 37 CFR 1.84(hX3)
Hatching not indicated for sectional portions of an objej-t.
Fig(s)

- Hatching of regularly spaced oblique parallel lines ncA spaced
sufficiently. Fig(s)

- Hatching not at substantial angle to surrounding axes or pincipal
lines. Fig(s)

- Cross section not drawn same as view with p-arts in cross section
with regularly spaced parallel oblique strokes.
Fig(s)-

- Hatching of juxtaposed different elements aot migled in a diffe .-u
way. Fig(s)

Alternate position. 37 CFR I1.84(h)(4)
-A separate view required for a moved position.

Fig(s)

ATITACHM4ENT TO PAPER N

Lr:M-) nr*ti

Modified forms. 37 CFR 1.84(h)(5)
Modified forms of construction must be shown in separate views.

8. ARRANGEMENT OF VIEWS. 37 CFR 1.84(i)
- View placed upon another view or within outline of another.

Fig(s)
- Words do.not appear in a horizontal, left-to-right fashion when

page is either upright or turned so that the top becomes the right
side, except for graphs. Fig(s)

9. SCALE. 37 CFR 1.84(k)
Scale: not large enough to show mechanism without crowding
when drawing is reduced in size to two-thirds in reproduction.
Fig(s)

- Indication such as "actual size" or "scale 1/2" not permitted.
Fig(s~)

- Elements of same view not in proportion to each other.
IFig(s)

10. CHARACTER OF LINES, NUMBERS, & LETTERS. 37 CFR 1.84(l)
-Lines, numbers & letters not uniformly thick and well definied,

clean, durable, and black (except for color drawings).
Fig(s)

I1L. SHADING. 37 CFR 1.84(m)
-Shading used for other than shape of spherical, cylindrical, and

conical elements of an object, or for flat parts.
Fig(s)

-Solid black shading areas not permitted. Fig(s)

12. NU MBERS, LETTERS, & REFERENCE CHARACTERS. 37 CFR
1. 84(ri)

-Numbers and reference characters not plain and legible. 37 CFR
1 .84(p)(1) Fig(s)_
Numbers and reference characters used in conjuction with
bracket, inverted commas, or enclosed within outlines. 37 CFR
1.84(p)(1) Fig(s)_
Numbers and reference characters not oriented in same direction as
the view. 37 CFR 1.84(p)(1) Fig(s)
English alphabet not used. 37 CFR 1.84(p)(2)
Fig(s)

-Numbers, letters, and reference characters do not measure at least
.32 cm. (1/8 inch) in height. 37 CFR(p)(3)
Fig(s)

13. LEAD LINES. 37 CFR 1. 84(q)
-Lead Ines cross each other. Fig(s)

Lead lines missing. Fig(s)
-Lead lifies not as short as possible. Fig(s)

14. NUW,MBERING OF SHEETS OF DRAWINGS. 37 CFR 1.84(t)
- Number appears in top margin. Fig(s)

- Number not larger than reference characters.

&ihee.s fioi rnumbered consecutively, and in Arabic numerals,
br,ghwing with number 1. Sheet(s)-
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PATENT '-,tii
USSN 08/134,086t
Atty Docket 9317

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFC

In re Application of:

PAUL V. DARBEE Group Art Unit
2608

For: REMOTE CONTROLISYSTEM

Serial No.

Filed:

Examiner:
W. Chan

08/134, 086

October 8, 1993

AMENDMENT A UNDER RULE 111

TO.
Honorable Commissioner of

Patents and Trademarks
Washington, D.C. 20231

Dear Sir:

In response to the Examiner's Action (Paper No. 13) mailed

on June 26,1994, applicant requests that the subject

application be amended as,follows:

I ON THE TITLE PAGE:

Please change the title to read:

--REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM-

Please change the CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

to read:

-urhis Application is a

U.S. Application Serial No.

LContinuation Application-of

08/046,105 filed April

1993, now U.S. Patent No. 5,255,313, which is a

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that this correspondence Is being depcaited

with the United States Postal Service as first-class mail in an enve-
lope addressed to. Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks,
Washingtonm DC 20231 on /t A/

Date__ 4_4'-

'-1

*4.~' .J

CD

C..)

p4qf
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Continuation Application of U.S. Application Serial No.

07/587,326 filed September 24, 1990, now U.S. Patent No.

5,228,077, which is a Continuation-In-Part Application of
rd;ej4 oL -%O- '7

Application Serial No. 07/127,999, now U.S. Patent No.
A

4,959,810, which is a Continuation-In-Part of Application
fhI e, A, O/VIV'S -7

IN THE SPECIFICATION:

Page- Cines i through 33, containing the Summary Of The

Invent ion, delete in their entirety and substitute in place

ther~eof the following-new Summary Of The Invention:.

-L,UMMARY OF THE INVENTION

-According to the present invention there is provided a

remote control system with data couplingq including: a remote

control, a computer having a memory, at least one of

instruction codes or code data for creating appropriate

infrared (IR) lamp driver instructions for causing an infrared

signal generator to emit infrared signals which will cause

specific functions to occur in a specific controlled device,

for operating a variety of devices to be controlled,. stored in

the memory of the computer, the remote control comprising input

circuitry including a set of keys or pushbuttons for inputting

commands into the remote control, infrared signal output

circuitry including IR lamp driver circuitry.for supplying an

infrared signal to a controlled device, a central processing

unit (CPU) coupled to the input circuitry and to the signal

output circuitry, a memory coupled to *the CPU, and data

coupling circuitry and structure for periodically coupling the

computer to the remote control for receiving from the computer

memory and inputting into the memory of the remote control at

least one of (a) the instruction codes or (b) the code data for

AU"
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creating appropriate IR lamp driver instructions, the code data

causing the infrared signal output circuitry to emit infrared

signals which will cause specific functions to occur in a

specific controlled device when the input circuitry are

operated, and the code data operating a variety of devices to

be controlled and enabling the remote control to control

various devices to be controlled upon the inputting of commands

to the keys of the input-circuitry.

'-Further according to the invention there is provided a

remote control system with data coupling including:, a remote

control, a computer having a memory, at least one of

instruction codes or code data for creating appropriate

infrared (IR) lamp driver instructions for causing an infrared

signal generator to emit infrared signals which will cause

specific functions to occur in a specific controlled device,

for operating a variety of devices to be controlled, stored in

the memory of the computer, a remote control comprising input

circuitry including a set of keys or pushbuttons for inputting

commands into the remote control, infrared signal output

circuitry including IR lamp driver circuitry for supplying an

infrared signal to a controlled device, a central processing

unit (CPU) coupled to the input circuitry and to the signal

output circuitry, a memory coupled to the CPU, and data

coupling circuitry and structure for periodically coupling the

computer to-the remote control for receiving from the computer

memory and inputting into the memory of the remote control at

least one of, (a) the instruction codes or (b) code data for

creating appropriate IR lamp driver instructions for causing

the infrared 'Signal output circuitry to.emit infrared signals

which will cause specific functions to occur in a specific

'V

(y

I
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controlled device, for operating a variety of devices to be

controlled into the memory of the remote control to enable the

remote control to control various devices to be controlled upon

the inputting of commands to the keys of the input circuitry

and a data transmission system including the data coupling

circuitry'and structure for coupling the remote control to the

computer, directly, through a telephone line, through a modem

and a telephone line, or through decoding circuitry and a

television set which receives a television signal containing at

least one of the instruction codes or the code data.

VIStill further according to the present invention there

is provided a remote control system with data coupling

including a remote control comprising input circuitry including

a set of keys or pushbuttons for inputting commands into the

" remote control, infrared signal output circuitry including IR

) lamp driver circuitry for supplying an infrared signal to a

controlled device, a central processing unit (CPU) coupled to

the input circuitry and to the signal output circuitry, a

memory coupled to the CPU and data' coupling circuitry and

structure including terminal structure comprising a receiving

port coupled to the CPU for enabling at least one of (a)

instruction codes or (b) the code data for-creating appropriate

IR lamp driver instructions for causing the infrared signal

output, circuitry to emit infrared s ignals which will cause

specific functions- to occur in a specific controlled device,

for operating a variety of devices to be controlled, to be

supplied from outside the remote control through the receiving

port of the terminal structure directly to the CPU for direct

entry to the memory to enable the remote control to control

various devices to be controlled upon the inputting of commands
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to the keys of the input circuitry and a data transmission

system including coupling circuitry for coupling the terminal

structure to a computer, directly, through a telephone line,

through a modem and a telephone line, or through decoding

circuitry and a television set which receives a television

signal containing at least one of the instruction codes or the

-- 3 -3 4 - A

coaedata.V-

Page 11, line J3 ? after "serially", insert from data

supply means, such as from the m emory of a personal computer-<e,.

Page 12,.-±"he 3<af ter "computer" insert/" (having

C t(instruction codes and code data, stored in a memory of the

computer)t/.

IN THE CLAIMS:

Please amend claims 9 and 12-20 in the manner set forth

below:

U (Amended) A [universal] remote control system with

data -coupling including: a [universal] remote control

comprising input means including a set,.of keys or pushbuttons

for inputting commands into the remote control, infrared signal

output means including IR lamp driver means for supplying an

infrared signal to a controlled device, a central processing

unit (CPU) coupled to the input means and to the signal output

means, memory means coupled to the CPU and data coupling means

including [terminal structure comprising a] receiving [port]

means coupled to the CPU for enabling at least one of (a)

[instructions for -operating the remote control] 'instruction

codes [and/]or (b) code data for creating appropriate IR'lamp

driver instructions for causing the infrared signal output

means to emit infrared signals which will cause specific

functions to occur in a specific controlled device, for

9

C%u'
(9

C""" 5 &OA
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operating a variety of devices to be controlled, to be supplied

from outside the remote control through the receiving [port of

the terminal structure] means directly to the CPU for direct

entry, to the memory to enable the remote control to control

various devices to be controlled upon the inputting of commands

to the keys of the input means and a data transmission system

including coupling means for coupling the [terminal structure]

receiving. means to a computer, directly, through a telephone

line, through a modem and a telephone line, or through decoding

means and a television set which receives a television,signal

containing at least one of the [instructions] instruction codes

[and/]or the code data.

12. (Amended) The universal remote control system of claim

Ywherein said receiving means include terminal means

[comprise] comprising three serial ports coupled to said CPU,

one port being coupled to the ground for the CPU, one port,

forming [said] a receiving port, being coupled to an input of

said CPU and one port, forming a sending port, being coupled to

an out ut of said CPU.

(Amended) The universal remote control system of*

tc claim,ewherein said coupling means includes a cable, first

(d connector means at one end of said cable for connection to said

U [terminal means] receiving means, and interface connector means

at the other end of said cable for connecting to a computer,

directly, through a telephone line, through a modem and a

telephone line, or through decoding means, a television set,

and a television signal which is picked up by the television

set and which has data from a computer.

14. (Amended) A [universal] remote control system with

data coupling including: a [universal] remote control,, a

JA
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domputer having a memory, [instructions for operating said

remote control] at least one of instruction codes [and/]or code

data for creating appropriate infrared (IR) lamp driver

instructions for causing an infrared signal generator to emit

infrared signals which will cause specific functions to occur

in a specific controlled device, for operating a variety of

devices to be controlled, stored in said memory of said

computer, said remote control comprising input means including

a set of keys or pushbuttons for inputting commands into said

[universal] remote control, infrared signal output means

including I3R lamp driver means for supplying an infrared signal

to a controlled device, a central processing unit (CPU) coupled

to said input means and to said signal output means, memory

means coupled to said CPU, and data coupling means for

periodically coupling said computer'to said remote control for

receiving from said computer memory and inputting into said

memory means of said remote control at least one of (a) said

[instructions for operating said remote control,] instruction

codes [and/]or (b) said code data for creating appropriate IR

lamp driver instructions, said code data causing said infrared

signal output means to emit infrared signals which will cause

specific functions to occur in a specific controlled device

when said input means are operated, and said code data

operating a variety of devices to be controlled and enabling

said remote control to control various devices to be controlled

upon the inputting of commands to said keys of, said input

means.

15. (Amended) A [universal] remote control system with

data coupling including: a [universal] remote control,' a

computer having a memory, [instructions for operating said
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remote control] at least one of instruction codes [and/] or code

data for creating appropriate infrared (IR) lamp driver

instructions for causing an infrared signal generator to emit

infrared signals which will cause specific functions to occur

in a specific controlled device, for operating a variety of

devices to be controlled, stored in said memory of said

computer., said [universal] remote control comprising input

means including a set of keys or pushbuttons for inputting

commands into said remote control, infrared signal output means

including IR lamp driver means for supplying an infrared signal

to a controlled device, a central processing unit (CPU) coupled

to said input means and to said signal output means, memory

means coupled to said CPU, and data coupling means for

periodically coupling said computer to said remote control for

receiving from said computer memory and inputting into said

memory means of said remote control at least one of (a) said

[instructions for operating said remote control] instruction

codes [and/or (b) said code data for creatin g appropriate IR

lamp driver instructions for causing said infrared signal

output means to emit infrared signals which will caus e specific

functions to occur in a specific -controlled device, for

operating a variety of devices to be controlled into said

memory means of said remote control to enable said remote

control 'to control various devices to be controlled upon said

inputting of commands to said keys of said input means -and a

data transmission system including said data coupling means for

coupling said remote control to said computer, directly,

through a telephone line, through a modem and a telephone line,

or,through decoding means and a television set which receives

a television. signal containing at least one of said
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[instructions] instruction codes [and/]or said code data.

16. (Amended) A [universal] remote control system with

data coupling including: a [universal] remote control, a

computer having a memory, [instructions for operating said

remote control,] instruction codes stored in said memory of

said computer, said [universal] remote control comprising input

means including a set of keys or pushbuttons for inputting

commands into said remote control, infrared signal output means

including IR lamp driver means for supplying an infrared signal

to a controlled devicde, a central processing unit (CPU) coupled

to said input means and to said signal output means, memory

means coupled to said CPU for storing [instructions]

instruction codes and code data for creating appropriate IR

lamp driver instructions, said code data causing said infrared

signal output means to emit infrared signals which will cause

specific functions to occur in a specific controlled device

when said input means are operated, and said code data

operating a variety of devices to be controlled and enabling

said remote control to control various devices to be controlled

upon the inputting of commands to said keys of said input

means, and data coupling means for periodically coupling said

computer to said remote control for receiving -from said

computer memory and inputting into said memory means of said

remote control said [iristructions for operating said remote

control] instruction codes.

17. (Amended) A [universal] remote control system with

data coupling including: a [universal] remote control, a

computer having a memory, [instructions for operating said

remote control,] instruction codes stored in said memory, of

said computer, said [universal] remote control comprising input

Al
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means including a set of keys or pushbuttons for inputting

commands into said remote control, infrared signal output means

including IR lamp driver means for supplying an infrared signal

to a controlled device, a central processing unit (CPU) coupled

to said input means and to said signal output means, memory

means coupled to said CPU for storing [instructions]

instruction codes and code data for creating appropriate IR

lamp driver'instructions,'said code data causing said infrared

signal output means to emit infrared signals which will cause

specific functions to occur in a specific controlled device

when said input means are operated, and said code data

operating a variety of devices to be controlled and enabling

said remote control to control various devices to be controlled

upon the inputting of commands to said keys of said input

means, and data coupling means for periodically coupling said

computer to said remote control for receiving from said

computer memory and inputting into said memory means of said

remote control said [instructions for operating said remote

control] instruction codes, and a data transmission system

including said data coupling means for coupling said remote

control to said computer, directly, through a telephone line,

through a modem and a telephone line, or through decoding means

and a television set which receives a television signal

containing at least one of said [instructions]' instruction

codes [and/or said code data.

18. (Amended) A [universal] remote control system with

data coupling inc luding: a [universal] remote 'control, a

computer having a memory, [instructions for operating said

remote control] at least one of instruction codes [and/]or code

data for creating appropriate infrared (IR) lamp driver

(01
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instructions f or causing an infrared signal generator to emit

infrared signals which will cause specific functions to occur

in a specific controlled device, for operating a variety of

devices to be controlled, stored in said memory of said

computer, said [universal] remote 'control comprising input

means including a set of keys or pushbuttons for inputting

commands 'into said remote control, infrared signal output means

including IR lamp driver means for supplying an infrared signal

to a controlled device, a central processing unit (CPU) coupled

to said input means and to said signal output means, memory

means coupled to said CPU, and data coupling means including a

modem associated with said remote control for periodically

coupling said computer to said remote control through a

telephone line for receiving from said computer memory and

inputting into said memory means of said remote control at

least one of, (a) said [instructions for operating said remote

control] instruction codes [and/or (b) said code data for

creating appropriate IR lamp driver instructions, said code

data causing paid infrared signal output means to emit infrared

signals which will cause specific functions to occur in a.

specific controlled device when said input means are operated,

and said code data operating a variety of devices to be

controlled and enabling said remote control to control various

devices to be controlled upon the inputting of commands to said

keys of said input means.

19. (Amended) A [universal] remote control system with

data coupling including: a [universal] remote control, a

computer having a memory, [instructions for operating said

remote control] at least one of instruction codes [and/] or code

data for creating appropriate infrared (IR) lamp driver
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instructions for causing an infrared signal generator to emit

infrared signals which will cause specific functions to occur

in a specific controlled device, for operating a variety of

devices to be controlled, stored in said memory of said

computer, said [universal] remote control comprising input

means including a set of keys or pushbuttons for inputting

commands into said remote control, infrared signal output means

including IR lamp driver means for supplying an infrared signal

to a controlled device, a central processing unit (CPU) coupled

to said input means and to said signal output means, memory

means coupled to said CPU, and data coupling means including a

pick up coil associated with said remote control and being

positionable adjacent a telephone handset for periodically

coupling said computer to said remote control through the

telephone handset and a telephone line for receiving from said

computer memory and inputting into said memory means of said

remote control at least one of (a) said [instructions for

operating said remote control] instruction codes [and/]or (b)

said code data for creating appropriate IR lamp driver

instructions, said code data causing said infrared signal

output means to emit infrared signals which will cause speci,fic

functions to occur in a specific controlled device when said

input means are operated, and said code data operating a

variety of devices to be controlled and enabling said remote

control to control various devices to be controlled upon the

inputting of commands to said keys of said input means.

,,0.0'e (Amended) A method for communicating [instructions]

at least one,of (a) instruction codes [for enabling an infrared

light signal emitting remote control to operate a consumer

electronic device] or (b) function code data for operating
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[the] a controlled consumer electronic device, such as a

television set, with the remote control, from a computer,

,through a modem system comprising a modem or a pickup coil

associated with a remote control, to a memory of the remote

control, said method comprising the steps of:

providing function code data for creating appropriate

infrared (IR) lamp driver instructions for causing an infrared

signal generator to emit infrared signals which will cause

specific functions to occur in a specific controlled device,

for operating a variety of devices to be controlled, in a

digital format of data bytes each comprising a predetermined

number of bits for transmission over a telephone line;

providing [information of the instructions for operating

the remote control and/or of the function code data]

instruction codes for transmission over a telephone line;

transmitting the information of the [instructions] at

least one of the instruction codes or the [and/or] function

code data over a telephone line;

picking up with the modem or pick up coilthe information

being transmitted;

retrieving from the information transmitted at least one

of the [instructions for operating the remote control]

instruction codes [and/]-or the function code.data; and,

storing the at least one of the instruction codes or the

function code data in digital format in the memory of -the

remote control.

IN THE ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE:

Please delete page 32 containing the Abstract Of The

Disclosure in.its entirety and substitute in place thereof the

following Abstract Of The Disclosure:
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REMARKS

Applicant has carefully studied the Examiner's objections

to the application and rejec tion of the claims under 35 U.S.C.

§112 and has amended the claims along the lines suggested by

the Examiner.

V

14

4-ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

--A-The remote control system includes a remote control and

a computer having a memory and at least one of instruction

codes or code data for creating appropriate IR lamp driver

instructions for causing an infrared signal generator to emit

infrared signals which will cause specific functions to occur

in a specif ic controlled device, f or operating a variety of

devices to be controlled, stored in the memory of the computer.

The remote control comprises: input circuitry including a set

of keys or pushbuttons for inputting co mmands into the remote

control, infrared signal output circuitry including IR lamp

driver circuitry for supplying an infrared signal to a

controlled device, a central processing unit (CPU) coupled to

the input circuitry and to the signal output circuitry, a

memory coupled t o the CPU, and data coupling circuitry and

structure for periodically coupling the computer to the remote

control for inputting from the computer memory at least one of

instruction codes or appropriate IR lamp driver instructions

for causing the infrared signal output circuitry to emit

infrared signals which will cause specific functions to occur

in a specific controlled device, for operating a variety of

devices to be controlled into the memory of the remote control

to enable the remote control to control various devices to be

controlled upon the inputting of commands to the keys of the

input circuitry.4/-
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Also, applicant has carefully reviewed the specification

and finds that there is support f or the language used by

applicant in the claims. However, to make certain that there

is clear correspondence between the claims and the

specification, applicant has amended the claims to call for --

instruction codes-- rather than "instructions for operating

said remote control"

Looking at the specification, and particularly page 11, it

is stated at lines 32 and 33 that

"Incoming data'is received serially at serial port 3 ..."

To render thisi statement more clear and consistent with

the language on the bottom of page 12, applicant is

amending the phrase to read

--Incoming data is received serially from data supply

means, such as a personal computer, at serial port 3...-

On page 12, lines 35-39 there is clear support for the

language used in the claims. In this respect, the first part

of the sentence beginning at line 35 reads as follows:

"Later, after the device 10 has been in use for some

time and the RAM 54 needs to be updated with the

instruction codes and data relative to the new equipment

on the market, the control device can be simply and easily

updated as a service outlet having an ordinary personal

computer with a serial port ... ". (Emphasis Added)

Clearly, this language supports a remote control system

with data coupling including a remote control and a computer

having a memory,. at least one of instruction codes or code

data ... stored in the me mory of the computer for transmiss ion

to the remote control... To nake this more clear and since it

is inherent that a pers,,Unal omputer has a memory, applicantk.is
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amending.line 39 on page 12 to call for:

-..an ordinary personal computer (having instruction

codes and code data stored in the-memory thereof) with a

serial port.,-.--

Further, to overcome the Examiner's objection that the

specifica tion does not provide support for: "instruction codes

and/or code data ..." (Emphasis Added), applicant has amended

the application, and particularly the claims to call for: --at

least one of instruction codes or code data...--. (Emphasis

Added).

The Examiner's rejection of claims 2-20 under the

judicially- created doctrine of obviousness-type double

patenting for being unpatentable over claims 1-13 and 20 of the

Darbee U.S. Patent No. 5,255,313 in view of the Hashimot'o U.S.

Patent No. 4,656,655, as this rejection may be attempted to be

applied'to the amended claims, is respectfully traversed.

First of all in support of. this traverse, applicant is

submitting herewith a Terminal Disclaimer signed by the

President of applicant's Assignee, together with a check in the

amount of $55.00, the fee required under 37 CFR 1.17.

Further in support of this traverse, all 'that Hashimoto

teaches is a remote control adapter 6 into which a remote

control 4 is inserted so that signals coming from a distant

telephone 1 to a local telephone 2 connected to the adapter 6

can supply codes which enable transistors 5 in the adapter 6 to

control the pushbutton switches on the remote control.

Applicant does not utilize an adapter and does not control

pushbutton switches. Rather, applicant claims a remote control

having data coupling means which are adapted to receive at

least one of instructions codes or code data, as defined piow
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even more clearly in the amended claims.

Accordingly, for the reason that applicant is submitting

a Terminal'Disclaimer, and for the reason that Hashimoto does

not teach applicant' s remote control having coupling means, at

least one of instruction codes or code data, applicant submits

that claims 2-20 are clear of the art and are patentably

distinguishedover the prior art.

To complete the citation of background art in this

application, applicant is making this disclosure statement and

is submitting a PTO form 1449 and a copy of Hashimoto U.S.

Patent No. 4,,540,851 and a copy of "An Interactive Video

Information Terminal" published in IEEE TRANSACTIONS, ON

COMMUNICATIONS, Vol. COM-31, No. 2, Feb. 1983, pp. 2'45-250.

Note that the Hashimoto U.S. Patent No. 4,656,655 is

identical to the Hashimoto GB Patent No. 2,166,322 A, cited by

applicant and already of record herein. Also the IEEE article

and, the Hashimoto U.S. Patent No. 4,540,851 are merely

cumulative with the Hashimoto U.S. Patent No. 4,656,655 cited

by the Examiner.

The IEEE article and the earlier Hashimoto Patent were

cited in the Hashimoto U.S. Patent No. 4,656,.655 cited in the

Examiner's Action dated June 27,1994 and the undersigned

attorney hereby certifies that no item of information contained

in this information disclosure statement was cited in a

communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart

foreign application or, to the knowledge of the person signing

this certification-after making reasonable inquiry, was known

to any individual designated in § 1. 56 (c) more than* three

months prior to the filing of the statement.
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In summary, applicant submits that the application is in

condition for allowance and an early and favorable action to

that end is requested.

Respectfully submitted,

Thomias R. Vigil
Reg. No. 24,542

Dated:
September 15, 1994.

836 South Northwestl,Highway
Barrington, ILLINOIS 60010
(708) 382-6500
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PTOPSB/ 26 (09

TERMINAL DISCLAIMER TO OBVIATE A DOUBLE PATENTING
REJECTION OVER A PRIOR PATENT

Paul V. Darbee
08/1342086
October 8, 1993
UNIVERSAL REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM

Docket Number (optional)

93173
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Petitioner ................ ,... is the owner of A99Q7.. percent interest in the instant application.
Petitioner hereby disclaims, except as provide, below, the terminal part of the statutory term of any

paten grated o theinstnt aplicaion,w*ch would extend beyond the expiration date of the fl
statutory term defined'in 35 U.S.C.15 156 nnd 173, as presently shortened by any terminal

-disclaimer, of prior Patent No. ................ titioner hereby agrees that any patent so granted on
the instant application s Wal be enforceable-, on for and during such period that it and the prior patent
are commonly owned/This agreement runs ith any patent granted on the instant applicaticn and is
hinincriinnn thnsorantep.s itq v~irp.-ncr . Qic~'rne ~i~iA AJJALR kaAA~ L aLL ~C

In making the above disclaimer, petitioner does not disclaim the terminal part of M tntr't
ed on the instant application that would extend to the expiration date of the full iiitutoir tqrm, as
defined in U.S.C. 154 to 156 and 173 of the prior patent, as presently shortene<,b','Y an terniunal
disclaimer, in the event that it later: expires for failure to pay a maintenance fee, is hdl ui1V_pforc4* ble,
is found invalid by the court of competent jurisdiction, is statutorily disclaimed in whole p"' tern iially
disclaimed under 37 CFR 1.321, has all claims cancelled by a reexamination certificate, iPZeissued, or
is in any manner terminated prior to the expiration of its full statutory term as presently shortened by
any terminal disclaimer.

For submissions on behalf of an organization (e.g., c oration, partnership, university, govern-
ment agency, etc.), the undersigned (whose title is supplie elow) is empowered to act on behalf of the
organization.

I hereby declare that all statements made herein my own knowledge are true and that all state-
ments made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were
made with the knowledge,that willful false statements and the lik' so made are punishable by fine or
imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the Uni ed States Code and that such willful
false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or ajy patent issued thereon.

L0/104/94 08134086 1 248 55.~00/ CK

August., 1 1. 1994.

Date

Thomas C. Tyler, President

Typed or printed name and title if applicable

KI1 Terminal disclaimer fee under 37 CFR 1.20(d) included
F]I PTO suggested wording for terminal disclaimer was

IZunchanged, n~ changed (if changed, an explanation should be supplied).

I"le% b(092 aetadTrdmr fie,US EATEN FCMEC

ation of:
No.

For:

C Iq ?

PTO/SB/ 26 (10-92)I
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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(EP

.19SF
Atty ocket 93173

Applican

CERTIFI,
it: Paul V. Darbee

Application No: 08/134t086

[CATE UNDER 37 CFR 3.73(b)

Filed:- October 8, 1993

Entitled: UNIVERSAL~ REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM

Universal.Electronics Inc.- Delaware corporation

(Name of Assignee) (Type Assignee, e.g., corporation, partnership, university, government agency, etc.)

certifies that it is the assignee of the entire right, title and in rest in the patent application identified above by virtue of either:

A.[] An assignment from the inventor(s) of the patent application identified above. The assignment was recorded in the

Patent and Trademark Office at Reel ____ Frame ____ or for which a copy thereof is attached.

OR

B. [XI A chain of title from the invetrs,o e patent application identified above, to the current assignee as shown below:

1. From: Darbee 6, rs a To: Universal Electronics Inc. -

The assignment was record in the Patent and Trademark Office at
Reel ~60 Frame 05 or for which a copy thereof is attached.

2. From: Darbee, Ellis. Jany & Grosson_to: Universal Electronics Inc.

The assignment was recorded* the Pa "nt and Trademark Office at
Reel 5.253...., Frame 0MO r for which a copy thereof is attached.

'A~ Darbee T~.-Universal Electronics Inc. J1U1.-IU

The assignment -was recorded in e Patent and Trademark Office at
Reel 5611 , Frame09 , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

** [x] Additional documents in the chain of title are listed WNWJR M IM below.

[]Copies of assignments or other documents in the chain of title are attached.

The undersigned has reviewed all the documents in the chain of title of the patent applic on identified above and, to the best
of the undersigned's knowledge and belief, title is in the assignee identified above.

The undersigned (whose title is supplied below) is empowered to act on behalf of the assignee/

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true, and that al statements made on information
and belief are believed to be true; and further, that these statements are made with the knowledge that willful false statements,
and the like so made, are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001, Title 18 of the United States Code,
and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issuing thereon.

4. From: Darbee to: Universal Electronics Inc.
The assignment was recorded'in the Patent and Trade
Reel 5611, Frame 0998. UNV SLE N

August 1994 1994
Date SiornaItn1re

President

Title

PTO/USB/ 26 (10-92)
Rev. 15, May 1993 Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

&16..
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PATENT
SN: 08/134,086
Atty Docket: 93173

IN THE UNITED STATES,,,PATENT AND.TRADEMARK OFFICE
0

In re Application-of:
Paul V. Darbee

For:

REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM

Serial No .: 08/134,086

Filed:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

October 8, 1993

Group Art1
2617

Examiner:
Unknown,,,

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
FILED UNDER 37 C.F.R. P§1.97 (C)

TO:
Honorable Commissioner of
Patents and Trademarks
Washington, D.C. 20231

UQ ~
Cs 5.
~

4.

Dear Sir:

In accordance with Applicant's duty of disclosure under 37

C.F.R. S 1.56, Applicant hereby submits (a) a PTO Form 1449

listing the following references and(b a copy of the

references listed below.

U.S. Patent No.

4,121,198

4,177,453

4,231,031

4,246,611

4,251, 812

4,318, 130

4,338, 632

41425,647

4,426, 662

4,482, 947

Patentee

Tsuboi et al.

Collins

Crowther et al.

Davies

Okada et al.

Heuer

Falater.

Collins et al.

Skerlos et al.

Zato et al.

Issue Date

10 /17/78

12/04/79

10/28/80

01/2 0/8 1

02 /17/81

03 /02/82

07/06/82

01/10/84

0 1/17/84

11/13/-84

040 FT-10/07/94 08134086
1 126 200-00 CK

Unit:

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited

with the United State Postal Servic as first-class mail in an enve-
lope addressed to: COmmw"er of Patentls and Trademarks,
Washington,DC 20231 on w

Date W~.2L.4
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Foreign Publications:

Publication

CountLcy Nu.mber Applicant Date

United King dom 1 487 784 Crowther et al. 10/05/77

REMARKS

These references are being cited as background art showing

the construction of; bits from bursts of IR pulses and bytes

form(ed from.the bits. The bytes are coded IR signals for

causing different' functions to occur in a controlled device

that receives the bytes (IR signals).

This Information Disclosure Statement is being filed after

the time period set,forth in 37 C.F.R. §1.97(b) but1before the

mailing date of a final action under 37 C.F.R. §1.113 and

before the mailing date of a notice of allowance, under 37
C.F.R. §1.311, therefore Applicant is submitting a check for

$200.00 to cover the fee required under 37 CFR § 1.17(p).

If any additional fee is necessary for consideration of

the references cited in this Information Disclosure Statement,

the Examiner is authorized to charge the same, or to credit any

overpayment, to Attorney's Deposit Account No. 22-0355.

It is respectfully requested that the Examiner indicate

consid eration of the cited references by returning a copy of

the enclosed Form PTO 1449 with initials or other appropriate

remarks.'

Respectfully submitted,

Dated: Setember42o)', 199

JohntnGG.Bisbikis

Vigil & Hanrath
836 S. Northwest Highway
Barrington, Illinois 60010
(708) 382-6500
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Sheet 1 of 1
FOR 0-1 449"r U.S. DEPARTMENT,OF COMMERCE ATTY. DOCKET NO. SERIAL NO.
(RE PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 93173 08/134,086

APPLICANT

~NF1 I~)T, DISCLOSURE CITATION'DRE
several sheets if necessary)FINGDTGRU

dTR*
___ U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

*EXAMINERDOUETUBRDTNAECASSCLS FILING DATE
INITIA DCMN UBRDT AECASSBLS IF APPROPRIATE

) M 4 1 2 1 1 19 8 10/17/78 TSUBOI ET AL.4

AB 4 1 7 7 4 5 3 12/04/79 COLLINS .....

AC- 4 2 3 1 0 3 1 10/28/80 CROWTHER ET AL.

AD 4 2 4 6 6 1' 1 01/20/81 DAVIES......

AE 4 2 5 1 8 1 2 02/17/81 OKADA ET AL.

AF 4 3 1 8 1 3 0 03/02/82 HEUER

AG 4 3 3 8 6 3 2 07/06/82 FALATER

AH 4 4 2 5 6 4 7 01/10/84 COLLINS ET AL.......

VAl 4 4 2 6 6 1612 01/17/84 SKERLOS ET AL.

AJ4 4 8 2 9 4 7 11/13/84 ZATO ET AL.

AK

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS______________

DOCUMENT NUMBER DATE COUNTRY CLASS SUBCLASS YEASLAINO

AL 1 4 8 7 7 8 4 10/05/77 UNITED KINGDOM

AM

AN

AO

_ _ AP------------_ 
_

OTHER DOCUMENTS (including Author, Title,)bate, Pertinent Pages, Etc.)

AR

AS

AT

EXAMINER DTECONSIDERED

*EXAMINER: initial if reference considered, whether or not chtation'"Is in conformance with MPEP 609; Draw line through citation if not in conformance and not considered.
Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.
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UNITED STATES DEP~ARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Office

Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
Washington, D.C,,20231

[SERIAL NUMER 1 ILING DA FIRST NAMED APPLICANTAIOEYOCTNO

Y"I...............' 1.'*

EXAMINER

I ~ .1 L.C C ~ '~I

.. I IH

.......................... I Ft

DATE MAILED:

NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY,

1.R communication is responsive to4J1' A 76K ) & ~ z9 //
2. V~ All the claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included

herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice Of Allowance And Issue Fee Due or other *appropriate communication wvill be sent in due

3.M/e a o wed claims are 2 .o
4. The drawings filed on - 1 / are acceptable.
5. El Acknowledgment is,made of the claim for priority under 35 U.S.C. 119. The certified copy has[1 been received- . not'been

received. [-] been filed in parent application Serial No.____________ filed on_________________

6. 1:1 Note the attached Examiner's Amendment.
7. El Note the attached Examiner Interview Summary Record,, PTO L-4-13.
8. El Note the attached Examiner's Statement of Reasonsjfor Allowance.
9. El Note the attached NOTICE OF REFERENCES CITED~ PTO-892.

10. N Note the attached INFORMATION DISCLOSURE CITATION, PTO-1449.

PART.11.
A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR RESPONSE to comply with the requirements noted below is set to EXPIRE THREE MONTHS
FROM THE "DATE MAILED" indicated on this form. Failure to timely comply will result in the.ABANDONMENT of this application.
Extensions of time may be obtained under the provisions of 37 CFR 1. 136(a).

1. El Note the attached EXAMINER'S AMENDMENT or NOTICE OF INFORMAL APPLICATION, PTO-152, which discloses that the oath
or declaration is deficient. A SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION IS REQUIRED.

2. El APPLICANT MUST MAKE THE DRAWING CHANGES INDICATED BELOW IN THE MANNER SET FORTH ON THE REVERSE SIDE
OF THIS PAPER.

a. 1:1 Drawing informalities are indicated on the NOTICE RE PATENT DRAWINGS, PTO-948, attached hereto or to Paper No.
______. CORRECTION IS REQUIRED.

b. El The proposed drawing'corr ection filed on
REQUIRED.

has been approved by the examiner. CORRECTION IS

c. El Approved drawing corrections are described by the examiner in the attached EXAMINERS AMENDMENT. CORRECTION IS
REQUIRED.

d. El Formal drawings are now REQUIRED.

Any response to this letter should include in the upper right hand corner, the following information from the NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE
AND ISSUE FEE DUE: ISSUE BATCH NUMBER, DATE OF THE NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE, AND SERIAL NUMBER.

Attachments:
-Examiner's Amendment

- Examiner Interview Summary Record, PTOL- 413
-Reasons for Allowance
-Notice of References Cited, PTO-892

V.Information Disclosure Citation, PTO- 1449

- Notice of Informal Application, PTO-152
- Notice re Patent Drawings. PTO-948
- Listing of Bonded Draftsmen
- Other/

WING F. OHAM
PRIMARY EXAMINER

GROUP 2600

PTOL-37 (REV. 4-89) *ucouD g39

loloq "

tJSCOUU4)Cag-3789
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* I I '1 i~ Z i'-1 T i"-J I .f~

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Off ice

Address: Box ISSUE FEE
COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
Washiington, D.C. 20231

NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE
AND ISSUE FEE DUE

OW oaftached conimcalim from Uto Fi

El This nodoieIs Immuld I vewd ipplout 0 .in&* msod_ _______

SERIESiCODE/SERIAL No. T UN ImmTOALCLIM EXAMINER AND GROUP ART UNIT DATE MAILED

Rrd Named

Tnl.E OF

ATrirS DOCKET NC.L'CIAS MASSI13ATCH NO. APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITy FEDEDTEDU

I ~~ ~Il ' I £ I III i I I Ii.'I 4 I

.THE APPLICATION IDENTiFIES ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCELAS A PA TENT.

THEISUEFE MSTBE PAHSHI iBMQ1J~FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS NoTICEOR THIS

APPLICATI7ON SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED.'THIS STATUTORY PERIOD CANNOT BE EKTENDED.

HOW TO RESPOND TO THIS NO71CE.,
I. Revew the SMALL ENTITY Status shown above.

If the SMALL ENTITY Is shown as YES, verify your
current SMALL ENTITY status: -

A. If the status is changed, pay twice the amount of the
FEE DUE shown above and noWiy the patent and
Trademark Office of the change In status,, or

B. If the Status is the same, pay the FEE DUE shown
above.

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as NO:
A. Pay FEE DUE shown above, or
B. File verified statement of Small Entity Status before, or with,

pay of 1/2 the FEE DUE shown above.

II. Part B of this notice should be completed and retumned to the Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) with your ISSUE FEE.
Even if the ISSUE FEE has already been paid by charge to deposit account, Part B should be completed and returned.
If you 'are charging the ISSUE FEE to-your deposit account, Part C of this notice should also be completed and returfle

III. All communications regardlinig thisaplcto must give series code (or filing date), serial number and batch number.
Please direct all communication prior to issuance to Box ISSUE FEE unless Advised to contrary.

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Patewfs Issuing on aWpicatfons filed on or,after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment of'
iduft c m& --it Is pantee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance

PTOLO6 (EV.12.9) (651088)P4~T-AND TRADEMARK OFFICE COPY

-. -r

PTOL-85 (REV. 12413) (0651400
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PART B-ISUE FEE TRANSMITTAL

UICTMOS.* This form SIWulM be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE. Blocks 2 through 6 should be completed Where appropriate.

,ndence Including fth Issoe Fee Receipt, the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance feewA be mailed to addressee
~.Wss you direct oftrwis1e, by, (a) specifying a new correspondence address In Block 3 below: or (b) providing the PTO with a separatefo aintenance fee nollilcelons with the payment of Issue Fee or thereafter. See reverse for Ceulificabe of Maling.

1j2. INVENTbR(S) ADDRESS CHANGE (Cowgetb o*nifyoIsIee a cdang)
IINVENTORS NAME

I I

~~f 2L.z .i

lp, ~i ~i I:~. *Ij

*2"

SbW Ad*m

Cky, StWts mW ZIP Code

C04NENOFrS NAME

SWd atAddmus

Cky, Shtt and ZIP Code

0] Che(* I add*Monldwmigns me.n revrewald

SERIES CODEISERIAL NO. MMUNGDATE. ITL L 8AMINER AMD GROUP ART UNITj DATE MAILED

Frd Named

TM.LEOF

ATnY'SDOMTNO. AIALAS BlCIN PP.4YE SAL NIY FEE DUE DATE DUE

APPLN.rim sAu em

& CoreomKinceaddesschage Comlai ony Nll b admp 4.For printing on the patent fwMn
3.~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~pp CorsodneadmiuG Csl.ol t.~~pg.Id lhe names od not geos than 1-Thomas R. Vigil

3 regidtered pateot atomneys or agenle
OR, allermalively, the name of a fum

VIGIL & HANRATH havig as a member a registeoef 2
836 S NorhwestHighayr agent If no name is led.
836 . Nothwet Hihwayno name vA be printed.

Barring.tOnK *IPIAA 08134086 1 242 605.00 CiK

00 NW TM IEWAME
126 EK 0J/It/95"0834086 .. 5 300

0 4 (0-I01.t V-2 -0 jf

5ASSIGNMENT DATA TO BE PRKED ON IM PA9ff or 90________________________

UNIVERSAL ELECTRONICS INC.

(2)ADDX-M OWA ATE OR COLUMRY
1864 Enterprise.Parkway, Twinsburg, OHIO 44087

A. 0QThs @adson Is NOTYin=SnWd
E@ Asnment prAouslysaubniled Win.PON& dTAdumk CWw.
0 Assinment hIbeing suWniledud.rwuspsaft.mm selgnelsdaMbe

Orected I Box ASSIGNMS
PLAM NOM- Unienan mesognsMorduied hM Wou t n Ig e wilq*weuonlfe pisit
tiIowwdusvowdtal . . . .. Me a, igiUUt55IPIhi uebdh
FrO orIbingouAxvMsd undwrospnbmw. Coi ipelmabletwo NOTraaWbiuddorO
an assinert.

6a kwn Fee 0kAdwomOdw- #of Capae 10
Ob. The Wolwft esahoM be dvmwim1

DEPOSIT ACCOUNT NAMM t22-0355
(ENCLOSE PART C)
0 hssuefte 0 AdimmcaOrw- #ofCopWm

SAny DWWvmAsIs I Enclosd Fees
TMe COMMISSIONER OF PATEM SAMD TRADELIMSI
mqLmstddto applyOuSImsmeFwe I tw appkWdon lsi aWe.

~ 12/19/94

NOTE; The IssmeRFewNind be aompftd lbun amyome a#wr0.i Va
eplmav*a mgW%mdd*mWaorsW*tori eiorr Ig cwaMpty
hIhtf ashn by ft c a 1 h df a wl owiTim*o*cCte.

UiAN=ffIM TiSFOM ITHRmEVEEIRCATO OR MMUILNGO RVM
PTOL-6(REV.12-UONI-00

-JiFN-AMEOF A"IGNEE
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CewWifcate of Mailing

Owheeby cert that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal
Service with -sufficient postage as first class mail in an envelope addressed to:

~4~4*'
...........................................................

-.
A... ~

Box ISSUE FEE
Cwaissiome of Patents and Trademarks
WAshington, D.C. 20231

on December 19, 1994

(Date)

Thomas R. Vigil ______________

(Name ofpeawn making depoit)

(Signaturq)

December 19, 1994

(Date)

Note: If this certificate of mailing is used, it can only be used to transmit the'Issue Fee.
This certificate cannot be used for any other accompanying papers. Each additional'
paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, must have its own certificate of mailing.

Burden Hour Statement: This form is estimated to take .2 hours to complete. Time will
vary depending uponi-the.-needs of the individual case. Any comments..on the amoupot of,
time you are required to complete this form should be sent to the,Office Opt Information-.

Systems, Patent and TOem-rNt~.Offite, WtLlhini*ton, D.C. 20231, and tote fI o'.A.
Information and Regulatory Affairs, Office of Management and Budget, (Project 0651-
0033), Washington, D.C. 20503. DO NOT SENDFEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO
THIS ADDRESS-1L; SEND TO: Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks, Box Issue Fee,
Washington, DC 20231.

FM VEMSE ffM-M W(RV.. 1293XM61 08

.4
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Remote controller with learnm'zj function - stores external and key
assigned remote control sgnafsand outputs external signal on key-
press or receiving key assigned control signal

PIONEER ELECTRONIC CORP 13.03.90-JP-062046
(18.09.91) G08c-19128

12.03.91 as 103746 (2062DM) (E) No-SR.Pub R(DE FR GB)
The controller comprises a keypad (17), first and second memories
(12, 13) and a number of inputs (14, 18) and outputs (15, 19). Each
operating key is assigned to a region in the first memory (12) holding
a previously stored remote control signal.

During the learning mode, operating a key allows an externally
received remote control signal to be stored in the second memory
(13) with that assinged to the operated key.- During the transmit
mode, pressing the respective key or inputting its assigned remote
control signal allows the external signal stored int he second
memory to be output.

ADVANTAGE -, Flexible. Can be extended to allow learning
without keys being pressed, and to carryo out more remote control
functions than number of incorporated keys. (28pp Dwg.No.3/22)
N91-210453 W5-D14
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US Office: Derwent Inc., 1313 Dolley Madison Boulevard,

Suite 303, McLean, VA221 01, USA
Unauthorised copying of this abstract not permitted.
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Arrangement for transferring tuning data into

receiving devices

A -known arrangement for transferring tuning data into

receiving devices comprises a non volatile memory for tuning data,

from which the tuning data are transferred into the memory for

tuning data of the receiving devices. The entering takes place

laboriously by using a certain key of the keyboard of the known

arrangement. The entering of the tuning data will be simplified

with the new arrangement.

This will be achieved by providing an outlet to the

arrangement for transferring tuning data into receiving devices, by

which the tuning data to be stored in the non volatile memory for

tuning data will be entered.

Receiving devices of the entertainment electronics..
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Arrangement for transferring tuning data

into receiving devices

The present invent ion relates to an arrangement for
transferring tuning data into receiving devices according to the

features of the preamble of claim 1.

Such an arrangement is known to applicant from DE-OS 36 42
365. This known arrangement is based on the cognition that,

because of the increasing number of channels, especially by cable

or satellite, the tuning process of receiving devices At their

initiation is becoming more and more expensive and time consuming.
To simplify and fasten the tuning process, the known arrangement

comprises a non volatile memory for the tuning data, in which the

tuning data are entered by,a keyboard. Using this arrangement with
its non volatile memory for the tuning data, the authorized dealer

can transfer the tuning data into the memory f or the -tuning data of
the receiving device during the set up or initiation.

A similar arrangement is known from DE-OS 36 40 437.

Furthermore, it is known from applicants not pre published

Patent Application P 37 13 235.0 to use a magnetic tape as a non
volatile memory for the tuning data, on which the tuning data are

stored in a suitable manner.

The problem of the intention is to find a suitable way, based
on -an arrangement according to the preamble of claim 1 , to make the
entering of tuning data into the non volatile memory f or the tuning
data easier.

For an arrangement according to the preamble of claim 1ithis

problem is solved by the features of the body of claim 1.

Advantageous embodiments of the claimed invention are
described in the dependent claims.
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The advantages of the invention are described in the

description of the (only) figure.

The figure shows a' receiving device E to be programmed having

a memory for tuning data S. an arrangement G for transferring

tuning data into receiving devices and a personal computer PC

including a screen B and a keyboard T. The arrangement G includes

a display D, keys Tl, T2,..., Tn, a load key L, an outlet A and a

(not shown) non volatile memory for tuning data. A disk DK is

loadable, into the personal computer PC, on which a program is

stored, which is given by the manufacturer of the device E to be

programmed and will be used to generate the tuning data. -The
arrangement is connected to the personal computer PC by a cable K.

Entering Of the tuning data into arrangement G takes place as

set.forth below:

After 'Operating load key L of arrangement G a start signal is

generated and thereby the communication interface for communicating

with the personal computer PC is generated. Therewith the

arrangement G is ready to take over data.

After inserting a disk DK in the personal computer PC a

program stored on the disk will be invocated. The program lists.

tuning data or data for channels, special channels, station
findings, a. S. o.,, respectively, on the screen B using tables.
These data are either stored on the disk DK or they are read from

a non volatile memory for tuning data of arrangement G and

transferred to the personal computer PC or its screen B,

respectively, using a connect.ing,cable K. The,tuning data can be
modified by using the keyboard T. If the desired tuning data are
entered by a keyboard, the take over key U of the keyboard T of- the
personal computer PC is to be operated. In response of operating

this key, the tuning 'data are transferred f rom the' personal
computer PC into. the non volatile memory for tuning data of
arrangement G via the (not shown) printer interface of the personal

computer PC and the connecting cable K.I
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During the'initial setting up the tuning data can be loaded
from there into the memory for tuning data S of a device E. This
last mentioned data transmission can be done without wires, for
example by using an infrared transmission, or by using a connecting
cable.

CLAIMS:

1. Arrangement for transferring tuning data into receiving
devices having a non volatile memory for the tuning data from which
the tuning data are toI be transferred into the memory for the
tuning data of the receiving device,

characterized in that,

the,arrangement comprises an outlet (A), through which the tuning
data to be stored in the non volatile memory for the tuning data
can be entered.

2. Arrangement according to claim 1, characterized in that
the tuning data entered through the outlet (A) are generated in a
personal computer (PC).

3. Arrangement according to claim 2, characterized in that.
the tuning data generated in the personal computer (PC) are output
by the printer interface of the personal computer (PC) and
transferred to the outlet (A) of the arrangement (C) using a
connecting cable (K).

4. Arrangement according to claim 3, characterized in that
the arrangement comprises a load key,(L) and operating the load key
(L)
- prepares the arrangement (G) for taking over tuning data,
- invocates a program stored on a disk (DK) , which lists tuning
data on a screen (B) of the personal computer (PC) , whereby the
tuning data listed on the screen (B) are modifiable by the keyboard
(T) of the personal (PC).I
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5. Arrangement According to claim 4, characterized in that
the tuning data listed on the screen of the personal computer (PC)
are stored on a disk (DK)

6. Arrangement according to claim 4, characterized in that

the tuning data listed on the screen (B) of the personal computer

(PC) are read from the non volatile memory of the arrangement (G).
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Controlling Remote Electrical Appliances

Via The Mains-SuPpply

This invention' relates to remote control of

electrical appliances via the- mains supply, and

especially -to a handset f~or communicating with a

terminal for causing'a mains borne data packet to be

transmitted to control the electrical appl.iance.

It is 'known to control electri.c lights via

terminals which receive mains borne signals, wherei.n a

user has a handset which can communicate with a

terminal via an infra-red link.

In t.he applicant's co-pending patent application
05-01o2.3.1 1 05011.5

nos. / and ' (P/8086/CRE and P/8087/CRE), a controller

terminal transm3ts- mai.ns borne data packets and, a

plurality of remote terminals control the electrical

appliances in response to receipt of such data packe ts.

one or more handsets are.able to commence transmission

of data packets at respective defined times after the

end of a message. The controller is driven by a micro-

computer, into which messages can be fed from a
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touch-sensitive display. It. would in principle be

possible to communicate with the micro-computer v.ia a

modem and a telephone link. This could be done using a

further handset, which would need to have a modem to

Communicate with the telephone system.

The applicants have real.ised that certain

components for such a handset would dupl.icate those

for the infra-red handset for signalling'to' the

terminals in the household having the electrical

£~appliances.

Accordingly, the invention provides a handset for

communicating with a. terminal for causing a mains borne

data packet to be transmitted to another termina. to

control. ain electrical appliance remotely, comprising a

Kdisplay, a .key pad, a micro-processor, a modem for

communicating with a terminal. via electro-magnetic or

acoustic waves, and a modem for -communicating with a

terminal. via a telephone link.
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Such a handset can be used for communicating with

the terminals via an electro-magnetic 'or acoustic link

or via a telephone link.. The modem tor, communicating

via a electro-magnetic or acoustic waves could include

-5 an.kultra-sonic link but preferably includes an

infra-redlik The modem tfor communicating via the

telephone .-link may have a plug or socket for

communicating with telephone wires directly, or it may

incorporate an acoustic coupler which can be connected

(a to a telephone handset.

The invention also provides a system for the

remote control. of electrical appliances via the mains

supply., compri.si.ng a controller terminal. for

transmitting and receiving mains borne data packets and

a plurality of remote termi.nal.s for controlling the

electrical appliances in response to receipt,of datai

packets from the controller, and a handset for

communicating via an clectro-magnetic or acoustic link

with a terminal to cause transmission of a mains borne

data packet to control. an appliance, the handset also

being capable of comminicating with the contra) ler

Lerminal. via a telephone system.
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The invention will now be described in detail.

wi th reEerence to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is a block diagram ot. apparatus for

controlling remote electrical appliances via the mains

supply; and

Figure 2 is a block diagram of the main

components of the handsets shown in Figure 1.

Referring to' Figure 1, a number of elec,trical

appliances such as 'a lamp 1, a temperature sensor 2,a

lamp 3, and a heater 4 are connected to. the mains

supply via respective terminal.s 6 to 9.' Two of the

term3nals 6, 8 are provided wi.th infra-red

transmitter-receivers (not shown) to communicate with

handsets IR1f IR2 also provi.ded with

transmitter-receivers. The terminals each include

micro-processors -which control the electrical

appliances in accordance with data packets received

from a bus (mains) controller-terminal 10 which also

includes a micro-processor, and which is in turn

controlled by a micro-computer 11, which incorporates a

displ.ay .12. The handsets IRI, IR2 also incorporate

micro-processors, and terminals 6, 8 each include two
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micro--processors each, one for processing the infra-red

signals, communicated between the terminals and the

handsets, -and the other for receiving signals from and

transmitting signals onto the mains. Frequency sh3.tt

k eying (FSK) is used for the mains signalling

frequencies being 130 or 134 kHz, and data can be

transmitted, and received at a rate of up to 2400 bits

per second..

In a condition of high bus activity, messages

will be transmitted by the controller terminal -to

respective remote terminals and, after predetermined

delays, responses will be sent out by the respective

remote terminals, The messages will be queued in the

micro7.computer 11. and fed to an internal queue in the

co ntroller 10 in turn at. appropriate intervals. Th us ,

message 1 could be an instruction to turn lamip I on and

message 2 could be an instruction to read temperature.

Tn each case, the-me.ssage duration is 15 bytes (8 bits

to a byte) although the message could be up to 43 bytes

long. A message specities where the message is being

sent from, the destination to which it is being sent,

and the data content representing the operation to be

performed. After the message 3. is transmitted by the

controller, -each terminal receives it and start
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decoding it to ascertain if,it j.s intended for that

terminal. As soon as its terminal has decoded the

signal sufficiently to ascertain that it is not

intended for that terminal, it discards the remainder

of that-message.

When the terminal for which the message is

intended confirm's that the message is intended for

itself, and atter the message has itself ended, that

terminal transmits, after a delay of 22 bytes from the

end of the. message, a response to the controller to

confirm the message has been received. The response ;is

in the same format, as the message i.e. address of

originating terminal, address of destination terminal

and dat.a -content., and also lasts for a duration ot 15

bytes (but could be up to 43 bytes long).

The other terminals wil.l also receive the

response, and willodiscard'them when they have read its

destination, address, so that only the controller will

make use of the data in it. After a delay of 22 bytes

from the end of the response, the next message is sent

out, and this could be for example an instruction to

read temperature sensor 2.
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The regular transmission of messages and receipt

ot responses only applies of course in a period of high

bus activity eg. when the micro-computer 11 and the

controller. 10 are holding a stack of messages to be

sent out. In a situation of low bus activity dummy

messages oE length.,16 bytes are sent out at regular

intervals, this ti.me;spaced by the longer interval of

87 bytes.. The messages preserve the structure of the

.normal. messages but' do not result in any operation

being performed on any appli.ance. The purpose of these

dummy messages is to mai.ntai.n synchronisation of the

terminals, each of which has its own clock capabl.e of

being re-synchronised to incoming messages.

In either case of high or low bus activity, It

will1 be noted that a delay follows each message or

dumay message. This is made use of in the following

way. Various given times in the delay are allocated to

various functions -to enable the controller to receive

messages in the delay period. Further detai.ls of the

use of such time slots is,given in our co-pending

application No.*%S1 0 .02.7 (P/8086/CRE). -Further

details of the synchronisation of the messages. with

each'other, is given in our co-pending application

No. V ~%3' /13087/CRE).
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Particular time slots are allocated to the

various handsets IR1, IR21 and these can communicate

with any terminal with infra-red transmitter receiver,.

and thd message will be held in that terminal until the

next time that slot appears after the end of a message

on the mains.

Referring to Figure 2, the handset comprises, a

key pad 16 and a dUsplay 17 which are controlled by a

micro-processor 18. The micro-processor is also

connected to an infra-red modem 19 and a

telecommunications modem 20.

When- the handset is in the vicini.ty of the

terminaIs 6 to 9, for example, when the handset is in a

household, messages can be entered on the key pad and

will transmitted to the terminals via the intra-red

modem 19 and the- intra-red link 'to the- respective

terminals.

When the user is oUt of the household and desires

to communicate with the system in the household, the

handset -is coupled to a telephone handset since the

handset has a buiLt--in acoustic coilpler, and messages
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entered int.o the key pad 16 are transmitted via the

telecom modem 20 which communicates via the telephone

system with modem-21 connected to the micro-computer

Ths1ti1osil.ocnro lcrcl

II

appliances in the household from within the household

using the infra-red link and from outside the household

using the telephone link, and in each case the same

handset is used. In practice, a number of handse:ts

would.be used in a household eg. IR1, IR2, and one of

these would also have the telephone modem,enabling it

to be used outside in conjunction with a telephone.

Apart from the convenience of having one handset

instead ot two, only one display, key pad and

micro-p77ocessor are needed instead of two of each of

these components it a separate handset was used for

infra-red communication and for telephone

communication.
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CLAIMS

1. A handset for communicati.ng with a terminal for

causing a mains borne data packet to be transmitted to

another terminal to contro. an electrica. appliance

remotely, comprising a display, a key pad, a

micro-processor, a' modem tor communicating with a

terminal via e.lectro-magnetic or acoust.ic waves, and a.

modem for communicating with a terminal vi.a a telephone

link.

2. A handset as claimed in claim 1, in whi.ch the modem

is arranged to communicate with the 'terminal v.ia

infra-red radiation.

3. A handset as claimed in claim 1 or clai.m 2,

includi.ng an acoustic coupler tor connection to a

tel.ephone handset.

4. A handset substantially as herein described with

reference to the accompanying drawings.

5. A system for the remote control of electrical
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appliances via the mains supply" comprising a

c ontrol.ler terminal for transmitting and receiving

mains borne data' packets and a plurality of remote

terminals tor controlling the electrical appliances in

response to receipt of data packets from the

controller, and a handset tor communicating via an

electro-magnetic or acoustic link with a terminal to

cause transmission of a mains borne data packet to

control an appliance, the handset also bei.ng capable of

communicating with the controller terminal vi"a a

telephone system.

6. A system for the remote control of electrical

appliances via the mains supply substantially as herein

described with reference to the accompanying drawings.
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Concise Papers

An Interactive Video Information Terminal

RONALD D. GORDON

Abstract-The development of computer-controlled laser video disc
players provides computer systems with access to thousands of high-
resolution video images. Roughly 50 000 individual pictures or nearly
30 minutes of full motion video can be randomly retrieved in a matter

Sof seconds. Coupled with a touch sensitive display, a very exciting
4 information retrieval system results.

This paper documents a prototype video information terminal built
Susing a laser video disc, an Infrared touch sensing device, and a
Sspeaker phone, all controlled by a minicomputer. Our initial ex-
*perience with this sytem is described.

I. AN OVERVIEW OF THE SYSTEM

7An interactive video information terminal has been built at
Bell Laboratories which is intended for use by the general pub-
lic to retrieve pictorial, textual, and audio information. As
shown in Fig. 1, the prototype terminal consists of a color TV
monitor which has been fitted with touch "sensing device. A
hidden speaker and microphone provide audio information
and are used to support a speaker phone interface to the tele-
phone network.

Video information retrieved by the user is displayed on a
19 inch color television monitor. Full-resolution "TV quality"
pictures are viewed, unlike the low-resolution computer-gen-
erated graphics used by many contemporary teleterminal sys-
tems such as Prestel [1.

At the heart of this system is a random access laser video
disc player. The video disc player is controlled by an external
minicomputer which "directs it to retrieve the specific video
and audio material requested by the terminal user. Roughly

S50 000 individual images or almost 30 minutes of full motion
video is available on-line. Typically, retrieval is accomplished
in 1-3 seconds.

Full-resolution video with full motion capability provides a
display which has the ability to attract and maintain interest.
Images of places and people which can be clearly recognized
significantly improve the perception and understanding of the
user.

Information is organized and made available to the user in a
Shierarchical, tree-like fashion. Menus are used to select from

initially broad classifications of information available: Trans-
portation, Lodging, food, etc. Each subsequent me nu further
refines the subject matter desired until a specific video image

S(perhaps a detailed map or a short video sequence) is obtained.
This type of hierarchical organization~ has been used success-

fully in many teleterminal applications [21. The video infor-
mation terminal, howevpr, improves upon this access mechan-
ism by eliminating the need for users to interact with either

Paper approved by the Editor for Communication Terminals of the
ImEEE Communications Society for publication after presentation at
GLOBECOM '82, Miami, FL, December 1982. Manuscript received
March 31, 1982; revised August 20, 1982.

The author is with Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ 07974.

Fig. 1. The video information terminal prototype.

buttons, numeric key pads, or alphanumeric keyboards. This
terminal uses an infrared beam touch-sensing device. Users
simply point at the screen.to the information desired! The sys-
tem, upon sensing the user's touch, retrieves the associated in-
formation..

Some information available to the user is updated often.
Transportation schedules, the availability of reservations, and
prices are some examples. Unfortunately, the laser video disc
is manufactured by an outside organization. Manufacturing is
expensive and turnaround time is typically 4-6 weeks. Once
manufactured, the video disc can not be changed.

To overcome this shortcoming, a graphics overlay device
has been built. This peripheral circuit accepts the composite
video signal from the video disc player and, using a program-
mable character generator, superimposes text and simple
graphics on the picture. Up-to-date information can be pre-
sented in a very attractive format by overlaying text on top of
an appropriate full-resolution video image.

The system also includes a speaker phone arrangement. The
speaker phone is activated by pointing to the screen. It is used
to obtain further information about an event or activity after
some preliminary information has been obtained using the ter-
minal. Making a telephone reservation is.a typical application.

When'activated, the minicomputer automatically dials the
appropriate telephone number, The user of the system merely
indicates that a phone call to the identified establishment is
desire d. The tuser-need not know the specific phone number,
nor is the number manually dialed.

11. A DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM
HARDWARE

The major elements of the video information terminal sys-
tem as implemented are shown in Fig. 2. Notice that as in-
stalled, the color monitoT, touch sensing appliqui, and audio
microphone and speaker are located roughly 1500 feet from
the video disc player and the minicomputer 'with its associ-
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COLORC rate normally used to display images on a television set and re-i
MONITOR sults in an illusion of full motion. At that rate, the capacity of

TOUCH SENSING the video disc provides nearly 30 minutes of material.

MICROPHONE LQE Typically, video discs used in this application contain a
mixture of both still and motion video sequences. Several

TOUCH thousand still images and perhaps as many as 60 full motion $i

PRE-AMP CONTROL sequences, each a few seconds to a few minutes in length, may N

NTSC be recorded on a disc.
COITE When presenting a full motion video sequence, the videoA

VIDEOOEO disc player.also makes available two high fidelity audio chan-

SEKR G RAP HICS, nels. In our system these are used to record background musi
VEL

OVIERLY and sounds as well as a voice explanation. On one channel an
DatVCEYEnglish explanation is given while the alternate channel pro-n

AUDIOVIE- vides a Spanish explanation. Other applications might use theP
COXEMUNGNLCATIONC two audio tracks to provide an initial anda more detailed ex

LINK planation, or to simply permit a paraphrased explanation to Ub

retrieved.
PLAYERUnfortunitely, the process of manufacturing the video disc

is both costly and time consuming. At the present, once manu- t
factured, the information recorded on the laser disc is perman-

TONE ent. Although this improves the reliability of the recorded sig-
GENERATOR nal, it stands in the way of presenting up-to-date information

IC to the user. To accomplish this, a color graphics overlay peri-
DI SCpheral is used.

SPEKE PHNEThe graphics overlay peripheral is built around the Texas
CONTROLLER Instruments TMS99 18 video display processor MOS LSI de-'

TIP ND INGvice. It is interfaced to 16 kbytes of random access memory

LOCAL PHONE CO. which stores the display information for the text and graphics
Fig. 2. Hardware block diagram of the system. to be generated.

Two modes of operation are supported: an overlay mode in
which the characters and graphics generated overlay portions

ated peripherals. Space at the terminal location was limited of the video image, and an independent mode in which the en-
and environmentally much less suited for the computer equip- tire video image is constructed by the display processor itself.

mentuse tocontol he peraionof he trmial.In both modes, the text and graphics contributed by the dis-
The primary sourbe of video material is the laser video disc play processor are low-resolution images produced using a

player. An industrial version of the player is used which per- character (i.e., mosaic) mapping technique. A total of 24 lines
mits control and status information to be exchanged with an each composed of 32 character or pattern positions, are visi-
external computer. This version is also built to handle nearly ble. Each pattern is defined using an 8 by 8 bit matrix.
continuous random repositioning of the reading mechanism The overlay mode is 'Most useful in preparing attractive in-
which occurs in this application. Consumer versions of the formation pages which contain volatile information. The video
laser video disc player, by contrast, do not provide as com- disc is used to retrieve an appropriatebcgonime.Tx
plete a control and status exchange and are intended primarily or graphics are then added to provide up-to-date information
for the viewing of largely sequential video, typically movies, for schedules, prices, reservations, etc. The resulting image has

The laser video disc player permits random access to each a much more pleasing appearance than computer generated
of the frames recorded on the disc. Approximately 50 000 full- graphics alone. Fig. 3 is an example of such an information
resolution video images may be recorded. Because the disc is page.
read using a low-power laser, no disc wear occurs regardless of Another useful application of the overlay capability is to
how many times an image is accessed or how long it is viewed, provide a form of visual feedback to the user in response to

It is still not possible to manufacture a video disc which touching the screen. A symbol may be positioned on the
contains several thousand images, each of which can be indi- screen with high coordinate resolution and is placed by the
vidually accessed. Although this manufacturing process will minicomputer at the spot touched by the user. This symbol
continue to be improved, approximately one frame out of may also be simply animated to provide a dazzling effect.
every few thousand cannot be individually accessed due to When no image is available from the video disc player a
imperfections on the disc. low-resolution color image may be generated by the graphics

Rather than attempting to create a video disc in which each display processor. This mode is used when the system is seek-
individual frame can be reliably accessed, each still frame ing a new video image on the video disc. During this 1-5 sec-
image was recorded on the disc three times. This reduces the ond period no video signal is available from the video disc
overall capacity of the disc, but makes the disc much easier player.7The graphics generator is used to display a simple page
to produce and therefore much less costly. of text and graphics to indicate that the requested informa-

Many other access modes are available in addition to still tion is being retrieved.
frame retrieval. Full motion sequences may be retrieved. In This independent generation mode is also used to correct
this mode, 30 frames pet' second, are read from the disc and for inadvertent omissions of material from the video disc, or
displayed on the color monitor. This rate corresponds to the, to compensate for defects on the disc -which make it impos-
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Fig. 3. An information page with overlaid text.

sible to retrieve specific frames. In general, however, all gen-
erated text is artistically enhanced "by utilizing the overlay
capability.

This system is made surprisingly more a ppealing to naiv6
users by combining the use of full-resolution video imageswith
an easy-to-use touch-sensing device. A series of infrared photo
diodes are placed along the bottom and left edge of the
screen. A corresponding series of photo detectors are placed
along the top and right edge of the screen. As each photo
diode is individually activated, an increase in light is detected
by the opposite photo detector if the user's finger does not
block the path. This technique eliminates the need to focus
the beams and minimizes the alignment which is required be-

---tween diodes and detectors.
)When one's finger touches the screen, some of the beams of

light are interrupted and the finger position can be accurately
determined. The photo detectors and diodes are spaced on 1/4
inch centers. A microprocessor-based controller sequentially
strobes each beam position and computes the center point
when contiguous beams are interr upted. The resulting X-Y co-
ordinate is forwarded to. the minicomputer. A resolution of
about 1/8 inch is achieved.

Using such a device,,the user points to images on the screen
instead of- buttons. This simplifies access since the user does
not need to look away from the screen to find and activate a
corresponding button. At the same time, the need to indicate
to the user the correspondence between an' item of interest
and a button label (a letter or digit for example) is eliminated.
Thus, the user is relieved of an otherwise distracting mental
task.

Buttons and keyboards are less desirable for several addi-
tional reasons. They are more difficult to maintain than is the

sealed touch system when used with the public. Very few
people (some estimate fewer than 10 percent of' the popula-
tion) are adept at using the QWERTY keyboard. Many simply
view the pushing of buttons as a demeaning task!

The images pointed to by the user may bewords describ-
ing the information desired. In this system, however, the avail-
ability of full-resolution video makes it possible to permit the
user to point at pictures which represent the information in a
language-in dependent way.

Button-shaped images using minature pictures facilitate
in formation retrieval by helping to overcome the language bar-
rier. Pictures are also more quickly recognized and, if care-
fully prepared, can more easily convey the idea intended. Us-
ing small pictures which look like the tops of buttons encour-

ages the user to push the appropriate image to obtain the de-
sired information. People, we have observed, do not instinc-
tively "push" words!

The infrared beams of light are invisible to the human eye.
The photo diodes and detectors are protected from the envi-
ronment by a hard plastic bezel which is transparent only in
the infrared portion of the spectrum. As a result, the elec-
tronics and light beams are not seen and the system appears to
operate as if by magic!

This illusion, coupled with the high quality of video images
provided by the video disc, results in a system which users do
not perceive as a ''computer system.'' This overall reaction is
important because the fears and inhibitions which are often
associated with using computer systems are avoided. I.

A sound synthesis circuit is used to provide audio feedback
wheni the screen is touched. Several musical schemes were tried
before a satisfactory feedback technique was obtained.

Initially, an upbeat sequence w as played when an image
was touched which corresponded to an information retrieval
function. Touching the screen elswhere yielded a sour note!
Although entertaining and somewhat instructional, it soon be-
came tiring to a serious user. Only a single sweet note is'now
produced when a valid touch is sensed.

A speaker phone arrangement is also incorporated in the
information terminal. It permits users to phone to a particu-
lar location after some preliminary information has been ob-
tained. Phoning for a' reservation, or to ask a detailed ques-
tion, are typical uses for the speaker phone.

The telephone is activated by pointing to the screen. Often
a stylized image of a telephone is included on the screen as
part of the information picture provided for a particular item.
When touched, the minicomputer activates the speaker phone
and dials the appropriate telephone number.

A new mode of voice-activated switching is used to con-
trol the operation of speaker phone in this application. A
speaker phone operates with either the microphone or speaker
switched into the circuit at any one time. This is done to pre-
vent undesirable feedback. One technique often used to de-
termine when the microphone or speaker is to be in the cir-
cuit is called "receive-idle." This method places the speaker
into the circuit only when very little sound is-sensed by the
microphone. Special circuitry is used to prevent the speaker
phone from switching the microphone into the circuit simPly
because sound from the speaker is sensed.

This works well in a quiet environment and when the per-
son using the speaker phone is aware of the unusual equip-
ment. The person using the speaker phone learns that if he
wishes to hear the other. party, he must be quiet! Hence the
name, receive-idle.

In this application the terminal Would be placed in an -out-
side location and subject to a significant amount of noise.
In such an environment, a method referred to as "transmit-
idle" performs better. Such a scheme monitors the signal being
received from the remote party. Normally, the speaker phone
microphone is switched into the circuit. Whenever the remote
party (the person not using a speaker phone) begins to talk,
the speaker is quickly switched into the circuit. A quiet re-
mote location is assumed and in our application this is typi-
cally the case.

III. THE SYSTEM CONTROL SOFTWARE

The operation of this.terminal is controlled by a 16 bit
minicomputer. The minicomputer has access to 256 kbytes of

I

1

I
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random access memory and a 10 Mbyte hard disc drive. The

UNIX 00operating system was used [31. Although such a
configuration is more -than is needed.to support this applica-

tion, it was used'to speed the prototyping of the system.
Control of the system is accomplished using'a special com-

mand language. A script is developed in this language to

specify the operation of the terminal in response to the touch
input provided by the user. An example of the use of the com-
mand language is given in Fig. 4. Table I provides a summary
of the major statement types which are provided.

Scripts written in the command language are composed of
small collections of statements called decision nodes. Each
node has a unique name and usually begins i by specifying
which video material is to be displayed. Text tobe overlaid on

top of the video picture from the video disc may also be speci-
fed using the overlay command.

The script writer may make use of variables to record the
activity and usage of the system. Variables are identified by an
initial 'T' symbol which begins their name.i Normally, the
script writer will store a value into a variable so that at a later
point in the script, a decision may be made which depends
upon which path had been taken earlier by the user.

The system waits for touch input from the user when a

touch statement is encountered. Once a valid,'touch input is

obtained;' the special variable $pick is updated to reflect the
area of the screen which was touched, and execution of the
script continues.

A provision is, made for the case in which no input is ob-
tained after a reasonable amount of time has elapsed. If no
touch input is obtained within the number of seconds speci-
fied in the command,' the variable.$pick is asssigned to value 0
and execution of the script continues. This is useful in pre-
paring scripts which take into account the possibility of a
person walking away at some point during a session and per-
mits the system to recycle back to the initial state. In our first
script, it was useful to display a message which.asked if addi-
tional time was required. Upon receiving a response, the sys-
tem would return to the current node. Otherwise, the system
would reset to the initial state.

.Case statements permit the script author to indicate multi-
way branching. Branching is often based upon the value of
the variable $pick, set by the execution of a touch command.
It may also be performed based upon the current date or time,
or the value of other variables defined by the script author.

Specific video material is identified within the script by
name'. Thus, the script writer does not need to know the exact
frame address of the video material on the video disc. That

frame information is contained in a separate data file, the
video dictionary. This dictionary is created when the video
tape which will be used to master the video disc is assembled.

Compilation may be performed before the video dictionary
is available, long before the video disc has been produced. The
video commands, when executed, display the name of the
node and the name of the video sequence called for. This

mode of execution is useful in verifying the operation of script
logic before the disc is available.

IV. OUR EXPERIENCE WITH THE SYSTEM

The terminal has been installed and available for use by the
public for a few months. To date, experience with the terminal
has been encouraging.

19UNIX is a trademark of Bell LaboTatories.

restaurant(
video restaurant_types;
touch 60;
case Spick

I(Soto near-by-restaurants;-,
2 (goto ethnic_selector;)1
3 (goto breakfast-lunch-snacks;
4 (goto dinnerrestaurants;)
0 (goto no-response;)

endcase;

near-by-restaurantI
set Smapjto-use - $date < 810823; /0 new freeway opens 8/23/1
case Smapjto_use

0 (video new_map;)
I (video old_map;

cndcase;
touch 60;
case $pick_

I (goto MacDonalds; )
2 (goto Home_Run_inn-Pizza;
3 (goto Coffee_Shop; )
4 (dial 992-9745; call telephone-handling;) P local suggestions */

endcase;
goto main menu;

Fig. 4. An example of the script language.

TABLE I
COMMAND LANGUAGE STATEMENTS

STATEMENT I DESCRIPTION
video Present named video sequence from video disc.
audio Select audio channel I or 2.
set Arithmetic assignment statement.
overlay Superimpose text on the video image.
goto Transfer control to named node.
call Invoke named node as a subroutine.
backup Restart the previously executed node.
return Return to point after previous call statement.
case Select subsequent statements based on variable value.
touch Await touch input from user.
font Specifies current font type and color.
dial Dials number given.

When idle, the terminal displays a moving video sequence
from the video disc. A "video palindrome" was created which
could be played both forward and then in reverse until the
system was touched. The palindrome identified two areas of
the screen: one labeled "TOUCH TO START," the other
"TOQUE PARA QUE COMIENCE A: FUNCIONAR." When
the latter area was touched, the system presented all subse-
quent information in Spanish.

Although the button images on this first video segment
'were only about 2 inches* Square, the area of the screen which
would actually respond to touch covered the entire screen. In
this way, people who touched the screen but failed to actually
touch the button image would at least get started!

The palindrome successfully attracted attention and moti-
vated people to touch the screen. Almost immediately people
learned to touch the screen to obtain information. Subsequent
frames contained button images whose active sensitive area
was actually smaller than the button image itself. This im-
proved the reliability of accepted touch input.

Menus created for this first trial made use of lists of words

which categorized the information Which could be obtained. A

picture of a button appeared to the left of each category.
These menus proved to be more difficult to use than had

been anticipated. In a few situations, the major subdivisions
proved to be inadequate, for what was perceived as an "En-
tertainmenit" for one person was an "Accommodation" for
another. Unfortunately, information for a particular estab-
lishment was available under only one heading.

The further refinement of information categories was per-
haps the most bothersome. For example, there !i.re several
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ways one might further decompose the category of Food: by
location, time of meal, ethnic style, pnice range, etc. For sim-
plicity only one hiearchy was provided.- First, location was
selected, then time of day (breakfast, lunch, snack, dinner),
and finally, specific eating establishments were listed by
name.,

For those who approached the terminal with a question
which could be presented in an order which matched the im-
plemented hierachy,' an answer was obtained in a simple
fashion. The question, "Where can I go for a steak dinner,"
however, cannot be made to fit into that hierarchy!

Unfortunately, it does not appear -possible to develop' a
single partitioning and connecting hierarchy which will closely
match the expectations of a broad class of people [4]. On the
other hand, systems which permit users to reorganize the
hierarchy on a personal terminal are successful since they per-
mit the user to build an access hierarchy which matches their
own mental organization 1515.

Several methods are now being developed to improve the ac-
cess hierarchy. First, selection menus which provide at once
several different opportunities to refine an inquiry are being
composed. While one universal system cannot be built, it may
be possible to provide several hierarchies simultaneously in
hopes that one will be found to be useful by the individual.
For example, a simplified map may be shown and to the side
might appear symbolics representing time of day, pricing, and
type of food. The map may be used to define a desired area or
any of the symbolics employed to indicate suitable subcate-
gories.

The use of aerial maps and simplified or stylized maps ap-
pears very attractive. Touching an area of such a map causes a
more detailed view of the area to be shown. As the scope of
the map is reduced and the scale gets larger, more details are
added. Eventually, small storefronts are visible. When touched,
the user is shown the'interior, text is added to provide appro-
pri ate information, and the telephone may be activated to call
the establishment.

Still frames, of course, must be recorded on the disc three
times to guarantee that a copy of the required image can be re-
trieved. Although this significantly reduces the total -capacity
of the disc, the three-frame requirement can be used to pro-
vide a more interesting display for simple information pages.
This is done by recording three slightly different frames. When
all three frames are accessible, the system steps through the
frames in the order 1-2-3-2-1-2-3- and so on, thus providing a
form of limited three-frame animation. Text overlays the
video image and remains stationary as the edges of the image
show trees swaying oi~ cartoon characters jumping about! If
the three frames cannot be accessed, any one frame is used and
is not animated.

The ability to browse through the video database was also
identified as a useful facility during the trial. People often
wanted to just scan through the video material quickly, just to
get a feel for what was available. Unfortunately, presently
available video disc players do not support this access mode
well.' Nonetheless, such a facility is being, devel oped using a
modified player. Users could ultimately scan through the ma-
terial, stop, back up, locate an interesting item, and reenter the

1 A high-speed scan mode is available which permits rapid viewing
of the video information. However, it is not easy to prevent users from
scanning beyond either edge of the disc! The present system attempts
to stop the scanning operation a few hundred frames before the end of
the recorded material is encountered.

hierarchy to retrieve the available video, audio, and textual in-
formation.

Support for the use of multiple disc players has also been
developed. Not only does a multiple video disc player configu-
ration provide more video storage, but pools of players may be
efficiently used by several information terminals. Enough
players are provided to permit each terminal to allocate one.
These are loaded with a video disc containing the most often
referenced material. One or two players are also provided with
this disc and serve as spares. In addition, a few players are pro-
vided which are loaded with alternate video discs containing
less used information.

Both reliability and capacity are improved. Furthermore, a
simple allocation policy may be used to reduce the seek time
to a requested frame by allocating the video disc player which
is idle and whose read head is closest to the desired frame.

Most users were surprised once they had activated the
speaker phone. Although in each case a button carrying a label
such as "Touch Here To Call For Reservations" was activated,
most people failed to realize that a phone call was being
placed. The users could hear the tones which were used to dial
the number, the line would be heard to ring, a person would
answer, and the user would stand speechless or might even
walk away! When questioned, it became clear that these
people had never used a phone which had not required the use
of a traditional handset, In many cases, the user simply wanted
to see what might happen, but because they hadn't picked up
a handset, or dialed a number, they did not expect a real
phone call to be made!

Perhaps the speaker phone idea was a mistake. If people
failed to understand what was being accomplished, a useful
service was not being provided (even if it was technically a suc-
cess!). A handset mounted next to the screen may be more
easily understood and used by the general public. To call an es-
tablishment seen on the screen, the handset would be picked
up from its cradle. Privacy would be improved, as would the
audio quality of the connection. The supporting circuitry
would be greatly simplified. Most importantly, the system
would provide a more easily understood method for,telephon-
ing while still eliminating the need for the ubiquitous tele-
phone number.

Some difficulty was experienced by users which can be at-
tributed to the operation of the touch sensing device. The in-
frared beams of light- are placed away from the screen so they
are not interrupted -by the curvature of the glass picture tube.
As a result, the beams of light are interrupted by the user's
finger even before the screen is touched. This caused some
problems, since as a person approached the screen to touch a
target, the beams were interrupted and input accepted before
the user had properly positioned his finger over the desired
target. This effect was most pronounced near the edge of the
screen, where the, beams were roughly 1LS inches from 'the
glass picture tube.

This difficulty could be reduced by designing menus in
which the target areas were displayed along the horizontal,
rather than stacked vertically. This is so since people typically
raised their arm from their side to reach an item on the screen.
Usually, they would interrupt the beams initially below their
intended target as they moved to the desired location on the
screen.

A new design is being developed which will further mini-
mize this problem. The cylindrical geometry of the color tube
being used makes it possible to place the vertically oriented

q
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beams immediately adjacent to the glass. Since touch infor-
mation is obtained only when both X and Y coordinate beams
are interrupted, this new configuration will respond only when
the user's finger is within 1/8 inch of the screen.

A new touch sensing algorithm has also been developed
which will produce coordinate data only after the user's
finger, has become nearly stationary. Both of these improve-
ments to the touch sensing device should greatly help to re-
duce the number of false system activations.

Interestingly, dirt and finger marks on the screen did not
appear to be a problem. Some tolerable*level of smudges did
accumulate. Over the long'run, however, those with dirty fin-
gers left a little dirt behind, while those with clean fingers
took some dirt away.

People using the present system reacted very enthusias-
tically to the high-resolution images which could be retrieved.
Often, the pictures were so entertaining tho:mselves that ac-
companying text was ignored! Many users even failed to notice
the I or 2 second pause between images as the system moved
to a new frame. That was most surprising since it is generally
felt that computer response times in excess of 0.5 seconds are
annoying. Perhaps the attractiveness of thei images retrieved
and the simple touch access to the information accounts for
some of this-effect. Surely, however, the novelty of the system
also played a part.

Perhaps the best compliment that has been received has
come from the naive users of the system. When interviewed,
they did not associate this system with a computer system. in-
stead, they described the system as "magic television" or "in-
teligent TV." The fears and apprehensions which these people
might have otherwise associated with computer systems was
absent. The warm, friendly familiarity of TV-quality video
made interactive provided a remarkably comfortable informa-
tion retrieval service.

As our experience with the terminal increases, better tech-
niques for simply organizing and retrieving information will
continue to -be developed. The composition of video pages
with the use of overlay graphics provides the potential for
many new and novel techniques facilitating the clear dissemi-
nation of information to the public. Already our early at-
tempts have been largely successful.
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Evaluation of the Undetected Error Probability of Single
Parity-Check Product Codes

CYRIL LEUNG

Abstract-In this paper, an expression for the undetected error
probability P(e) of single parity-check product (SPCP) codes used for
error detection over a binary symmetric channel is derived. It is'
shown that square SWtP codes need not obey a certain commonly used
bound. Approximate expressions for the maximum P(e) and the cor-
responding maximizing e,are given.

I . INTRODUCTION

In a number of recent papers [1I1I-[ 3] , the probability of
undetected block error P(e) for an (n, k) block code, used
solely for error detection on a binary symmetric channel
(B SC) with crossover probability e, e < 1/2, has been examined.
It has been pointed out that caution must be exercised when_
using a commonly assumed upperbound on P(e), namely, that
P(e) < 2-P, where p = n - k is the number of parity-check
bits. The following "justification" for the 2P bound is often
given. Assume that the (n, k) code is used over a totally noisy
BSC with e =.Then all 2" possible received sequences are
equally likely, and of these only 2 k - I are codewords other.
than the one actually sent. The resulting undetected error
probability is

2 k _-I 2 k
2() 2n 2 n

It is then incorrectly argued that for e less than 2, the unde-
tected error probability should be even smaller and, hence,
P(e) < 2P for e 41 1. Following [ 21 we will refer to a code
for which P(e) is monotonically increasing in e, e < !,as a2'
proper code. Since as shown above P( < K2-P for any (n, k)
code, it follows that a proper code always obeys the 2P
bound.

It turns out [1] 1 [2] that some codes such as single parity-
check, Hamming, and double-error correcting BCH codes obey
the 2-P' bound but others do not. In this paper we consider
single parity-check product (SPCP) codes which are used in
certain systems [41, [51. The codeword for a, general SPCP
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G Programmierverfahren und/oder -Einrichtung fur Audio- oder VideogerAte.

( Die Erfindung betrifft ein Verfahren und/oder
eine Einrichtung zum Programmieren eines Audio-
oder Videogertes, insbesondere eines Videorecor-
ders, mit zum Empfang von Fernseh-und/oder H6r-
Rundfunksendern benitigten Abstimm-Daten (Kanal,
Frequenz o. dgl.), wobei die einen Sender betreffen-
den Abstimm-Daten unter Zuordnung zu einer Pro-
grammnummer oder -Kennzeichnung in einen Pro-
grammspeicher des Audio-oder Videogerites ein-
gebbar sind. Die Abstimm-Daten und deren Zuord-
nung ziu einer Programmnummer oder -

N Kennzeichnung werden automatisch einem Pro-

-grammspeicher eines bereits programmierten Audio-
S00oder Videogerites, insbesondere eines Fernsehemp-

Sfangsgerites, entnommen. Zusitzlich kann vorgese-
COhen sein, auch die aktuelle Uhrzeit zu Ubernehmen.
w Dadurch wird ein fLir den Benutzer einfaches Pro-
Ogrammieren von Audio- oder Videogeriten mit zum
( Empfang von Fernseh-und/oder H6r-Rundfunksen-
gdern benitigten Abstimmdaten und/oder der aktuel-

len Uhrzeit ermoglicht.

W
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Programmierverfahren und/oder -Einrichtung fur Audio- oder Videogerite

Die Erfindung betrifft ein Verfahren und/oder
eine Einrichtung zum Programmieren eines Audio-
oder Videogerites nach dem Oberbegriff des An-
spruchs 1.

Verfahren der eingangs genannten Art sind ins-
besondere bei Videorecordern bekannt. Dabei wer-
den - meist beim erstmaligen AnschlieBen des
Recorders an eine bestehende Videoanlage - ein-
zelnen sogenannten Programmnummern oder Pro-
grammplitzen des Recorders jeweils eine Fre-
quenz oder ein Kanal brtlich empfangbarer Rund-
funksender zugeordnet und in einem sogenannten
Programmspeicher gespeichert. Der Recorder wird
also mit einem bestimmten "Grundwissen" gefullt
oder "programmiert". Soil der Tuner des Recor-
ders dann auf einen auf einen gewunschten Sender
abgestimmt werden, so braucht der Benutzer nicht
mehr die betreffende Sendefrequenz oder Kanal-
nummer einzugeben, die er h.ufig gar nicht aus-
wendig weiB; es genugt vielmehr, daB er die zuge-
ordnete Programmnummer eingibt. Ober den Pro-
grammspeicher ermittelt der Recorder dann die
dem gewunschten Programm zugehdrige Sende-
frequenz oder Kanalnummer und stimmt den Tuner
entsprechend ab.

Bei dem bekannten Verfahren ist es jedoch von
Nachteil, daB das Eingeben der Frequenzen und
deren Zuordnen zu einzelnen Programmnummern
zeitraubend und fehleranfillig ist.

Eine Quelle zusitzlicher Fehlbedienungen kann
auBerdem noch dann auftreten, wenn die einzelnen
Komponenten einer Audio-oder Videoanlage - bei-
spielsweise HSrfunk- oder Fernsehempfangsgerit
und Videorecorder - unterschiedliche Zuordnungen
von Frequenzen oder Kantlen zu Programmnum-
mern aufweisen.

Der Erfindung liegt die Aufgabe zugrunde, ein
fOr den Benutzer einfaches Programmieren von
Audio- oder Videogeriten mit zum Empfang von
Fernseh- und/oder Hdr-Rundfunksendern benStig-
ten Abstimmdaten zu ermoglichen.

Diese Aufgabe wird durch die in Anspruch 1
aufgefuhrten MaBnahmen gelist. Nach der Erfin-
dung werden die Abstimm-Daten und deren Zuord-
nung zu einer Programmnummer oder -
Kennzeichnung automatisch einem Programmspei-
cher eines bereits programmierten Audio- oder Vi-
deogerites entnommen.

In einem typischen Anwendungsfall ist ein vor-
handenes Fernsehempfangsgerit bereits auf manu-
elle Weise programmiert worden. Ein nun zusitz-
lich installierter Videorecorder wird erfindungsge-
miB dadurch programmiert, daB die im Programm-
speicher des Fernsehempfangsgerites gespeicher-

ten Abstimm-Daten und deren Zuordnung zu einer
Programmnummer oder -Kennzeichnung automa-
tisch entnommen und zu dem Programmspeicher
des Videorecorders Obertragen werden. Dieses

5 Ubertragen erfolgt vorzugsweise mittels einer
Infrarot-Strecke.

Ist im einen Gerit, also beispielsweise im
Fernsehempfangsgerit, Zugriff auf einen Videotext-
decoder gegeben, so kann die Uber das Videotext-

10 system empfangene augenblickliche Uhrzeit eben-
falls dem zu programmierenden Gerit zugefUhrt
werden, um dessen geriteeigene Uhr auf die aktu-
elle Uhrzeit richtig einzustellen.

Das Ubertragen der Daten kann in der Weise
15 erfolgen, da ein bei einem fernbedienbaren Audio-

oder Videogerit ohnehin vorgesehenes Fernbedie-
nungsubertragungsverfahren verwendet wird. Wer-
den beispielsweise die zum Programmieren bend-
tigten Daten einer an dem Fernsehempfangsgerit

20 angeordneten Infrarot-Sendeeinheit in geeigneter
Weise zugefuhrt, kann so fOr das zu programmie-
rende Gerit ein Programmieren Ober den ihm zu-
geordneten manuellen Infrarot-Fernbedienungsge-
ber simuliert werden. Dies hat den Vorteil, daB an

25 dem automatisch zu programmierenden Gerat, also
beispielsweise am oben erwlhnten Videorecorder,
keine zusitzlichen Vorkehrungen zu treffen sind.

Der Benutzer kann ferner - etwa beim manuell
ausgefUhrten erstmaligen oder erneuten Program-

30o mieren des einen Gerites -von der Ablaufsteue-
rung der Infrarot-Sendeeinheit aufgefordert werden,
den Typ des automatisch zu programmierenden
Audio- oder Videogerites einzugeben. Ist das ma-
nuell programmierte Gerit ein Fernsehempfangs-

35 gerit, so kann eine solche Aufforderung beispiels-
weise so geschehen, daB in einer am Bildschirm
des Fernsehempfangsgerites eingeblendeten Vor-
schlagsliste mittels eines Cursors eine Auswahl zu
treffen ist. Einem Speicher, in dem eine Zuordnung

40 von einzelnen Typen von Audio- oder Videogeraten
zu deren FernbedienungsObertragungsverfahren
gespeichert ist, kann die Infrarot-Sendeeinheit dann
das geeignete Ubertragungsformat entnehmen.

Vorteilhafte Weiterbildungen der Erfindung sind
45 in den UnteransprUchen beschrieben.

Weitere Vorteile, Merkmale und Einzelheiten
der Erfindung werden im folgenden an einem be-
vorzugten AusfUhrungsbeispiel anhand der Zeich-
nung erliutert, die in einem stark vereinfachten

5o Blockschaltbild einen einem nicht dargestellten
Fernsehempfangsgerit zugeordneten ersten Mikro-
prozessor (TVu.P) zeigt, von dem Ober eine
Infrarot-Strecke (IR) Informationen zu einem einem
nicht dargestellten Videorecorder zugeordneten
zweiten Mikroprozessor (VCRLP) Obertragen wer-
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den.
Sowohl der erste als auch der zweite Mikropro-

zessor (TVaP) bzw. (VCRaP) weisen einen soge-
nannten Programmspeicher (TVMEMO) bzw.
(VCRMEMO) auf, in denen zu jeder dort vorgese
henen Programmnummer (PR) ein gewfinschter
Kanal (CH) eingegeben werden kann, auf den der
betreffende Tuner bei Aufruf der Programmnum-
mer (PR) abgestimmt werden soil. Beispielsweise
ist bei Aufruf der Programmnummer (PR01) auf
den Kanal (CH04), der Programmnummer (PR02)
auf den Kanal (CH22), der Programmnummer
(PR03) auf den Kanal (CH57) usw. abzustimmen.

Der Programmspeicher (VCRMEMO) des Vi-
deorecorders weist auBerdem noch einen fUr die
aktuelle Uhrzeit reservierten Speicherplatz
(CLOCK) auf.

Eine Videotext-Decodereinrichtung (VT), die im
dargestellten Beispiel aus empfangenen Signalen
soeben - wie ersichtlich -die aktuelle Uhrzeit 10:00
decodiert, symbolisch mit "Videotext clock" ange-
deutet, ist Uber einen sogenannten 12C-Bus (11) an
den ersten Mikroprozessor (TV.P) angeschlossen,
dem sie Ober diesen 12C-Bus (11) die aktuelle Uhr-
zeit Obermittelt. Von dort wird die aktuelle Uhrzeit
ebenfalls Ober die Infrarot-Strecke (IR) zum zweiten
Mikroprozessor (VCRuP) Obertragen, in dessen
Programmspeicher (VCRMEMO) sie auf dem Spei-
cherplatz (CLOCK) abgelegt wird und sodann zum
richtigen Einstellen einer nicht dargestellten, dem
Videorecorder zugeordneten elektronischen Uhr
dient.

Im ersten Mikroprozessor (TVLP) ist schema-
tisch ein Datenweg (12), ausgehend vom Pro-
grammspeicher (TVMEMO) und hinfUhrend zum
Ausgangspunkt der Infrarot-Strecke (IR), angedeu-
tet. Aus dem Programmspeicher (TVaP) ausgele-
sene Daten werden fiber diesen Datenweg (12),
beispielsweise eine einem Treibertransistor fUr eine
Infrarot-Sendediode zugeffhrte Signalleitung, einer
nicht dargestellten Infrarot-Sendeeinheit zugeleitet.
Die ausgesandten Signale werden in bekannter
Weise am anderen Ende der Infrarot-Obertragungs-
strecke (IR) von einer nicht dargestellten Infrarot-
Empfangseinheit empfangen und von dort schlie83-
lich dem Programmspeicher (VCRMEMO) des Vi-
deorecorders zugef0fhrt.

Im dargestellten Beispiel war der Benutzer be-
reits aufgefordert worden, den fOr die Infrarot-Strek-
ke (IR) gewfnschten Obertragungscode einzuge-
ben, wobei - hier im einzelnen nicht ausgeffhrt -
der fUr den schon ohnehin fernbedienbaren Vidoe-
recorder gOltige Fernbedienungscode gewihlt wur-
de, der im vorliegenden Fall in einem nicht darge-
stellten Festwertspeicher des ersten Mikroprozes-
sors (TVUP) auf Abruf bereitstand. Hierauf wurde
dann Ober die interne Ablaufsteuerung des ersten
Mikroprozessors (TVi±P) automatisch das Auslesen

seines Programmierspeichers (TVMEMO) und das
Abfragen der fiber den 12C-Bus (11) angelieferten
aktuellen Uhrzeit sowie das Aussenden aller dieser
Informationen mittels der Infrarot-Sendeeinheit ver-

5 anla8t. Im dargestellten Beispiel sind diese Infor-
mationen - wie ersichtlich - bereits bis zu den
hierfUr vorgesehenen Speicherplitzen im Pro-
grammspeicher (VCRMEMO) des Videorecorders
erfolgreich, das hei8t fehlerfrei weitergeleitet wor-

1o den. Dort stehen sie nun in derselben Zuordnung
von Programmnummern zu Abstimmkanilen zur
VerfUgung, wie dies bei dem Fernsehempfangsge-
rt der Fall ist.

Diese Gleichartigkeit der Zuordnung hat nicht
5i nur fUr den technisch weniger versierten Benutzer

die oben geschilderten Bedienungserleichterungen
zum Vorteil. Auch etwa der berufsmiBig mit sol-
chen Geriten arbeitende Benutzer kann entlastet
werden. Ist beispielsweise bei Ausstellungen, Mes-

20 sen oder dgl. eine griBere Anzahl von Geriten zu
programmieren, so genOgt es, wenn eines davon
erfindungsgemliB ausgebildet ist. Nach erfolgtem
manuellen Programmieren dieses einen Gerites
kinnen dann die Obrigen Gerite in der beschriebe-

25 nen Weise automatisch programmiert werden, wo-
bei - genOgende Sendeleistung beispielsweise der
Infrarot-Sendeeinheit und geeigne ter Ubertra-
gungscode vorausgesetzt - alle Obrigen Gerite in
einem einzigen Zug automatisch programmiert

30 werden.

AnsprUche

35 1. Verfahren und/oder Einrichtung zum Pro-
grammieren eines Audio- oder Videogerites, ins-
besondere eines Videorecorders, mit zum Empfang
von Fernseh- und/oder HSr-Rundfunksendern be-
nStigten Abstimm-Daten (Kanal, Frequenz o. dgl.),

40 wobei die einen Sender betreffenden Abstimm-Da-
ten unter Zuordnung zu einer Programmnummer
oder -Kennzeichnung in einen Programmspeicher
(VCRMEMO) des Audio- oder Videogerites ein-

gebbar sind, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB die
45 Abstimm-Daten und deren Zuordnung zu einer Pro-

grammnummer oder -Kennzeichnung automatisch
einem Programmspeicher (TVMEMO) eines bereits
programmierten Audio- oder Videogerites, insbe-
sondere eines Fernsehempfangsgerites, entnom-

50 men werden.
2. Verfahren und/oder Einrichtung nach An-

spruch 1, dadurch gekpnnzeichnet, daB das Ent-
nehmen erfolgt durch Auslesen der Abstimmdaten
und deren Zuordnung zu den betreffenden Pro-

55 grammnummern oder -Kennzeichnungen aus dem
einen Programmspeicher (TVMEMO) des bereits
programmierten Gerites, drahtloses oder drahtge-
bundenes Obertragen dieser Informationen von
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dem bereits programmierten zu dem zu program-
mierenden Geriit und Einspeichern der ibertrage-
nen Informationen in den anderen Programmspei-
cher (VCRMEMO) des zu programmierenden Geri-
tes. 5

3. Verfahren und/oder Einrichtung nach An-
spruch 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB das
Obertragen Uber eine Infrarot-Strecke (IR) erfolgt.

4. Verfahren und/oder Einrichtung nach einem
der Anspruche 1 - 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, 10o
da8 als Obertragungscode derselbe Code zur An-
wendung gelangt, wie er fur eine dem zu program-
mierenden Gerit zugeordnete Fernbedienung vor-
gesehen ist.

5. Verfahren und/oder Einrichtung nach einem 15
der Anspruche 1 - 4, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
daB bei einem manuell erfolgenden Programmieren
des einen Gerites eine Eingabemiglichkeit vorge-
sehen ist, nach deren Aktivieren ein vorbestimmtes
oder zu bezeichnendes anderes Gerit automatisch 20
mit den im Programmspeicher des einen Gerites
enthaltenen Informationen bezLiglich der Abstimm-
Daten und deren Zuordnung zu den jeweiligen Pro-
grammnummern oder -Kennzeichnungen program-
miert wird. 25

6. Verfahren und/oder Einrichtung nach einem
der Anspruche 1 bis 5, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
daB zusitzlich zu den Informationen bezuglich der
Abstimm-Daten und deren Zuordnung zu den je-
weiligen Programmnummern oder - 30
Kennzeichnungen die mittels einer Videotext-Deco-
dereinheit (VT) empfangene augenblickliche Uhr-
zeit zu dem zu programmierenden Gerit Obertra-
gen wird und zum Einstellen dessen gerlteeigener
Uhr dient. 35

40

45

50

55
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O Empfang von Fernseh-und/oder Hor-Rundfunksen-

_dern benitigten Abstimmdaten und/oder der aktuel-
W len Uhrzeit erm6glicht.
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Europaisches Patentamt

European Patent Office
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EUROPAISCHE PATENTANMELDUNG

( Anmeldenummer: 89110072.9 SInt. CI.4: H03J 9/06
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Q Einrichtung zur UberfUhrung von Abstimmdaten

Q Eine bekannte Einrichtung zur UberfUhrung von
Abstimmdaten in Empfangsgerite weist einen nicht-
fliichtigen Abstimmdatenspeicher auf, von dem aus
die Abstimmdaten in die Abstimmdatenspeicher der
Empfangsgerite Obertragen werden. Die Einspei-
sung der Abstimmdaten in die bekannte Einrichtung
erfolgt umstindlich unter Verwendung einer auf der
bekannten Einrichtung angeordneten Tastatur. Bei
der neuen Einrichtung soil die Einspeisung der Ab-
stimmdaten vereinfacht sein.

Dies wird dadurch erreicht, daB die Einrichtung
zur Oberf0hrung von Abstimmdaten in Empfangsge-
rate eine AnschluBbuchse aufweist, Ober die die im
nichtfluchtigen Abstimmdatenspeicher abzuspei-
chernden Abstimmdaten eingespeist werden.

Empfangaserite der Unterhaltungselektronik

Anmelder: GRUNDIG E.M.V.
Elektro-Mechanische Versuchsanstalt Max
Grundig holland. Stiftung & Co. KG.
Kurgartenstrasse 37
D-8510 FU rth/Bay.(DE)

Q Erfinder: Rosenberger, Winfried c/o Grundig
E.M.V.
holland. Stiftung & Co KG Kurgartenstrasse
37
D-8510 FUrth/Bay(DE)

in Empfangsgerate.
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EINRICHTUNG ZUR OBERFUHRUNG VON ABSTIMMDATEN IN EMPFANGSGERATE

Die Erfindung betrifft eine Einrichtung zur
OberfUhrung von Abstimmdaten in Empfangsgerite
mit den im Oberbegriff des Anspruchs 1 angegebe-
nen Merkmalen.

Eine derartige Einrichtung ist aus der DE-OS
36 42 365 der Anmelderin bekannt. Die bekannte
Einrichtung geht von der Erkenntnis aus, daB auf-
grund des zunehmenden Programmangebotes, ins-
besondere auch UOber Kabel und Satellit, der Ab-
stimmvorgang von Empfangsgeriten bei deren In-
betriebnahme immer aufwendiger und zeitintensi-
ver wird. Um den Abstimmvorgang zu vereinfachen
und zu beschleunigen ist bei der bekannten Ein-
richtung ein nichtflUchtiger Abstimmdatenspeicher
vorgesehen, in welchen die Abstimmdaten mittels
einer Tastatur eingegeben werden. Von dieser Ein-
richtung mit dem nichtflOchtigen Abstimmdaten-
speicher aus kann beispielsweise der Fachhindler
bei der Aufstellung bzw. Inbetriebnahme des Emp-
fangsgerites die Abstimmdaten in den Abstimmda-
tenspeicher des Empfangsgerites Obertragen.

Eine ihnliche Einrichtung ist aus der DE-OS 36
40 437 bekannt.

Weiterhin ist es aus der nicht vorveriffentlich-
ten Patentanmeldung P 37 13 235.0 der Anmelde-
rin bekannt, als nichtflUchtiger Abstimmdatenspei-
cher eine Magnetbandcassette zu verwenden, auf
der die Abstimmdaten in geeigneter Form aufge-
zeichnet sind.

Die Aufgabe der Erfindung besteht darin, bei
einer Einrichtung der im Oberbegriff des Anspruchs
1 angegebenen Art einen Weg aufzuzeigen, wie die
Eingabe der Abstimmdaten in den nichtflichtigen
Abstimmdatenspeicher vereinfacht werden kann.

Diese Aufgabe wird bei einer Einrichtung der
im Oberbegriff des Anspruchs angegebenen Art
durch die im kennzeichnenden Teil des Anspruchs
1 angegebenen Merkmale gel6st.

Vorteilhafte Ausgestaltungen der beanspruch-
ten Einrichtung ergeben sich aus den UnteransprO-
chen.

Die Vorteile der Erfindung ergeben sich aus
der Erliuterung eines AusfUhrungsbeispieles an-
hand der (einzigen) Figur.

Die Figur zeigt ein zu programmierendes Emp-
fangsgerit E mit einem Abstimmdatenspeicher S,
eine Einrichtung G zur OberfOhrung von Abstimm-
daten in Empfangsgerite und einen Personal-Com-
puter PC mit einem Bildschirm B und einer Tasta-
tur T. Die Einrichtung G enthilt ein Display D,
Tasten T 1...T n, eine Ladetaste L, eine AnschluB-
buchse A und einen (nicht gezeichneten) nicht-
flichtigen Abstimmdatenspeicher. In den Personal-
Computer PC ist eine Diskette DK ladbar, auf der
ein Programm abgespeichert ist, welches vom Her-

steller des zu programmierenden Gerites E vorge-
geben ist und zur Generierung der Abstimmdaten
verwendet wird. Die Einrichtung G ist Ober ein
Kabel K mit dem Personal-Computer (PC) verbun-

5 den.
Die Einspeisung der Abstimmdaten in die Ein-

richtung G geschieht wie folgt:
Nach der Betitigung einer Ladetaste L auf der

Einrichtung G wird ein Startsignal erzeugt und da-
fo mit die Kommunikationsschnittstelle fUr die Kom-

munikation mit dem Personal-Computer PC gene-
riert. Damit ist die Einrichtung G zur Obernahme
von Daten bereit.

Nach dem Einlegen einer Diskette DK in den
is Personal-Computer PC wird ein auf der Diskette

DK abgespeichertes Programm gestartet. Das Pro-
gramm listet auf dem Bildschirm B Abstimmdaten
bzw. Daten fur Kanile, Sonderkanile, Senderken-
nungen usw. in Tabellenform auf. Diese Daten sind

20 entweder ebenfalls auf der Diskette DK abgespei-
chert oder werden aus dem nichtfluchtigen Ab-
stimmdatenspeicher der Einrichtung G ausgelesen
und dem Personal-Computer PC bzw. dessen Bild-
schirm B Ober das Verbindungskabel K zugefuhrt.

25 Unter Verwendung der Tastatur T kinnen diese
Abstimmdaten modifiziert werden. Sind die ge-
wunschten Abstimmdaten mittels der Tastatur T
eingegeben, so wird eine Obernahmetaste 0 auf
der Tastatur T des Personal-Computers PC beti-

30 tigt. In Ansprache auf diese Tastenbetitigung wer-
den die Abstimmdaten vom Personal-Computer PC
Ober dessen (nicht gezeichnete) Druckerschnittstel-
le und das Verbindungskabel K in den nichtflUchti-
gen Abstimmdatenspeicher der Einrichtung G Ober-

35 tragen.
Von dort aus kinnen die Abstimmdaten bei der

Inbetriebnahme eines Empfangsgerites E in des-
sen Abstimmdatenspeicher S geladen werden. Die
letztgenannte DatenObertragung kann leitungslos,

40 beispielsweise mittels einer Infrarot-Obertragung,
oder auch Ober ein Verbindungskabel, erfolgen.

Anspriche
45

1. Einrichtung zur OberfUhrung von Abstimm-
daten in Empfangsgerite, welche einen nichtfflich-
tigen Abstimmdatenspeicher aufweist, von dem aus
die Abstimmdaten in die Abstimmdatenspeicher

50o der Empfangsgerite Obertragen werden, dadurch
gekennzelchnet, daB sie eine AnschluBbuchse (A)
aufweist, Ober die die im nichtflUchtigen Abstimm-
datenspeicher abzuspeichernden Abstimmdaten
eingespeist werden.

2. Einrichtung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch ge-
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kennzeichnet, daB die iber die Anschlu/buchse
(A) eingespeisten Abstimmdaten in einem
Personal-Computer (PC) erzeugt werden.

3. Einrichtung nach Anspruch 2, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, daB die im Personal-Computer (PC) 5
erzeugten Abstimmdaten Ober die Druckerschnitt-
stelle des Personal-Computers (PC) ausgegeben
und Ober ein Verbindungskabel (K) an die An-
schlu8buchse (A) der Einrichtung (G) weitergege-
ben werden. 10

4. Einrichtung nach Anspruch 3, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, daB
- sie eine Ladetaste (L) aufweist, durch deren Beti-
tigung die Einrichtung (G) zur Obernahme von Ab-
stimmdaten vorbereitet wird, 15
- ein auf einer Diskette (DK) gespeichertes Pro-
gramm aufgerufen wird, welches Abstimmdaten auf
einem Bildschirm (B) des Personal-Computers (PC)
auflistet, und
- die auf dem Bildschirm (B) aufgelisteten Ab- 20
stimmdaten mittels der Tastatur (T) des Personal-
Computers (PC) modifizierbar sind.

5. Einrichtung nach Anspruch 4, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, daB die auf dem Bildschirm (B) des
Personal-Computers (PC) aufgelisteten Abstimmda- 25
ten auf der Diskette (DK) abgespeichert sind.

6. Einrichtung nach Anspruch 4, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, daB die auf dem Bildschirm (B) des
Personal-Computers (PC) aufgelisteten Abstimmda-
ten aus dem nichtfl0chtigen Speicher der Einrich- 30

tung (G) ausgelesen werden.

35

40

45

50

55
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Anmelder: GRUNDIG E.M.V.
Elektro-Mechanische Versuchsanstalt Max
Grundig holland. Stiftung & Co. KG.
Kurgartenstrasse 37
D-8510 Fiurth/Bay.(DE)

@ Erfinder: Rosenberger, Winfried c/o Grundig
E.M.V.
holland. Stiftung & Co KG Kurgartenstrasse
37
D-8510 Furth/Bay(DE)

Q Einrichtung zur Uberfiihrung von Abstimmdaten in Empfangsgerate.

® Die Einrichtung (9) enthilt eine Anschlu/buchse
(A), Ober die im nichtfluchtigen Abstimmdatenspei-
cher abzuspeichernden Abstimmdaten eingespeist

(Y) f
Q

t
L!!

O

a
I,'

werden. Diese Abstimmdaten werden in einem
Personal-Computer (PC) erzeugt. Empfangsgerite
der Unterhaltungselektronik
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Q Cycloconverter and the method of controlling the same.

SA method of controlling a cycloconverter, for
supplying an AC power having a given frequency to
a converter group (23 to 26) having at least two
cascade-connected converters (23, 24 or 25, 26) and
controlling a firing angle of each of the converters
(23 to 26), thereby converting the AC power supplied
to the converter group (23 to 26) into an AC power
having a predetermined frequency, includes the
steps of controlling an output voltage from a con-
verter (24, 26) in one stage of the converter group
(23 to 26) to obtain an AC output voltage including a
synthetic voltage of an AC voltage having an am-
plitude equal to a difference between a maximum
output voltage of the converter (23) and a DC volt-
age and a predetermined DC voltage in accordance
VYiLI t Uh l ai f u f a i u ltl ij . l h i
wvvlI e poJUarI ly oU a reelrlll VUlyvo age sign aVlll
a predetermined frequency, controlling an output
voltage from a converter (24, 26) in the other stage
of the converter (24, 26) to obtain an AC output
voltage obtained by subtracting the output from of
the converter (24, 26) in one stage from the refer-
ence voltage signal, and continuously varying a volt-
age value of the DC voltage in accordance with the
frequency of the reference voltage signal.

Kabushiki Kaisha Toshiba, 1-1 Shibaura
1-chome
Minato-ku, Tokyo 105(JP)
Inventor: Okayasu, Masami, c/o Intellectual
Property Div.
Kabushiki Kaisha Toshiba, 1-1 Shibaura
1-chome
Minato-ku, Tokyo 105(JP)

® Representative: Henkel, Feiler, Hainzel &
Partner
Mihlstrasse 37
W-8000 Miinchen 80(DE)

Rank Xerox (UK) Business Services
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The present invention relates to a cycloconver-
ter for converting an AC power having a given
frequency into an AC power having an arbitrary
frequency and the method of controlling the same.

A two-stage-cascade cyclic-current cyclocon-
verter for driving an induction motor will be de-
scribed below.

FIG. 6 shows an arrangement of a main circuit
of this cycloconverter.

A main circuit 9 of the cycloconverter has U-,
V-, and W-phase converter units in correspondence
with U, V, and W phases of an induction motor 13,
respectively. In the U-phase converter unit, positive
converters 23 and 24 for flowing a positive compo-
nent of an AC output current are two-stage-
cascade-connected to negative converters 25 and
26 for flowing a negative component of the output
AC current, and transformers 21 and 22 are con-
nected to the converters 24 and 26 in the first
stage and the converters 23 and 25 in the second
stage, respectively. The U-phase converter unit fur-
ther includes a reactor 27 for suppressing a cyclic
current.

The V-phase converter unit is constituted by
connecting transformers 31 and 32, positive con-
verters 33 and 34, negative converters 35 and 36,
and a reactor 37 in the same manner as in the U-
phase converter unit. The W-phase converter unit
is constituted by connecting transformers 41 and
42, positive converters 43 and 44, negative-con-
verters 45 and 46, and a reactor 47 in the same
manner as in the U-phase converter unit.

Outputs from the U-, V-, and W-phase con-
verter units of the main circuit 9 are connected to
the induction motor 13.

In the cycloconverter having the above ar-
rangement, firing signals generated by an asym-
metrical controller 20 are supplied to the positive
and negative converters of each of the U-, V-, and
W-phase converter units. For example, firing sig-
nals U1TA and U2TB for determining an output
voltage U1 S are supplied to the converters 24 and
26, respectively, in the first stage of the U-phase
converter unit, and firing signals U2TA and U2TB
for determining an output voltage U2S are supplied
to the converters 23 and 25, respectively, in its
second stage.

The two converters of each of the positive and
negative groups output equal voltages at the same
time upon application of the firing signals, and an
average voltage V of the voltage outputs from the
two converters is supplied to the induction motor
13. This average voltage V is given by the follow-
ing equation:

V

= (U1S + U2S)
= (1/2)(U1SA + U2SB) + (1/2)(U2SA + U2SB)

Although effective values of the output voltages
from the positive and negative converters are equal

5 to each other, a cyclic current flows from the
positive converters 23 and 24 to the negative con-
verters 25 and 26 due to a differential voltage
caused by output voltage waveforms. The level of
the cyclic current is suppressed by the reactor 27

to for cyclic current suppression. The foregoing goes
for the V- and W-phase converter units.

The asymmetrical controller 20 will be de-
scribed below. FIG. 7 shows waveforms of an out-
put voltage Eul S from the positive and negative

15s converters in the first stage, an output voltage Eu2S
from the positive and negative converters in the
second stage, and a total output voltage Eu of the
U-phase converter unit. FIG. 8 is a flow chart for
generating an output voltage reference.

20 In order to obtain the output voltages Eul S and
Eu2S in the corresponding stages of the U-phase
converter unit, the two converters in each stage are
controlled as follows. That is, the output voltage of
the two converters in one stage is fixed at a maxi-

25 mum voltage Ea of the converter, and the output
voltage of the two converters in the other stage is
so controlled as to obtain the total output voltage
E, of the U-phase converter unit.

Converter output voltage references in the re-
30 spective stages are obtained by the following equa-

tions. That is, if the total output voltage reference of
the converter unit is E, > 0:
1st-stage converter output voltage reference

35 Elu = Ea

2nd-stage converter output voltage reference

E2u = Esineov - Ea
40

for IEsineov < 2Ea, where Ea is the maximum
output voltage of the converter. If the total output
voltage reference of the converter unit is Eu s 0:

45 Eu1S = Esineov + Ea
Eu2S = -Ea

By controlling the output voltages from the
so converters as described above, the voltage to be

applied to the motor acquires a sine wave as
indicated by the waveform Eu shown in FIG. 7.

When the asymmetrical control as described
above is performed, the converters in the first

55 stage constantly generate the maximum voltage
with a high input power factor. As compared with
symmetrical control in which the same sine-wave
output voltage is given to both the first and second
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stages, therefore, the input power factor can be
largely improved.

The symmetrical control system can be ap-
plied with no problem when a frequency of the
output voltage reference is low, i.e., in a low-speed
operation range. If, however, a frequency is as high
as 20 to 30 Hz or more, for example, an output
voltage waveform in each stage for outputting the
above asymmetrical control cannot be correctly
output. As a result, no sine wave can be obtained
as an output voltage to a motor, and a distortion in
sine wave becomes a disturbance such as a torque
ripple. The above asymmetrical control, therefore,
can be applied in only a low-frequency range.

In order to realize a cycloconverter capable of
driving a motor at a high speed and having a high
input power factor, control must be performed such
that the asymmetrical control is used to improve an
input power factor as a cycloconverter in a low-
speed range (at about a base speed) in which the
input power factor is particularly degraded and the
symmetrical control is used in a high-speed range
to correctly supply an output waveform during a
high-frequency operation.

It is an object of the present invention to pro-
vide a cycloconverter and the method of the same
capable of continuously, smoothly performing
switching from asymmetrical to symmetrical control
or vice versa in accordance with an operation
range of a motor, thereby realizing a high-speed
operation without disturbing an output voltage
waveform, and having a high input power factor in
a low-speed range.

The present invention is a method of control-
ling a cycloconverter, for supplying an AC power
having a given frequency to a converter group
having at least two cascade-connected converters
and controlling a firing angle of each of the con-
verters, thereby converting the AC power supplied
to the converter group into an AC power having a
predetermined frequency, comprising steps of con-
trolling an output voltage from a converter in one
stage of the converter group to obtain an AC output
voltage including a synthetic voltage of an AC
voltage having an amplitude equal to a difference
between a maximum output voltage of the con-
verter and a DC voltage and a predetermined DC
voltage in accordance with the polarity of a refer-
ence voltage signal having a predetermined fre-
quency, controlling an output voltage from a con-
verter in the other stage of the converter group to
obtain an AC output voltage obtained by subtrac-
ting the output from of the converter in one stage
from the reference voltage signal, and continuously
varying a voltage value of the DC voltage in accor-
dance with the frequency of the reference voltage
signal.

According to the present invention as de-

scribed above, since switching from asymmetrical
to symmetrical control can be continuously,
smoothly performed, an input power factor can be
improved in a low-speed operation range, and a

5 high-speed operation with good output characteris-
tics can be realized without disturbing an output
voltage waveform in a high-speed operation range.

This invention can be more fully understood
from the following detailed description when taken

1o in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in
which:

FIG. 1 is a functional block diagram for driving
an induction motor by using a cycloconverter
according to the present invention;

15 FIG. 2 is a flow chart for realizing a method of
controlling the cycloconverter according to the
present invention;
FIG. 3 is a graph showing a relationship be-
tween a speed and a DC bias Vc for explaining

20 an operation of the present invention;
FIG. 4A is a timing chart for explaining an op-
eration of the cycloconverter according to the
present invention, showing first and second out-
put voltage signals obtained in asymmetrical

25 control;
FIG. 4B is a timing chart for explaining an op-
eration of the cycloconverter according to the
present invention, showing the first and second
output voltage signals obtained while asymmet-

30 rical control transits to symmetrical control or
vice versa;
FIG. 4C is a timing chart for explaining an op-
eration of the cycloconverter according to the
present invention, showing the first and second

35 output voltage signals obtained in symmetrical
control;
FIG. 4D is a timing chart showing a reference
voltage signal of the cycloconverter according to
the present invention;

40 FIG. 5 is a functional block diagram showing a
control unit of the cycloconverter according to
the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a main circuit diagram of a cyclocon-
verter;

45 FIG. 7 is a timing chart for explaining an opera-
tion of a conventional cycloconverter; and
FIG. 8 is a flow chart for realizing asymmetrical
control of the conventional cycloconverter.

FIG. 1 shows a circuit arrangement for driving
50 an induction motor by a cycloconverter according

to an embodiment of the present invention.
This cycloconverter is constituted by a refer-

ence voltage generator for generating a reference
voltage signal determined in accordance with the

55 frequency of an AC power to be subjected to
frequency conversion, a controller 8 for converting
the reference voltage signal into a firing signal on
the basis of a flow chart shown in FIG. 2, and a
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main circuit 9 having a plurality of converters each
having a firing angle controlled by the firing signal
supplied from the controller 8. The arrangement of
the main circuit 9 is the same as that shown in FIG.
6.

As will be described below, the reference volt-
age generator generates U-, V-, and W-phase ref-
erence voltage signals Eu, Ev, and Ew having
phases shifted through 120 from each other and
outputs the generated signals to the controller 8.

The controller 8 has functional blocks shown in
FIG. 5 and operates on the basis of the flow chart
shown in FIG. 2. The operation of the controller 8
will be described below by taking a U phase as an
example.

When the reference voltage signal Eu having
an AC waveform shown in FIG. 4 is input, the
controller 8 starts processing shown in step S1 of
FIG. 2. In step S1, a polarity determining section
51 determines a current polarity of the input signal.
If the reference voltage signal Eu falls within the
range of the positive polarity, the flow advances to
step S2, and a first output voltage generating sec-
tion 52 generates first and second voltage signals
Eu1 S and Eu2S. The signals EulS and Eu2S are
obtained by the following equations:

Eu1S = (Ea - Vc)sineov + Vc
Eu2S = Eu - Eu1S

where Ea is the maximum output voltage of the
converter, Vc is the DC voltage component, Gov is
the voltage phase of the reference voltage signal
Eu.

If the polarity of the reference voltage signal Eu
falls within the range of the negative polarity, the
flow advances to step S3, and a second output
voltage generating section 53 generates the first
and second voltage signals Eu1S and Eu2S. In this
case, the signals E1 S and Eu2S are calculated as
follows:

EuIS = Eu - Eu2S
Eu2S = (Ea - Vc)sinoov - Vc

Note that the DC voltage component used in
the arithmetic operation performed in steps S2 and
S3 is varied by a DC component varying section
54 as a function of the speed of an induction motor
13. For example, as shown in FIG. 3, the DC
voltage component Vc is set at the maximum out-
put voltage Ea when the speed is set from 0 to a
low-frequency operation speed coa, continuously
decreased from Ea to 0 when the speed is set
from the low-frequency operation speed ~r to a
high-frequency operation speed ap4, and set at 0
when the speed is set at the high-frequency opera-

tion speed of3 or higher. Although wa and c4 can
be arbitrarily set within the range of 0 < ma < cp,
the frequency wa is set within a frequency range
where asymmetrical control can be performed with-

5 out any problem for an output voltage distortion of
the cycloconverter, and the high-speed operation
frequency c43 is set within a frequency range ap-
plicable to the system, wherein the output voltage
waveform is distorted unless symmetrical control is

to executed. The speed of the induction motor 13 is
in proportion to the frequency of the reference
voltage signal Eu. That is, if the speed is increased,
the frequency of the reference voltage signal is
increased, and vice versa.

5i When the first and second voltage signals
Eu1S and Eu2S are generated in step S2 or S3, the
flow advances to step S4. In step S4, The signals
Eul1S and Eu2S are converted into firing signals
corresponding to their voltage levels by a table 55.

20 That is, when the first voltage signal El1S is input,
the table 55 outputs firing signals U1TA and U1TB
which allow a synthetic output voltage (1/2)(U1SA
+ U1SB) of two converters in the first stage to be
the first voltage signal Eu1S. Similarly, when the

25 second voltage signal Eu2S is input, the table 55
outputs firing signals U2TA and U2TB which allow
a synthetic output voltage (1/2)(U2SA + U2SB) of
two converters in the second stage to be the sec-
ond voltage signal Eu2S. The signals U1TA and

30 U1TB are supplied to the two converters in the first
stage. The signals U2TA and U2TB are supplied to
the two converters in the first stage.

The arrangement of the reference signal gener-
ator is shown in detail in FIG. 1.

35 In the reference generator, as shown in FIG. 1,
a deviation between an externally supplied speed
reference er* and a real speed or of the induction
motor 13 detected by a speed detector 12 is input
to a speed controller 1. The speed controller 1

40 executes a PID arithmetic operation for the input
deviation to obtain a torque reference T and out-
puts the obtained reference T to a divider 2. When
the input real speed or of the induction motor 13
reaches a predetermined value, a flux arithmetic

45 operation unit 3 calculates a flux reference 4 for
decreasing the speed in accordance with an in-
verse proportional function. The divider 2 divides
the torque reference T* by the flux reference q and
supplies the quotient to a vector controller 4.

50 On the basis of the output from the divider 2
and the flux reference 4, the vector controller 4
decomposes the primary current of the induction
motor 13 into a torque current component lIq* and
a flux current component ld' by using the con-

55 stants (a secondary resistance R2, a secondary
inductance L2, and a mutual inductance M) of the
induction motor 13.

That is, the controller 4 multiplies the output
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from the divider 2 by L2/R2M to generate the
torque current component Ilq*. In addition, the con-
troller 4 divides the flux reference 4 by the mutual
inductance M and supplies the quotient to a flux
saturation function circuit 4a. In accordance with a
relationship between the flux reference 4 of the
induction motor 13 and an excitation current lo, the
circuit 4a calculates the excitation current lo in
consideration of saturation of the magnetic flux. In
addition, a differentiator 4b differentiates the flux
reference 4 and multiplies the differential result by
L2/R2 M to obtain a forcing current IFOR- This current

IFOR compensates for a delay when the magnetic
flux changes. The sum of the forcing current IFOR
and the excitation current lo is the flux current
component Ilg*.

In addition, a slip frequency reference os of the
induction motor 13 is calculated by dividing the
product of the output from the divider 2 and the
secondary resistance R2 by the flux reference 4.

Current detectors 14a, 14b, and 14c detect
input currents lu, Iv, and Iw of the motor 13, respec-
tively. These input currents are decomposed into
two-phase DC amounts lq,.F and Ild-F by a three-
phase/two-phase converter 11.

A deviation between the torque current compo-
nent Iq* an output from the vector controller 4 and
the real current Iq.F and that between the flux
current component Ild* and the real current Ild-F are
supplied to a current controller 5 constituted by
proportional-plus-integral control elements.

The controller 5 independently executes
proportional-plus-integral control for the deviation
between the torque current component and the real
current and that between the flux current compo-
nent and the real current to obtain voltage referen-
ces Eq and Ed and outputs the obtained references
Eq and Ed to a voltage vector arithmetic operation
unit 6.

The unit 6 uses the voltage references Eq and
Ed to calculate a voltage amplitude reference E
and a voltage phase ev in accordance with the
following arithmetic operations:

E = V Eq2+ Ed2

ev = tan-'(Eq/Ed)

A primary frequency co as the sum of the real
speed or and the slip frequency reference os is
converted into a primary frequency phase 6o via an
integrator 10, and a voltage phase 0 from a voltage
reference fixed winding is calculated on the basis
of the primary frequency phase 0 and the voltage
phase ev. The calculated voltage phase 0 and the
above voltage amplitude reference E are supplied
to a three-phase reference arithmetic operation unit
7. The unit 7 executes the following arithmetic

operations to output the reference voltage signals
Eu, Ev, and Ew of three phases U, V, and W,
respectively, consisting of sine waves having
phases shifted through 120 from each other:

5

Eu = Esineov
E, = Esin(Oov - 2/37r)
E, = Esin(Oov + 2/3xr)

10

The operation of the cycloconverter having the
above arrangement will be described below with
reference to FIG. 4.

The reference voltage signal Eu calculated as
15 described above is input to the controller 8. The

controller 8 executes asymmetrical control within
the range of Ierl < we and symmetrical control
within the range of Iorl _ e/3 (> 0). Within the range
of cwa - or 5 ep, in order to continuously, smoothly

20 switch control for the output voltage in each stage
from the asymmetrical to symmetrical control, the
controller 8 calculates the reference voltage signals
Eu1 S and Eu2S on the basis of the flow chart
shown in FIG. 2:

25

if Eu > 0,
Eul S = (Ea - Vc)sineov + Vc
Eu2S = E, - El S
if Eu < 0,

30 EulS = Eu - Eu2S
Eu2S = (Ea - Vc)sinoov - Vc

Since Vc satisfies Vc = Ea within the range of

35 lwrl _ wea, the reference voltage signals Eul S and
Eu2S have voltage waveforms shown in FIG. 4A.
That is, the firing angle of converters 24 and 26 in
the first stage are controlled such that their output
voltages become the signal El1S, and those of

40 converters 23 and 25 in the second stage are
controlled such that their output voltages become
the signal EU2S. Therefore, the AC power supplied
from the U-phase converter unit to the induction
motor 13 has the same sine wave as that of the

45 reference voltage signal Eu shown in FIG. 4D. Note
that in the asymmetrical control, the firing angles of
the converters in the first and second stages of the
U-phase converter unit are controlled such that the
output voltages from the two stages become the

5so reference voltage signals E1 S and Eu2S shown in
FIG. 4A, respectively.

Since Vc satisfies Vc = 0 within the range of
Ierl ewo, the reference voltage signals Eu1S and
Eu2S have voltage waveforms shown in FIG. 4C.

55 That is, the reference voltage signals EulS and
Eu2S have the identical symmetrical waveforms,
and the firing angles of the converters 24 and 26 in
the first stage and the converters 23 and 25 in the
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second stages are controlled such that their output
voltages become Eul S and Eu2S, respectively.
Therefore, the AC power supplied from the U-
phase converter unit to the induction motor 13 has
the same sine wave as that of the reference volt-
age signal Eu shown in FIG. 4D. Note that the
control as described above is the symmetrical con-
trol.

Vc varies from Vc = Ex to Vc = 0 within the
range of ea 5 cor < o 3. That is, the firing angles of
the converters in the first and second stages are
controlled so that the output voltages E1 S and
Eu2S in the first and second stages of the U-phase
converter unit have voltage waveforms shown in
FIG. 4B in accordance with the speed as shown in
FIG. 3, thereby obtaining the reference voltage
signal Eu as a synthetic voltage of the two con-
verter outputs, i.e., a voltage to be supplied to the
motor 13.

As a result, the asymmetrical control can be
switched to the symmetrical control and vice versa
without distorting the output voltage to be supplied
to the induction motor 13. In addition, a stable
operation can be realized in a high-speed operation
range.

Although the operation has been described
above by taking the U-phase output voltage as an
example, the output voltage can be similarly deter-
mined with respect to the V or W phase.

As has been described above, according to the
present invention, there is provided a cycloconver-
ter capable of improving the input power factor in a
low-speed operation range and realizing a stable
operation up to a high-speed operation range with-
out distorting the output voltage and a method of
controlling the same.

Although the cycloconverter of the present in-
vention is applied to a frequency converting ap-
paratus of an induction motor in the above embodi-
ment, the present invention is not limited to the
above embodiment.

Claims

1. A cycloconverter characterized by comprising:
a converter group(23 to 26), having at least

two cascade-connected converters (23, 24 or
25, 26) for controlling a firing angle of each of
said converter (23 to 26) to convert an AC
power given to each of said converters into an
AC power having an arbitrary frequency;

reference voltage generating means (1 to
7) for generating a reference voltage signal
having a frequency corresponding to the fre-
quency of the AC power to be output from said
converter group (23 to 26);

first output voltage generating means (52)
for generating a first voltage signal obtained by

adding a DC voltage to an AC signal having an
amplitude corresponding to a difference be-
tween a maximum output voltage of said con-
verter (23 to 26) and the DC voltage, and a

5 second voltage signal obtained by subtracting
the first voltage signal from the reference volt-
age signal;

second output voltage generating means
(53) for generating a third voltage signal ob-

10 tained by subtracting the DC voltage from an
AC signal having an amplitude corresponding
to a difference between the DC voltage and the
maximum output voltage of said converter (23
to 26), and a fourth voltage signal obtained by

15 subtracting the third voltage signal from the
reference voltage signal;

DC component varying means (8) for vary-
ing the DC voltage in accordance with the
frequency of the reference voltage signal;

20 first firing angle control means (55) for
supplying, while the reference voltage signal is
positive, a firing signal corresponding to a volt-
age value of the first voltage signal to one of
said converters (24, 26) and a firing signal

25 corresponding to a voltage value of the second
voltage signal to the other of said converters
(23, 25); and

second firing angle control means (55) for
supplying, while the reference voltage signal is

30 negative, a firing signal corresponding to a
voltage value of the third voltage signal to said
the other said converters (23, 25) and a firing
signal corresponding to a voltage value of the
fourth voltage signal to said one of said con-

35 verters (24, 26).

2. A cycloconverter according to claim 1, char-
acterized in that said DC component varying
means (8) includes means (S2, S3) for continu-

40 ously decreasing the DC voltage when the
frequency of the reference voltage signal
changes from a first frequency to a second
frequency higher than the first frequency and
continuously increasing the DC voltage when

45 the frequency changes from the second fre-
quency to the first frequency.

3. A cycloconverter according to claim 2, char-
acterized in that said DC component varying

50 means (8) includes means (S2, S3) for fixing
the DC voltage at the maximum output voltage
of said converter when the frequency of the
reference voltage signal is lower than the first
frequency.

55

4. A cycloconverter according to claim 2, char-
acterized in that said DC component varying
means (8) includes means (S2, S3) for fixing
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the DC voltage at 0 while the frequency of the
reference voltage signal is higher than the sec-
ond frequency.

5. A cycloconverter according to claim 1, char-
acterized in that said converter group (23 to
26) outputs the frequency-converted AC power
to a motor (13), and

said DC component varying means (8) var-
ies the DC voltage in accordance with an op-
eration frequency of said motor (13).

6. A cycloconverter according to claim 1, char-
acterized in that said converter group includes
a plurality of positive converters (23 to 26)
through which a positive component of an AC
current supplied to said converter group (23 to
26) flows and plurality of a negative converters
(23, 24) through which a negative component
of the AC current flows.

7. A cycloconverter according to claim 6, char-
acterized in that each of said positive and
negative converters (23 to 26) is constituted by
at least one thyristor.

8. A cycloconverter according to claim 1, char-
acterized in that a cyclic current flows from
said positive converters (23, 24) to said nega-
tive converters (25, 26) in said converter group
(23 to 26).

9. A cycloconverter according to claim 1, char-
acterized in that said voltage reference gen-
erating means (1 to 7) includes flux arithmetic
operating means (3) for calculating a flux refer-
ence of a motor (13) which receives the AC
power output from said converter group (23 to
26) in accordance with a real speed of the
motor (13), means (1) for calculating a torque
reference of the motor (13) in accordance with
an externally supplied speed reference and the
real speed, means (4) for calculating a torque
current component and a flux current compo-
nent in accordance with the flux reference and
the torque reference, means (11) for detecting
a real current as an input current to the motor
(13) and converting the detected current into
two-phase real currents, means (5) for execut-
ing proportional-plus-integral control for a de-
viation between one of the real currents gen-
erated by said converting means (11) and the
torque current component and a deviation be-
tween the other real current generated by said
converting means (11) and the flux current
component and outputting an arithmetic opera-
tion result signal, means (6) for calculating a
voltage amplitude reference and a voltage

phase in accordance with the arithmetic opera-
tion result signal output from said proportional-
plus-integral control means (6), means for cal-
culating a primary frequency phase in accor-

5 dance with the real speed and a slip frequency
reference of said motor (13), means for cal-
culating a phase of the voltage reference in
accordance with the voltage phase and the
primary frequency phase, and means (11) for

10o calculating the voltage reference in accordance
with the phase calculated by said phase cal-
culating means and the voltage amplitude ref-
erence.

15 10. A method of controlling a cycloconverter, for
supplying an AC power having a given fre-
quency to a converter group (23 to 26) having
at least two cascade-connected converters (23,
24 or 25, 26) and controlling a firing angle of

20 each of said converters (23 to 26), thereby
converting the AC power supplied to said con-
verter group (23 to 26) into an AC power
having a predetermined frequency, character-
ized by comprising the steps of:

25 controlling an output voltage from one of
said converters (24, 26) of said converter
group (23 to 26) in accordance with the polar-
ity of a reference voltage signal having a pre-
determined frequency to obtain an AC output

30 voltage including a synthetic voltage including
an AC voltage and a predetermined DC volt-
age, said AC voltage having an amplitude
equal to a difference between a maximum out-
put voltage of said converter and a DC voltage;

35 controlling an output voltage from the other
of said converters (23, 25) to obtain an AC
output voltage corresponding to a difference
between the output voltage from said one of
said converters (24, 26) and the reference volt-

40 age signal; and
continuously varying a voltage value of the

DC voltage in accordance with the frequency
of the reference voltage signal.

45 11. A method according to claim 10, characterized
by further comprising:

a asymmetrical control step of controlling
the output voltage from said one of said con-
verters (24, 26) of said converter group (23 to

50 26) to be the maximum output voltage of said
one of said converters (24, 26), and controlling
the output voltage from said the other of said
converters (23, 25) of said converter group (23
to 26) to be the AC output voltage obtained by

55 subtracting the maximum output voltage from
the reference voltage signal;

a symmetrical control step of controlling
the output voltage from each of said converters
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(23 to 26) to one and be a voltage value about
1/2 that of the reference voltage signal; and

a switching step of executing switching
between said asymmetrical and symmetrical
control steps in accordance with a distortion in 5
the output voltage supplied from said converter
group (23, 26).

12. A method according to claim 10, characterized
by further comprising steps of: 10

generating a reference signal having a fre-
quency corresponding to a frequency of the
AC power to be output from said converter
group (23 to 26);

generating a first voltage signal obtained 15
by adding a DC voltage to an AC signal having
a difference between the maximum output volt-
age of said converter (23 to 26) and the DC
voltage as an amplitude thereof and a second
voltage signal obtained by subtracting the first 20
voltage signal from the reference voltage sig-
nal;

generating a third voltage signal obtained
by subtracting the DC voltage from the AC
signal having a difference between the DC 25
voltage and the maximum output voltage of
said converter (23 to 26) as an amplitude
thereof and a fourth voltage signal obtained by
subtracting the third voltage signal from the
reference signal; 3o

varying the DC voltage in accordance with
the frequency of the reference voltage signal;

supplying, while the reference voltage sig-
nal is positive, a firing signal corresponding to
a voltage value of the first voltage signal to 35
said one of said converters (24, 26) and a
firing signal corresponding to a voltage value
of the second voltage signal to said the other
of said converters (23, 25); and

supplying, while the reference voltage sig- 40
nal is negative, a firing signal corresponding to
a voltage value of the third voltage signal to
said the other of converters (23, 25) and a
firing signal corresponding to a voltage value
of the fourth voltage to said one of said con- 45
verters (24, 26).

50

55
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Patent an s pr U ch e

1 Fernbedienungsgerat zur vorzugsweise einheitlichen un

drahtlosen Steuerung verschiedener bekanntcr Gerte v.

ein und derselben Gerategattung, vorzugsweise aus dem

Heimelektronik-Bereich, wie z.B. verschiedener Fernsel

gerate, verschiedener Videorekorder oder verschiedene:

HiFi-Anlagen,' dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB

a) das Fernbedienungsgerat geeignete Bedienungselemen

(2) fur die Steuerung eines GerHtes der jeweiligen

Gerategattung enthilt,

b) das Fernbedienungsgerat einen Steuercodegenerator

enth lt, der bei Betatigung eines Bedienungselemen

(2) unterschiedliche Steuersignale derart erzeugen

kann, daB damit an jedem Gerat einer vorbestimmten

Gruppe bekannter Gerate aus derselben Gerategattun;

die dem betatigten Bedienungselement (2) des Fern-

bedienungsgerates zugeordnete Funktion ausgelbst

wird.

2. FernbedienungsgerMt nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-

zeichnet, daB der Steuercodegenerator (3) verbunden i

mit einer Code-Auswahlschaltung (5)', die bei Vorliege:

einer eindeutigen Information iber das gerade zu

steuernde spezielle Gerat der vorbestimmten Gerategru;

mit Betatigung eines Bedienungselementes (2) am Fern-

bedieungsgerit den jeweils giiltigen Steuercode auswdh.

und dasjenige Steuersignal generieren 188t, das die

dem betatigten Bedienungselement (2) des Fernbe-

dienungsgerites zugeordnete Funktion am gerade zu

- 2

) I 1
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teurnien Geraet ausloest.

Fer nbed ienunessera:et na.ch- Anspruch 2 -, dadurch

giekennzeichnet, dass die Code-Auswahischaltung(5)

I verbunden ist mit einer Code-Bestimmungsschaltung(7), die jeweils

Ibei Inbetriebnahme des Fernbedienungsgeraetes mit einem speziel len
zu steue-rnden Geraet in Funktion tritt und dann durch 'einen vomn

Benutzer kontrol l ierten Probiervaorang. oder zie lgerichtet durch
mehrere dieser Probiervorgaenge mit unterschiedlichen

Steuercodewoertern aus den Steueroodes .der vorbestimmten
G t - i d ti d i
vet ra ..ey u-e e . i euu e n u en IJ en I i I KUIIIp letten Steuercoae

ermittelt, der am speziellen zu steuernden Geraet die gewuenschten

Funktionen ausloest.

Fernbedienungsgeraet nach * Anspruch 3,- dadurch

gekennzeichnet, dass waehrend der Inbetriebnahmephase die
Code-Bestimmunsschaltung (7) bei Betaetigung eines

Bedienungselementes(2) am Fernbedienungsgeraet solange verschiedene

in Frage kommende Steuercode-Woerter zum zu steuernden Geraet

aussendet, bis der Benutzer vorzugsweise durch Los lassen -des

Bedienungselementes(2) oder durch Betaetigung eines qluittierenden
Bedienungselementes(2) zu erkennen gibt, dass die gewuenschte

Funktion mit dem zuletzt ausgesendeten Steuercode-Wort ausgeloest

wurde, und die Code-Best immungsschaltung 7) dann den entsprechenden
Vorgang bei Betaetigung anderer Bedienungselemente ( 2 ) solange

fortsetzt, bis die so ermittelten gueltigen Steuercode-Woerter

logisch eindeutig den kompletten Steuercode des jeweiligen zu

steuernden Geraetes aus der Menge aliler im Fernbedienungsgeraet

9espeicherten Codes identifizieren.

* Fernbed ienungsgeraet nach " Anspruch 3, dadurch

Sekennzeichnet, dass waehrend der Inbetriebnahmephase die
Code-Bestimmungsschaltung(7)bei wiederholter Betaetiung desselben
Bedienungselementes (2)am Fernbedienungsgeraet jeweils ein anderes

der in Frage kommenden Steuercode-Woerter zum zu steuernden Geraet
ausssendet und aus dem Ende der Betaetigungswiederholung

schliesst, dass die gewuenschte Funktion mit dem zuletzt

aussesendeten Steuercode-Nort ausgeloest wurde, und die
Code-Bestimmun.esscha tung(7) dann den ents e chenden VorganS bei

BAD ov A Co0
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Betaetigung anderer Bedienungselemente (2 ) solange fortsetzt, his

die so ermittelten gueltigen Steuercode-Woerter logisch eindeu.tig

den kompletten Steuercode des Jewe ligen zu steuernden iGeraetes.

aus der Menge aller im- Fernbedienungsgeraet gespeicherten <Codes

identifizieren.

6. -Fernbedienungsgeraet nach einem oder mehreren der Anspruche 3 - 5,

dadurch gekennzeiehnet, dass die Inbetr-iebnahmephase mit der

speziellen Funktion der Code-Bestimmungsschaltung ( 7) jeuwils

automatisch dann wieder begonnen wird,, wenn ein nornlmalerweise nur

kurzzeitig zu betaetigendes Bedienungselement (2) signifikant

laenger betaetigt wird.

7. Fernbedienungsgeraet nach einem oder mehreren der Anspriiche 3 - 5,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Inbetriebnahmephase .mit der

speziellen Funktion der Code-Bestimmungsschaltuny ( 7) jeweils

automatisch datin wieder. begonnen wird, wenn ein normaleruJeise nur

einmal zu betaetigendes Bedienungselement(2)in durch kein anderes

Bedienungselement unterbrochener Folge wiederholt betaetigt wird.

8. Fernbedienungsgeraet nach einem oder mehreren der Anspruche 3 - 5,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Inbetriebnahmephase mit der

speziellen Funktion der Code-Bestimmungsschaltung(7 ) jeweils dann

, wieder begonnen wird, wenn ein spezielles, vorzugsweise gegen

unbeabsichtigte Betaetigung geschuetztes Bedienungselement 2

betaetigt wird.

9. Fernbedienungsgeraet -nach einem oder mehreren der Anspriche 1-8, d

gekennzeichnet, dass die Code-Auswa:hlsohaltung ( 5 ) und die&-

Code-Bestimmungsschaltung(7)ganz oder teilweise durch ein Programm

in einem entsprechenden programmierbaren Schaltungsteil - des

Fernbedienungsgeraetes realisiert werden.

---,,---~----------~--------------
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T E L E F U N K E N
Fernseh und Rundfunk G m b H
GSttinger Chaussee 76

3000 Hannover 91

Hannover, den 06.04.1983
PTL-Wp/ds

Fernbedienungsgerat zur drahtlosen Steuerung
verschiedener Gerate

Die Erfindung betrifft ein Fernbedienungsgerat, insbesondere

zur Steuerung von elektronischen Geraten'des Unterhaltungs-

elektronikbereiches, das jedes Gerit aus einer vorbestimmten

Gruppe bekannter Gerhte zu steuern vermag, ohne daB eine

komplizierte Einstellung oder Umstellung des Fernbedienungs-

gerates auf das vom jeweiligen Benutzer jeweils zu steuernde

Gerat erfolgen muB. Das erfindungsgemHBe Fernbedienungsgerat

kann daher gut als kompatibles, geratetyp- und hersteller-

unabhangiges Fernbedienungsgerat ausgefihrt werden.

Bekannte Fernbedienungsgerate sind durch den schaltungs-

mHPig vorweg festgelegten Fernsteuercode zumeist 'eindeutig

auf die Steuerung eines bestimmten Gerates eines bestimmten

Herstellers fixiert. Fur den Benutzer folgt hieraus, daB er

zu jedem neuen Gerat ein neues spezielles Fernbedienungs-

gerat erwerben und in'der Umgebung des Gerateaufstellortes,

das ist bei Gera-ten der Unterhaltungselektronik in der Regel

der unmittelbare Wohnbereich, betriebsbereit aufbewahren muB.

Jedes neu erworbene Fernbedienungsgerat, selbst wenn es

-5 -
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fur ein zweites Gerat einer dem Benutzer. bereits ver-

trauten Gerategattung -bestimmt ist, erfordert vom Benutzer

wiederum eine Eingew5hnung: Er muS sich spezie]le, zumeist

nur konstruktiv bedingte Bedienungsbesonderheiten merken

und diese von den Besonderheiten anderer bereits vorhande-

ner Fernbedienungsgerate dauerhaft unterscheiden. Sclbst

prinzipiell identische Funktionen, wie Senderwahl bei

Empfangsgeraten oder Zeitprogrammierung bei uhrzeitge-

steuerten Funktionen, sind von bekannten Fernbedicnungs-

gerten aus recht unterschiedlich zu bedienen. Diese Viel-

falt verwirrt beim direkten Nebeneinander verschiedencr

Fernbedienungsgerate slebst den technisch versierten

Benutzer und fihrt zwangslaufig zu einer gr6Bereu Fehl-

bedienungshaufigkeit als n6tig.

Der Erfindung liegt die Aufgabe zugrunde, ein Fernbedienungs-

gerat zu schaffen, mit dem cine ganze Gruppe bekannter

Gerate, die unabhangig von der jeweiligen Herstellerfirma

festzulegen ist, ferngesteuert werden kann.

Diese Aufgabe wird durch die im Anspruch 1 angegebene

Erfindung gelist. Vorteilhafte Weiterbildungen des Anspruchs

sind durch die Unteranspriiche gegeben. Die Erfindung

ist besonders vorteilhaft

- 6 -

I
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fuer alle solche Fernbedienu.ngsseraete einsetzba.r, mit denen eine

Herste1 letr- und Geraetetyp-unabhaensgige einheitl iche Fernsteuerung

von Gera eten derselbern Geraetegattung erreicht werden soil.

Die Erfindung wird nachstehend anhand eines -Ausfuehrungsbeispiels

naeher erlaeutert. Es zeigen

Fig.i das prinzipielle Funktionsblockschaltbild des

erfindungsgemaessen Fernbed ienungseraetes,

Fis.2 das grundsaetzliche Entscheidungsdiagramm zur Codebestimmung

und Geraete-Identifikation waehrend einer

Inbetriebnahmephase,

Fig.3 die prinzipielle Organisation der Code-Speichertabelle fuer

e in V ideorekorder-Fernibed ienungsgeraet

Fig.1 zeist das prinzipielle Funktionsblockschaltbild des

erfindungsgemaessen Fernbed ienungsgeraetes. Ein Steuerwerk

i, das als Mikroprozessorsystem ausgefuehrt ist, setzt die

vom - Benutzer vorgenommenen Betaetisungen der

Bedienungselemente 2 in entsprechende schaltungs- oder

prograrmmtechnische Anweisungen an den Steuercode-Generator 3

um. Dieser generiert daraufhin Fernsteuersignale, welche

ueber eine Infrarot-Sendediode 4 an das zu steuernde Geraet

ausgesendet werden und dort diejenige Funktion ausloesen,

die dem vom Benutzer betaetigten Bedienungselement am

Fernbedienungsgeraet zugeordnet war. Eine Besonderheit des

Steuercode-Generators ist seine Eigenschaft, auf jede

Anweisung des Steuerwerkes hin verschiedene

Fernsteuersignale erzeugen zu koennen, die an versohiedenen

Geraeten einer uorbestimmten Geraetegruppe die der

betaetigten Fernbedienungstaste zugeordnete Funktion

ausloesen koennen.

Die Information, welche spezielle Codevorschrift jeweils zur

Generierung eines Fernsteuersignales zu verwenden ist,

erhaelt der Steuercode-Generator 3 von der
COPY
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Code-Auswahhlschaltung 5. Diese waehlt aus der

Speichertabelle 6, in der alle moeglichen Steuersignale nach

den vorbestimmten Geraeten gegliedert enthalten sind,

jeweils nur eine Spalte mit den Steuersignalen fuer ein

bestimmtes - Geraet zur Verfuegung. Eine die

Code-Auswah Ischa Itung steuernde Code-Best i mmungsscha 1 tung 7

ermittelt und gibt dann vor, welches Geraet der

vorbestimmten Gruppe jeweils anzusprechen und damit auch,

welche Spalte der Code-Speichertabelle jeweils zur Erzeugung

der Fernsteuersignale heranzuziehen ist.

Die Code-Bestimmungsschaltung 7 liefert nur dann eine die

Codeauswahl durch die Schaltungsteile 5 und 6 aendernde

Information, wenn aus spezieller Tastenbetaetigung nach den

Anspruechen 6, 7 und 8 eine Phase der Inbetriebnahme des

Fernbedienungsgeraetes mit einem speziellen zu steuernden

Geraet oder mit einem anderen a ls vorher anzunehmen ist. In

einer solchen Inbetriebnahmephase veranlasst die

Code-Bestimmungsscha 1 tung 7, dass bei Betaet iung eines

Bedienungselementes nacheinander verschiedene gespeicherte

Codes prob-iert werden, d.h. dass dem zu steuernden Geraet

Steuersignale verschiedener Geraete aus der vorbestimmten

Gruppe angeboten werden. Dieser Vorgang wird zunaechst mit

einem zufaellig aus alien moeglichen Steuersignalen

ausgewaehlten Signal begonnen und spaeter bei anderen

Tastenbetaetigungen ggfs. so wiederholt, dass zielserichtet

nur noch Steuersignale aus einer Untermenge a lle moeglichen

Signale ausprobiert werden. Die Inbetriebnahmephase endet

automatisch dann, wenn die Untermenge der auszup-robierenden

Steuercodes nur noch aus einem Code besteht, d.h. der

Fernsteuercode des zu steuernden Geraetes zweifelsfrei und

vollstaendig in der Menge der gespeicherten Codes

identifiziert ist.

Fig.2 zeigt das logische Ablaufschema des

Codebestimmungsvorganges in der Inbetriebnahmephase. Ist der

Code des jeweils zu steuernden Geraetes identifiziert, so

endet die Funktion der Code-Bestimmungsschaltung und damit

die Inbetr iebnahmephase. Nachfo 1 gende Benutzere i ngaben

wert-den dann automatis oh nur noch in Steuersignales des
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errmnittelten Codes umsesetzt. Mit einem gegen unbeabsichtigte

Betaet icung geschuetzten Bed ienungselement kann der Benutzer

J i ssent i ch und w i 1 ent i ch- die - oben beschr iebene

Inbetriebnahmephase und den automatischen Uebergang auf

einen anderen, bis auf weiteres geltenden Fernsteuercodes

wieder ausloesen.

Fig.3 zeist als Beispiel einen schematisierten Ausschnitt

aus der Code-Speichertabelle. Jede Zeile spezifiziert die

Steuersignale aller vorbestimmten Geraete einer

Geraetegattung fuer eine bestimmte Funktion. Jede Spalte.

enthaelt den fuer ein bestimmtes zu steuerndes Geraet

gueltigen Satz von Steuersignalen in einer geeigneten fuer

den Steuercode-Generator verwendbaren Beschreibung. Wird nun

am Beispiel der Fig.3 eine Inbetriebnahmephase mit

Betaetigung der Taste "PLAY" begonnen, so werden automatisch

nacheinander die Signale s(PLAY), g(PLAY), h(PLAY) usw.

erzeut und ueber die Infrarot-Sendediode 4 zum zu

steuernden Geraet ausgesendet. Wirnd die in diesem Beispiel

bis f(PLAY) fortzusetzende Folge von Steuerversuchen vom

Benutzer nach h(PLAY) quittierend abgebrochen, so

resistriert die Code-Bestimmungsschaltung das Signal h(PLAY)

als ein die Funktion "PLAY" am zu steuernden Geraet

ausloesendes Fernsteuersignal. Danach prueft die

Code-BestimmungsschaItung die folgenden Tabelleneintraege

innerhalb der Zeile aller PLAY-Signale und dann

sicherheitshalber auch noh die komplette restliche Tabelle

auf eventuelle Mehrdeutigkeiten des Steuersignales h(PLAY)

fuer andere Geraet als nur Geraet h und auch f.uer andere

Funktionen anderer Geraete. Im Beispiel der Fig.3 stimmt das

Signal h(PLAY) innerhalb einer vorgegebenen Fehler- bzw.

Unterscheidungsgrenze ueberein mit den Signalen z(PLAY) und

f(PLAY) denr hier mit z und f bezeichneten Geraete eines

anderen Typs bzw. eines anderen Herstellers.

Nach'diesem ersten Probierschritt wind mit einer naechsten

Betaetigung, hier z.B. der Taste STOP, probierend nur nooh

auf die Steuersignale h(STOP), z(STOP) und f(STOP) der

Untermenge der 3 Geraete h, z und f zurueckgegriffen, unter

deren Steuersignalen die Mehrdeutigkeit von h(PLAY) des

SAD ORIGINAL 0A COPY I'
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ersten Versuches festgestell t worden war. Probierend we.rden

h(STOP), z(STOP) und f(STOP) dann an das zu st.euernde Geraet

aussesendet. Br'icht der Benutzer d i esen z,,e i ten

Probiervorgang nach Aussendung von z(STOP) quittierend ab,

so endet damit die Funktion der Code-Bestimmungssc.haItung 7,

da das quittierte Steuersignal z(STOP) mit keinem anderen in

der Tabelle beschriebenen Steuersignal mehr uebereinstinmmt.

Das zu steuernde Geraet gilt hiermit als eindeutig zu "z"

identifiziert. In der Folge werden bis zu einer bewusst vom

Benutzer eingeleiteten oder automatisch wieder begonnenen

Itnbetriebnahmephase bei Betaetigung von Fernbedienungstasten

nur noch die fuer das Geraet z in der entsprechenden Spalte

der Fig. 3 spezifizierten Steuersignale verwendet.

AD QORIGINAL (4.
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PATENT SPECIFICATION
Application No. 54183/74 (22) Filed 16 Dec. 1974
Complete Specification published 5 Oct. 1977
INT CL2 G08B 1/00
Index at acceptance

G4F 10X8 11 14
(72) Inventors GERALD OFFLEY CROWTHER

TERENCE ALAN DOUGLAS
HOWARD MALCOLM FARMER

(54) ULTRASONIC REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEMS

(71) We, MULLARD LIMITED, of
Abacus House, 33, Gutter Lane, London,
E.C.2., a British Company, do hereby de-
clare the invention, for which we pray that

5 a patent may be granted to us, and the
method by which it is to be performed, to
be particularly described in and by the
following statement:-

The present invention relates to ultrasonic
10 remote control systems including a trans-

mitter and a receiver, particularly for elec-
tronic apparatus such as a television.

In a known ultrasonic remote control
system a number of different frequencies are

15 generated in a transmitter held by an
operator, a respective frequency being used to
perform a different operation on, for example,
the television set. With this known system,
however, the frequencies have to be pro-

20 duced within fairly close limits in order to
be certain of detection at the receiver and
this necessitates the use of a number of fre-
quency selective devices to receive the
different frequencies. This known system is

25 in practice therefore limited to the provision
of a comparatively small number of different
operations.

It is an object of the present invention to
produce an ultrasonic remote control system

30 which does not have the above limitation.
. According to the present invention there is

provided an ultrasonic remote control system
including a transmitter and a receiver; in
which the transmitter is adapted to transmit,

35 in response to the selection of one of a
plurality of remote control functions, ultra-
sonic signals corresponding to a sequence of
four binary coded words, the first word being
a start word common to all the remote con-

40 trol functions, the second word being an
n-bit message word (where n is a predeter-
mined number greater than 1) particular to
the selected remote control function, and the
third and fourth words being the comple-

45 ments of the start and message words res-
<pectively; and in which the receiver is
adapted to be reset by an interruption in
the receipt of ultrasonic signals correspond-
ing to immediately successive binary bits and

50 is adapted so that, after being reset, when

ultrasonic signals are next received which
correspond to an uninterrupted sequence of
bits, said sequence of bits consisting of a
start word followed by n bits followed by a
complement start word followed by the com-
plement of the n bits, then a remote control
function is enabled corresponding to the
message word constituted by the n bits
following the start word.

The particular coding of the ultrasonic
signals used in the system according to the
invention has two main advantages. Firstly,
the binary coding is efficient in the number
of different codes available for a given num-
ber of bits in the message word. Secondly,
the use of a comparatively large number of
bits in the four word sequence and the use
of complementing gives a high probability
that the receiver will not give an incorrect
response i.e. enable a remote control func-
tion other than the one selected if, when a
user initially selects a particular remote control
function, the appropriate code is incorrectly
sent from the transmitter or is degraded in
the transmission path to the receiver by e.g.
reflections of the ultrasonic signals.

According to a preferred feature of the in-
vention there is provided a system as des-
cribed in the penultimate paragraph, in
which the transmitter is adapted to transmit,
in response to the continued selection of a
particular remote control function, ultrasonic
signals corresponding to immediately suc-
cessive binary bits which form repeated
sequences, each sequence consisting of said
four binary coded words, and in which the
receiver is adapted so that once a particular
remote control function has been enabled, it
is then disabled by the receiver being reset
or otherwise only by the receipt of ultrasonic
signals which correspond to an uninterrupted
sequence of bits consisting of a start word
followed by n bits followed by a complement
start word followed by a further n-bits:
which further n bits are not the complement
message word corresponding to the particular
remote control function which has been
enabled.

The above preferred feature of the inven-
tion ensures that once a selected remote con-

("1) 1 487 784
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trol function has been enabled at the receiver,
then it is unlikely to be disabled or changed
by degradation of the code in the transmis-
sion path while the same remote control func-

5 tion is continuously selected at the trans-
mitter.

According to a further preferred feature of
the invention the ultrasonic signals trans-
mitted corresponding to a 0 binary bit and

10 a 1 binary bit are two different ratios, with-
in a predetermined bit period, of the duration
of a tone burst to silence. As will become
apparent later, this feature has the advantage
that the system is not adversely affected by

15 small variations from specified clock fre-
quencies used in the transmitter and the
receiver.

An embodiment of the present invention
will now be described, by way of example,

20 with reference to the accompanying draw-
ings in which:-

Figure 1 shows a basic block diagram of
an ultrasonic remote control system accord-
ing to the invention,

25 Figure 2 shows the transmission code used
in the system of Figure 1 and the modula-
tion of ultrasonic signals according to that
code,

Figure 3 shows a more detailed block dia-
30 gram of the transmitter coder of the system

of Figure 1,
Figure 4 shows waveforms used in the

code of Figure 3,
Figure 5 shows a more detailed block dia-

35 gram of the receiver decoder of the system
of Figure 1,

Figure 6 shows a more detailed block dia-
gram of the bit detector which forms part of
the decoder of Figure 5, and

40 Figure 7 shows a more detailed block dia-
gram of the monitoring unit which forms
part of the decoder of Figure 5.

Referring now to Figure 1, there is shown
in block diagrammatic form the basic ultra-

45 sonic remote control system. The transmitter
consists of a function selection unit F, a
control coding circuit C and a transmitter
oscillator circuit OSC together with an out-
put ultrasonic transducer TX which gener-

50 ates ultrasonic waves continuously, except
when it is inhibited by an electrical signal
from the control circuit C. The receiver
consists of an ultrasonic transducer, TR, an
amplifier and detector circuit A, a decoder D

55 and an interface circuit IF. The outputs of
the decoder D are converted by the interface
circuit IF into signals which are used to
control the required functions. In a television
set, for example, these functions may include

60 on/off, TV channel selection, colour,
brilliance and volume control.

When used in connection with a television
set the transmitter is in the form of a small
box which can be held in a persons hand.

65 At one end of the box the ultrasonic trans-

ducer is mounted and on the box a set of
push buttons or other suitable control con-
tacts are mounted. To change the volume
and/or any of the other controls on the tele-
vision set the ultrasonic transducer would be
pointed towards the television set and the
appropriate button on the transmitter de-
pressed. For a simple channel change the
button would be depressed for a short time
only, but for a volume or brilliance change
the appropriate button would be depressed
until the required level of volume or
brilliance had been attained.

Referring now to Figure 2, Figure 2(a)
shows a selection of a remote control func-
tion X for a time tl followed after an interval
of time t2 by the selection of a different
remote control function Y for a time t3.
Figure 2(b) shows that in the time tl a code,
CODE X, which takes a time t4 to be trans-
mitted, is initially transmitted, then im-
mediately repeated in complete form, and
then repeated again but not completed. In the
time t3 a different code, CODE Y, which
also takes the time t4 to be transmitted, is
initially transmitted, then immediately re-
peated three times in complete form, and then
repeated again but not completed. Figure
2(c) shows that code X consists of a sequence
of four words, the first word being a start
word SW common to all the remote control
functions, the second word being a message
word MWX particular to the remote control
function X, and the third and fourth words
being the complements of the start and
message words, CSW and CMWX, res-
pectively. Figure 2(d) shows that the four
words SW, MWX, CSW and CMWX are
each five-bit binary coded words. Figure 2(e)
shows the code, CODE X, represented as a
waveform containing, within a constant bit
period, a short pulse for binary bit 0 and a
long pulse for binary bit 1. The complete
waveform shown in Figure 2(e) is the output
of the coding control circuit C of the trans-
mitter shown in Figure 1 for each time
period t4 while the remote control function
X is selected by the function selection unit
F. Figure 2(f) shows the waveform of Figure
2(e) converted by the oscillator OSC and
the ultrasonic output transducer TX into a
sequence of short and long tone bursts of
ultrasonic energy.

In the embodiment of Figure 1, which
will be described in more detail below with
reference to Figures 3 to 7, the time t4 is
160 milliseconds and contains 20 bit periods
which are each 8 milliseconds duration. A
short pulse for a binary bit of 0 has a
duration of one sixth of the bit period, i.e.
1.33 milliseconds, and a long pulse for a
binary bit of 1 has a duration of four sixths
of the bit period, i.e. 5.33 milliseconds. The
oscillator circuit OSC drives the output
transducer TX at a frequency of approxi-
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mately 40 kHz. The velocity of ultrasound in
air is approximately 300 metres per second
and so a range of 5 metres between the
transmitter and receiver will imoose a delay

5 of less than 20 milliseconds. The reaction
time for the whole system is less than 200
milliseconds and is thus substantially instan-
taneous for the human user of the system.

Referring now to Figures 3 and 4, there is
10 shown a circuit and waveforms respectively

of the coding control circuit C of the trans-
mitter shown in Figure 1. A general descrip-
tion will first be given as follows.

Timing control means in the coding con-
15 trol circuit includes a clock pulse source

CLI; a+6 circuit DR1, a-5 circuit DR2,
and two-2 circuits DR3 and DR4. The
clock CL1 produces a square pulse wave-
form A of period 1.33 milliseconds, which

20 period will hereinafter be referred to as x.
Circuit DR1 produces six pulse waveforms
B, C, D, E, F and G each having a pulse
width x and period 6x. Circuit DR2 is fed
from waveform G and produces five pulse

25 waveforms H, J, K, L and M each having a
pulse width 6x and period 30x. Circuit DR3
is fed from waveform M and produces a
square pulse waveform N of period 60x, and
circuit DR4 is fed from waveform N and

30 produces a square pulse waveform U of
period 12 0x. Gating circuits not shown are
used to derive further pulse waveforms
P=C.H.N, Q=D.H, R=A.D, S=A.E and
T=A.B.

35 A message encoder provides in response to
the operation by the user of the function
selection means F shown in Figure 1, a
five bit binary coded message word appro-
priate to the selected remote control function.

40 This message encoder consists of a cross-
point matrix MX whose condition is
rendered unique to the selected remote con-
trol function in response to the operation of
the function selection means F, a buffer unit

45 BU1, a six-stage parallel-to-serial input shift
register SR1, a five stage counter CR1 and
a counter control circuit CRC.

The cross-point matrix MX consists of
five columns to which the waveforms H. J.

50 K. L and M are fed respectively, and six
rows which lead via the buffer BU1 to the
six stages respectively of the input shift
register SRI. Each cross-point (except one,
for a reason which will be explained later) is

55 provided with a pair of contacts, and the
function selection means is arranged (by
means not shown) so that for the time during
which a particular one out of twenty nine
possible remote control functions is selected

* 60 one pair of contacts in the matrix MX cor-
responding to that function is closed. The
timing control is arranged to shift the con-
dition of each cross-point of the matrix MX
in turn through the register SRI and to

65 count the counter CR1 until the counter

CR1 contains a message word correspond-
ing to the selected function and is stopped.

The time taken to put a message word in
the counter CR1 is a maximum of 30x.

A data selector gating circuit DSEL
enables a five-stage parallel-to-serial output
shift register SR2 to be loaded via a buffer
BU2 with either a message word from the
counter CR1 or a fixed five bit binary coded
start word contained in the circuit DSEL.
A modulator circuit MOD is controlled from
the output of the output shift register SR2
and is also controlled by a true/complement
selector TCS.

In response to continued operation of the
function selection means F, the timing con-
trol continuously shifts the output shift
register SR2 and controls the data selector
DSEL and the true-complement selector
TCS so that the modulator circuit MOD
provides a waveform corresponding to im-
mediately successive binary bits which form
a repetitive sequence of four words, the first
word of each sequence being the start word,
the second word being the appropriate
message word, and the third and fourth
words being the complements of the start and
message words respectively.

Each sequence is output during a time of
120x, i.e. 30x for each word. An example
of a waveform for one such sequence was
shown in Figure 2(e).

A more detailed description of Figures 3
and 4 will now be given.

When the user first selects a remote control
function, the closure one of the pairs of
contacts in the matrix MX switches power
on to the transmitter and produces a pulse X
which presets the circuit DR1 to C and
clears B, D, E, F and G, presets the circuit
DR2 to H and clears J. K. L and M, presets
the circuit DR3 to N and presets the circuit
DR4 to U. A pulse P=C.H.N clears the last
stage of the shift register SR1 to 0 and
enables the counter control circuit CRC to
clear the counter CR1 to 00000.

During the time zero to 30x following the
pulse P, the start word 000101 is output
from the modulator MOD as follows. The
condition N makes the start word available
from the data selector circuit DSEL to the
buffer unit BU2. The pulse Q=D.H. then
parallel loads the five-stage output shift
register SR2 with the start word, and the
pulse waveform R=A.D. which has a pulse
width x/2 and a period 6x shifts the start
word from the register SR2 to the modulator
circuit MOD during the period 30x. The
modulator circuit MOD is a gating circuit
which is set by a pulse R at the beginning
of each bit period of 6x and then is reset
either by a pulse S=A.E after a time x
to give a short pulse from the output OP
corresponding to a binary bit 0 or by a
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pulse T=A.B after a time 4x to give a long
pulse from the output OP corresponding to
a binary bit 1. The pulse S or T is gated
for each bit according to the output of the

5 shift register SR2 and the output of the
true/complement selector TCS. The wave-
form U ensures that during the first 30x the
true start word is output from the modulator
circuit MOD.

10 During the time zero to 30x following the
pulse P, while the start word is being output
from the modulator circuit MOD, the
message word is put into the counter CR1
as follows. The pulses of the waveform D

15 load the 6-stage input shift register SRI at
intervals of 6x, and the entire contents of
the shift register SR1 is shifted by the clock
pulse waveform A into the counter control
circuit CRC during each period of 6x.

20 During each pulse D a pulse from one of the
waveforms H, J, K, L and M will be
applied to a respective one of the five
columns of the matrix MX. If none of the
pairs of contacts in a column of the matrix

25 MX is closed when a pulse from the res-
pective waveform H, J, K, L or M is applied
to that column, then the pulse D occurring
during that pulse will load five zeros, 00000,
into the shift register SRI. According to

30 which one of the pairs of contacts of the
matrix MX is closed corresponding to a par-
ticular selected function, then a 1 will be
loaded into the stage of the shift register SRI
corresponding to the row of matrix MX

35 containing that closed contact pair by a
pulse D when a pulse from the respective
waveform H, J, K, L or M is applied to
the column containing that closed contact
pair. When that 1 is shifted from the register

40 SRI to the counter control circuit CRC the
clock pulse waveform A is inhibited from
counting the counter CR1 and the counter
CR1 is stopped. The counter CR1 then con-
tains a five bit binary coded message word

45 corresponding to the selected function. If the
contact pair on row 1 of column H is closed,
the first bit shifted from the register SR1 is
a 1, the counter CR1 is prevented from start-
ing and the message word is 00000. If, for

50 example the contact pair of row 5 on column
J is closed, then the eleventh count of the
counter CR1 is inhibited and the message
word is 01010. No pair of contacts is present
on row 3 of column M because this would

55 give a message word which is reserved for
the complement start word, i.e. 11010..
The data selector gating circuit DSEL is
arranged so that when the counter CR1 has
a message word which is that reserved for

60 the start word it is changed to the word
11111 which is a word not produced from
the matrix MX.

During the time 30x to 60x following the
pulse P, the message word in the counter

CRI is output from the modulator MOD

as follows. The condition N makes the
message word in the counter CR1 available
via the circuit DSEL to the buffer unit
BU2. The pulse Q=D.H. then parallel loads
the shift register SR2 with the message word
and the pulse waveform R=A.D. shifts the
message word from the register SR2 to the
modulator MOD. The waveform U ensures
that during the time 30x to 60x the true
message word is output from the modulator
circuit MOD.

At the time 60x after the first pulse P,
the next pulse P is produced which clears the
last stage of the shift register SR1 to 0
and enables the counter control circuit CRC
to clear the counter CR1 to 00000.

During the time 60x to 120x the same
conditions apply as during the time zero to

60x except that the condition U complements
the output of the modulator circuit. Thus
during the time 60x to 90x, the comple-
ment start word 11010 is output from the
modulator MOD. Also, the same message
word as was put into the counter CR1 dur-
ing the time zero to 30x is again put into

the counter CR1 during the time 60x to 90x.
This assumes that the same remote control
function is being selected, which is a safe
assumption since it is within human reaction
time and so the user will be waiting to see
the result of his selection. During the time
90x to 120x the complement message word
is output from the modulator MOD.

So long as the user continues to select the
same remote control function the process will
continue, repeating the same sequence of
four words every 120x. When a remote con-
trol function is no longer selected the shift
register SR1 will not have a 1 loaded into
it from any of the five columns of the matrix
MX. The counter CR1 will as a result
count up to 31, i.e. 11111, and on this count
will give a signal PW which switches off
the transmitter. It will be noted that if two
remote control functions are simultaneously
selected by the user then the one which
closes that pair of contacts in the matrix MX
which first loads a 1 into the shift register
SR1 will take precedence and the other one
will be ineffective.

Possible variations in the coding control
circuit just described with reference to
Figures 3 and 4 include the following. The
message word encoder described above in-
cluding the matrix MX, the input shift
register SR1 and the counter CR1 is con-
sidered advantageous particularly since the
matrix enables thirty functions to be selected
using only five inputs and six outputs. How-
ever it would be possible to have a message
word encoder which instead consisted of a
large number of gates to decode the func-
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tion and encode the appropriate message
word, and a store to hold the encoded
message word. As described above the true
complement selector TCS is arranged to

5 co-operate with the modulator circuit MOD.
It could be arranged elsewhere, for example
to co-operate with the data selector circuit
DSEL.

In Figure 5 there is shown a block circuit
10 diagram of the decoder D which forms part

of the receiver in the system of Figure 1.
The input IP in Figure 5 will be a waveform
of short and long pulses, for example as
shown in Figure 2(e), which has been pro-

15 duced by the amplifier and detector circuit
A of the receiver shown in Figure 1 from
a sequence of short and long tone bursts of
ultrasonic energy, for example as shown in
Figure 2(f), received from the transmitter

20 shown in Figure 1.
Referring now to Figure 5, a bit dis-

criminator BD produces, from the input
wave-form IP, 0 and 1 binary bits suitable
for input to a five-stage, serial-to-parallel con-

25 verter shift register SR3 which is clocked by
the input waveform IP. An output of the bit
discriminator BD is also fed to an interrupt
detector circuit ID which provides an output
responsive to an interruption in the detection

30 of immediately successive binary bits by the
bit discriminator BD. The bit discriminator
BD and the interrupt detector ID will be
described later in more detail with reference
to Figure 6. The contents of the shift register

35 SR3 are continuously applied to a monitor-
ing unit MON, are continuously applied to a
comparator unit COM, and are transferred
into a store MEM by an output signal TR
from the monitoring unit MON. The con-

40 tents of the shift register SR3 are con-
tinuously compared with the contents of the
store MEM in the comparator unit COM.
The result of the comparison is applied by
the comparator COM to the D input of a

45 bistable circuit BS1, and when the contents
of the shift register SR3 are the complement
of the contents of the store MEM a 0 is
applied to the D input. The D input is
transferred to the outputs of the bistable

50 circuit BS1 when an output from the
monitoring unit MON is applied to the clock
input CK of the bistable circuit BSI, and

if a 0 is so transferred than the Q output
of the circuit BS1 becomes 1 and the Q

55 output becomes 0. The Q output of the
bistable circuit BS1 enables the contents of
the store MEM to provide a remote control
function if it is a 1 and disables the contents
of the store from providing a remote control

60 function if it is a 0. The Q output of the
bistable circuit BS1 is applied to the
monitoring unit MON from providing or
enables it to provide an output signal TR

according to whether that Q output is a 0
or a 1 respectively.

The monitoring unit MON, which will be
described in more detail later with reference
to Figure 7, is clocked by the input wave-
form IP. It is also adapted to recognise
either a start word or a complement start
word in the input shift register SR3, i.e. it
can be set to recognise one or the other at a
time. The output of the interrupt detector ID
is connected to the monitoring unit MON
and to an input PR of the bistable circuit
BS1. An output from the interrupt detector
ID in response to an interruption in the
detection of immediately successive binary
bits by the bit discriminator BD will set
the monitoring unit MON to recognise a

start word, and will provide a 0 on the Q
output (disable remote control function) and
a 1 on the Q output (enable output signal
TR) of the bistable circuit BS1. The result
of the above arrangement is that the monitor-
ing unit MON will provide an output signal
TR in response to the recognition of a start
;word which has followed an interrupt output
from the interrupt detector ID and which is
followed by the detection of five binary bits
in the input waveform IP, and the monitor-
ing unit MON will provide a signal to the
clock input CK of the bistable circuit EBS
in response to the recognition of a start word
followed by the detection of five bits
followed by the recognition of a complement
start word followed by the detection of a
further five bits.

Thus the receiver is adapted to b reset
by an interruption in the receipt of ultra-
sonic signals corresponding to immedately
successive binary bits and is adapted so that,
after being reset, when ultrasonic signals
are next received which correspond to an
uninterrupted sequence of bits, said sequence
of bits consisting of a start word followed
by five bits followed by a complement start
word followed by the complement of five
bits, then a remote control function is
enabled corresponding to the message word
constituted by the five bits following the
start word.

Furthermore, the receiver is thus adapted
so that once a particular remote control func-
tion has been enabled, it is then disabled by
the receiver being reset or otherwise only
by the receipt of ultrasonic signals which
correspond to an uninterrupted sequence of
bits consisting of a start word followed by
five bits followed by a complement start
word followed by a further five bits, which
further five bits are not the complement
message word corresponding to the particular
remote control function which has been
enabled.

The bit discriminator BD of the decoding
circuit shown in Figure 5 is shown in more
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detail in the block circuit diagram of Figure
6. Referring now to Figure 6, an up/down
counter CR2 counts in response to pulses
applied to its clock input CK from a clock
CL2. In the case where the bit period of the
input waveform IP is a nominal 8 milli-
seconds, a 4 kHz clock CL2 and a six-stage
binary counter CR2 would be adequate.

However, if an 8 bit binary counter is
10 used, bit periods much greater than 8 ms can

be accommodated. These longer bit periods
may be desirable in conditions of severe re-
flections.

The input waveform is applied to a clear
15 input CL and to the up and the down inputs

UD of the counter CR2 such that the
counter CR2 responds to the beginning of a
waveform pulse, i.e. a positive edge as shown
in Figure 6, to commence counting up from

20 clear condition and responds to the end of a
waveform pulse, i.e. a negative edge as shown
in Figure 6, to commence counting down.
A bistable circuit BS2 responds to the end
of a waveform pulse i.e., a negative edge of

25 the input waveform IP supplied to its clock
input CK to enable either a 1 or a 0 bit to
be fed into the input shift register SR3 at
the beginning of the next waveform pulse
according to whether or not the counter CR2

30 has counted down to the clear condition
before the beginning of the next waveform
pulse i.e. the next positive edge of the input
waveform IP. That is to say that the negative
edge at the end of each waveform pulse will

35 clock a permanent '1' on a D input of the
bistable circuit BS2 through to the Q out-
put which is fed to the input shift register
SR3. If the input waveform is a short pulse
corresponding to a 0 then the counter CR2

40 will count down to the clear condition before
the beginning of the next input waveform
pulse. In this case, an AND gate G1 res-
ponds to the clear condition of the counter
CR2 and the low condition of the input

45 waveform IP to apply a 0 to the clear input
of the bistable circuit BS1, and this 0 is
transferred to the Q output of the bistable
circuit BS1 overriding the 1 which was
clocked through from the D input. If the

50 input waveform is a long pulse corresponding
to a 1 then the counter CR2 will not count
down to the clear condition before the begin-
ning of the next input waveform pulse, and
in this case the 1 which was clocked through

55 from the D input will not be overridden. The
particular realisation of the bit discriminator
BD described above is not essential but it
will be appreciated that with it the system
will not be adversely affected by small varia-

60 tions from specified clock frequencies used
in the transmitter and the receiver.

The sequence of events, in CR2, with a
continuous bit stream is as follows; clear,
count up, count down, perhaps pass once

through clear (which event can be called
'Down Zero'), clear, count up, count down,
etc. The number of times 'Down Zero'
occurs between each clear is thus either
nought or one. Two or more 'Down Zeroes'
occur only if the reception of bits has ceased,
that is a long period of count down. The
interrupt detector ID, which is a count 2
counter, gives an output in response to two
consecutive 'Down Zeroes'.

The monitoring unit MON which forms
part of the decoding circuit shown in Figure
5 is shown in greater detail in the block
schematic diagram of Figure 7. Referring
now to Figure 7, a start word detector SW
and a complement start word detector CSW
are connected to the input shift register SR3.
A latching circuit CCL gives an output from
its set output S in response to an output
from the interupt detector ID corresponding
to an interruption in the detection of im-
mediately successive bits or in response to
the detection of a complement start word
by the complement start word detector CSW.
The latching circuit CCL gives an output
from its reset output R in response to the
detection of a start word by the start word
detector SW. A divide-by-twenty counter
CR3 is clocked by the input waveform IP.
A decoding circuit includes a decoder DEC
which decodes count of five, ten and fifteen
from the counter CR3 and an AND gate G2.
The counter CR3 is stopped and preset to
all l's in response to an output from the
interrupt detector ID, corresponding to an
interruption in the detection of immediately
successive bits, applied to the preset input
PR. The counter CR3 is cleared to all O's
and enabled to start counting by a signal
applied to its clear input CL from an AND
gate G3 in response to the latching circuit
CCL being in its set condition and the detec-
tion of a start word from the start word
detector SW. The decoder DEC decodes a
count of five from the counter CR3 to give
the output signal TR, unless a 0 is present on
the Q output of the bistable circuit BS1
in which case the output signal TR is
inhibited. The decoder DEC decodes a count
of ten to give an output signal which is
applied to an inhibit input of an AND gate
G4 whose output is connected to the preset
input PR of the counter CR3. The counter
CR3 will be stopped and preset to all i's by
a decode ten output from the decoder DEC
unless the latching circuit CCL is in its reset
condition and a complement start word is
detected by the complement start word
detector CSW. The decoder DEC also
decodes a count of fifteen to give an output
signal to the AND gate G2. The AND gate
G2 provides an output signal to the clock
input of the bistable circuit BS1 if the
decoder decodes fifteen and the latching
circuit is in its set condition. The counter
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CR3 is also arranged to be stopped and pre-
set to all 1's when it has counted to twenty.

Referring now to both Figures 5 and 7
their operation may now be summarised as

5 follows.
An interruption in the detection of im-

mediately successive bits in the input wave-
form IP will give an output from the inter-
rupt detector ID which is applied to the

10 preset input PR of the bistable circuit BS1
to give a disable output, is applied to the
preset input PR of the counter CR3 to stop
the counter and preset it to all 1's and is
applied to the latching circuit CCL to set it.

15 The counter CR3 is then cleared to all O's
and starts counting when a start word is
detected by the start word detector SW.
Since there is a 1 on the Q output of the
bistable circuit BS1, the signal TR is applied,

20 after the detection of five further bits, to the
store MEM so that those five further bits
(a message word) are transferred from the
input shift register SR3 to the store MEM.
If when a further five bits have been detected

25 these further five bits are detected as a com-
plement start word by the complement start
word detector CSW then the counter CR3
continues counting. If a complement start
word is recognised by the complement start

30 word detector at any time other than ten bits
after the detection of a start word the
counter CR3 would be stopped and preset.
If a further five bits are detected then the
AND gate G2 provides a signal to the clock

35 input CK of the bistable BS1, and if at that
time the comparator COM gives a 0 signal
to the D input of the bistable circuit BS1,
indicating that the contents of the shift
register SR3 are the complement of the con-

40 tents of the store MEM, then a 1 on the

Q output of the bistable circuit BS1 enables
the contents of the store MEM to perform
a remote control function.

Thus after an interruption in the sequence
45 of detected bits, only a correct sequence of

twenty bits will enable a remote control func-
tion. That is to say the receiver will not
give an incorrect response i.e. enable a remote
control function other than the one selected

50 if, when a user initially selects a particular
remote control function, the appropriate code
is incorrectly sent from the transmitter or is
degraded in the transmission path to the
receiver by e.g. reflections of the ultrasonic

55 signals.
Once a particular remote control function

has been enabled, then it will be disabled
only by an interruption in the sequence of
detected bits or by the receipt of a start

60 word followed by five bits followed by a
complement start word followed by five bits
which are not the complement of the five
bits in the store MEM. In the latter case a
signal will be applied by the gate G2 of the

monitoring unit MON to the clock input CK
of the bistable circuit BS1, but a 1 will be
applied to the D input of the bistable circuit
BSI by the comparator COM and so a 0 will

appear on the Q output of the bistable circuit
BS1 to disable the remote control function.
Thus the receiver ensures that once a
selected remote control function has been
enabled, then it is unlikely to be disabled or
changed by degradation of the code in the
transmsision path while that same remote
control function is continuously selected at
the transmitter.

A five bit message word which is enabled
will be decoded in the interface circuit IF
of Figure 1 to perform the corresponding
remote control function. In a television set
some of the message words could be used
for TV channel selection by using the most
significant bit of the five bit message word
to denote either TV channel selection as
such or some other function. If TV channel
selection is denoted then the other four bits
of the message word can denote the par-
ticular TV channel and can be used, for
example, to first select a predetermined TV
channel and to preset a counter to a res-
pective value, so that the number of counts
to the counter from that respective value to
a predetermined value will then determine the
number of TV channels which are stepped
through so that the desired TV channel is
reached. If the most significant bit of the five
bit message word denotes a function other
than TV channel selection, then the other
four bits of the message word will
be decoded to determine that par-
ticular function e.g. whether a change
in colour, volume or brilliance is
required and whether that change is to be
up or down. The decoded four bits can
enable a selected counter to count up or
down under the control of a slow clock. The
value held in the selected counter can be
continuously compared with the value of
another counter which is under the control
of a fast clock. This other counter can set
and reset a bistable circuit when its value
reaches a predetermined value and the value
in the selected counter respectively, thus giv-
ing a pulse waveform output whose mark-to-
space value depends on the value in the
selected counter. This pulse waveform is
integrated with a capacitor to provide a
current in a control circuit whose value de-
pends on the mark-to-space ratio. The value
in the slowly clocked counter for each func-
tion can be preset to a mean value which
determines a 1:1 mark-to-space ratio of the
resulting pulse waveform and hence a mean
current value when that function is not
selected and the counter is not actually slowly
clocked. When that function is selected then
the respective counter will be slowly clocked
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up or down hence slowly changing the mark-
to-space ratio of the pulse waveform from
the respective bistable circuit up or down
for so long as that function is selected until a
desired value is reached.

Some further possible variations in the
system described above with reference to
Figures 1 to 7 will now be mentioned. In
this system the start word has the same numn-

10 ber of binary bits as the message word. This
is convenient for realisation of the system,
but it is not an essential feature of the in-
vention. Furthermore, in this system the
ultrasonic signals corresponding to a 0

15 binary bit and a 1 binary bit are two ratios
of the duration of a tone burst to silence.
This realisation has the advantages which
have been mentioned but is not essential to
the invention. Any other ultrasonic signals

20 which will distinguish a 0 binary bit from a
1 binary bit could also be used.

WHAT WE CLAIM IS:-
1. An ultrasonic remote control system

including a transmitter and a receiver; in
25 which the transmitter is adapted to transmit,

in response to the selection of one of a
plurality of remote control functions, ultra-
sonic signals corresponding to a sequence of
four binary coded words, the first word being

30 a start word common to all the remote
control functions, the second word be-
ing an n-bit message word where
n is a predetermined number greater
than 1 particular to the selected remote

35 control function, and the third and
fourth words being the complements of the
start and message words respectively; and in
which the receiver is adapted to be reset by
an interruption in the receipt of ultrasonic

40 signals corresponding to immediately suc-
cessive binary bits and is adapted so that,
after being reset, when ultrasonic signals are
next received which correspond to an
uninterrupted sequence of bits, said sequence

45 of bits consisting of a start word followed by
n bits followed by a complement start word
followed by the complement of the n bits,
then a remote control function is enabled
corresponding to the message word con-

50 stituted by the n bits following the start
word.

2. A system as claimed in Claim 1, in
which the transmitter is adapted to transmit,
in response to the continued selection of a

55 particular remote control function, ultrasonic
signals corresponding to immediately suc-
cessive binary bits which form repeated
sequences, each sequence consisting of said
four binary coded words, and in which the

60 receiver is adapted so that once a particular
remote control function has been enabled, it
is then disabled by the receiver being reset
or otherwise only by the receipt of ultrasonic
signals which correspond to an uninterrupted

sequence of bits consisting of a start word
followed by n bits followed by a complement
start word followed by a further n-bits,
which further n bits are not the complement
message word corresponding to the particular
remote control function which has been
enabled.

3. A system as claimed in Claim 2, in
which the start word contains n bits.

4. A system as claimed in Claim 3, in
which the ultrasonic signals transmitted cor-
responding to a 0 binary bit and a 1 binary
bit are two different duration ratios of ultra-
sonic signal tone burst to silence within a
predetermined bit period.

5. A transmitter suitable for use in the
system of any one of Claims 3 to 4, includ-
ing function selection means, a message
encoder which, in response to operation of
the function selection means provides an
n-bit binary coded message word appropriate
to the selected function, a parallel-to-serial
output shift register, a data selector which
enables the output shift register to be loaded
with either a message word or a fixed n-bit
binary coded start word, an ultrasonic
generator, means for controlling the ultra-
sonic generator from the output of the out-
put shift register, a true-complement selector,
and timing control means which, in response
to continued operation of the function selec-
tion means, continuously shifts the output
shift register and controls the data selector
and the true-complement selector so that the
generator transmits ultrasonic signals corres-
ponding to immediately successive binary bits
which form a repetitive sequence of four
words, the first word of each sequence being
the start word, the second word being the
appropriate message word, and the third and
fourth words being the complements of the
start and message words respectively.

6. A transmitter as claimed in Claim 5,
in which the message encoder includes a
cross-point matrix whose condition is
rendered unique to a selected remote control
function in response to operation of the func-
tion selection means, a parallel-to-serial input
shift register and an n-stage binary counter,
and in which the timing control means is
arranged to shift the condition of each cross-
point of the matrix in turn through the input
shift register and count the counter until the
counter contains a message word correspond-
ing to the selected function and is stoppad.

7. A receiver suitable for use in the system
of any one of Claims 3 to 4, including an
ultrasonic receiver, a bit detector adapted to
detect binary bits corresponding to received
ultrasonic signals, an interrupt detector res-
ponsive to an interruption in the detection
of immediately successive bits by the bit
detector, a serial-to-parallel n-stage input
shift register into which the detected bits are
fed, a monitoring unit, said monitoring unit

_ __ ___ ~I I
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being adapted to recognize either a start
word or a complement start word in the
input shift register, being settable by an out-
put from the interrupt detector to recognize .

5 a start word, being adapted to provide a
first output signal in response to the
recognition of a start word which has
followed an output from the interrupt de-
tector and which is followed by the detection

10 of n bits, and being adapted to provide a
second output signal in response to the
recognition of a start word followed by the
detection of n bits followed by the recogni-
tion of a complement start word followed by

15 the detection of a further n bits, an n-bit
store into which the contents of the input
shift register are transferred in response to
said first output signal from the monitoring
unit, a comparator adapted to compare the

20 contents of the input shift register and the
store, and a bistable circuit, said bistable
circuit having an output arranged to enable
or disable a remote control function corres-
ponding to the contents of the store, having

25 a first input arranged to provide a disable
output from the bistable circuit in response
to an output from the interrupted detector,
having a second input to which said second
output signal from the monitoring unit is

30 applied as a clock signal, and having a third
input connected to an output of the com-
parator such that the condition of the com-
parator is transferred by said clock signal to
the output of the bistable circuit as a cor-

35 responding enable or disable output.
8. A receiver as claimed in Claim 7 for

use in the system claimed in Claim 4, in
which the bit detector includes means
adapted to derive from the received ultra-

40 sonic signals a waveform of short pulses cor-
responding to a first type of binary bit and
long pulses corresponding to a second type of
binary bit, an up/down counter which counts
in response to pulses from a clock, said up/

45 down counter being responsive to the begin-
ning of a waveform pulse to commence
counting up from clear condition and being
responsive to the end of a waveform pulse
to commence counting down, and means res-

ponsive to the end of a waveform pulse to
enable either a first type or a second type
binary bit to be fed into the input shift
register at the beginning of the next wave-
form pulse according to whether or not the
counter has counted down to the clear con-
dition before the beginning of the next wave-
form pulse.

9. A receiver as claimed in Claim 7 or
Claim 8, in which the monitoring unit in-
cludes a start word detector and a comple-
ment start word detector connected to the
input shift register, a latching circuit, said
latching circuit being set in response to an
interruption in the detection of immediately
successive bits by the bit detector or being
set by the complement start word detector,
and being reset by the start word detector, a
divide-by-4n counter, said counter being
clocked by the input pulse waveform, being
stopped in response to an interruption in
the detection of immediately successive bits
by the bit detector, and being cleared and
enabled to count in response to a set out-
put from the latching circuit and the detec-
tion of a start word, and a decoding circuit,
which decoding circuit decodes a count of n
in the counter to give said first output signal
but which is inhibited by an enable output
from the bistable circuit, which decoding
circuit also decodes a count of 2n in the
counter to give an output signal which is
arranged to stop the counter unless a com-
plement start word is simultaneously detected,
and which decoding circuit also decodes a
count of 3n in the counter to give said
second output signal but which is inhibited
if the latching circuit is not set.

10. An ultrasonic remote control system
substantially as described herein with
reference to and as shown in the accompany-
ing drawings.

B. T. STEVENS,
Chartered Patent Agent,

Mullard House,
Torrington Place,
London, W.C.1.

Agent for the Applicants.
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SPECIFICATION
A display device for portable type electrical and
electric equipments

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
5 This invention relates to a display device for

portable type electrical and electric equipment.
There have been provided electrical and electric

equipments such as calling-type wireless
equipment in which a phone number is displayed

10 upon calling. In prior display devices of this type,
indications such as numerals are displayed on a
front side surface 2 of a casing 10, as shown in
Figure 1. With an arrangement as shown in
Figures 2 and 3, a display panel 4 is disposed in

15 parallel to the front side surface 2 facing a printed
board 3 which is electrically connected to the
display panel 4 by means of a connector 5 or
conducting wires. The display panel 4 is held
stationary by inserting projections 8 of a holder 7

20 into apertures 9 of the printed board 3 in a
snapping manner, and the printed board 3 as well
as the associated parts is received in the casing
10 with the holder 7 projecting beyond a notch 11
on the front side surface of the casing 10.

25 Thereafter, fitted in the casing 10 is a cover 12, to
which the printed board 3 has been secured by
inserting spring pins 15 through apertures 14
formed in leg portions 13 of the cover 12 as well
as through the corresponding apertures in the

30 printed board. The holder 7 for the display panel 6
is also provided with a transparent plate 6. Thus
the display panel 4 is disposed on the front side
surface of the casing in parallel to the printed
board 3 which mounts thereon a control circuit

35 and the like. As a result, when such display device
is born on clothes of a user, it is difficult to read
indications represented on the display panel. In
addition, as the cover 12 and the holder 7,
respectively, are separately fitted onto the casing

40 10 to provide so many fitting portions involving so
many gaps, thereby presenting an undesirable,
external appearance.

There have also been proposed display devices,
as shown in Figure 4, in which the transparent

45 plate 6 is mounted to a portion formed integral
with the casing 10A. In this construction, so many
fitting portions can be dispensed with to improve
the external appearance of the display device, but
the cover 12A is so large in size as to stand out

50 clearly from the remaining portion of the display
device, so that the entire display device looks
large-sized although thin. In addition, the display
device needs holder 16 for supporting the display
panel.

55 In either type of display devices, a connector 5
in the form of a rectangular parallel piped for
electrically connecting the printed board to the
display panel is formed of a rubber-based material
and is interposed between the display panel and

60 the printed board whereupon possible
deformation of the connector would make such
electrical connection unstable, as shown in
Figures 5 and 6. Thus control of the size and
position of such connector is quite troublesome.

65 SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
It is an object of the invention to provide a

display device for portable type electrical and
electric equipments, which device obviates the
drawbacks involved in the prior display devices, in

70 particular, in the display section thereof and in
which device indications such as numerals can be
displayed on a surface, for example, a top surface
of a casing which is small in area.

According to the invention, electrical
75 connection between a display panel and a printed

board can be assured and the display panel can be
stably held by a shock absorbing material. In
addition, the display device according to the
invention is hard to be influenced by pressures

80 acting on surfaces of a casing and is hard to be
charged with static electricity.

BRIEF EXPLANATION OF THE DRAWINGS
Figure 1 is a perspective view of a prior display

device;
85 Figure 2 is an exploded, perspective view of the

display device as shown in Figure 1;
Figure 3 is an elevational, sectional view of the

display device as shown in Figure 1;
Figure 4 is an elevational, sectional view of

90 another prior display device;
Figures 5 and 6 are enlarged, sectional views

showing the positional relationship between a
display panel, a printed board and a connector in
the prior display devices as shown in Figures 1

95 and 4;
Figures 7 to 9 show a display device according

to an embodiment of the invention, an exploded,
perspective view of the display device and Figure
9 being an elevational, sectional view of the

100 display device; and
Figure 10 is a perspective view of a connector

used for the display device of the invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT
The invention relates to a display device for

105 portable type electrical and electric equipments,
said device comprising a transparent plate
mounted on a casing of the equipment, a display
panel supported inside of said transparent plate, a
connector received in a recess formed in the

110 casing, and a printed board fixed in the casing by
means of fastening members, said display panel
being disposed transversely to the surface of the
printed board adjacent to the end thereof, said
printed board being electrically connected to said

115 display panel by means of said connector.
The invention will become apparent

hereinbelow from the detailed explanation of an
embodiment thereof with reference to the
accompanying drawings.

120 Referring to Figures 7 to 9 of the drawings, a
display device 20 includes a flatshaped casing
consisting of a casing body 22 and a cover 23. As
shown in Figure 9, a projection 24
circumferentially formed at the open end of the

125 cover 23 is matingly fitted on a stepped portion
25 circumferentially formed at the top end of the
casing body 22. The cover 23 is formed at its end
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surface with a window 26, to which a transparent
plate 27 made of a synthetic resin is mounted. The
cover 23 is also formed with a leg portion 28
which is disposed inwardly of the longer side of

5 the cover at the open end side, and a recess 29 is
formed upwardly and inwardly of the leg portion
28. A display panel 30 is received inside the
transparent plate 27 which has been mounted to
the cover 23, and a connector 31 is received

10 between the display panel 30 and the top surface
of the leg portion 28 in the recess 29. The
connector 31 comprises a rod-like core 32 and an
envelope 33 having a channel-shaped section and
covering the core 32, on which envelope are

15 alternately arranged conducting sections 34 and
insulating sections 35. The core 32 is formed of a
resilient material having a lower hardness than
that of the envelope 33. A printed board 36 is
secured to the leg portion 28 of the cover 23 by

20 means of a holder 40 and screws 39 with the
upper portion of the printed board 36 held close to
the inner surface of the leg portion 28 of the cover
23. In this regard, the screws 39 are inserted
through apertures 37 and 38 formed in the leg

25 portion 28 and the printed board 36, respectively,
to be threaded into threaded holes 41 formed in
the holder 40. With the arrangement, the display
panel 30 is disposed perpendicular to the surface
of the printed board 36, of which terminals 42 are

30 electrically connected to terminals 43 of the
display panel 30 via the conducting sections 34 of
the connector 31. The connector 31 is
compressed in the thicknesswise direction of the
printed board 36 by driving the screws 39 to

35 produce reaction forces in such direction as well
as in the lengthwise direction of the printed board
36, so that the connector 31 is resiliently brought
into close contact with the printed board 36 and
the display panel 30 to ensure contact between

40 the conducting sections 34 of the connector 31
and the terminals 42, 43. Such contact pressures
are determined by the relationship between the
volume of the recess 29 and the volume of the
connector 31, and are readily adjusted as by

45 setting appropriate values for the depth of the
recess 29 and the width and height of the
connector 31. A shock absorbing material 44 is
adhered to the top surface of the horizontal
portion of the holder 40 to support thereon the

50 display panel 30. The shock absorbing material 44
serves to accommodate dispersions and strains
involved in the manufacture of the display panel
30 and the holder 40 and to absorb shocks due to
inadvertent falling of the display device. The cover

55 23 having mounted thereto the display panel 30,
connector 31 and printed board 36 is secured to
the casing body 22 by fitting the projection 24
thereof onto the stepped portion of the casing
body 22. In this position, the leg portion 28 of the

60 cover 23 and the head 39a of the screw 39
received the counter bore connected to the
aperture 37 in the leg portion 28 cooperate to
protect the casing body 22 against external forces
acting in the direction A, and the vertical the

65 surface of the holder 40 protects the casing body

22 against external forces in the direction of B, as
shown in Figure 9. Furthermore, the screws 39 are
contained in the casing body 22, so that it is
possible to prevent obstacles from occurring in

70 integrated circuits and the like due to stati
electricity built up when a user touches the display
device. In Figures 7 and 8, reference numeral 45
designates a cover provided as a part of the casing
body 22 for the charging and removing of electric

75 cells.
Thus, according to the invention, the display

panel is arranged adjacent to the end of the
printed board perpendicularly to the plane of the
printed board, so that the display panel can be

80 positioned at the surface of a relatively small area,
for example, the top end surface of the casing
body. This makes it possible for a user to read
numerals, characters and the like on the display
panel of the display device when the device is

85 born on the user's clothes. In addition, the casing
of the display device can be more flat-shaped than
that as shown in the drawings since the display
panel is disposed adjacent to the end of the
printed board to extend in the direction transverse

90 to the plane of the printed board. Moreover, the
number of fitting portions exposed outside can be
reduced to improve the external appearance.

In the above-described embodiment of the
invention, the display device is constructed such

95 that the corner portion 30a of the display panel 30
is flush with the terminals 42 of the printed board
36. However, the display panel 30 can be
designed to have its corner portion 30a extend
into the recess 29 in a manner that the display

100 panel 30 and the printed board 36 are arranged to
cooperatively define a T-shape in section. In such
case, the corner portion 30a of the display panel
30 can be accommodated by cutting out the edge
portion in the connector 31. Alternatively, the

105 connector 31 may be designed to be hollow in
section.

While the display panel is disposed on the top
surface of the casing body 21 in the above
embodiment, it may alternatively be disposed on

110 the bottom surface which is also of a small area. It
is to be noted here that characters in addition to
numerals can be displayed on the display panel.

CLAIMS
1. A display device for electrical and electric

115 equipment, said display device comprising a
casing for the equipment, a transparent plate
mounted to said casing, a display panel inwardly
of said transparent plate in the casing, a connector
received in a recess formed in said casing, and a

120 printed board securedly held in said casing by
means of fastening members, said display panel
being disposed adjacent the end of said printed
board to extend in the direction perpendicular to
the plane of said printed board, said connector

125 serving to electrically connect said printed board
to said display panel.

2. A display device as set forth in claim 1
wherein said casing comprises a casing body and

GB 2 126 000 A 2
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a cover and wherein said transparent plate is
mounted in a window formed in a face plate
portion of said cover.

3. A display device as set forth in claim 2
5 wherein said cover is formed with a leg portion

which is adapted to extend into said casing body
and about which a recess is defined and wherein
said fastening members comprise screws and a
holder, said screws extending through apertures

10 formed in said printed board and said leg portion
of the cover, respectively, to be threaded into
threaded holes of said holder, thus holding said
printed board securedly and resiliently contacting

said resilient connector with said display panel
15 and said printed board.

4. A display device as set forth in claim 3
wherein said display panel is supported by a shock
absorbing material which is interposed between
said display panel and said holder.

20 5. A display device as set forth in claim 3
wherein said screws are contained within said
casing.

6. A display device for electrical and electric
equipments substantially as hereinbefore

25 described with reference to Figures 7, 8, 9 and 10
of the accompanying drawings.

Printed for Her Majesty's Stationery Office by the Courier Press, Leamington Spa, 1984. Published by the Patent Office,
25 Southampton Buildings, London, WC2A 1AY, from which copies may be obtained.
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(54) Remote Control

(57) A remote control system
comprising a handset which may be
manipulated to transmit control
signals, and at least two controlled
devices each comprising a control
signal detector to which the
respective controlled device is
responsive, each control signal
detector being responsive to a
different control signal format from
the other detector or detectors. The
handset comprises a memory in which
data is stored from which control
signals in each of the different formats
can be generated, and a processor
which is selectively controllable by
manipulation of the handset to
generate control signals from the
stored data in any one of the different
signal formats.

FIG.I

The drawings originally filed were informal and the print here reproduced is taken from later filed formal copies.
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SPECIFICATION
Remote Control System

The present invention relates to a remote
control system.

5 Remote control systems are widely used for
controlling for example television receivers.
Generally such systems comprise a battery
powered handset provided with buttons the
manipulation of which energises a light emitting

10 diode to transmit control signals to the controlled
device, and a detector mounted on the controlled
device to detect the control signals and control
the device accordingly.

Heretofore each controlled device has a

15 detector/handset arrangement dedicated to the
control of one device, a variety of control signal
formats being used by different manufacturers. As
the use of remote control devices becomes more
widespread, the provision of a separate handset

20 for each item of controlled equipment becomes a
problem. For example, cable television systems
are now being proposed to which a subscriber can
connect previously obtained receiving equipment.
The selection of programmes requires control

25 signals to which the cable system is responsive to
supply selected programme signals to the
receiver, whereas the control of for example the
volume of a received programme requires control
signals to which the receiver is responsive. This

30 dual requirement could be met by a single
complex handset specifically designed to be
compatible with the system and the receiver, or
by the use of two handsets. The former possibility
is unacceptable because of cost considerations,

35 particularly bearing in mind that a separate
handset would be required to deal with each type
of receiver (assuming a common cable system),
and the latter possibility is undesirable because of
the inconvenience of using two handsets to

40 control what to the subscriber is a single item of
equipment.

It is an object of the present invention to
provide an improved remote control system.

According to the present invention, there is

45 provided a remote control system comprising a
handset which may be manipulated to transmit
control signals, and at least two controlled
devices each comprising a control signal detector
to which the respective controlled device is

50 responsive, each control signal detector being
responsive to a different control signal format
from the other detector or detectors, wherein the
handset comprises a memory in which data is
stored from which control signals in each of the

55 different formats can be generated, and a
processor which is selectively controllable by
manipulation of the handset to generate control
signals from the stored data in any one of the
different signal formats.

60 The invention also provides a handset for use
in the above system.

By providing a handset which can store data
appropriate to a wide range of control signal
formats a system can be supplied at reasonable

65 cost that enables the control of a wide range of
equipment using a single handset. After a
consumers requirements have been assessed, he
can be provided with a handset the characteristics
of which are tailored to those requirements.

70 The system of the invention is thus applicable
in a wide range of domestic, commercial and
industrial circumstances.

An embodiment of the invention will now be
described, by way of example, with reference to

75 the accompanying drawings, in which:
Fig. 1 is a schematic block diagram of a control

signal transmitter embodying the present
invention; and

Fig. 2 is a diagram illustrating the layout of one
80 possible circuit for implementing the arrangement

of Fig. 1.
Referring to Fig. 1, a microcomputer 1 provides

outputs to a liquid crystal display 2 and a
keyboard matrix 3. The keyboard 3 returns data to

85 the microcomputer 1 which provides a serial
output to a transmission interface 4 driving a
transmission medium such as an LED.

The microcomputer comprises a memory
storing data received via input 6. The stored data

90 enables the computer to assemble control signals
having a format appropriate to devices to be
controlled and provides logical functions to ease
the operation of the device from a user view-
point.

95 Assuming the device is to control a television
receiver and to control the supply of television
signals to the receiver from a cable system it will
comprise a series of numbered keys, depression
of which selects a given channel and a series of

100 keys which control functions of the receiver.
When the keys are depressed to select a
particular channel, the selected channel number is
displayed and control signals are transmitted in a
format appropriate to control of the cable system,

105 the format being determined by stored data.
Likewise, if the keys are depressed to select a
particular control function of the receiver, a
different format of control signal is generated in
accordance with a different portion of the stored

110 data. By storing appropriate format data in the
microcomputer, a wide range of different devices
can be remotely controlled using a single keypad.

Referring now to Fig. 2, a keypad matrix 7 may
be manipulated by the user to supply

1 15 predetermined sets of instructions to an 8748
processor 8, the keypad being scanned by the
processor at a rate determined by processor
software. A serial output appropriate to the key or
keys that have been depressed is applied via

120 output 9 to a pair of infra-red transmitting diodes
10 and 11.

Eight output lines 12 are used to control a
liquid crystal display driver 13 (type 7211 B)
which in turn controls the four digits of a display

125 14(type F2025).
Additional LCD arrow indicators are driven by a

quad. EXCLUSIVE OR gate 15 (type HEF 4070B).
Two light emitting diodes 16, 17 provide
indications of the transmit function selected, e.g.
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"Cable" or "receiver". The user thus has a clear
indication of all the control functions which he
has selected.

It will be appreciated the processor 8
5 comprises a memory in which it is necessary to

store data related to appropriate signal formats
and to the processing of that data in response to
operation of the keypad in a way which is easily
understandable to the system user. The

10 techniques required to achieve this are however
known to persons skilled in the application of
microprocessors.

Although the embodiment of the invention
described above is concerned with controlling a

15 television receiver and a cable system to which
that receiver is connected, a wide variety of other
devices can be controlled, e.g. VCR's, Hi-Fi,
heating, lighting etc. Furthermore, a variety of
signal transmitting devices other than infra-red

20 devices can be controlled, e.g. ultrasonic, radio, or
combinations thereof.

CLAIMS
1. A remote control system comprising a

handset which may be manipulated to transmit
25 control signals, and at least two controlled

devices each comprising a control signal detector
to which the respective controlled device is
responsive, each control signal detector being

responsive to a different control signal format
30 from the other detector or detectors, wherein the

handset comprises a memory in which data is
stored from which control signals in each of the
different formats can be generated, and a
processor which is selectively controllable by

35 manipulation of the handset to generate control
signals from the stored data in any one of the
different signal formats.

2. A handset for use in a remote control system
comprising at least two controlled devices each

40 comprising a control signal detector to which the
respective controlled device is responsive, each
control signal detector being responsive to a
different control signal format from the other
detector or detectors, wherein the handset

45 comprises a memory in which data is stored from
which control signals in each of the different
formats can be generated, and a processor which
is selectively controllable by manipulation of the
handset to generate control signals from the

50 stored data in any one of the different signal
formats.

3. A remote control system substantially as
hereinbefore described with reference to the
accompanying drawings.

55 4. A handset for use in a remote control system
substantially as hereinbefore described with
reference to the accompanying drawings.

Printed in the United Kingdom for Her Majesty's Stationery Office, Demand No. 8818935, 9/1984. Contractor's Code No. 6378.
Published by the Patent Office, 25 Southampton Buildings. London, WC2A 1AY, from which copies may be obtained.
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(54) Remote control adapter of electric
equipment using telephone lines

(57) A remote control adapter 6 is
connectible to a conventional remote
control device 4for electric equipment
e.g. a VCR and includes engaging
means for automatically engaging and
disengaging a telephone line
TEL1-TEL2. A remote control signal sent
through the telephone line after
engagement thereof is decoded by a
tone decoder and a microprocessor
controls the operation of the remote
control device in accordance with the
decoded signal, to thereby control the
electric equipment. When the calling
party hangs-up the telephone line is
disengaged from the adapter.
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SPECI FICATION

Remote control adapter of electric equipment us-
ing telephone lines

The present invention relates to a remote control
adapter for electrical equipment using telephone
lines.

A conventional remote control means for con-
10 trolling electric equipment such as a video tape re-

corder or a television set (to be referred to as a
VCR or TV hereinafter) by using telephone lines
has been previously disclosed by the present appli-
cant in U.S.P. No. 4,540,851. However, to use such

15 a remote control means, a VCR or TV proper
should be modified for interface problem. It is
therefore not practical to use such a remote control
means for operating a home VCR telephone line
from outside.

20 The present invention seeks to provide a remote
control adapter for controlling conventional electric
equipment, wherein operation of the remote con-
trol adapter is controlled through telephone lines
without modifying the electric equipment itself.

25 According to the present invention, there is pro-
vided a remote control adapter which comprises
adapting means for a conventional remote control
device and engaging means for automatically en-
gaging and disengaging the telephone line. A re-

30 mote control signal sent through the telephone
lines after engagement of the telephone line is de-
coded by a tone decoder to a code signal, and
code signal switching means controls each of se-
lective functions of the remote control device,

35 thereby controlling the electric equipment. There-
after, the calling party's hang-up state is detected
by a disengaging means to disengage the tele-
phone lines from the remote control adapter.

Thus it is possible to control for example a TV
40 set or a VCR through telephone lines without mod-

ifying the VCR or TV set.
The invention will now be more particularly de-

scribed, by way of example, with reference to the
accompanying drawings, in which:

45 Figure 1 is a circuit diagram showing the main
part of the remote control adapter according to an
embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 2 is a plan view of a conventional remote
control box to be incorporated with the adapter

50 shown in Figure 1; and
Figure 3 is a perspective view showing a total

system wherein the remote control adapter of Fig-
ure 1 is being used.

Referring to Figure 1, reference symbols L1 and
55 L2 denote telephone lines, respectively; and LT, a

line transformer. Reference numeral 1 denotes a
line monitor circuit having both a ringing signal
detection function and an on-hook detection func-
tion; 2, an amplifier for detecting a tone as a re-

60 mote control signal sent from a pushphone of a
calling party; and 3, a tone decoder for detecting
the tone from the pushphone and converting it to a
corresponding code signal. Reference symbol CPU
denotes a microprocessor (to be referred to as a

65 CPU hereinafter) as a control means. In this em-

bodiment, the CPU comprises, for example, a CPU
8748 available from Intel Corp., U.S.A. Reference
symbols DBO to DB3 denote input ports, respec-
tively; and P10 to P17 and P20 to P27, output

70 ports, respectively. Reference numeral 5 denotes a
switching transistor, the base of which is con-
nected to the output port P10. The collector and
emitter of the transistor 5 are respectively con-
nected to terminals 21a and 21b of a 1CH (channel)

75 selection pushbutton switch 21 on an infrared re-
mote control box 4 of Figure 2. The transistor 5 is
turned on in response to the output from the out-
put port P10, so that the terminal 21a is electrically
connected to the terminal 21b. An infrared genera-

80 tor (not shown) in the remote control box 4 is con-
nected to the terminals 21a and 21b of the 1CH
selection button switch 21 through lead wires 4a
and 4b. When the transistor 5 is turned on to oper-
ate the pushbutton switch 21, the infrared genera-

85 tor is started, so that a coded 1CH selection
infrared ray is emitted from an infrared emission
surface 20. Although the same arrangement for
1CH as described above is arranged for other
channels and an illustration thereof is omitted,

90 switching transistors are respectively arranged be-
tween both terminals of each of switches 22 to 32
for other channels and switches 33 to 37 for PLAY,
FF (fast forward), REW (rewind), STOP and REC
(record) pushbutton switches of a video tape re-

95 corder (to be referred to as a VCR hereinafter) as
electric equipment. At the same time, the terminals
of the switches 22 to 37 are connected to the in-
frared generator. Upon operation of the respective
switching transistors and hence of the correspond-

100 ing switches, coded infrared rays are emitted from
the infrared emission surface 20. The switching
transistor (only one transistor 5 is illustrated) are
electrically connected to the pushbutton switches
at contacts 21a' and 21b' (Figure 1) by inserting the

105 remote control box 4 into the remote control
adapter 6 incorporating the line monitor circuit 1
and the microprocessor CPU, as shown in Figure 3.

Reference symbol TEL-1 denotes a calling party's
telephone set; and TEL-2, a telephone set con-

110 nected to the remote control adapter 6 of this em-
bodiment.

Reference numeral 16 denotes a driver. Refer-
ence symbol Y-1 denotes a looping relay with a
contact y1-1. Reference numeral 17 denotes a plug

115 jack inserted in an earphone jack of the VCR. The
plug jack 17 is connected to the secondary coil of
the line transformer LT through an amplifier 18 so
as to allow the calling party to monitor a voice sig-
nal in the REC or PLAY mode of the VCR.

120 The operation of the remote control adapter 6
having the arrangement described above will be
described hereinafter. The user or owner inserts
the remote control box 4 into the adapter 6 and di-
rects the infrared emission surface of the remote

125 control box 4 at a light-receiving portion 7 (Figure
3) of the VCR before he leaves home. Assume that
the owner calls the remote control adapter 6 from
an external pay telephone (pushphone). When the
ringing signal is supplied to a test terminal TEST1

130 of the CPU through the line monitor circuit 1, the
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output port P27 is set at logic "1" in accordance
with the program prestored in the CPU. The ele-
ments 1 and 16, the CPU and the relay Y-1 as an
engaging means are held operative through the

5 driver 16. The control program for this operation is
known to those skilled in the art and a description
thereof will be omitted. The telephone lines are en-
gaged with the remote control adapter 6 through
the contact yl-1 of the relay y-1, thereby interrupt-

10 ing the ringing signal.
When the owner wishes to record a 1CH televi-

sion program in the VCR, he depresses the "1"
button in the pushpone. The "1" tone from the
pushpone is detected by the tone decoder 3

15 through the line transformer LT and the amplifier
2. Bits Q00, 01, Q2 and Q3 of an output from the 4-
bit decoder 3 are set at logic "1", "0", "0" and "0",
so that a corresponding code signal is set to be
"1000". The code signal is received by the CPU

20 through the input ports DBO to DB3. In this case, a
signal of logic "1" appears at the output port P10.
The switching transistor 5 is turned on, and the
terminals 21a and 21b of the ICH switch 21 of the
remote control box 4 (Figure 2) and the lead wires

25 4a and 4b connected to the terminals 21a and 21b
are electrically connected to each other. In this
case, the infrared emission surface 2 of the acces-
sory remote control box 4 of the VCR emits the
coded infrared ray to select the 1CH (Channel 1).

30 The coded infrared ray is received by the light-re-
ceiving portion 7 of the VCR, so that the VCR is set
in the 1CH operation mode. The audio signal in the
1CH is sent onto the telephone lines through the
plug 17 inserted in the earphone jack of the VCR,

35 the amplifier 18 and the line transformer LT. There-
fore, the calling party (i.e., the owner) can confirm
that he has selected the right channel. It should be
noted that the output from the output port P10 is
reset to logic "0" within 1 to 2 seconds in accord-

40 ance with the control program. When the calling
party depresses the asterisk (*) button, a tone sig-
nal therefrom is decoded by the tone decoder 3.
The code signal corresponding to the tone signal
causes the output port P17 of the CPU to be set at

45 logic "1". The switching transistor (not shown) is
connected to an REC button of the remote control
box 4 of Figure 2. Therefore, the VCR starts record-
ing for 1CH. The control program of the CPU is
given such that predetermined pushbuttons (e.g., 1

50 and 0) are sequentially depressed within a prede-
termined period of time (1 to 2 seconds) for a two-
digit channel (e.g., 10CH), that the "#" button is
depressed once to stop the VCR, and that the REW
and PLAY modes are set upon depression of the

55 "#" button twice and three times, respectively.
When the calling party finishes the above remote

control operation, he hangs up the phone. An on-
hook signal is detected by the line monitor circuit
1. The CPU operated as the disengaging means to-

60 gether with the circuit 1 generates an output of
logic "0" from the output port P27 for deenergizing
the relay Y-1, thereby resetting the remote control
adapter 6 in the standby mode. In this manner, the
calling party can arbitrarily operate the remote

65 control box 4 of the VCR through the remote con-

trol adapter by using the buttons of the pushpone.
Furthermore, as disclosed in U.S.P. No. 4,540,851,
a reservation timer function can be included in the
remote control adapter to perform channel reser-

70 vation operation.
The use of the remote control adapter will be de-

scribed with reference to the Figure 3. Referring to
Figure 3, the remote control box 4 used as a sepa-
rate unit in the conventional apparatus can be

75 plugged into the remote control adapter 6. The
connectors at the coupling portions of the remote
control box 4 and the remote control adapter 6
must have a structure suitable for frequent detach-
ment/attachment. One end of the remote control

80 box 4 has a female or male structure 40, and the
corresponding adapter side has a male or female
structure 41. When the remote control box 4 is
used as a unit separate from the remote control
adapter 6 for indoor use, the remote control box 4

85 is detached from the remote control adapter 6 and
is used in a conventional manner. When the user is
going out, he simply couples the remote control
box 4 to the remote control adapter 6. Then, he
can call the telephone set TEL-2 from the tele-

90 phone set TEL-1 and arbitrarily control at the tele-
phone set TEL-1 the television set or the VCR
connected to the telephone set TEL-2.

The above embodiment exemplifies the case
wherein the accessory remote control box of the

95 VCR is remote controlled from a pushphone to se-
lectively perform REC, PLAY, STOP, REW and so
on of the VCR for each channel. However, the pres-
ent invention is not limited to a remote control
adapter for a VCR, but can be extended to other re-

100 mote control adapters for equivalent equipment.

CLAIMS

1. A remote control adapter for adapting a re-
105 mote control device of conventional electric equip-

ment, comprising:
adapting means for adapting the remote control

device arranged in use in a suitable direction for
remote control of said electric equipment;

110 engaging means for automatically detecting a
telephone ringing signal and for engaging a tele-
phone line;

a tone decoder for converting a remote control
signal transmitted by calling party through said

115 telephone line;
switching means operated by said tone decoder

for switching one of selection switches arranged in
said remote control device; and

disengaging means for detecting an on-hook sig-
120 nal and disengaging said telephone line from said

remote control adapter.
2. A remote control adapter according to claim

1, wherein said electric equipment is controlled by
optical ultra ray which is generated in said remote

125 control device.
3. A remote control adapter according to claim

1 or claim 2, wherein the adapter is selectively
connectible with and disconnectible from the re-
mote control device.

130 4. A remote control adapter according to any
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one of the preceding claims, in combination with
electric equipment in the form of video tape re-
corder.

5. A remote control adapter according to any
5 one of the preceding claims, in combination with

electric equipment in the form of a television.
6. A remote control adapter according to any

one of the preceding claims, wherein said electric
equipment is operable in any selection mode, and

10 said remote control adapter includes audio moni-
toring means for sending an audio signal onto said
telephone line according to said selection mode of
said electric equipment.

7. A remote control adapter according to any
15 one of the preceding claims, wherein the remote

control signal is receivable from a pushphone op-
erated by a remote user.

8. A remote control adapter substantially as
hereinbefore described with reference to the ac-

20 companying drawings.

Printed in the UK for HMSO, 08818935, 3/86, 7102.
Published by The Patent Office, 25 Southampton Buildings. London,
WC2A lAY, from which copies may be obtained.
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(54) Controlling a video recorder by a coded broadcast signal

(57) A control system for a video recorder involves the transmission of numerical codes associated with different
programmes and the generation of control signals for turning the video recorder on and off in response to detection of
predetermined numbers in the received television signal, whereby predetermined television programmes may be recorded
without the need for setting into the video recorder the date and time at which the programmes are expected to be received.
The decoder unit includes an infrared transmitter which transmits the received numbers to a remote control unit which
compares the received numbers with prestored numbers representing the programme to be recorded and transmits a start
instruction, by infrared, to a video recorder when the received and prestored numbers match. The remote unit is
programmable to render it compatible with different video recorders. The apparatus may include a decoder unit which has
means for descrambling encrypted television signals and means for extracting the programme numbers from the received
signal.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING A VIDEO RECORDER

This invention relates to a method and apparatus for

controlling a video recorder and is particularly, but

5 not exclusively, applicable to the recording on a home

video recorder of programmes transmitted in a pay TV

system.

Video recorders are well known having a control system

10 which enables them to be set into the record mode at

predetermined times on predetermined days so that

predetermined broadcast television programmes may be

recorded in the absence of the owner of the video

recorder.

15

One problem with such recorders is that the

preprogramming operation is relatively complex and

many users experience difficulties, to a greater or

lesser degree, in carrying out this operation. A

20 further problem is that, from time to time, broadcast

programmes are not transmitted at the scheduled time

and as a result the preprogrammed recorder may fail to

record the whole or part of the required programme.
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One aspect of the invention aims to solve these

problems.

The invention is described further, by way of example,

5 with reference to the accompanying drawings in

which:

Fig. 1 illustrates diagrammatically apparatus in

accordance with a preferred embodiment of the

10 invention in operative relationship with a domestic

television receiver and video recorder;

Fig. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the preferred

embodiment of the invention;

15

Fig. 3 illustrates diagrammatically a portion of a

television signal utilised by the preferred embodiment

of the invention; and

20 Fig. 4 is a diagram showing part of the apparatus of

Fig. 2 arranged for the performance of a setting up

operation in association with a remote control device

of a video recorder.
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With reference to Fig. 1 a domestic TV receiver 2 is

arranged for receiving both signals from a public

broadcast television system, such as the BBC and ITV,

and signals from a pay television system for which

5 purpose a decoder 4 is provided. The decoder 4

receives broadcast signals intended for the receiver 2

from coaxial cable 6 and is connected via coaxial

cable 8, a video recorder 10 and further coaxial cable

12 to the receiver 2.

10

The recorder 10 includes an infrared receiver 14 for

receiving control signals, such as for turning it on

and off, from a remote control unit 16 which is shown

supported on a suitable piece of domestic furniture

15 such as stool 18. The decoder 4 includes an infrared

transmitter 20 for transmitting infrared signals to

the remote control unit 16 which accordingly has an

infrared receiver 22. Unit 16 also has an infrared

transmitter 24 and includes circuitry, to be described

20 in detail below, which causes the transmitter 24 to

transmit appropriate control signals to the recorder

10, such as to turn it on or off, in dependence upon

the infrared signals received by the receiver 22.
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With reference to Fig. 2, the decoder 4 includes

receiving circuitry 26 which is coupled to a suitable

aerial system 28 via the coaxial cable 6,

de-scrambling circuitry 28, a by-pass switch 30 for

5 the descrambling circuitry and an output terminal 32

which is connected to the coaxial cable 8 and may

receive signals from the receiving circuitry 26 either

through the descrambling circuitry 28 or via the

by-pass switch 30. As is well known, it is necessary

10 that signals transmitted in a pay television system

should in some way be scrambled or encoded to prevent

unauthorised users from viewing the transmitted

programmes. Various scrambling or encoding systems are

known and form no part of the present invention. Thus,

15 the scrambling method used for the signals 104 may be

conventional and will not be described further.

In accordance with a preferred aspect of the

invention, each transmitted programme is assigned a

20 unique number and this number is transmitted, in

encoded form, in the interval indicated

diagramatically at 100 in Fig. 3 between successive

fields. The encoded number is indicated

diagrammatically at 106 in Fig. 3 and 104 indicate

25 scrambled video. Thus, the unique number identifying

the programme is transmitted once every field.
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Alternatively, it would be possible to transmit at

other intervals such as once each frame. Preferably,

the number identifying the programme has a value

between 0 and 999. The programme numbers may be

5 changed every month and published along with the

programme schedules of the television system so that

subscribers will know the numbers assigned to the

various programmes to be transmitted.

10 In accordance with a further preferred aspect of the

invention, the number of the programme received by the

decoder 4 is extracted and utilised to control the

video recorder 10 via the remote control unit 16. For

this purpose, the output of the descrambling circuitry

15 28 is applied via a gate 34 to a number detector 36.

The gate 34 is controlled by synchronising signals,

derived from the input circuitry 26, and applied to

the gate 34 via line 38, which is also connected to

the descrambling circuitry 28 for controlling the

20 timing of operations therein. The gate 34 is

accordingly opened during the frame blanking pulses so

that the transmitted programme numbers may be supplied

to the number detector 36. The number detector 36

controls a driver 40 which causes the infrared

25 transmitter 20 to transmit the number detected by

number detector 36 to infrared receiver 22 of remote
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control unit 16. Number detector 36 is also connected

to line 38 so as to be reset to zero after

transmission of the number. In this way, the

programme number is transmitted by transmitter 20 once

5 each frame.

The remote control unit 16 comprises a microprocessor

42 controlled by programs stored in a ROM 44, and a

keyboard 46 for inputting numerical data to the

10 microprocessor 42, which data is stored by the

microprocessor 42 in a non-vo:atile RAM 48 and is also

displayed on a display 50. Numbers received by the

infrared detector 22 are stored in a register 52 which

m ay in practice be part of microprocessor 42. An

15 infrared driver 54 which is connected to the

microprocessor 42 for control thereby drives the

infrared transmitter 24 for sending control signals to

the infrared receiver 14 of the video recorder 10.

The remote control unit 16 also includes a set of

20 storage instruction buttons 56 which are to be used in

setting up the control unit 16 for operation. Buttons

56 are preferably located in small recesses for

actuation by the tip of a ball-point pen or the

like.

25

Commercially available video recorders are normally
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sold with a hand-held remote control unit such as

indicated at 58 in Fig. 3. Such remote control units

are used to send numerical signals for controlling the

operation of the video recorder 10. Thus, the

5 hand-held remote control unit 58 includes a keyboard

60 having a number of different keys (not individually

shown) each for instructing transmission, via

infrared transmitter 62, of a different instruction

to the infrared receiver 14 of the recorder 10. Such

10 instructions may comprise instructions for start,

stop, fast rewind, fast forward etc. Each instruction

normally comprises a number unique to that

instruction, which number is transmitted by the

transmitter 62. However, there is no agreed standard

15 between different manufacturers as regards these

numbers and accordingly the numbers required by the

video recorder in order to carry out the various

functions will differ according to manufacturer and/or

according to model. Thus, in order for unit 16 to

20 control the recorder 10 satisfactorily, it is

necessary to ensure that the instructions it transmits

are compatible with the recorder 10.

In accordance with a preferred aspect of the

25 invention, unit 16 is programmable to render it

compatible with different video recorders. In the
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illustrated preferred embodiment, this is achieved by

causing the unit 16 to read the various instruction

signals from the remote control unit 58 of the

recorder 10. Thus, in order to set up the unit 16 in

5 preparation for use, it is positioned initially as

shown in Fig. 3 so that its infrared detector 22 may

receive signals transmitted by the infrared detector

62 of the unit 58. With the two units in this

position, one of the keys on pad 60 is pressed, for

10 example that key which instructs the video recorder 10

to record. The transmitter 62 thus transmits the

number which the recorder 10 interprets as a "start to

record" instruction. This number is thereby received

by the detector 22 and stored in the register 52.

15 Each of the buttons 56 is associated with a different

control function, in particular the functions start,

stop, rewind etc. After transmission of the "start

instruction" signal from the transmitter 62, the

"start instruction" button of the set of buttons 56 is

20 depressed and the microprocessor 42, in response to

this, reads the number in register 52 and stores it in

RAM 48 in an address location reserved for the number

representing the "start to record" instruction.
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Next, another of the buttons in pad 60 is pressed,

such as the "stop"' button and the number transmitted

by transmitter 62 in response thereto is thereby

stored in register 52 in unit 16. The corresponding

5 button of the set of buttons 56 is then depressed and

the microprocessor 42 is caused to store the number in

register 52 in RAM 46 in a further address location

reserved for the number representing the "stop"

instruction. This process is continued using different

10 buttons of the pad 60 and corresponding buttons of the

set 56 in order to record in RAM 48 the numbers

required by the recorder 10 for performing any other

required functions, such as rewind. In this way, the

unit 16 is rendered compatible with the recorder 10.

15

Thereafter, in order to cause the recorder 10 to

record selected programmes to be transmitted in the

pay television system, all that is needed is to enter

the numbers of these programmes into unit 16. This is

20 achieved utilising keyboard 46 in response to

operation of which the number is firstly displayed on

display 50 and, once the user is satisfied that it is

the correct number, it may be transferred to RAM 48

for storage therein in response to depression of

25 another one of the buttons 56. The numbers of several

programmes may be simultaneously retained in RAM 48.
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The apparatus may thereafter be left arranged as shown

in Fig. 1 with the unit 16 positioned so that its

detector 22 may receive infrared signals from the

transmitter 20 of the decoder 4 and so that its

5 transmitter 24 may transmit signals to the detector 14

of the recorder 10. Thus, at any given time, the

register 52 will store the number of the programme

being transmitted over the pay television system. The

microprocessor 42 continuously compares this number

10 with the programme numbers which have been stored in

RAM 48. At some point, a match will be detected and,

in response thereto, the microprocessor 42 accesses

from the RAM 48 the number representing the start

instruction of the video recorder 10 and causes

15 transmitter 24 to transmit this number to the receiver

14, in response to which the video recorder 10 will

begin to record. Preferably, the microprocessor 42

is programmed to transmit the start instruction to the

video recorder 10 a number of times with a view to

20 ensuring that the instruction is received and acted

upon and thereafter to cease transmission of the start

instructions even though a match continues to be

obtained between the stored programme number and the

number which is received by the register 52 each

25 frame.
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When the programme has finished, transmission of that

particular programme number ceases. This is

recognised by the microprocessor 42 when carrying out

the next comparison of the number stored in register

5 52 with the programme number stored in RAM 46 since,

assuming that the next programme is not to be

recorded, no match will be detected. In response to

the no match situation, the microprocessor obtains

from RAM 48 the number representing the stop

10 instruction for the recorder 10 and causes this to be

transmitted by transmitter 24, in response to which

recording is stopped. Preferably the stop

instruction is transmitted a number of times to ensure

that it is received by the recorder 10 and acted upon,

15 and thereafter transmission of the stop instruction

terminated. Recording will be started again next time

the microprocessor determines that the programme

number received into register 52 corresponds to one of

the programme numbers stored in RAM 46.

20

Various modifications are possible within the scope of

the invention. For example, users of video recorders

sometimes forget to rewind the video tape. If

desired, a rewind instruction could be transmitted

25 periodically, for example say once every few frames,

which would cause the unit 16 to transmit a rewind
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instruction to recorder 10. The rewind instruction

would be disabled by microprocessor 42 once it has

been executed following the entering of programme

numbers via the keyboard 46 since otherwise repeated

5 rewinding would take place.

Although the invention has been* described in

connection with TV systems in which programmes are

numbered and the programme number transmitted along

10 with the signal containing the programme, whereby the

unit 16 may recognise the programme being transmitted,

this is not essential. For example, other means for

recognising that a particular programme is being, or

is about to be, transmitted could be provided.

15

Further, although the programmable unit 16 has been

provided separately from the decoder 4, it could

alternatively be embodied in the decoder 4 provided

that provision is made for transferring the required

20 control instructions to the recorder 10, for example

by a direct or indirect infrared link or otherwise.

Although in the embodiment described with reference to

the drawings it has been assumed that the programme

25 number has been transmitted with each frame or field

blanking pulse of the signals associated with the
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programme to be recorded, and has been continued

throughout the programme, alternatives are possible.

For example, the programme number could be transmitted

shortly in advance of the programme with which it is

5 associated. Thus, for example, programme numbers

might be transmitted only for a short period between

programmes, in which case the unit 16 would be

arranged to operate accordingly. Further, although in

the embodiment shown in the drawings, the programme

10 number has been transmitted in the intervals between

fields or frames, it could, alternatively or in

addition, be transmitted at other times, for example

during the line blanking pulses or even during the

video signal in which case care may be taken to ensure

15 that it does not interfere unduly with the reproduced

picture. In the latter connection, it will be

appreciated that the "number" transmitted will be

encoded in the form of additional modulation on the

transmitted signal, the number being preferably

20 represented in binary form.
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CLAIMS:

1. Apparatus for controlling a video recorder,

comprising receiving means for receiving television

5 signals, electronic means for recognising from the

signals received by said receiving means that a

predetermined programme is being, or is about to be,

received, and means responsive to said electronic

recognising means for generating control signals for a

10 video recorder for causing the recorder to record the

predetermined programme.

2. Apparatus according to claim 1, wherein said

electronic means is arranged for recognising a

15 numerical code -included in the received signals and

identifying the predetermined programme.

3. Apparatus according to claim 2, wherein said

electronic means is operable for recognising said

20 numerical codes received in intervals between frames

and/or fields of said television signal.

4. Apparatus according to any preceding claim,

comprising a first unit containing at least said

25 receiving means and a second unit containing at least

said generating means, and including means for linking
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said remote control unit both to said first unit and

to a video recorder.

5. Apparatus according to any preceding claim,

5 including presetting means permitting the apparatus to

be set into different conditions in which it is

compatible with respective different video recorders.

6. Apparatus according to claim 5, wherein the

10 presetting means include infrared receiving means for

receiving infrared signals from a controller

associated with a recorder with which the apparatus is

to be used, and storage means for storing

representations of said infrared signals, said

15 generating means being operable to generate said

control signals in accordance with said stored

representations of said infrared signals.

7. Apparatus according to any preceding claim for

20 use in a subscriber or pay television system, wherein

said receiving means includes a decoder for decoding

television signals transmitted in said subscriber or

pay television system.
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8. A remote control unit useful with any of a

number of different video recorders comprising an

infrared transmitter for transmitting control signals

for a video recorder, an infrared receiver, means for

5 storing representations of signals received by said

infrared receiver and means for causing said infrared

transmitter to transmit said control signals in a form

dependent upon said stored representations so that

said transmitted control signals correspond to said

10 received signals.

9. A unit according to claim 8, including means for

storing numbers representing predetermined programmes

to be recorded, means for receiving numbers associated

15 with television signals being, or about to be,

received, and means for causing said transmitter to

transmit a control signal representing a start

instruction in response to reception of a said

associated number which corresponds to a said stored

20 number.

10. A decoder for a television system comprising

means for receiving television signals, means for

extracting from said signals numbers representing

25 programmes being or about to be transmitted, and
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infrared transmission means for transmitting said

numbers to a remote unit.

11. A television system which comprises transmission

5 means arranged for transmitting television signals and

different numerical codes associated with respective

different transmitted programmes; and receiving means

operable for receiving said television signals and

having means for generating control signals for a

10 video recorder in response to said numerical codes.

12. A decoder substantially as herein described with

reference to the accompanying drawings.

15 13. A remote control unit substantially as herein

described with reference to Fig. 2 of the accompanying

drawings.

14. Apparatus for receiving and recording television

20 signals substantially as herein described with

reference to the accompanying drawings.
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Controlling Remote Electrical Appliances

Via The Mains Supply

This invention relates to remote control of

electrical appliances via the mains supply, and

especially to a handset for communicating with a

terminal for causing a mains borne data packet to be

transmitted to control the electrical appliance.

It is known to control electric lights via

terminals which receive mains borne signals, wherein a

user has a handset which can communicate with a

terminal via an infra-red link.

In the applicant's co-pending patent application
%1 oo52.1 S9 oro3
nos. and (P/8086/CRE and P/8087/CRE), a controller

terminal transmits mains borne data packets and a

plurality of remote terminals control the electrical

appliances in response to receipt of such data packets.

One or more handsets are able to commence transmission

of data packets at respective defined times after the

end of a message. The controller is driven by a micro-

computer, into which messages can be fed from a
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touch-sensitive display. It would in principle be

possible to communicate with the micro-computer via a

modem and a telephone link. This could be done using a

further handset, which would need to have a modem to

communicate with the telephone system.

The applicants have realised that certain

components for such a handset would duplicate those

for the infra-red handset for signalling to the

terminals in the household having the electrical

appliances.

Accordingly, the invention provides a handset for

communicating with a terminal for causing a mains borne

data packet to be transmitted to another terminal to

control an electrical appliance remotely, comprising a

display, a key pad, a micro-processor, a modem for

communicating with a terminal via electro-magnetic or

acoustic waves, and a modem for communicating with a

terminal via a telephone link.
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Such a handset can be used for communicating with

the terminals via an electro-magnetic or acoustic link

or via a telephone link. The modem for communicating

via a electro-magnetic or acoustic waves could include

an ultra-sonic ].ink but preferably includes an

infra-red link. The modem for communicating via the

telephone link may have a plug or socket for

communicating with telephone wires directly, or it may

incorporate an acoustic coupler which can be connected

to a telephone handset.

The invention also provides a system for the

remote control of electrical appliances via the mains

supply, comprising a controller terminal for

transmitting and receiving mains borne data packets and

a plurality of remote terminals for controlling the

electrical appliances in response to receipt of data

packets from the controller, and a handset for

communicating via an electro-magnetic or acoustic link

with a terminal to cause transmission of a mains borne

data packet to control an appliance, the handset also

being capable of communicating with the controller

terminal via a telephone system.
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The invention will now be described in detail

with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is a block diagram of apparatus for

controlling remote electrical appliances via the mains

supply; and

Figure 2 is a block diagram of the main

components of the handsets shown in Figure 1.

Referring to Figure 1, a number of electrical

appliances such as a lamp 1, a temperature sensor 2, a

lamp 3, and a heater 4 are connected to the mains

supply via respective terminals 6 to 9. Two of the

terminals 6, 8 are provided with infra-red

transmitter-receivers (not shown) to communicate with

handsets IRI, IR2 also provided with

transmitter-receivers. The terminals each include

micro-processors -which control the electrical

appliances in accordance with data packets received

from a bus (mains) controller terminal 10 which also

includes a micro-processor, and which is in turn

controlled by a micro-computer 11, which incorporates a

display 12. The handsets IRI, IR2 also incorporate

micro-processors, and terminals 6, 8 each include two
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micro-processors each, one for processing the infra-red

signals communicated between the terminals and the

handsets, and the other for receiving signals from and

transmitting signals onto the mains. Frequency shift

keying (FSK) is used for the mains signalling

frequencies being 130 or 134 kHz, and data can be

transmitted and received at a rate of up to 2400 bits

per second.

In a condition of high bus activity, messages

will be transmitted by the controller terminal to

respective remote terminals and, after predetermined

delays, responses will be sent out by the respective

remote terminals, The messages will be queued in the

micro-computer 11 and fed to an internal queue in the

controller 10 in turn at appropriate intervals. Thus,

message 1 could be an instruction to turn lamp 1 on and

message 2 could be an instruction to read temperature.

In each case, the message duration is 15 bytes (8 bits

to a byte) although the message could be up to 43 bytes

long. A message specifies where the message is being

sent from, the destination to which it is being sent,

and the data content representing the operation to be

performed. After the message 1 is transmitted by the

controller, each terminal receives it and start
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decoding it to ascertain if it is intended for that.

terminal. As soon as its terminal has decoded the

signal sufficiently to ascertain that it is not

intended for that terminal, it discards the remainder

of that message.

When the terminal for which the message is

intended confirms that the message is intended for

itself, and. after the message has itself ended, that

terminal transmits, after a delay of 22 bytes from the

end of the message, a response to the controller to

confirm the message has been received. The response is

in the same format as the message i.e. address of

originating terminal, address of destination terminal

and data content, and also lasts for a duration of 15

bytes (but could be up to 43 bytes long).

The other terminals will also receive the

response, and will-discard them when they have read its

destination address, so that only the controller will

make use of the data in it. After a delay of 22 bytes

from the end of the response, the next message is sent

out, and this could be for example an instruction to

read temperature sensor 2.
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The regular transmission of messages and receipt

of responses only applies of course in a period of high

bus activity eg. when the micro-computer 11 and the

controller 10 are holding a stack of messages to be

sent out. In a situation of low bus activity dummy

messages of length 16 bytes are sent out at regular

intervals, this time spaced by the longer interval of

87 bytes. The messages preserve the structure of the

normal messages but do not result in any operation

being performed on any appliance. The purpose of these

dummy messages is to maintain synchronisation of the

terminals, each of which has its own clock capable of

being re-synchronised to incoming messages.

In either case of high or low bus activity, it

will be noted that a delay follows each message or

dummy message. This is made use of in the following

way. Various given times in the delay are allocated to

various functions 'to enable the controller to receive

messages in the delay period. Further details of the

use of such time slots is given in our co-pending

application No. '1 05O$2.7 (P/8086/CRE). Further

details of the synchronisation of the messages with

each other is given in our co-pending application

No. S1 OO%1.5 ( P/6087/CRE).
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Particular time slots are allocated to the

various handsets IR1, IR2, and these can communicate

with any terminal with infra-red transmitter receiver,

and the message will be held in that terminal until the

next time that slot appears after the end of a message

on the mains.

Referring to Figure 2, the handset comprises a

key pad 16 and a display 17 which are controlled by a

micro-processor 18. The micro-processor is also

connected to an infra-red modem 19 and a

telecommunications modem 20.

When the handset is in the vicinity of the

terminals 6 to 9, for example, when the handset is in a

household, messages can be entered on the key pad and

will transmitted to the terminals via the infra-red

modem 19 and the- infra-red link to the respective

terminals.

When the user is out of the household and desires

to communicate with the system in the household, the

handset is coupled to a telephone handset since the

handset has a built--in acoustic coupler, and messages
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entered into the key pad 16 are transmitted via the

telecom modem 20 which communicates via the telephone

system with modem 21 connected to the micro-computer

11.

Thus, it is possible to control electrical

appliances in the household from within the household

using the infra-red link and from outside the household

using the telephone link, and in each case the same

handset is used. In practice, a number of handsets

would be used in a household eg. IRi, IR2, and one of

these would also have the telephone modem enabling it

to be used outside in conjunction with a telephone.

Apart from the convenience of having one handset

instead of two, only one display, key pad and

micro-processor are needed instead of two of each of

these components if a separate handset was used for

infra-red communication and for telephone

communication.
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CLAIMS

1. A handset for communicating with a terminal for

causing a mains borne data packet to be transmitted to

another terminal to control an electrical appliance

remotely, comprising a display, a key pad, a

micro-processor, a modem for communicating with a

terminal via electro-magnetic or acoustic waves, and a

modem for communicating with a terminal via a telephone

link.

2. A handset as claimed in claim 1, in which the modem

is arranged to communicate with the terminal via

infra-red radiation.

3. A handset as claimed in claim 1 or claim 2,

including an acoustic coupler for connection to a

telephone handset.

4. A handset substantially as herein described with

reference to the accompanying drawings.

5. A system for the remote control of electrical
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appliances via the mains supply, comprising a

controller terminal for transmitting and receiving

mains borne data packets and a plurality of remote

terminals for controlling the electrical appliances in

response to receipt of data packets from the

controller, and a handset for communicating via an

electro-magnetic or acoustic link with a terminal to

cause transmission of a mains borne data packet to

control an appliance, the handset also being capable of

communicating with the controller terminal via a

telephone system.

6. A system for the remote control of electrical

appliances via the mains supply substantially as herein

described with reference to the accompanying drawings.
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Controlling Remote Electrical Appliances

Via The Mains SuFplD.

This invention relates to controlling remote

electrical appliances via the mains supply, and especially

to the timing of the mains borne control pulses.

It is known in an industrial environment to control

an electric light via terminals which receive mains, borne

signals. To enable a user to control the system, the user

has an infra-red handset which can signal to one or more

terminals to cause the mains borne signal to be sent.

It has been proposed to apply the technique of

collision avoidance to such -a system i.e. before a

terminal transmits, it checks whether any other terminal is

already transmitting.

One way of doing this would be for the terminals to

sense whether the carrier frequency of the mains signalling

is present. However, it has been discovered that this

gives unreliable results when switch mode power supplies

eg. a power supply for a micro-computer, are used, since

these produce a constant stream of high frequency bursts of

noise on the mains due to the switching circuits inside
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them. These bursts can be mistaken for mains signalling.

The problem has led the applicants to consider using

a collision avoidance system using a bus (mains) controller

terminal in conjunction with remote terminals which will

not signal unless commanded to do so by the controller.

However, in conjunction with infra-red handsets which

communicate with the terminals to produce mains signalling

to operate the appliances, such a command and response

system would have the disadvantage of a long response time

where a large number of terminals was involved, unless very

frequent poling was employed which would be an inefficient

use of bus time.

This invention provides apparatus for controlling

remote control electrical appliances via the mains supply

comprising a controller terminal for transmitting mains

borne data packets and a plurality of remote terminals

controlling the .electrical appliances in response to

receipt of such data packets, each remote terminal being

arranged to transmit, after a time delay, a mains borne

data packet for the controller in response to receipt of a

data packet from the controller for controlling an

appliance associated with that terminal, in which there is

provided a terminal capable of transmitting a mains borne
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data packet commencing in the time delay.

The invention also provides a method of controlling

remote electrical appliances via the mains supply

comprising transmitting mains borne data packets from a

controller terminal to a plurality of remote terminals to

control electrical appliances, each remote terminal

transmitting, after a time delay, a mains borne data packet

to the controller in response to receipt of a data packet

from the controller to control an appliance associated with

that terminal, and a terminal being provided which

transmits a mains borne data packet commencing in the time

delay.

The provision of access by the terminal in the delay

between command and response provides the facility for

rapidly transmitting signals onto the mains while retaining

the collision avoidance advantages of a bus controller.

Advantageously, the other terminals are arranged to

refrain from transmitting mains borne data packets on

detection of a mains borne data packet commencing in the

time delay. The terminal capable of transmitting

commencing in the time delay is preferably arranged to

commence transmission of a given time in the delay.
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The terminal capable of commencing transmission at a

given time in the delay may be capable of communicating

with a handset by electro-magnetic eg. infra-red or

acoustic eg. ultrasonic waves. The terminal may be

capable of commencing transmission at a second given time

in the time delay in response to communication with a

different handset. The terminal capable of commencing

transmission in the time delay may be one of the remote

terminals for controlling an electrical appliance, but it

could if desired just communicate with the handset and with

the mains bus and not control an appliance. More than one

such terminal could be provided, each commencing

transmission at the same given times. The interval between

the given times must be sufficient to enable the terminals

to recognise a data packet commencing at the first given

time before the second given time so that any other

terminals attempting to commence transmission at the second

given time are inhibited. A terminal, for example, a

remote termina), may be capable of commencing transmission

at a given time in the time delay to transmit safety or

security or failure information. Thus, various given times

in the period following a message may be allocated to

communication from different handsets via various terminals

and to safety or security messages from respective
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terminals or failure messages from any terminal.

The terminals are preferably arranged to commence

sampling the mains for data packets only at the various

given times in order to reduce the chances of confusing

mains noise with the commencement of a data packet.

All terminals are perferably synchronised with each

other for the purposes of timing within a time delay period

at the end of a message. This re-timing applies not only

to commands and responses but also to acknowledgements of

failures or data packets which may be sent by the

controller when there are no messages to send for the

purposes of synchronising clocks in micro-processors in the

terminals.

Apparatus for and a method of controlling remote

electric appliances via the mains supply will now be

described, by way of example, with reference to the

accompanying drawings in which:

Figure 1 is a block diagram of the apparatus;

Figure 2 shows the interface between a terminal and
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the mains supply;

Figure 3 shows schematically an example of signals

which could be present on the mains in a condition of high

bus activity;

Figure 4 shows schematically an example of signals

which could be present on the mains in a condition of low

bus activity;

Figure 5 is an enlarged view of part of Figure 3;

Figure 6 shows an example of different signals which

could be present on the bus, to the same scale as Figure 5;

Figure 7 shows the arrangement of bytes in the start

of the messages and responses shown in Figures 3 and 4; and

Figure 8 shows a part of the synchronisation code on

an enlarged scale.

Referring to Figure I, a number of electrical

appliances such as a lamp 1, a temperature sensor 2, a

lamp 3, and a heater 4 are connected to the mains supply

via respective terminals 6 to 9. Two of the terminals 6, 8
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(gateway terminals) are provided with infra-red

transmitter-receivers (not shown) to communicate with

handsets IRI, IR2 also provided with transmitter-receivers.

The terminals each include micro-processors which control

the electrical appliances in accordance with data packets

received from a bus (mains) controller terminal 10 which

also includes a micro-processor, and which is in turn

controlled by a micro-computer 11, which incorporates a

display 12. The handsets IR1, IR2 also incorporate

micro-processors, and terminals 6, 8 each include two

micro-processors each, one for processing the infra-red

signals communicated between the terminals and the

handsets, and the other for receiving signals from and

transmitting signals onto the mains.

Each terminal 6 to 9 and the controller 10 each

include a transceiver chip 13 (Figure 2) which is

controlled by the respective micro-processor of that unit.

In particular, each chip includes three connections Din

(data in), Dout (data out), and T/R connected to the

respective micro-processor. When the connection T/R is

high, the chip transmits data from the micro-processor to

the mains, and when it is low, the chip receives data from

the mains. In the former situation, the output connection

o/p transmits a carrier wave of approximately 15 volts peak
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to peak to the winding on one side of transformer 34, which

forms a tuned circuit with capacitor 15. A blocking

capacitor 15a connects the other winding to the mains.

The transformer is 3:1 step-down transformer so that

approximate3y a 5 volts peak to peak carrier wave is

impressed on the mains voltage. In the case of a system

for use within a household, a filter is provided at the

fuse box to prevent the data packets being transmitted onto

the mains outside the household, as well as to attenuate

noise already on the mains that is being fed in. The chip

uses frequency shift keying (FSK) the carrier frequencies

being 130 or 134 kHz, and data can be transmitted and

received at the rate of 2400 bits/second.

Referring to Figures 3 and 4, in a condition of high

bus activity, messages will be transmitted by the

controller terminal to respective remote terminals and,

after predetermined delays, responses will be sent out by

the respective remote terminals. The messages will be

queued in the micro-computer 11. and fed to an internal

queue in the controller 10 in turn at appropriate

intervals. Thus, message 1 could be an instruction to turn

lamp 1 on and message 2 could be an instruction to read

temperature. In each case, the message duration is 15

bytes (8 bits to a byte) although the message could be up
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to 43 bytes long. A message specifies where the message is

being sent from, the destination to which it is being sent,

and the data content representing the operation to be

performed. After the message 1 is transmitted by the

controller, each terminal receives it and start decoding it

to ascertain if it is intended for that terminal. As soon

as it terminal has decoded the signal sufficiently to

ascertain that it is not intended for that terminal, it

discards the remainder of that message.

When the terminal for which the message is intended

confirms that the message is intended for itself, and after

the message has itself ended, that terminal transmits,

after a delay of 22 bytes from the end of the message, a

response to the controller to confirm the message has been

received. The response is in the same format as the

message i.e. address of originating terminal, address of

destination terminal and data content, and also lasts for a

duration of 15 bytes (but could be up to 43 bytes).

The other terminals will also receive the response,

and will discard them when they have read its destination

address, so that only the controller will respond to the

data in it. After a delay of 22 bytes from the end of the

response, the next message is sent out, and this could be
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for example an instruction to read temperature sensor 2.

The regular transmission of messages and receipt of

responses only applies of course in a period of high bus

activity eg. when the micro-computer is holding a stack of

messages to be sent out. In a situation of low bus

activity dummy messages of length 16 bytes are sent out at

regular intervals, this time spaced by the longer interval

of 87 bytes. The messages preserve the structure of the

normal messages but do not result in any operation being

preformed on any appliance. The purpose of these dummy

messages is to maintain synchronisation of the terminals,

each of which has its own clock. This will be explained

hereinafter in detail with reference to Figures 7 and 8.

In either case of high or low bus activity, it will

be noted that a delay follows each message or dummy

message. This is made use of (Figure 5 and Figure 6) in

the following way. Various given times in the delay are

allocated to various functions to enable the controller to

receive messages in the delay period.

Thus, safety/security or failure notification

messages from the terminals commence at the second byte,

IR1 handset messages commence at the sixth byte, IR2
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handset messages commence at the tenth byte, and there is

provision for the fourteenth and the eighteenth bytes to be

allocated to additional IR handsets. There are three bytes

between those in which transmission can commence, to enable

terminals to recognise that a data packet is being

transmitted and hence inhibit transmission.

In a conventional bus communication system where a

controller is provided, no terminal would be able to

transmit onto the bus unless it had first received a

message from the controller. It would in theory be

possible to adapt this to the use of handsets in the sense

that a handset would signal to a terminal that it wished to

pass a message to the controller and the controller could

periodically poll the terminals to ascertain if any

messages were waiting. In practice, however, it would lead

to an unacceptably long delay before the message had been

communicated to the controller and a response had been

received at the "handset, unless very rapid poling was

employed, which would be extremely inefficient on the bus

time.

The allocated byte slots circumvent this problem

without substantially increasing the risk of collision.
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Thus, IRI can signal to terminal 6, or to any other

gateway terminal able to receive and transmit infra--red

radiation and, after sending an acknowledgement to the

handset to confirm receipt of the message, the gateway

terminal is ready to send a message to the controller. In

the sixth byte slot after the end of a message, or a

response to a message, or a dummy message, the terminal

transmits its gateway message onto the mains.

The other remote terminals read this message and,

since it is not addressed to them, discard it. However,

where the last data packet on the mains was a message to a

particular remote terminal, that terminal refrains from

sending the response it was going to send. The controller

receives the message and sends out an acknowledgement of

duration 7 bytes to confirm detection of the message. At

this point, the terminal that was due to send its response,

having detected the acknowledgement now transmits its

response. The controller then generates the appropriate

message to fulfill the instruction given by the handset.

This is followed by a response in the usual way.

Each terminal, that is controller or remote

terminals, has to count the "byte" slots in order to insert

or look for a message at the appropriate time.
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Consequently, at the end of each message, or response, or

gateway message or acknowledgement or dummy message, all

terminals re-set so that the first byte following

thereafter is counted as number one by all terminals.

Similarly, IR2 and the two further possible handsets can

have rapid access to the bus without destroying the

collision avoidance arrangement.

The second byte slot is allocated to a

safety/security and failure notification messages which

need very rapid access to the bus for obvious reasons and,

since they are transmitted in the second byte, this gives

them priority of over all other messages. For example, one

terminal could be connected to a smoke detector or another

to a infra-red proximity detector focussed on an area

outside the household using the system. Equally, a lamp

could fail and its terminal would need to signal this.

Thus, any remote terminal might need to send a message to

the controller. Consequently, in the second byte, any such

terminal can signal to the controller, which responds after

a delay at the end of that message with a special

acknowledgement to verify detection of the message. A

suitable warning could be activated in the household. For

example, in the case of a proximity detector focussed on an

area outside the front door, an image of any person outside
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could be inset on a television being viewed.

Such messages will not arise often, so the fact that

collision is possible here will not cause a problem. In

the event of two remote terminals attempting to transmit at

the same time, the message will be garbled and the

controller will not be able to detect any message. Thus,

if the messages do not receive an acknowledgement, they

each try to re-transmit in the second byte slot after a

pseudo-random number of frames i.e. message-gap-response

periods.

Referring to Figures 7 and 8, the method of

synchronisation of the clocks in each of the terminals will

now be described. The first two bytes of each message,

response, dummy message or acknowledgement are

respectively, a preamble and synchronisation code. The

preamble is in the form of alternate I bits and 0 bits.

All terminals are designed to synchronise to the carrier

frequency, detect such a pattern, and set any automatic

gain controls. The next byte of each data packet is a

synchronisation code consisting of four 0 bits followed by

1 bit: the following three bits can each be either 0 or 1.

Each terminal samples the mains at the rate of once
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per bit. The need for the synchronisation code arises

because each terminal has a separate clock which could

drift relative to the others, perhaps only be a few

hundereds of micro-seconds, between messages. While this

might not matter if multiple samples, say, 2 or 4 per bit

were employed, which carries the penalty of a resultant

loss of background processing time, it does matter in the

case where a single sample per bit is taken, because the

sampling may then take place at a non-optimum point in a

bit interval (i.e. not at the centre of the bit, the

optimum point) causing the message to be decoded

erroneously.

Consequently, referring to Figure 8, in the next

byte, each terminal samples three 0's, because no matter

where the sampling takes place in a time drifted period,

three 0's will always be detected. Once three O's have

been detected, the processor of each terminal changes to a

higher speed sampling mode (8 times per bit), awaiting the

rising edge of the "1" following. If no "1" appears in the

next two bit periods, then once per bit sampling is

reverted to. This gives the processor of each terminal

maximum time for other tasks. In an FSK environment, the

data line is very rarely stable in the presence of just

noise, so the high speed sampling scheme is called for only
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occasionally.

Once a rising edge has been found, each processor

waits for half a bit, and then reverts to sampling once per

bit. The processors are now sampling at the optimum time

in each bit.

The remainder of the synchronisation code is then

read in and checked. If it is a valid code, then there is

a high probability that a message has just appeared on the

mains. If desired, the following byte can be coded to give

a further check that the genuine data packet is being

received. The message proper could then commence after

this following byte.

If three 0's are detected, but a rising edge is not

detected (i.e. a further 0 is detected), or if the

remiander of the synchronisation code is found to be

incorrect, the processors revert to their previous timing.

Of course, instead of looking for four 0's followed

by a 1, the synchronisation code could instead use four 1's

followed by a 0. These five bits could appear in any

position within a byte,. Further, a code consisting of
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three 0's and one ] or three 1's followed by one 0, or

consisting of two O's followed-by one 1 or two 1's followed

by one 0, could be used instead, the principle of detecting

the rising edge at a faster rate being the same.

Of course, various modifications may be made without

departing from the scope of the invention thus, different

message lengths, gap lengths and acknowledgement lengths as

well as dummy message lengths may be employed. Equally,

more infra-red slots could be provided in the inter-message

gap. Also, all terminals could be provided with a

infra-red communicating facility, including the controller,

and the display of the controller could be provided with a

touch-sensitive screen in order to enable commands to be

entered at the controller. Further, although the infra-red

communicating gateway terminals have been described as

controlling an electrical appliance, they need not do so

and could simply act as the interface between the infra-red

handsets and the bus. Equally, although it has been stated

that infra-red handset messages control the respective

electrical appliance via the controller 10 (in the sense

that the controller 10 issues the command to the remote

terminal controlling the electrical appliance), it would be

possible for the gateway message placed on the bus by the

gateway terminal to address (and control) the terminal
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3. 8

related to the appliance it is desired to control direct3y.
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CLAIMS

1. Apparatus for controlling remote electrical

appliances via the mains supply comprising a

controller terminal for transmitting mains borne data

packets and a plurality of remote terminals for

controlling the electrical appliances in response to

receipt of such data packets, each remote terminal

being arranged to transmit, after a time delay, a

mains borne data packet for the controller in response

to receipt of a data packet from the controller for

controlling an appliance associated with that

terminal, in which there is provided a terminal

capable of transmitting a mains borne data packet

commencing in the time delay.

2. Apparatus as *claimed in claim 1, in which the

other terminals are arranged to refrain from

transmitting mains borne data packets on detection of

a mains borne data packet commencing in the time

delay.

3. Apparatus as claimed in claim I or claim 2, in
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which the terminal capable of commencing transmission

of a data packet in the delay is arranged to commence

transmission at a given time in the delay.

4. Apparatus as claimed in claim 3, in which the

terminal which is capable of commencing transmission

at a given time in the delay is capable of

communicating with a handset by electro-magnetic or

acoustic waves.

5. Apparatus as claimed in claim 4, in which the

terminal and the handset are arranged to communicate

by infra-red waves.

6. Apparatus as claimed in claim 4 or claim 5, in

which the terminal capable of commencing transmission

at a given time is also capable of commencing

transmission at a second given time in the time delay

in response to communication with a different handset.

7. Apparatus as claimed in any one of claims 3 to 6,

in which the terminal that is capable of commencing

transmission at a given time is capable of

transmitting a safety or security message commencing

at that time.
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8. Apparatus as claimed in claim 7, in which all

terminals are capable of commencing transmission at

that time to indicate a failure associated with that

terminal.

9. Apparatus as claimed in claim 8, in which the

terminals are arranged to re-transmit a pseudo-random

number of delay periods later in the event of

non-receipt of an acknowledgement of the failure

message from the the controller terminal.

10. Apparatus as claimed in any one of claims 3 to 9,

in which the terminals are arranged to commence

sampling the mains for data packets only at the given

time in the time delay at which the terminal is

capable of commencing transmission.

11. Apparatus as claimed in any one of claims 1 to

10, in which all terminals are arranged to synchronise

with each other the timing within the time delay after

the end of each data packet.

12. Apparatus as claimed in any one of claims 1 to

11, in which the controller is arranged to transmit
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data packets which are not for controlling any

appliance when there are no data packets to be

transmitted for controlling an appliance, and each

sort of data packet has a synchronisation code for

synchronising clocks in the processors in each

terminal.

13. Apparatus for controlling remote electrical

appliances via the mains supply substantially as

herein described with reference to the accompanying

drawings.

14. A method of controlling remote electrical

appliances via the mains supply comprising

transmitting mains borne data packets from a

controller terminal to a plurality of remote terminals

to control electrical appliances, each remote terminal

transmitting after a time delay, a mains borne packet

to the controller in response to receipt of a data

packet from the controller to control an appliance

associated with that terminal, and a terminal being

provided which transmits a main borne data packet

commencing in the time delay.
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15. A method for controlling remote electrical

appliances via the mains supply substantially as

herein described.
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Controlling Remote Electrical Appliances

Via The Mains Supply

This invention relates to controlling remote

electrical appliances via the mains supply.

This invention is particularly concerned with an

arrangement having a control terminal for transmitting and

receiving mains borne data packets and a plurality of

remote terminals for controlling the electrical appliances

in response to receipt of such data packets. Typically

each remote terminal will be arranged to transmit a mains

borne data packet for the controller in response to receipt

of a data packet from the controller for controlling an

appliance associated with that terminal.

Each terminal may have a processor and the clocks of

the processors may .drift very slightly over a period of

time. This may result in some of the terminals sampling

the waveforms at a non-optimum point, so that the message

may be decoded erroneously, that is, unless very frequent

sampling is employed which is itself undesirable.

The invention provides apparatus for controlling
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remote electrical appliances via the mains supply,

comprising a controller terminal for transmitting mains

borne data packets and a plurality of remote terminals for

controlling the electrical appliances in response to

receipt of such data packets, each terminal being arranged

to sample the mains at one rate to detect the presence or

otherwise of data packets, and to sample the mains at a

faster rate when a synchronisation waveform has been

detected in order to determine accurately the timing of a

particular characteristic in the synchronisation wave-

form, to enable the terminals to be synchronised.

The invention provides a method for controlling

remote electrical appliances via the mains supply in which

a controller terminal transmits and receives mains borne

data packets and electrical appliances are controlled in

response to receipt of such data packets by a plurality of

data terminals, each terminal sampling the mains at one

rate to detect the presence or otherwise of a data base

packet and sampling the mains at a faster rate when a

synchronisation waveform is detected to determine

accurately the timing of a particular characteristic in the

synchronisation waveform, and synchronising the terminals.
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The higher speed sampling mode to detect the

particular characteristic enables the terminals to be

synchronised enabling all terminals to sample messages at

the optimum point without continual very frequent sampling.

The particular characteristic may be a rising. or

falling edge, and the synchronisation wave torm may include

three bits of one parity eg. three O's followed by one bit

of the opposite parity eg. a "1", but preferably includes

four bits of one parity followed by one bit of the opposite

parity. Thus, the terminals may sample at a rate of once

per bit of the data packets, and the detectors may be

arranged to sample at a faster rate once two (or three in

the case of four bits of the same parity) bits of the same

parity have been detected. This will enable the rising or

falling edge to be accurately detected, so that the

terminals can be synchronised and sampling can be carried

out at an optimum point in a following bit interval.

Apparatus for and a method of controlling remote

electric appliances via the mains supply will now be

described, by way of example, with reference to the

accompanying drawings in which:

Figure 1 is a block diagram of the apparatus;
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Figure 2 shows the interface between a terminal and

the mains supply;

Figure 3 shows schematically an example of signals

which could be present on the mains in a condition of high

bus activity;

Figure 4 shows schematically an example of signals

which could be present on the mains in a condition of low

bus activity;

Figure 5 is an enlarged view of part. of Figure 3;

Figure 6 shows an example of different signals which

could be present on the bus, to the same scale as Figure 5;

Figure 7 shows the arrangement of bytes in the start

of the messages and.responses shown in Figures 3 and 4; and

Figure 8 shows a part of the synchronisation code on

an enlarged scale.

Referring to Figure 3, a number of electrical

appliances such as a lamp 1, a temperature sensor 2, a lamp
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3, and a heater 4 are connected to the mains supply via

respective terminals 6 to 9. Two of the terminals 6, 8

(gateway terminals) are provided with infra-red

transmitter-receivers (not shown) to communicate with

handsets IR), IR2 also provided with transmitter-receivers.

The terminals each include micro-processors which control

the electrical appliances in accordance with data packets

received from a bus (mains) controller terminal 10 which

also includes a micro-processor, and which is in turn

controlled by a micro-computer 11, which incorporates a

display 12. The handsets TRI, IR2 also incorporate

micro-processors, and terminals 6, 8 each include two

micro-processors each, one for processing the infra-red

signals communicated between the terminals and the

handsets, and the other for receiving signals from and

transmitting signals onto the mains.

Each terminal 6 to 9 and the controller 30 each

include a transceiver chip 13 (Figure 2) which is

contro3lled by the respective micro-processor of that unit..

In particular, each chip includes three connections Din

(data in), Dout (data out), and T/R connected to the

respective micro-processor. When the connection T/R' is

high, the chip transmits data from the micro-processor to

the mains, and when it is low, the chip receives data from
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the mains. In the former situation, the output connection

o/p transmits a carrier wave of approximately 15 volts peak

to peak to the winding on one side of transformer 14, which

forms a tuned circuit with capacitor 15. A blocking

capacitor 15a connects the other winding to the mains. The

transformer is 3:1 step-down transformer so that

approximately a 5 volts peak to peak carrier wave is

impressed on the mains voltage. In the case of a system

for use within a household, a filter is provided at. the

fuse box to prevent the data packets being transmitted onto

the mains outside the household, as well as to attenuate

noise already on the mains that is being fed in. The chip

uses frequency shift keying (FSK) the carrier frequencies

being 130 or 134 -kHz, and data can be transmitted and

received at the rate of 2400 bits/second.

Referring to Figures 3 and 4, in a condition of high

bus activity, messages wjil be transmitted by the

controller terminal to respective remote terminals and,

after predetermined delays, responses will be sent out by

the respective remote terminals. The messages will be

queued in the micro-computer II and fed to an internal

queue in the controller 10 in turn at appropriate

intervals. Thus, message 1 could be an instruction to turn

lamp 1 on and message 2 could be an instruction to read
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temperature. In each case, the message duration is 35

bytes (8 bits to a byte) although the message could be up

to 43 bytes long. A message specifies where the message is

being sent from, the destination to which it is being sent,

and the data content representing the operation to be

performed. After the message 1 is transmitted by .the

controller, each terminal receives it and start decoding it

to ascertain if it is intended for that terminal. As soon

as it terminal has decoded the signal sufficiently to

ascertain that it is not intended for that terminal, it

discards the remainder of that message.

When the terminal for which the message is intended

confirms that. the message is intended for itself, and after

the message has itself ended, that terminal transmits,

after a delay of 22 bytes from the end of the message, a

response to the controller to confirm the message has been

received. The response is in the same format as the

message i.e. address of originating terminal, address of

destination terminal and data content, and also lasts for a

duration of 15 bytes (but could be up to 43 bytes).

The other terminals will also receive the response,

and will discard them when they have read its destination

address, so that only the controller will respond to the
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data in it. After a delay of 22 bytes from the end of the

response, the next message is sent out, and this could be

for example an instruction to read temperature sensor 2.

The regular transmission of messages and receipt of

responses only applies of course in a period of high bus

activity eg. when the micro-computer is holding a stack of

messages to be sent out. In a situation ..ot low bus

activity dummy messages of length 16 bytes are sent out at

regular intervals, this time spaced by the longer interval

of B7 bytes. The messages preserve the structure of the

normal messages but do not result in any operation being

preformed on any appliance. The purpose of these dummy

messages is to maintain synchronisation of the terminals,

each of which has its own clock. This will be explained

hereinafter in detail with reference to Figures 7 and 8.

In either case of high or low bus activity, it will

be noted that a delay follows each message or dummy

message. This is made use of (Figure 5 and Figure 6) in.

the following way. Various given times in the delay are

allocated to various functions to enable the controller to

receive messages in the delay period.

Thus, safety/security or failure notification
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messages from the termina3s commence at the second byte,

IR1 handset messages commence at the sixth byte, IR2

handset messages commence at the tenth byte, and there is

provision for the fourteenth and the eighteenth bytes to be

allocated to additional IN handsets. There are three bytes

between those in which transmission can commence, to enable

terminals to recognise that a data packet is being

transmitted and hence inhibit transmission.

In a conventional bus communication system where a

controller is provided, no terminal would be able to

transmit onto the bus unless it had first received a

-_ message from the controller. It would in theory be

possible to adapt this to the use of handsets in the sense

that a handset would signal to a terminal that it wished to

pass a message to the controller and the controller could

periodically poll the terminals to ascertain if any

messages were waiting. In practice, however, it would lead

to an unacceptably .long delay before the message had been

communicated to the controller and a response had been

received at the handset, unless very rapid poLing was

employed, which wou3d be extremely inefficient on the bus

time.

The allocated byte slots circumvent this problem
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without substantially increasing the risk of collision.

Thus, IR1 can signal to terminal 6, or to any other

gateway terminal able to receive and transmit infra-red

radiation and, after sending an acknowledgement to the

handset to confirm receipt of the message, the gateway

terminal is ready to send a message to the controller.* In

the sixth byte slot. after the end of a message, or a

response to a message, or a dummy message, the terminal

transmits its gateway message onto the mains.

The other remote terminals read this message and,

since it is not addressed to them, discard it. However,

where the last data packet on the mains was a message to a

particular remote terminal, that. terminal refrains from

sending the response it was going to send. The controller

receives the message and sends out an acknowledgement of

duration 7 bytes to confirm detection of the message. At

this point, the terminal that was due to send its response,

having detected the acknowledgement now transmits its.

response. The controller then generates the appropriate

message to fulfill the instruction given by the handset.

This is followed by a response in the usual way.

Each terminal, that is controller or remote
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terminals, has to count the "byte" slots in order to insert

or :look for a message at the appropriate time.

Consequently, at the end of each message, or response, or

gateway message or acknowledgement or dummy message, all

terminals re-set so that the first byte following

thereafter is counted as number one by all terminals.

Similarly, IR2 and the two further possible handsets' can

have rapid access to the bus without destroying the

collision avoidance arrangement.

The second byte slot is allocated to a

safety/security and failure notification messages which

need very rapid access to the bus for obvious reasons and,

since they are transmitted in the second byte, this gives

them priority of over all other messages. For example, one

terminal could be connected to a smoke detector or another

to a infra-red proximity detector focussed on an area

outside the household using the system. Equally, a lamp

could fail and its terminal would need to signal this.

Thus, any remote terminal might need to send a message to

the controLler. Consequently, in the second byte, any such

terminal can signal to the controller, which responds after

a delay at the end of that message with a special

acknowledgement to verify detection of the message. A

suitable warning could be activated in the household. For
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example, in the case of a proximity detector focussed on an

area outside the front door, an image of any person outside

could be inset on a television being viewed.

Such messages will not arise often, so the fact that

collision is possible here will not cause a problem. In

the event of two remote terminals attempting to transmit at

the same time, the message will be garbl.ed and the

controller will not be able to detect any message. Thus,

if the messages do not receive an acknowledgement, they

each try to re-transmit in the second byte slot after a

pseudo-random number of frames i.e. message-gap-response

periods.

Referring to Figures 7 and 8, the method of

synchronisation of the clocks in each of the terminals will

now be described. The first two bytes of each message,

response, dummy message or acknowledgement are

respectively, a preamble and synchronisation code. The

preamble is in the form of alternate 1 bits and 0 bits...

All terminals are designed to synchronise to the carrier

frequency, detect such a pattern, and set any automatic

gain controls. The next byte of each data packet is a

synchronisation code consisting of four 0 bits followed by

1 bit: the following three bits can each be either 0 or 1.
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Each terminal samples the mains at the rate of once

per bit. The need for the synchronisation code arises

because each terminal has a separate clock which could

drift relative to the others, perhaps only be a few

hundereds of micro-seconds, between messages. While this

might not matter if multiple samples, say, 2 or 4 per bit

were employed, which carries the penalty of .a resultant

loss of background processing time, it does matter in the

case where a single sample per bit is taken, because the

sampling may then take place at a non-optimum point in a

bit interval (i.e. not at the centre of the bit, the

optimum point) causing the message to be decoded

erroneous3y.

Consequently, referring to Figure 8, in the next

byte, each terminal samples three O's, because no matter

where the sampling takes place in a time drifted period,

three O's will al-ways be detected. Once three 0's have

been detected, the processor of each terminal changes to a-

higher speed sampling mode (8 times per bit), awaiting the

rising edge of the "J" following. If no "" appears in the

next two bit periods, then once per bit sampling is

reverted to. This gives the processor of each terminal

maximum time for other tasks. In an FSK environment, the
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data line is very rarely stable in the presence of just

noise, so the high speed sampling scheme is called for only

occasionally.

Once a rising edge has been found, each processor

waits for half a bit, and then reverts to sampling once.per

bit. The processors are now sampling at. the optimum -time

in each bit.

The remainder of the synchronisation code is then

read in and checked. If it is a valid code, then there is

a high probability that a message has just appeared on the

mains. If desired, the following byte can be coded to give

a further check that the genuine data packet is being

received. The message proper could then commence after

this following byte.

If three O's are detected, but a rising edge is not

detected (i.e. a. further 0 is detected), or if the

remiander of the synchronisation code is found to be

incorrect, the processors revert to their previous timing.

Of course, instead of looking for four O's followed

by a 1, the synchronisation code could instead use four 1's
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followed by a 0. These five bits could appear in any

position within a byte,. Further, a code consisting of

three 0's and one ] or three I's followed by one 0, or

consisting of two 0's followed by one 1 or two 1's followed

by one 0, could be used instead, the principle of detecting

the rising edge at a faster rate being the same.

Of course, various modifications may be .made without

departing from the scope of the invention thus, different

message lengths, gap lengths and acknowledgement lengths as

well as dummy message lengths may be employed. Equally,

more infra-red slots could be provided in the inter--message

gap. Also, all terminals could be provided with a

infra-red communicating facility, including the controller,

and the display of the controller could be provided with a

touch-sensitive screen in order to enable commands to be

entered at the controller. Further, although the infra-red

communicating gateway terminals have been described as

controlling an electrical appliance, they need not do so

and could simply act as the interface between the infra-red.

handsets and the bus. Equally, although it has been stated

that infra-red handset messages control the respective

electrical appliance via the controller 10 (in the sense

that the controller 10 issues the command to the remote

terminal controlling the electrical appliance), it would be
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16

possible for the gateway message p3aced on the bus by the

gateway terminal to address (and control) the terminal

related to the appliance it is desired to control directly.
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CLAIMS

1. Apparatus for controlling remote electrical

appliances via the main supply, comprising a

controller terminal for transmitting and receiving

mains borne data packets and a plurality of-. remote

terminals for controlling the electrical appliances in

response to receipt of such data packets, each

terminal being arranged to sample the mains at one

rate to detect the presence or otherwise of a data

packet, and to sample the mains at a faster rate when

a synchronisation waveform has been detected in order

to determine accurately the timing of a particular

characteristic in the synchronisation wave form, to

enable the terminals to be synchronised.

2. Apparatus as claimed in claim 1, in which the

synchronisation wave form includes three consecutive

bits of the same value and each terminal is arranged

to sample at a faster rate once two bits of the same

value have been detected.
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3. Apparatus as claimed in claim 3 or claim 2,

wherein the particular characteristic is a rising or a

falling edge.

4. Apparatus as c3aimed in claim 3, in which the.

synchronisation waveform includes three consecutive

bits of one value followed by one bit of the opposite

value.

5. Apparatus as claimed in claim 3 or claim 4, in

which each terminal is arranged to delay the sampling

for half a bit following detection of the rising or

falling edge, and then to re-commence sampling.

6. Apparatus as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 5,

in which each terminal is arranged to sample the mains

at a rate of once per bit of the data packet before

the synchronisation wave form has been detected.

7. Apparatus for controlling remote electrical

appliances via the mains supply substantially as

herein described with reference to the accompanying

drawings.

controlling remote8. A method for electrical
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appliances via the mains supply, in which a controller

terminal transmits and receives mains borne data

packets and electrical appliances are controlled in

response to receipt of such data packets by a

plurality of data terminals, each terminal sampling

the mains at one rate to detect the presence or

otherwise of a data base packet and sampling the mains

at a faster rate when a synchronisation waveform is

detected to determine accurately the timing of a

particular characteristic in the synchronisation

waveform, and synchronising the terminals.

9. A method for controlling remote electrical

appljances substantially as herein described with

reference to the accompanying drawings.
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